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Abstract
Modern sensor technologies facilitate the measurement and interpretation of human
affective and behavioural signals, and have consequently become widely used tools in
the fields of affective computing, social signal processing and psychophysiology. This
thesis investigates the use and development of these tools for measuring and enhancing
affective and behavioural interaction during collaborative music making.
Drawing upon work in the aforementioned fields, an exploratory study is designed,
where self-report and continuous behavioural and physiological measures are collected
from pairs of improvising percussionists. The findings lead to the selection of gaze,
motion, and cardiac activity as input measures in the design of a device to enhance
affective and behavioural interaction between co-present musicians. The device pro-
vides musicians with real-time visual feedback on the glances or body motions of their
co-performers, whilst also recording cardiac activity as a potential measure of musi-
cal decision making processes. Quantitative evidence is found for the effects of this
device on the communicative behaviours of collaborating musicians during an experi-
ment designed to test the device in a controlled environment. This study also reports
findings on discrete and time series relationships between cardiac activity and musical
decision-making. A further, qualitative study is designed to evaluate the appropriation
and impact of the device during long-term use in naturalistic settings. The results
provide insights into earlier findings and contribute towards an empirical understand-
ing of affective and behavioural interaction during collaborative music making, as well
as implications for the design and deployment of sensor-based technologies to enhance
such interactions.
This thesis advances the dominant single-user paradigm within human-computer
interaction and affective computing research, towards multi-user scenarios, where the
concern is human-human interaction. It achieves this by focusing on the emotionally
rich, and under-studied context of co-present musical collaboration; contributing new
methods and findings that pave the way for further research and real-world applications.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In 1997 Rosalind Picard outlined her manifesto for affective computing: “computing
that relates to, arises from, or influences emotions” (Picard, 1997, p. 1). At this time
the technological landscape was a far cry from the one that confronts us today. Mo-
bile phones were little more than phones without the wires, social networking took
place predominantly in the presence of others, and the only creatures tweeting were
birds. Huge changes were afoot. These were foreseen, to an impressive extent, by Mark
Weiser in his definitions of ‘ubiquitous computing’ - a term he had coined early in the
’90s (Weiser, 1991). Weiser envisaged that computers would become omnipresent, but
comparably invisible components in our everyday lives and physical environment. He
hypothesised that this change would be driven by the expansion of the Internet, and a
human desire “not to be held hostage” by technology (Weiser, 1993). The emergence
of affective computing appeared to encapsulate the kind of technological advances that
Weiser had in mind. By being able to interact with humans on an emotional level, af-
fective computers could adopt a wider role in our lives, whilst simultaneously appearing
less computer-like.
Weiser also understood that the influence of technology on people is not a one-
way process. Rather, it is a feedback loop, where new technologies lead to changes in
lifestyles, which lead to changes in needs, and consequently investment in new technolo-
gies (Weiser, 1999). In the two decades since Weiser made his predictions, technological
advances have emerged at such a pace that there has been little opportunity to reflect
on the simultaneous changes occurring in the people exposed to these technologies.
There is an increasing amount of evidence to suggest that these changes are signifi-
cant; affecting the way we interact (Drouin and Davis, 2009; Turkle, 2012; Wooldridge
and Shapka, 2012; Amichai-Hamburger and Hayat, 2011), and the way we think (Small
et al., 2009). Furthermore, it appears that these changes are not merely an extension of
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the capabilities provided by new technology, they are also derivative of the very fabric
on which much of this technology is built - digital data and structured logic. This is
most starkly demonstrated in the modern methods that many of us use to represent and
express ourselves: the binary ‘like’ button on Facebook, the length-restricted ‘packets’
of text sent via Twitter, and our geo-located positions on Google Maps.
In short, while people set out to create technology that was human-centred, it
appears that to some extent humans are becoming technology-centred. As our interac-
tions with computers become more commonplace, do we risk undermining some of the
evolutionarily complex elements of human interaction? This is a poignant question for
researchers in the field of human-computer interaction.
This thesis shifts the focus towards human-human interactions, and the ways in
which these interactions could benefit from affect and social signal-sensing technolo-
gies. It does this within the context of a particular type of interaction; one which is
emotionally rich, universally practised, and uniquely human - collaborative music
making. Three studies are reported, investigating the use of sensor technologies for
measuring affective and behavioural aspects of collaborative music making. Applica-
tions for these technologies are also investigated through the design and evaluation of
a device that provides performing musicians with sensor-related feedback.
The work in this thesis is informed and inspired by existing research in the fields of
affective computing and social signal processing (SSP), which showcase ways in which
human affective states and behavioural cues can be sensed, analysed, and categorised
using technological and computer-based approaches. Affective computing is typically
directed towards single-user, human-computer interaction scenarios, whilst SSP marks
a shift towards the consideration of multi-user scenarios. With its focus on collabora-
tive music making, this thesis investigates the measurement of continuous and low-level
representations of affect and social interaction during rich human-human interactions.
In doing so, it broadens the horizons of affective computing and SSP research, con-
tributing new findings and methodological approaches.
1.1 Motivation
Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) is a vast, multi-faceted, and growing area of re-
search. Its popularity is underscored by the fact that, for many of us, interactions with
computers constitute a large proportion of our everyday lives. Sensors play an impor-
tant role within HCI; serving to mediate interactions between human and machine.
Some researchers approach the use of sensors from a computer-oriented perspective;
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using them to develop new input modalities such as touch interfaces. For others, sen-
sors are seen as a tool to enable machines to behave more like humans, complimenting
our abilities (Wilson, 2012). This latter approach requires the consideration of human
factors, such as emotion, behaviour, and social psychology. In particular, sensors have
been used to measure and analyse gestures (Glowinski et al., 2011; Ren et al., 2013),
body motions (Bianchi-Berthouze, 2012; Sanghvi et al., 2011; Lim et al., 2014), speech
(Schuller and Weninger, 2015), facial expressions (Chang et al., 2009; Zeng et al., 2009),
gaze (Mu¨ller et al., 2012; Vertegaal, 1999), and physiology (Nasoz et al., 2004; Picard
et al., 2001). These measures have been used for a variety of purposes, such as detect-
ing engagement (Rich et al., 2010), recognising affective states (Kulic and Croft, 2007),
and monitoring mental workload (Fairclough, 2009).
The field of affective computing has embraced the use of sensor technologies in
a human-oriented approach to HCI. Research in this field has predominately focused
on single-user scenarios, whereby computers are used to elicit and recognise affective
and behavioural responses from individuals.(Kory and D’Mello, 2014; Vinciarelli et al.,
2012). A founding motivation for the research presented in this thesis was a desire
to contribute towards affective computing research by investigating how affective and
behavioural sensing could be used to measure and enrich our interactions with other
people (Morgan et al., 2013). With respect to the enrichment of interactions, it was
implicit that an aspect of this research should focus upon real-world applications for
sensor technologies.
Gunes and Schuller (2013) note that selecting a specific context for affective com-
puting research enables the design of systems that are realistic, and simplifies some of
the problems associated with automatic analysis and recognition. Given the expanse of
human-human interaction situations that occur in everyday life, the decision was made
to focus on a particular type of situation. The criteria for selecting this situation were
emotional richness, co-presence (shared space), and the potential for real-world applica-
tions. Collaborative music making was selected because it satisfies all of these criteria.
In particular, it involves cooperation and synchronisation (Reidsma et al., 2014); emo-
tional expression (Biasutti and Frezza, 2009); non-verbal social interaction (Wilson and
MacDonald, 2012); and concurrent, rather than sequential contributions (Healey et al.,
2005). Indeed, Varni et al. (2008, p. 1) note that “performing arts, and in particular
music, are an ideal test-bed to investigate non-verbal expressive communication and
expressive gesture”.
With respect to the potential for real-world applications, the decision to investigate
collaborative music making was motivated by the belief that affect and behaviour-
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sensing technologies hold great potential for enhancing our experience of the perform-
ing arts; where emotional expression is exaggerated and the value of physical presence
is highly regarded. Furthermore, the music making community have already demon-
strated a willingness to adopt sensor technologies. These are being used in the design of
new interfaces for musical expression, which can be controlled through touch, gesture,
motion, and physiology (Kuhara and Kobayashi, 2011; Mitchell et al., 2012; Medeiros
and Wanderley, 2014). However, despite their heightened ability to sense human input,
these devices predominantly focus on single-user operation and do very little to sense
and enhance the emotional, interpersonal, and communicative elements of collaborative
music making (Carlile and Hartmann, 2005; Fencott and Bryan-Kinns, 2010).
In addition to the motivations above, investigating the use of sensor technologies in
the context of collaborative music making was seen as an opportunity to gain a better
understanding of the behavioural and affective processes that accompany collaborative
music making. By incorporating influences from a variety of fields – including HCI,
affective computing, and music interaction – it was also hoped that this thesis would
showcase a novel, interdisciplinary approach, and provide inspiration for future work.
1.2 Aims and Approach
The following specific aims were established:
A1 Investigate how best to continuously measure behaviour and affect dur-
ing dyadic musical interactions: Various sensors can be used for measuring
and interpreting human behaviour and affect. These include physiological, cog-
nitive, and behavioural measures. The use of these measures in the context of
musical collaboration has received little attention. As such, this research aims to
identify and develop specific sensors and techniques that are well suited to the
study of musical interactions.
A2 Design and evaluate a sensor-based device for enhancing affective and
behavioural interaction during collaborative music making: A core mo-
tivation of this research is to contribute towards the realisation of real-world
applications for affect and behavioural sensing technologies. Consequently, an
aim of this research is to develop and test a device that utilises such technologies
in order to enhance collaborative music making.
A3 Provide insights into the wider applications for affect and behaviour
sensing technologies in the context of collaborative music making: In
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addition to evaluating the device described in A2, this research aims to identify
wider challenges, considerations, and recommendations concerning the design of
affect and behaviour sensing devices for collaborating musicians.
An empirical approach is taken to addressing these aims, involving a combination of
quantitative and qualitative research methods. The studies in this thesis predominantly
investigate improvisation as a form of group music making that necessitates collabora-
tion (Sawyer, 2003). Group improvisation is also an inherently social activity, effected
through complex forms of non-verbal communication (Sawyer, 2003; Wilson and Mac-
Donald, 2012); this makes it well suited to the study of affective and behavioural aspects
of human interactions. To further constrain the focus of the research, study groups were
restricted to dyads.
The first study in this thesis takes an exploratory approach, owing to a lack of
existing work on affect and behaviour sensing during collaborative music making. Ex-
ploratory studies provide a valid means of generating novel hypotheses from previously
unexplored situations (Jaeger and Halliday, 1998). In this case, relationships are ex-
plored between experimentally obtained sensor data and aspects of collaborative music
making. The findings facilitate the identification of specific sensors, measures, and fea-
tures, which subsequently inform the design and development of a prototype device.
Specific exploratory questions and hypotheses are then formed concerning both the
effects of the device upon musical collaborations, and specific relationships between
sensor and music making features. To test these, a confirmatory study is undertaken,
which leads to quantitative findings and further research questions. In order to address
these questions, a longitudinal, qualitative study is undertaken.
1.3 Thesis Structure
Chapter 2 provides a literature review of background work relating to the measure-
ment of behaviour and affect; and co-present collaborative music making.
Chapter 3 reports an exploratory study, in which various types of sensor data were
collected from pairs of improvising percussionists. A multi-level analysis of the
data is presented, resulting in a broad set of findings relating to the affective and
behavioural measurement of collaborating musicians.
Chapter 4 begins by reflecting upon the results of the first study, and establishing
a set of design considerations for a technological intervention. A comprehensive
review of related work is then reported. The second half of this chapter describes
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the design and development of a prototype device – the LuminUs – that provides
musicians with real-time feedback on the body motions or glances of their co-
performer.
Chapter 5 reports the second study in this thesis, which tested specific exploratory
questions and hypotheses concerning i) the effects of the LuminUs device upon
collaborating musicians; and ii) relationships between cardiac activity and musical
decision making.
Chapter 6 documents the final study in this thesis - a qualitative and longitudinal
investigation of the use of the LuminUs by four established musical duos over the
course of three rehearsals and a performance.
Chapter 7 draws upon the work undertaken throughout this thesis, and discusses the
findings and their implications in relation to existing research.
Chapter 8 concludes this thesis by providing an overview of the work undertaken,
and summarising the major findings. It also highlights limitations and areas for
future work.
1.4 Contributions
This research contributes to the fields of HCI and affective computing. Both of these
fields spawned from the Information Age, and look towards the ways that advances in
computing and technology can directly benefit humans. However, the work in these
fields has predominantly concerned interactions between humans and computers (e.g.
computer gaming), and remote interactions between humans via computers (e.g. mo-
bile communications). This thesis shifts the attention towards co-present human-human
interaction, and specifically considers the rich interactions that occur between collabo-
rating musicians. In doing so, it evidences ways in which computing and technological
advances could enhance these interactions; and consequently demonstrates the impor-
tance of considering co-present multi-user scenarios in HCI and affective computing.
Through investigations with collaborating musicians, this thesis also contributes
towards human-oriented fields, such as cognitive science, psychology, and music perfor-
mance. These fields pre-date the Information Age and, whilst researchers have incorpo-
rated technological advances into their practice, there is still great scope for exploring
the ways in which these advances could assist in the study of humans. In this thesis,
sensor technologies are used to collect data from collaborating musicians whilst they
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perform. Analysis of these data contributes findings relating to the behaviours and
experiences of the musicians; and simultaneously demonstrates ways in which sensor
technologies can be used as investigative research tools in the aforementioned disci-
plines.
In addition to these general contributions, specific contributions are detailed below
in relation to i) new methods proposed for understanding and enhancing affec-
tive and behavioural interaction during collaborative music making; and ii) advancing
knowledge in multiple disciplines through the findings obtained.
1.4.1 New Methods Proposed
Automatic tracking of human-human gaze interactions: Using open source eye
tracking glasses and software, along with fiducial markers, a low-cost method is
developed and evaluated for automatically detecting gaze interactions between
collaborating musicians. To the researcher’s knowledge, this is the first time
that eye-tracking has been adopted for this purpose. Gaze plays an important
role in the non-verbal communication of affective and social signals, and this
method provides researchers with a tool for obtaining quantitative measures of
gaze interactions.
Extracting quanititative measures of musical decision making: In Chapter 5,
two novel methods are reported, applied, and evaluated for the automatic extrac-
tion of musical decision making features from MIDI recordings of improvised piano
and drum performances. Musical decisions are the decisions that individual mu-
sicians make regarding their contributions to an ongoing musical collaboration.
Measuring them is especially challenging when the musicians are improvising,
due to the fact that musical contributions are not based upon a pre-defined score.
The reported methods enable researchers to extract quantitative indicators of the
musical decisions made by musicians during improvised performances.
Providing visual feedback of affective and behavioural measures: By design-
ing and testing a prototype device - the LuminUs - this thesis proposes and eval-
uates a method for providing musicians with real-time inter-personal feedback
about the gaze and body motions of their co-performers. To the researcher’s
knowledge, this is the first time that sensor technologies have been used to pro-
vide such feedback to musicians during co-present performances. The reported
findings and experiences with the LuminUs serve as an informative reference for
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researchers and designers involved in the development of devices for providing
dynamic visual feedback to performing musicians.
1.4.2 Findings Obtained
Sensing collaborating musicians: Findings reported in Chapter 3 provide empirical
evidence for relationships between sensor-derived features and self-reported, or
performance-related measures of collaborative music making. In particular:
• Self-reported measures of creativity, engagement, and energy are found to
be positively correlated with body motion.
• The number of glances exchanged between musicians are positively corre-
lated with rhythmic synchrony.
• The average glance length is correlated with self-reported boredom.
These findings contribute towards future research by providing an informed in-
dication of which sensors and features might be best suited for the automatic
measurement and interpretation of affective and behavioural aspects of collabo-
rative music making.
Musical decision making and cardiac activity: In Chapter 3, relationships be-
tween discrete heart rate and musical change events are evidenced. Further
findings in Chapter 5 shed light upon relationships between cardiac activity and
musical decision making, using both discrete and continuous time series analy-
ses. These results contribute towards the wider literature on psychophysiology
and sow the seeds for more in-depth future research on physiological indicators
of decision making processes in improvising musicians.
Musicians’ use of the LuminUs: Through studies of the musicians’ use of the Lu-
minUs, quantitative evidence is obtained for the ways in which sensor-derived,
visual feedback devices might have an impact upon musical collaborations. In par-
ticular, both gaze and motion feedback are shown to significantly influence the
number of glances exchanged between musicians (Chapter 5). In Chapter 6, a lon-
gitudinal, qualitative study on the use of the LuminUs identifies and evidences
five themes: expression and communication; group attributes; technology; as-
pects of music; and context. These findings contribute distinct recommendations
and considerations for the design and development of affective and behavioural
feedback devices for musicians.
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Research and technology design recommendations: Based upon the experiences
and findings throughout the course of this research, Chapter 7 provides a detailed
discussion of recommendations and suggestions relating to the following topics:
• The selection of appropriate sensors for measuring behaviour and affect in
collaborating musicians.
• The collection and analysis of dyadic data.
• Implications for the design of new affective and behavioural sensing tech-
nologies for collaborative music making.
The discussion of these topics contributes a concise and informative reference for
researchers and technologists embarking upon work involving the use of sensors
for measuring affective and behavioural aspects of collaborative music making.
Additionally, it may also benefit those working within the wider context of the
performing arts.
Finally, in an age where the boundaries between art, science, and engineering are
becoming increasingly blurred, this thesis contributes to the wider research community
by demonstrating the challenges and benefits of undertaking multidisciplinary research.
1.5 Associated Publications
Early motivations and plans for this research are reported in a paper that was presented
as part of the Doctoral Consortium at the 2013 conference on Affective Computing and
Intelligent Interaction (Morgan et al., 2013). The first study in this thesis (Chapter 3)
is reported in a paper presented at the 2014 conference on New Interfaces for Musical
Expression (Morgan et al., 2014); and more extensively in an article in the Interna-
tional Journal of Human-Computer studies (Morgan et al., 2015a). The second study
(Chapter 5) is partially reported in a short paper, presented at the 2015 INTERACT
conference (Morgan et al., 2015b). These publications are listed below:
Evan Morgan, Hatice Gunes, and Nick Bryan-Kinns. Measuring affect for the study
and enhancement of co-present creative collaboration. In Proceedings - 2013 Humaine
Association Conference on Affective Computing and Intelligent Interaction, ACII 2013,
pages 659–664, 2013. ISBN 9780769550480. doi: 10.1109/ACII.2013.115. URL http:
//ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpl/articleDetails.jsp?arnumber=6681506
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Evan Morgan, Hatice Gunes, and Nick Bryan-Kinns. Instrumenting the Interaction :
Affective and psychophysiological features of live collaborative musical improvisation.
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London, 2014. URL http://www.nime.org/proceedings/2014/nime2014_353.pdf
Evan Morgan, Hatice Gunes, and Nick Bryan-Kinns. Using affective and behavioural
sensors to explore aspects of collaborative music making. International Journal
of Human-Computer Studies, 82:31–47, 2015a. ISSN 1071-5819. doi: 10.1016/
j.ijhcs.2015.05.002. URL http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/
S1071581915000853
Evan Morgan, Hatice Gunes, and Nick Bryan-Kinns. The LuminUs: Providing musi-
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Chapter 2
Background
This thesis takes a multidisciplinary approach, which is influenced by existing research
in a number of different fields. This research can be broadly categorised into: i) research
relating to the measurement of behaviour and affect, and ii) research dealing with the
analysis of co-present, collaborative music making activities. This chapter discusses
relevant work within these two categories.
2.1 Measuring Behaviour and Affect
A major component of the research in this thesis is the use of sensor technologies to
measure and quantify human behaviour and affect in the context of music making.
The tools and techniques that are employed are influenced by research across a range
of disciplines, but most prevalently Psychophysiology, Affective Computing, and
Social Signal Processing. This section provides a brief introduction to these disci-
plines, before highlighting literature that is specifically relevant to this thesis.
2.1.1 Relevant Disciplines
Psychophysiology
Psychophysiology is the study of how psychological experiences (thoughts, feelings,
emotions) relate to the physiological activity of the body. The typical approach to psy-
chophysiological studies is to measure physiological variables in the laboratory, using
equipment developed for medical diagnostics. These measurements are then compared
to qualitative and quantitative measures of behaviour and experience, according to the
specific focus of the study. Over recent years, equipment for physiological measurement
has become increasingly non-invasive, miniaturised and affordable; making it easier to
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conduct studies, not just in the lab, but also in naturalistic settings (Morgan and Gunes,
2013). Furthermore, these developments are leading towards the integration of physi-
ological sensors in everyday technologies such as phones, smartwatches, and computer
game consoles. An advantage of adopting physiological measurement as a means of in-
ferring psychological states is that it often requires no deliberate effort on behalf of the
user. The development of a car seat that can sense the driver’s heart rate and detect
tiredness (Edwards, 2013) is a great example of this paradigm; involving technology
development (Walter et al., 2011), research in psychophysiology (Patel et al., 2011),
and an application that revolves around the need for non-disruptive measurement.
Affective Computing
The field of affective computing focuses on the development of technologies that are able
to recognise, react to, and/or express emotions (Picard, 1997). These emotions are often
represented in dimensional space. Commonly used dimensions are valence (unpleasant-
pleasant) and arousal (relaxed-aroused) (Gunes and Schuller, 2013). For example,
‘excited’ would be represented as high arousal and high valence; whilst ‘depressed’
would be low arousal and low valence. Work in affective computing has mainly focused
on categorising the discrete emotional responses of individuals who are presented with
pre-recorded, static or virtual stimuli, usually in a laboratory setting (Sariyanidi et al.,
2015; Zeng et al., 2009). Researchers are now starting to look towards systems that are
able to recognise affect in more true-to-life, spontaneous settings (Gunes and Schuller,
2013). For example, researchers at MIT Media Lab used physiological, behavioural,
mobility, and phone usage data to model the happiness of students as they went about
their daily lives (Jaques et al., 2015). These data were collected using mobile phones
and wrist-worn sensors. In another application, the musical score and sequence of scenes
in a film were dictated by the emotional responses of the audience, as inferred from
physiological measurements (Price, 2011). These advances are leading to increased
commercial interest in affective computing systems; as evidenced by Apple’s recent
purchase of Emotient (Misener, 2016) - a university spin-off company that specialises
in the recognition of emotions from facial expressions.
An area of research that has received less attention is the application of affect
recognition in situations where the interaction is occurring between people. This, in
itself, is not an entirely new idea. In her early work, Picard discussed the poten-
tial for affective computing to increase the “affective bandwidth” of person-to-person
communication (Picard, 2000, p. 57). However, her choice of language was computer-
centric, with the word bandwidth implying that emotional communication could be
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improved by simply transmitting more information. More than a decade after Picard
made these comments, Janssen et al. (2014) note an absence of work on the automated
detection and transmission of emotion during computer mediated, human-human in-
teractions. Furthermore, studies undertaken by Janssen et al. (2014) indicate that the
communication of emotion through automated means is perceived as less intimate than
user-initiated communication. These findings point towards a need for further research
on the underlying nature of effective emotional communication; and the potential ap-
plications for affective computing in the context of human-human interactions. In
particular, there is a lack of work involving co-present activities; such as collaborative
music making, and social interaction.
Social Signal Processing
Social signal processing (SSP) (Pentland, 2005) is a comparatively new domain, which
aims to provide computers with the ability to sense and understand human social
signals (Vinciarelli et al., 2009). In this context a social signal is defined as a “commu-
nicative or informative signal that, either directly or indirectly, provides information
about ‘social facts’, that is, about social interactions, social emotions, social attitudes,
or social relations” (Pantic et al., 2011, p. 9). SSP is relevant to the work in this thesis
because it is inherently concerned with phenomena that occur during human-human
interactions. For example, Curhan and Pentland (2007) investigated how conversa-
tional dynamics, measured by extracting speech features, could be used to predict
the outcomes dyadic negotiations. With respect to emotion, SSP takes a markedly
different approach to affective computing research. The latter has predominately in-
vestigated basic emotions that can be experienced individually, such as happiness and
anger; whereas SSP considers social emotions, such as empathy and envy (Vinciarelli
et al., 2012). Furthermore, the analysis of complex non-verbal behavioural cues, such
as gesture and gaze, is a central focus of SSP. This makes it particularly relevant to the
study of collaborative music making, where the lack of verbal communication places
emphasis upon non-verbal modalities.
A common theme within these disciplines is that human experience and affect can be
segmented into three components; cognitive (thoughts), behavioural (expressions and
actions) and physiological (biochemical and electrical changes in the body). Measuring
each of these components presents varying challenges, requiring distinct technologies
and processing techniques. The following sections discuss relevant research relating to
each component, since the studies in this thesis incorporate measurements of all three.
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2.1.2 Cognitive Measurement
Information about cognitive processes inside the brain can be obtained using neu-
roimaging techniques. The most commonly used techniques are electroencephalogra-
phy (EEG) and functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI). Both techniques have
been used to identify emotions by analysing the brain’s response to affective stimuli
such as images (Schneider et al., 1997) and music (Schmidt and Trainor, 2001). fMRI
has a higher spatial resolution than EEG, but the requirement for participants to be
stationary inside a large and immobile scanner makes it impossible to conduct studies
in naturalistic settings. For example, in a study of the neural aspects of musical impro-
visation, jazz pianists were asked to play whilst lying in an fMRI scanner (Limb and
Braun, 2008).
EEG data are collected by placing electrodes on the subject’s scalp. Affordable and
user-friendly EEG systems, such as the Emotiv EPOC1 headset, have become available
in recent years. The Emotiv system has been used in the classification of affective
states (Ramirez and Vamvakousis, 2012) and the detection of mental actions (Taylor
and Schmidt, 2012). However, it has been shown to under-perform in comparison to
medical-grade devices (Duvinage et al., 2013).
A major issue with all current EEG devices is that the recordings are highly sus-
ceptible to movement-related artifacts. This poses difficulties for data collection from
performing musicians (Maidhof et al., 2014). Despite this issue, Babiloni et al. (2012)
used EEG sensors to investigate empathy in musical quartets. They found relation-
ships between empathy scores and frontal oscillatory alpha rhythms collected while
the musicians observed a recording of their performance. No equivalent relationships
were found for EEG data collected during the performances. Sa¨nger et al. (2012) col-
lected EEG recordings from guitar duets and found evidence to support the claim that
synchronous oscillatory brain activity plays a functional role in musical performance.
They also found that phase locking (a measure of synchronisation) was modulated in
relation to the leader and follower roles assigned to the musicians. Both of these studies
involved musicians performing prepared musical pieces. To the best of the researcher’s
knowledge, there have been no studies involving the collection of cognitive measures
during collaborative musical improvisation.
1https://emotiv.com/
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2.1.3 Behavioural Measurement
The research in this thesis concerns the measurement of relatively short-term behaviours
(in the order of seconds and minutes), many of which can be categorised as non-verbal
communicative acts. Argyle (1978) outlines seven forms of non-verbal communica-
tion (NVC): facial expressions, gaze, gestures, bodily posture, bodily contact, spatial
behaviour (e.g. proximity), and appearance (e.g. clothing). He models NVC as a
simple, communications theory-inspired sequence, whereby a sender encodes a ‘social
signal’, which is subsequently decoded by a receiver. It is implicit that this signal
transfer is not error free. One person will never perfectly interpret the non-verbal com-
municative act of another person. Furthermore, the process of NVC does not always
involve conscious awareness. This makes it a particularly interesting parameter in the
study of human interactions, as it indicates subtle features of the interaction that may
not be revealed by self-report measures.
In the context of co-present musical interactions, gaze, bodily posture, and spatial
behaviours are of particular interest. Gaze can reveal information about the dynamics
and nature of co-present human interactions. Numerous studies have shown how gaze is
closely synchronised with speech during conversations (Kendon, 1967; Cummins, 2012;
Oertel et al., 2012). Additionally, the amount of time people spend looking at each
other has been shown to relate to dominance and rapport (Argyle, 1978). Mutual
gaze has also been shown to be physiologically arousing (Mazur et al., 1980). Gaze is
commonly measured by manually annotating video footage, which is a labour-intensive
task (Ye et al., 2012). However, modern eye-tracking glasses are able to continuously
track where someone is looking within a scene captured from a head-mounted camera
(Kassner et al., 2014).
With respect to bodily posture and spatial behaviour, accurate measurements can
be obtained using optical marker-based motion tracking systems, which use multiple
cameras to detect small reflective markers positioned on the body. Glowinski et al.
(2013) used such a system to study the bodily movements of a string quartet. Their
results suggest that head movement features can be used to distinguish between an en-
gaging and non-engaging performance (as rated by the performers). Healey et al. (2005)
used marker-based tracking to examine the spatial behaviour of a group of seven im-
provising musicians. They observed how the use of space played a complex role in
maintaining the coherence of the performance, and drew a number of parallels with
conversational interactions. The trade-off with marker-based systems is that they take
some time to set up and are not particularly portable (Bianchi-Berthouze and Klein-
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smith, 2015). With the advent of the Microsoft Kinect, researchers have been able to
measure body movements using a single depth-sensitive camera (Hadjakos et al., 2013;
Morgan and Gunes, 2013). This option offers a low cost, portable, and unobtrusive
option for tracking motion in naturalistic settings. However, the tracking accuracy can
be poor (Dael et al., 2016). An additional option is to record kinematic features of
body motion using handheld or wearable accelerometers. If multiple accelerometers
are used then the data can be processed using kinematic models in order to estimate
spatial positioning (Zhou et al., 2008)
It should be noted that the non-verbal behaviours defined by Argyle, and discussed
above, are all forms of visual communication. In the study of musical interactions it is
also important to consider the effects that auditory feedback might have on NVC be-
tween musicians. For example, during collaborative improvisation musicians frequently
communicate using auditory cues, such as playing louder (Jensen and Marchetti, 2010).
Nowicki et al. (2013) found that the timing synchrony between two musicians tapping
a rhythm improved when the taps triggered sounds. Given that the sounds a musician
creates are directly related to their playing, auditory-feedback related measures can
be collected using Musical Instrument Digital Interface (MIDI)-enabled instruments.
MIDI data provides accurate information about the timing and velocity (loudness)
of musical notes. Coupled with the other measures discussed in this section, a wide
range of options exist for collecting rich data relating to the behaviours of interacting
musicians.
2.1.4 Physiological Measurement
Physiological measures can be used to capture subconscious and spontaneous aspects
of a person’s cognitive and affective states (Fairclough, 2009; Cacioppo et al., 2007b).
These measures can be collected whilst a person goes about their daily activities (Her-
nandez et al., 2014), which makes them particularly suitable for the study of collabo-
rating musicians. Physiological data are commonly collected by measuring mechanical,
electrophysical and biochemical signals, using surface electrodes and sensors positioned
at specific sites on the body (Cacioppo et al., 2007a). In a study of flow2 during piano
playing, de Manzano et al. (2010) measured heart rate, respiration and facial mus-
cle movements while professional pianists gave five performances of a prepared piece.
For each performance the pianists were subsequently asked to rate their level of flow
using a questionnaire. A significant relationship was found between flow and heart
2Csikszentmihalyi’s theory of Flow (Csikszentmihalyi and Rathunde, 1993) describes the mental
state of being completely absorbed in an activity.
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rate variability, respiratory depth, and facial muscle movements. Physiological studies
have also been conducted to try to measure musicians’ emotions during musical perfor-
mance (Knapp et al., 2009). A potential application of live physiological measurement
in music collaboration has been demonstrated by Mealla et al. (2011), who created an
interactive musical tabletop, where physiological signals contributed to the generated
sounds.
In a study of the physiological reactions of audience members to a live music per-
formance, Egermann et al. (2013) found that unexpected musical events were generally
associated with a rise in skin conductance, and decreased heart rate. A real-world
application of these ideas saw the musical score and sequence of scenes in a film be-
ing dictated by the emotional responses of the audience, as inferred from physiological
measurements (Price, 2011).
Regarding human-human interactions, a study of partner influence during conver-
sation found ‘physiological linkage’ between the blood pressure (BP) measurements of
romantic couples (Reed et al., 2013). Research into user experience with game tech-
nologies found differing physiological responses when participants were playing against
a computer compared with playing against another human (Mandryk et al., 2006).
In summary, cognitive, behavioural and physiological measurements provide many ways
to infer and quantify affective aspects of human experience. In recent years the use
of these techniques has started to make the transition from laboratory-based stud-
ies to real-world applications. However, there has been comparatively little focus on
situations where the interaction is occurring between people.
2.2 Co-Present Collaborative Music Making
In the context of this thesis, co-present collaborative music making is defined as any
situation where two or more people are jointly involved in the process of creating live
music. The following sections discuss research that is relevant to group interactions
in general; and group musical improvisation, which is a specific case of co-present
collaborative music making that is investigated in this thesis. The final section provides
a review of approaches to studying co-present musical interactions.
2.2.1 Group Interactions
Sawyer (2003) proposes two generalised approaches to the study of group interactions:
the input-output approach; and the process approach. The former concerns things that
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take place before and after the interaction, whilst the latter looks at what occurs
during the interaction. Quantitative methods can provide interesting insights into group
interaction processes. For example, Fencott and Bryan-Kinns (2010) used interaction
logs to analyse specific aspects of software-based co-present collaborative music making,
such as the amount of co-editing that occurred. Hadjakos et al. (2013) developed a
quantitative method for analysing the rhythmic synchronisation of a violin duo using
the Kinect motion tracking device. By tracking head movements they were able to
demonstrate how complex interaction patterns could be observed.
As an extension to the theory of flow (see section 2.1.4), Sawyer (2003) conceives the
idea of group flow, referring to a state of peak performance at the level of the group,
rather than the individual. He points to the importance of factors such as parallel
processing (simultaneous awareness of self and collaborator(s)) and visual attention
in establishing a state of group flow. However, evidence for the theory of group flow
is somewhat anecdotal. Indeed, Sawyer suggests that the study of group flow “must
proceed by examining the interactional dynamics among members during performance”
(Sawyer, 2003, p. 47). A similar concept is that of mutual engagement, which has been
highlighted as an important feature of group musical interactions (Bryan-Kinns, 2013).
Bryan-Kinns and Hamilton (2012) developed a mutual engagement questionnaire for
evaluating the mutual engagement qualities of different musical interfaces.
Emotion also plays an important part in group interactions. Of particular interest
are the processes by which the emotional representations of a person or group influence
the emotions of another person or group. This is often termed emotional contagion.
There is a lack of research on emotional contagion in performing musicians; however,
it has been suggested that emotional contagion is one of the mechanisms by which
people experience emotions while listening to music (Lundqvist et al., 2008). Stud-
ies of group interactions have shown that emotional contagion affects group processes,
such as task performance and cooperation (Barsade, 2002). Similar processes of influ-
ence have been observed in relation to behavioural displays. Behavioural mimicry is
the process whereby the actions or emotions represented by one person subconsciously
cause congruent behaviour in another person. There is a growing body of evidence for
behavioural mimicry and its links to cognitive processes (Chartrand and Lakin, 2012).
In the musical domain it has been suggested that behavioural mimicry contributes to
temporal assimilation and coordinated variations in intensity and intonation during
ensemble performances (Keller et al., 2014). By collecting and analysing sensor mea-
surements from collaborating musicians, quantitative evidence could be obtained to
investigate the theories of group flow, emotional contagion, and behavioural mimicry,
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discussed in this section.
2.2.2 Group Musical Improvisation
Group musical improvisation is defined as a spontaneous process, whereby creative
contributions are made within the restrictions of real-time performance (Kenny and
Gellrich, 2002; Wilson and MacDonald, 2012). Research on group musical improvisa-
tion is limited, and existing studies have predominantly focused on jazz music (Wilson
and MacDonald, 2012). Seddon (2005) used videotapes of six jazz musicians during
rehearsal and performance in order to investigate modes of communication during jazz
improvisation. He defined three modes of non-verbal communication: instruction, co-
operation, and collaboration. Instruction involves the demonstration of musical ideas
through vocalisation, or use of an instrument. Cooperation occurs when the musicians
are producing a cohesive performance with the inclusion of musical and visual cues.
Collaboration is the state where musicians are able to stimulate the spontaneous gen-
eration of creative contributions within the group; communicating exclusively through
musical interaction. During collaboration, Seddon defines the musicians as being ‘em-
pathetically attuned’ - a state of mutual empathy that encourages the musicians to
take risks and challenge each other’s creativity.
Regarding the cognitive factors involved in improvisation, Kenny and Gellrich
(2002) propose eight processes: short, medium, and long-term anticipation; short,
medium, and long-term recall ; flow status (see section 2.1.4); and feedback (decisions
based upon previous experiences). Similar cognitive processes were also identified by
Biasutti and Frezza (2009), who developed an improvisation process questionnaire,
which they gave to 76 experienced musicians. In addition to anticipation, use of reper-
toire, flow, and feedback, the authors highlight emotive communication as an important
ability required by improvisers.
Comparisons have been made between jazz improvisation and conversation (Mon-
son, 1996; Sawyer, 2005), whereby a common language or vocabulary is used alongside
rules (e.g. grammar) in order to form a coherent and emergent interaction between
two or more people. Conversation analysts have described how interlocutors use non-
verbal behaviours such as eye gaze (Kendon, 1967), and body position (Kendon, 2010)
to maintain successful conversations. There is already some evidence that similar pro-
cesses may occur during collaborative musical creativity (Healey et al., 2005). A note-
worthy difference between conversation and musical improvisation is that the former is
characterised by turn taking (Sacks et al., 1974), whilst the latter involves simultane-
ous contributions. Musicians must, therefore, continuously monitor the contributions
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Figure 2.1: Schematic of the dual pathway to creativity model (reproduced from De
Dreu et al. (2008)).
of their collaborators, whilst also providing their own novel contributions. This involves
a combination of both conscious and sub-conscious processing (Sawyer, 2003).
Finally, it is worth considering how the moods and emotions of group members
might influence the creative aspects of improvisation. A theory for the relationship
between emotion and creativity is provided by the ‘dual pathway’ model (De Dreu
et al., 2008) (see Fig. 2.1). This model suggests that emotions with high arousal (e.g.
anger, elation) lead to greater originality and creative fluency (the number of ideas, in-
sights and solutions generated) when compared to low arousal emotions (e.g. sadness,
serenity). It also proposes that positive emotions contribute to this process by facili-
tating greater cognitive flexibility and inclusiveness; whilst negative emotions facilitate
increased persistence and perseverance. It is important to note that this model was
developed based upon studies of individual creativity, and it is not clear how it might
apply to group creativity. Existing studies of group creativity have predominantly
explored the influence of long-term mood on creative output, often in a workplace set-
ting (Amabile et al., 2005; Jamison, 1996). A notable feature of these studies is that
they tend to focus on correlations between discrete emotional states and overall cre-
ativity. There is an absence of research that addresses continuous affective interactions
and their real-time influences on creative tasks.
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2.2.3 Studying Co-present Musical Interactions
Quantitative studies of co-present musical interactions commonly adopt repeated mea-
sures designs; where musicians interact under contrasting experimental conditions.
These studies tend to involve short-term musical interactions, which are performed
in controlled settings. For example, Vera et al. (2013) used three visibility conditions –
full, partial, and no visibility – to investigate the effects of co-performer visibility upon
synchronisation during ensemble violin performances. A similar study design was used
by Goebl and Palmer (2009) to investigate the influence that auditory feedback had
upon the synchronisation of note timing and head motion between pairs of pianists.
In an investigation of emotional entrainment, Varni et al. (2008) measured the head
movements of violinists whilst they played duets in different emotional state conditions.
Longer-term studies often take a more qualitative approach, involving the use of
observations and interviews. For example, Schiavio and Hoffding (2015) report a qual-
itative account of joint musical performance, based upon semi-structured interviews
conducted with members of the Danish String Quartet after two musical tours. Biasutti
(2012) investigated group music composing strategies by analysing video recordings of
a rock band composing a new piece over seven sessions.
In HCI-related fields, a common motivation for musical interaction studies is the
investigation of new technologies and interfaces. Gloor et al. (2013) used ‘sociometric
badges’ containing accelerometers and microphones to measure the energy levels of a
jazz band whilst they performed in front of an audience. This enabled them to in-
vestigate group flow, by looking at the synchronisation of energy levels between band
members. Bengler and Bryan-Kinns (2013) developed an interface for collaborative
musical performance and evaluated it in a public setting using questionnaires, observa-
tions, and data logged from the interface. In this case, the data also served to inform
wider implications for the facilitation of collaborative music making. Stowell et al.
(2009) review various approaches to the evaluation of live music-making interfaces and
highlight the importance of designing experiments that reflect an authentic interaction
context.
The studies discussed in this section supplement those reviewed throughout this
chapter; emphasising the range of different approaches to studying co-present musical
interaction. When designing a study, the researcher must consider multiple factors,
such as then length of the study; the type of data to be collected; and whether to use
controlled or naturalistic settings. These considerations are made in view of the aims
of the research and the resources available.
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2.3 Summary
This chapter reviewed existing work relating to the measurement of affective and be-
havioural features of collaborative music making. This work was categorised according
to two topics: i) measuring behaviour and affect; and ii) co-present collaborative music
making. Despite this distinction, there are three underlying themes, which are central
to the research conducted in this thesis: technologies, methods, and concepts. We have
seen how motion sensing technologies can be used for tracking the subtle movements
of musicians and measuring engagement; whilst small, wearable physiological sensors
are used to sense and recognise affective states and social signals. A range of methods
for the collection and analysis of data have been described. These include the analy-
sis of alpha rhythms extracted from the EEG data of musical ensembles; the analysis
of heart rate variability in relation to the flow experiences of pianists; and the use of
interviews and observations for investigating long-term musical interactions. Finally,
relevant concepts have been discussed. These include the theory of group flow; the dual
pathway approach to creativity; and concepts surrounding non-verbal communication.
In the following chapter an exploratory study is documented, which draws upon
these technologies, methods, and concepts. In particular, physiological, motion and
MIDI sensors were used to collect data from improvising percussionists during con-
trolled experiments. This rich data-set is subsequently analysed and discussed in rela-
tion to existing concepts, such as flow and the dual pathway model.
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Chapter 3
Study 1
Sensing Collaborating Musicians
This chapter documents an exploratory study, which was designed to investigate the
use of various sensor technologies for measuring affective and behavioural aspects of col-
laborative music making. Exploratory studies provide a means of revealing previously
unimagined connections and causal mechanisms; and are well suited to cases where
little is known about the area of interest (Reiter, 2013). Informed by the methods and
techniques discussed in the previous chapter, subjective and continuous quantitative
measures were collected from pairs of co-present, improvising drummers. To investigate
the importance of visual contact between participants, two conditions were used: one
where the participants were visible to each other; and one where they were separated
by a screen. A broad analyses of the data are undertaken, and findings are reported at
the level of the individual, dyad, and entire study group.
3.1 Aims and Motivation
This study was not founded on specific hypotheses, instead the aims were to:
Assess the challenges and issues associated with the experimental use of behavioural
and affective sensors to investigate collaborative music making.
Report exploratory findings to guide and inform future research.
Identify which measures and features are most suitable for the investigation of col-
laborative music making.
The study was inspired by the research described in the previous chapter, and by the
broader motivations of this thesis, set out in Section 1.1. The decision to investigate
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dyads was made because dyadic grouping is the simplest instance of collaborative in-
teraction, which avoids some of the practical challenges and complexities that could
be associated with investigating larger groups, such as quartets. Furthermore, this
provides a basis upon which to consider investigations of larger groups.
In contrast to playing pre-composed music, co-present improvisation was chosen
because it presents particular challenges to the musicians, requiring them to pay atten-
tion to each other’s ongoing contributions and communicate non-verbally in order to
establish a successful interaction.
The selection of measures to be tracked was motivated by four factors: i) the
availability of sensor technologies; ii) the practicalities of collecting the measures in
a live performance scenario; iii) the measures used in existing studies (reviewed in
the previous chapter); and iv) the researcher’s own previous experience of collecting
physiological measures from performing musicians during his Master’s research project
(unpublished).
Few assumptions were made about which non-verbal aspects of co-present musical
collaboration might contribute towards the success of the performance and engagement
of the participants. However, the decision to use visual and non-visual conditions was
motivated by a desire to investigate the influence of non-verbal communication conveyed
through the visual channel. Previous studies have highlighted the importance of visually
conveyed non-verbal signals in musical collaboration (Davidson and Good, 2002; Vera
et al., 2013).
Drumming was chosen in this study because it presents some noteworthy advantages
over other forms of musical expression. In particular, beat timing and velocity can be
accurately recorded using electronic pads; and large amounts of motion are involved,
which increases the information conveyed visually, through movement. There is also an
absence of melodic content, which might otherwise influence the participants’ affective
responses. The experiment was simplified further by requiring that each participant
only used one hand to drum on a single drum pad. This also meant that the non-
drumming hand could be used to collect physiological data, using sensors attached
to the fingers. The following sections provide more detailed descriptions of the study
design and data collection methods, as well as the steps involved in processing the data.
3.2 Research Design and Data Collection
A within-subjects design was used, where each pair of drummers performed drumming
tasks under each of the two conditions: visual (V ) and non-visual (NV ). This design
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was selected due to high individual variability in drumming ability, behaviour, and
affective responses. Throughout the remainder of this chapter the word ‘dyad’ is used
to refer to a specific pairing of two drummers. Each drummer within a dyad is distin-
guished as participant 1 or 2. The notation Dx.py.C is used to indicate the dyad (D),
participant (p), and condition (C).
3.2.1 Participants
Participants were recruited via email lists and word of mouth. All participants were
required to have prior drumming experience, to the extent that they were confident
enough to improvise rhythms. Five pairs of participants took part in the study (2
mixed-sex pairs, 3 male pairs). Participants in each dyad knew each other, and three
of the dyads had previously played music together. The choice to pair people who
knew each other was specifically made in order to maximise the amount of non-verbal
communication that could be observed. However, it is beyond the scope of this study to
include inter-participant relationship variables as part of the analyses. The participants
were aged 26 to 34 (M=29.1, SD=3.1), they had been playing percussion for between
1 and 17 years (M=7.4, SD=5.0), and their self-rated level of expertise ranged from
2 to 4 (M=2.7, SD=0.7) on a five point scale representing novice (1) to expert (5).
Participants were offered £20 as an incentive and signed a consent form before partaking
in the study. The study was given ethical approval (QMREC2013/48)1.
3.2.2 Measures
The choice was made to collect a wide range of measurements so that different tech-
niques could be evaluated and correlations between various types of data and extracted
features could be explored. Small wireless electrocardiogram (ECG) and galvanic skin
response (GSR) sensors (53 mm × 32 mm × 19 mm) were used to measure heart rate
and perspiration respectively. These were developed by Shimmer2. The Emotiv EPOC
EEG headset was used to wirelessly record 14 channel EEG measurements from each
participant. All the physiological sensors contained accelerometers for recording mo-
tion. For the drums, two identical Roland V-Drum electronic drum pads were used.
By recording MIDI data from the pads it was possible to log the exact timing and
velocity (loudness) of each drum beat. Three video cameras were set up: one facing
each participant, and one overhead camera to capture the entire interaction. Sample
1Queen Mary Research Ethics Committee reference number.
2http://www.shimmersensing.com/
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Figure 3.1: A still image of the captured video. Two minute video excerpts are available
online at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhcs.2015.05.002.
ECG, GSR and EEG sensors 
Front-facing video cameras 
Symmetric speakers 
Electronic MIDI drum pads 
Figure 3.2: Image taken from the overhead camera illustrating the setup and the equip-
ment used in the study.
video footage of the sessions can be obtained online (see Fig. 3.1). Figure 3.2 shows
an annotated image taken from the overhead camera.
A post-performance questionnaire (PPQ) was designed to collect self-report (SR)
data from each participant while they reviewed video footage of their improvised per-
formances. The PPQ asked participants to rate their individual levels of creativity,
engagement with the other participant, energy, positivity and boredom on a 9-point
scale; as well as who they thought was leading the performance (1 = ‘All me’, 9 = ‘All
them’). The full PPQ is shown in Fig. 3.3. The first item is loosely based upon the
widely used consensual assessment technique (CAT) (Amabile, 1982), which proposes
that the best way to measure the creativity of an artefact is to simply ask experts in
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that field to provide a creativity rating. With respect to this study, there was a specific
interest in measuring the participant’s own subjective ratings of their creativity. Previ-
ous studies have found moderate correlations between self and expert-rated creativity
using the CAT (Hennessey et al., 2011). Item 2 is adapted from the mutual engagement
questionnaire (Bryan-Kinns and Hamilton, 2012), developed specifically for musical in-
teractions. Items 3, 4 and 6 are closely related to the items activation, valence, and
dominance from the self assessment manikin (SAM), which is commonly used in affect
research (Gunes and Schuller, 2013). Item 5 is adapted from a questionnaire used to
study user experience with entertainment technologies (Mandryk et al., 2006; Mandryk
and Atkins, 2007).
How creative/original was the 
drumming? 
Not at all Very 
         
How engaged were you with the 
other participant? 
Not at all Very 
         
How energetic did you feel? 
Not at all Very 
         
How positive did you feel? 
Not at all Very 
         
How bored did you feel? 
Not at all Very 
         
Was someone leading the 
performance? 
All me All them 
         
 
Figure 3.3: The post-performance questionnaire (PPQ) that was used in the study.
3.2.3 Data Synchronisation
Two computers and three separate applications (MATLAB, Emotiv TestBench, Logic
Pro) were used to record the continuous measurements. To synchronise these data,
physiological and EEG sensors were placed on top of one of the drum pads, which was
subsequently hit 10 times. This meant that there were 10 clearly identifiable, short-
duration peak events in the EEG and physiological accelerometer data, accompanied
by 10 MIDI note events and 10 visible video events. When processing the data, these
events were used as reference points, allowing all the data sources to be aligned to high
(millisecond) precision.
3.2.4 Setup
The study was held in a room designed for performance studies, with stage lighting set
up to make it feel like a live music venue. The drum pads were positioned in the centre
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of the room, with speakers either side (see Fig. 3.2). The two computers were placed
behind blank screens at one end of the room; this was also where the experimenter
sat during the performances. ECG modules were strapped around each participant’s
waist, with the electrodes attached to their chest. GSR modules were placed around the
wrist of their non-drumming hand, and the electrodes were strapped to their index and
middle finger. The EEG headsets were placed on the participants’ heads, and electrodes
were individually adjusted to obtain a good signal (as indicated by the software).
3.2.5 Tasks
The experiment consisted of two warm up tasks followed by an improvisation task.
These three tasks were performed twice, once under a non-visual (NV ) condition, then
again under a visual (V ) condition. In the NV condition the participants faced a blank
screen so that they were unable to see each other. In the V condition they faced towards
each other with no obstruction, other than the drum pad. The first warm up task (∼ 1
min) required the participants to hit their drum in synchrony with a metronome click
track at a tempo of 110 beats-per-minute (bpm). The second warm up task (∼ 1 min)
required them to repeat a set rhythmic phrase, which they listened to and learnt prior
to the task. These initial tasks allowed the participants to get used to playing the
electronic drum and to drumming with one another. The improvisation task (Improv,
∼ 6-10 min) required the participants to improvise with one another, where the only
restriction was that they did not use verbal communication. Verbal communication
was prohibited due to a desire to simulate a live performance environment, where
musicians would not normally use verbal communication. Following completion of the
drum tasks, the participants sat individually and watched the overhead videos of their
two improvised performances. After each minute3 of video they were asked to complete
all the SR items on the PPQ, in relation to that particular minute of their performance.
3.3 Data Processing
3.3.1 Preparation
The EEG, ECG, GSR, MIDI, and self-report (SR) data were imported into MATLAB.
For each dyad the accelerometer synchronisation peaks and MIDI note events were
used to align the data to a common start point (t0). Using the video footage, the start
and end times of each task were found, relative to t0. For each data source these time
3For dyad 5, 2 minute segments were used because the Improv tasks were longer.
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points were used to extract and label data-sets corresponding to measurements for each
participant within each task and visibility condition.
3.3.2 Feature Extraction
Features were extracted from individual data-sets according to the type of data they
contained. The data from the Improv tasks was initially segmented according to the 1 or
2 minute time windows used for the SR questionnaires. Features were then extracted
from each of these windows (Improvw), for each participant within each condition
(NV or V ). This was done to facilitate the analysis of relationships between extracted
features and SR measures, as detailed in the following section. Some of the EEG, ECG,
and GSR data were found to contain artifactual readings, due to movement and poor
electrode contact. These noisy data were manually labelled using a binary coding (1
= noisy, 0 = clean), so that they could be recognised and automatically excluded from
the subsequent analysis.
ECG: ECGtools4 was used to filter the raw ECG data (sampled at 51.2 Hz) and
extract the R-peaks, which correspond to individual heart beats. The distance between
consecutive peaks was then used to find the instantaneous heart rate (HR) values. These
values were interpolated to give an evenly spaced time series, from which the following
features were extracted: mean, SD, maximum, minimum, the positions of maxima and
minima, and the number of extrema divided by the task duration.
GSR: Skin conductance response (SCR) has been shown to be a useful metric in
analysis of GSR data (Kim et al., 2004; Kim and Andre´, 2008). Ledalab5 was used
to extract the timing and amplitude of SCR events from the raw GSR data (sampled
at 5 Hz) using continuous decomposition analysis (CDA). Again, interpolation was
performed and the mean, SD, positions of maxima and minima, and number of extrema
divided by task duration, were calculated from the SCR amplitude series.
EEG: EEG signals contain frequency components that relate to the firing activity
of neurones in the brain. Standard Theta, Alpha, and Beta frequency band power
values are often computed in EEG studies, as they provide information on cognitive
activity (Chaouachi and Frasson, 2010). Using EEGlab (Delorme and Makeig, 2004)
the EEG signal (sampled at 128 Hz) was initially bandpass filtered between 3 and 30
4http://www.ecgtools.org/
5http://www.ledalab.de/
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Hz. Manual artifact rejection was then performed to remove noisy segments of data
caused by head and facial muscle movements. The Emotiv EEG recordings consist of
14 channels of data, relating to sensors at different positions on the scalp. Artifactual
channels were removed entirely, and the average power over all remaining channels
was computed within the following standard frequency bands: Theta (4-7 Hz), Alpha
(7.5-12.5 Hz), L-Beta (12.5-25 Hz), and H-Beta (25-30 Hz).
Motion: The accelerometer readings were taken from the ECG, GSR and EEG sen-
sors and the absolute values of the axial components were summed for each sensor. This
provided approximate mean quantity of motion (QoM) values for the head (EEG), torso
(ECG), and non-drumming hand (GSR). QoM has previously been shown to be one
the most successful motion features for classifying gestural representations of emotions
(Castellano et al., 2007).
MIDI: The number of beats per second, SD in time between consecutive beats, and
mean velocity were computed as MIDI features. The beat onset times were compared
for participants in each dyad (tP1 and tP2), and any beats that occurred within 70
ms of each other were considered to be perceptually synchronous rhythmic events, as
suggested by Dixon (2001). For these beats, the time difference was calculated (tP1 -
tP2). The mean over all the absolute difference values was then calculated in order to
provide an indicator of the timing synchrony within the dyads. The MIDI data were
also used to manually annotate the rhythmic change points (RCPs) for each participant.
RCPs were defined as the time points in seconds (relative to t0) when the participant
changed their rhythm from a previously established pattern: defined as a fixed-length
sequence of beats, which had been repeated at least twice. The identification of RCPs is
illustrated in Fig. 3.4, which shows a section of MIDI data from one of the participants.
As can be seen, the position of the MIDI notes on the score, as well as the velocity of the
notes (denoted by colour) helps to identify two distinct rhythmic patterns. In addition
to visual analysis, aural analysis of the rhythms also facilitated the identification of
RCPs.
Video: The use of video footage as an elicitation tool to help the participants pro-
vide PPQ responses has already been described in Section 3.2.2. In existing studies
of conversational interactions video footage has also been used to annotate gaze be-
haviour (Oertel et al., 2012; Cummins, 2012). In this study the footage from the
front-facing video cameras was used to manually annotate the time points when a par-
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Pattern 1 Pattern 2 
Rhythmic change point (RCP) 
Time 
MIDI  
Notes 
Figure 3.4: A short segment of MIDI data for one of the participants, illustrating
how rhythmic change points were identified. The blocks represent individual beats,
and their colour denotes the velocity (strength) of the beat. There are two distinct
patterns. Pattern 1 consists of soft (blue-green) and evenly spaced beats, and Pattern
2 consists of paired beats, played with more velocity (yellow-red).
ticipant was glancing towards their collaborator during the Improv tasks. The start
and end time of each glance was recorded in seconds (relative to t0). These data were
then used to calculate the number of glances, percentage glance time, number of mutual
glances, and percentage mutual glance time, within each time window (Improvw).
Table 3.1: A summary of the measures, sensors, and features used in this study.
Measure Sensor Features
Self
Report
PPQ responses
(video elicited)
Creativity, engagement, energy, positivity,
boredom, leadership. (see Fig. 3.3)
ECG Shimmer ECG
sensors
Heart rate (HR); mean and SD of HR; posi-
tions of HR extrema; number of extrema per
min.
GSR Shimmer GSR
sensors
Skin conductance response (SCR); mean and
SD of SCR; positions of SCR extrema; number
of extrema per min.
EEG Emotiv EEG
headset
Mean power in Theta (4-7 Hz), Alpha (7.5-
12.5 Hz), L-Beta (12.5-25 Hz) and H-Beta (25-
30 Hz) bands.
Motion Accelerometers in
the Shimmer
sensors
Mean quantity of motion (QoM - head, torso,
hand).
MIDI Roland V-Drums Beats per second; SD in time between con-
secutive beats; mean velocity; mean absolute
inter-beat lag between participants; rhythmic
change points (RCPs).
Video Front-facing and
overhead cameras
Number of glances; % glance time; number of
mutual glances; % mutual glance time.
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3.4 Analyses and Results
The aim of the analyses was to use the rich data-set to undertake an exploratory
investigation of dyadic, collaborative music making. To facilitate this the analyses
were structured over three levels: i) individual; ii) dyad; and iii) whole study. This
allowed the analysis to focus upon general trends and observations over the entire study
whilst also paying attention to interesting and suggestive idiosyncrasies at the level of
the individual and the dyad.
3.4.1 Individual-Level Analyses
Data Visualisation
Of particular interest at the level of the individual was the way in which specific events
within the improvisation tasks might be linked to observable changes in the continu-
ously captured physiological and motion-based measures. This interest was inspired
by previous studies identifying patterns of physiological change in response to musi-
cal events (Egermann et al., 2013), and computer game events (Ravaja et al., 2006).
Within the context of the present study, the two main event based measures that were
obtained were the rhythmic change points (RCPs), and phases of glance (see Section
3.4.3) for each participant. These are referred to as continuous features, since they de-
rive from continuous measures: audio, midi, and video. Figure 3.5 illustrates a simple
time series plot that was designed to enable the visualisation of these events alongside
other continuous features. By generating such a plot for each dyad within each con-
dition, it was possible to visually explore potential patterns within, and relationships
between, continuous measures (plots for all dyads can be found in Appendix A.3).
Relationships Between Heart Rate and RCPs
One of the most interesting observations to come from the visual analysis was that
RCPs for three of the participants seemed to be closely aligned with extrema (peaks
and/or troughs) in the participant’s heart rate plot. To test whether this relationship
was significant, heart rate extrema time points were extracted for each participant,
within each condition, and the corresponding number of aligned RCPs was calculated.
Points were arbitrarily defined as aligned if they fell within a quarter of a second of
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1. Continuous (HR) 
2. Discrete (RCP) 
3. Binary (Glance) 
4. Discrete (RCP) 
5. Continuous (HR) 
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Figure 3.5: Strip plot of individual participant data for a two window (w1 and w2 )
segment of a single improvisation task (under visual-contact condition). Rows 1 and
5 show continuous heart rate data (lighter colours represent higher values). Rows 2
and 4 represent discrete rhythmic change points (RCPs). Row 3 shows glance, which
is binary data (glancing or not-glancing) shaded according to the participant. Black
shading represents a mutual glance.
each other. Figure 3.6 shows an example of the extracted extrema and RCPs, which in
this case appear to be aligned to heart rate minima.
The null hypothesis was that the number of aligned points would not be significantly
greater than the chance outcome. In order to estimate the likelihood of a given number
of alignments, each set of RCPs was considered as a randomly distributed set of discrete
time points; each of which had a probability of being aligned with an extrema point,
defined by:
P (aligned) =
ne(W/res)
Ts/res
(3.1)
220 230 240 250 260 270 280 290
80
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Time (s)
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Peak
Trough
RCP
Figure 3.6: Plot of a segment of heart rate data showing detected extrema and corre-
sponding timing of rhythmic change points (RCPs).
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The numerator in Equation 3.1 represents the total number of time points on which a
RCP could be considered aligned; where ne is the number of extrema, W is the window
size, and res is the time resolution (seconds between samples). The denominator rep-
resents the total number of time points, where Ts is the length of the task in seconds.
The window size and resolution were 0.5 and 0.1 seconds respectively. These values
were chosen based upon the precision of the heart rate data and expected error due
to RCP annotation inaccuracies. The p-values were subsequently calculated using the
complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF):
p = 1− F (na|nr, P (aligned)) (3.2)
Where F is the binomial CDF, Equation 3.2 gives the one-tailed probability of obtain-
ing at least na aligned points, given the total number of RCPs (nr) and the probability
(P (aligned)) of a single alignment. This is a suitable statistical test for the null hy-
pothesis, since the number of aligned points was considered to be randomly distributed,
with a known probability distribution. Table 3.2 presents the results of this analysis.
Four of the participants show significant alignment percentages, where:
%a = 2(na)/(nr + ne) (3.3)
For each of the participants with significant alignments in Table 3.2, average heart
rate time series were plotted over the 7 seconds preceding and following all of their
RCPs. This analysis was performed to facilitate a visual inspection of how individual
participants’ heart rates changed on average leading up to, and preceding RCPs. This
method was successfully used by Egermann et al. (2013) and Ravaja et al. (2006) to
reveal time-windowed patterns in event-based physiological responses. The results are
shown in Fig. 3.7. For D1.p1.NV, heart rate rises in the pre-RCP phase and peaks
around 2 seconds after the RCP. This moderately corresponds with the results in Ta-
ble 3.2, which show a significant percentage of maxima alignments for this participant.
The strength of the correspondence may be diluted by the fact that the HR time series
were averaged across all RCPs, and this participant also had a significant alignment
percentage for all extrema. For D1.p2.V the changes in HR are also subtle, however,
the mean HR does appear to rise prior to the RCP and drop immediately after. This
supports the significant results for maxima alignments in the visual condition. For
D3.p2.V the mean HR peaks around 1s prior to the RCP, and troughs around 3s after
the RCP. This does not correspond well with the results in Table 3.2. Again, this could
be a result of the averaging effect, since the results in Table 3.2 show that this par-
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Table 3.2: Percentages of rhythmic change points (RCPs) and heart rate extrema that
are aligned for individual participants (Par) within each condition (Cond).
Dyad Par Cond
% Aligned RCPs and Extrema (%a)
all extrema minima maxima
1 1 NV 13.5∗∗∗ 7.4 14.8∗∗∗
1 2 NV 8.6 5.8 9.3
2 1 NV 4.9 4.4 4.4
3 1 NV 4.5 2.1 6.2
3 2 NV 7.2 5.3 7.9
5 1 NV 5.0 8.9∗∗ 0.0
5 2 NV 5.6 7.1 2.8
1 1 V 6.6 6.8 4.5
1 2 V 7.3 1.4 11.5∗
2 1 V 4.0 2.4 4.9
2 2 V 7.5 6.9 7.0
3 1 V 4.5 2.7 5.4
3 2 V 11.9∗∗ 13.6∗∗ 6.9
5 1 V 2.4 4.4 0.0
5 2 V 1.9 1.2 2.3
Note: Results of one-tailed cumulative CDF: ∗p < .05, ∗∗p < .01,
∗∗∗p < .001. Data is absent for D4, and D2.p2.NV due to sensor
failure.
ticipant also had significant alignments with all extrema. For D5.p1.NV a substantial
drop in HR occurs during the pre-RCP phase, followed by an immediate rise during the
post-RCP phase. This strongly supports the significant result for non-visual minima
alignments presented in Table 3.2. In this case the participant had no corresponding
maxima alignments in that condition, which might explain the pronounced minima
alignment in the plot.
3.4.2 Dyad-Level Analyses
Correlations Between Self-report Scores
The investigation of relationships between participants’ self-report scores within dyads
was of particular interest. The justification for this was that it provides an indica-
tion of the level of within-dyad agreement with respect to the subjective evaluation
of collaborative music making experiences. Windowed SR data were used in order to
perform one-tailed, pairwise Spearman correlation analysis between sets of equivalent
SR scores within dyads. Spearman correlation is an appropriate test because normally
distributed variables and the existence of linear correlations cannot be assumed. The
results are shown in Table 3.3, along with the mean correlation across dyads for each
SR item. The majority of correlations are weak, indicating that participants did not
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Figure 3.7: Plots of the mean heart rates (HR) during the 7 seconds before and after
rhythmic change points (RCPs) for participants with significant RCP-extrema align-
ments.
generally agree with each other on the subjectively rated aspects of their performances.
Correlations for the item leadership are strongest (mean rS = −0.46), with significant
results for dyad 3 (rS(8) = −0.72, p < .01) and dyad 4 (rS(10) = −0.54, p < .05).
Heart Rate Synchrony
For the HR measurements, a more focused analysis was undertaken of correlations
between the continuous time series data for each participant across entire Improv tasks.
This was inspired by the studies on emotional contagion and physiological linkage
reviewed in Section 2; which suggest that aspects of co-present experiences might be
apparent in physiological measurements. A starting point for the analysis was the
investigation of whether synchronised changes in HR occurred within dyads; since this
would serve as a basic indication of potential physiological linkage. The requirement
for synchrony is that a change in one participant’s HR should be accompanied by
a corresponding change in the other participant’s HR. Therefore, to carry out this
analysis, each participant’s continuous HR data were differentiated and within-dyad
comparisons of the slope at each time point were performed. If, at a particular time
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point, two participants’ heart rates shared the same direction of change (positive or
negative slope) then that time point was labelled as ‘in-sync’. It was then possible
to calculate the proportion of synchrony between participants. The results are shown
in Table 3.4, where it can be seen that the values all lie close to the chance value
of 50%; since 0% and 100% correspond to perfect negative and positive synchrony
respectively. This suggests that there was no synchrony between HR changes within
dyads. Consequently, the decision was made not to explore a more detailed analysis of
heart rate synchrony.
Table 3.4: Synchrony in continuous heart rate data between participants, within dyads.
Expressed as the percentage of time where both participants’ heart rates were changing
in the same direction (positive or negative slope).
Condition
% Synchrony
D1 D2 D3 D5 Mean
Non-visual 46 44 51 53 49
Visual 52 52 49 55 52
Mean 49 48 50 54 50
3.4.3 Study-Level Analyses
In order to perform analyses at the level of the entire study, it was necessary to take
into account the nested structure of the study. Each windowed data point comes
from an individual, nested within one of the two conditions. These individuals are, in
turn, nested within dyads, which are nested under the entire study group. A popular
approach to the analysis of data that is structured over multiple levels is the use of
linear mixed models (LMMs). Numerous studies have adopted LMMs for the analysis
of continuous and subjective human measurements (Glowinski et al., 2013; Egermann
et al., 2013; Baayen et al., 2008; Ravaja et al., 2006). Linear mixed models estimate
the relationship between a dependent variable and associated covariates by taking into
account both fixed and random effects. They also allow for missing data points for
subjects (West et al., 2007), which was the case with the data-set in this study. For
a single subject i the general LMM specification is given in Equation 3.4 (West et al.,
2007).
Yi = Xiβ︸︷︷︸
Fixed
+Ziui + εi︸ ︷︷ ︸
Random
(3.4)
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The vector Yi represents continuous observations of the dependent variable for subject
i. Xi is an ni × p design matrix, containing the measured values of the p covariates for
each ni observation collected on the i-th subject. β contains the fixed-effect parameters,
which are represented by a vector of p unknown regression coefficients. Much like Xi,
Zi is a matrix representing observed values of the dependent variable. However this
matrix is multiplied by ui, which is a vector of random variables representing the
random effects associated with the covariates in Zi. The final term, εi, in Equation 3.4
is a vector containing the residual error terms for each observation of the covariate.
The MIXED procedure in SPSS (Version 22) statistical analysis software was used to
model the relationships between pairs of continuous features. For the random effects,
random slopes and intercepts for participants were specified. Random effects were not
included at the level of the dyad, since dyad association did not generally have system-
atic effects on the individual participant responses. The analysis was carried out with
data across both conditions, as well as within conditions. For the former, the random
effects model specified that the covariates were nested within the condition. The re-
stricted maximum likelihood (REML) method was used for parameter estimation. To
select the best covariance structure for each model (either variance components, or un-
structured) likelihood ratio tests were used to compare the -2 restricted log likelihood
values for the models obtained using each of the two covariance structures. If the two
models were not significantly different (p < .05) then the simpler covariance structure
(variance components) was selected. The covariance structure used for each analysis is
specified in the notes below the corresponding results table.
Correlations between Continuous Features
Much like the individual-level analysis in Section 3.4.1, analysis was conducted on the
way in which glance and RCP events related to changes in other continuous measures.
Table 3.5 presents the results obtained from the LMM analysis (see Appendix A.4 for
more details). Since there are many potential combinations of the 28 continuous fea-
tures, only the significant results are presented. All the results come from the analysis
within the visual condition. The mean absolute inter-beat lag is significantly negatively
correlated with the number of individual glances (t(29) = −2.37, p < .05) and mutual
glances (t(27) = −2.79, p < .01). Mean HR is significantly negatively correlated with
the number of RCPs (t(26) = −2.19, p < .05). The first two results are closely related,
since there is a collinearity between the number of mutual glances and the number of in-
dividual glances. This is due to the fact that mutual glances occur when the individual
glances of two participants within a dyad are concurrent.
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In a similar manner to the individual level analysis in Fig. 3.7, a plot was created of
the study-level mean heart rate during the 7 seconds preceding, and following RCPs.
This was calculated as the mean of the set of all the 15 second normalised HR recordings
centred upon every corresponding RCP. The results can be seen in Fig. 3.8, which shows
that, in the 7 seconds following rhythmic change (post-RCP), there is a fairly linear
average increase in HR. For the pre-RCP phase, a slight rise and fall in HR can be seen
in the 5 seconds leading up to a RCP.
Correlations between Continuous Features and Self-report Scores
Using the same LMM procedure as above (see Appendix A.4), an analysis of relation-
ships between continuous features and self-report scores was performed. Again, the
analysis was performed across both conditions, and within conditions. The aim was
to explore which continuous measures might be suitable as predictors of subjective
experience. Significant (p < 0.05) correlations are presented in Table 3.6. As can be
seen, across the entire analysis all of the SR items have at least one associated contin-
uous measure that gives a significant correlation. The mean body quantity of motion
(QoM) is positively correlated with creativity (t(37) = 3.59, p < .001), engagement
(t(31) = 3.01, p < .01), and energy (t(33) = 3.16, p < .01). There are significant corre-
lations between the beta-band EEG features and leadership. Again, these correlations
are strongest in the NV condition, with leadership correlating with mean L-Beta power
(t(21) = 3.33, p < .01), and mean H-Beta power (t(34) = 3.25, p < .01). In the NV
condition mean H-Beta power is also positively correlated with positivity (t(22) = 2.70,
p < .05), and negatively correlated with boredom (t(21) = −2.30, p < .05). Leader-
ship is also strongly correlated with the number of beats played, with the strongest
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Figure 3.8: Plot of the mean heart rate (HR) for all participants during the 7 seconds
before (Pre-RCP), and after (Post-RCP) all the RCPs from both conditions.
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3.5. DISCUSSION
correlation in the cross-condition analysis (t(83) = 2.75, p < .01).
The visual condition analyses result in the fewest correlations, with three results
that are exclusive to this condition. Firstly, engagement is negatively correlated with
the mean MIDI velocity (t(36) = 2.66, p < .05). Secondly, there is a significant corre-
lation between percentage glance time and boredom (t(26) = 2.10, p < .05). Finally,
the only GSR-related correlation arises here, with a significant negative relationship
between the number of SCR extrema and boredom (t(27) = −2.77, p < .01).
Effects of the Visibility Condition
The final study-level analyses were carried out to evaluate the potential effects of the
visibility condition on both subjectively reported and continuously measured aspects
of the improvised performances. A similar LMM approach was used to that adopted
above, with visibility condition set as a factor, and random slopes and intercepts for
participants (see Appendix A.4). Significant (p < .05) and noteworthy (p < .15) results
are shown in Table 3.7, where it can be seen that the only significant effects of visibility
condition are on the creativity SR item (t(9) = −2.26, p < .05). The negative t-value
indicates that participants felt more creative in the visual condition, than the non-visual
condition.
3.5 Discussion
This study provides three distinct contributions to research on collaborative music
making and the use of affective and behavioural sensors in studies of human interac-
tions. Firstly, the techniques, challenges and issues associated with the novel study
design serve as a valuable reference for researchers planning to conduct similar studies.
In addition to this, the findings pose interesting research questions, which relate to
existing concepts, and serve as inspiration for future studies. Finally, the assessment
of various measures will assist researchers in deciding which measures and associated
sensor technologies are best suited to their particular studies. The following sections
discuss these three contributions of the study in more detail.
3.5.1 Design
This study was designed to assess the challenges and issues associated with the experi-
mental use of behavioural and affective sensors as a means of investigating collaborative
music making. The conflict between statistical and ecological validity is a noteworthy
challenge for researchers attempting to undertake such studies. In this study it was not
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3.5. DISCUSSION
possible to account for the ways in which the experimental environment and measuring
devices may have influenced the participants. Chapter 2 highlighted how researchers
investigating musical improvisation and ensemble interactions have chosen to tolerate
unnatural and highly controlled experimental settings, such as the confines of an MRI
scanner; and abstract tasks, such as finger tapping. A one-handed improvised drum-
ming task was chosen for the present study because it was thought to be representative
of a basic on-the-fly musical collaboration, whilst also satisfying practical requirements.
However, the specificity of this task means that caution must be taken in generalising
the findings to other forms of musical interaction.
An additional issue, specific to the design of this study, was the ordering of the
visual and non-visual conditions. The decision to use a fixed order was made partly
because randomised ordering would not have been effective with a small study size. In
addition to this, holding the V condition first would have allowed participants to use
non-verbal communication to appraise aspects of their performance. These appraisals
could then have had a noteworthy influence on how the participants performed in the
second improvisation. As a consequence of this decision, the results may have been
influenced by ordering effects. The potential presence of these effects is highlighted
when discussing specific findings below.
3.5.2 Findings
The level at which various analyses should be performed is an important consideration
for researchers investigating dyadic interactions. It depends both on the nature of the
data, and on the questions posed by the researcher. The broad analyses in the present
study were performed at the level of the individual, dyad, and entire study. Individual-
level analyses investigated how specific events in the performances related to continuous
measures. This revealed correlations that may not have emerged during study-level
analyses, due to cross-participant random effects such as personality factors and musical
ability. Conversely, study-level correlations between subjective and continuous features
may not have achieved significance at the level of the individual, due to small sample
sizes. The findings are discussed in more detail below, according to their level of
analysis.
Individual-level
At the level of the individual, the visual analysis of the continuous data resulted in a
more detailed analysis of potential relationships between HR extrema and RCPs. The
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results in Table 3.2 and Fig. 3.7 indicate that the extent of these relationships varies
a great deal between participants. For the majority of participants the relationship
is weak or non-existent. However, for some participants it is significant. A plausible
explanation for these alignments is psychophysiological linkage. The reasoning behind
this is that heart rate is linked to arousal and stress, and participants are most likely
to change rhythm when their arousal is too high (e.g. the rhythm is too challenging) or
too low (e.g. the rhythm has become boring). Another interesting consideration is that
HR and RCP alignments are a representation of the participant attempting to maintain
a state of flow, whereby they never become overly challenged, or overly bored by the
task. The alignments for D5.p1 are especially interesting, as they appear to correspond
solely with HR minima. During an informal post-performance interview this participant
commented that she had been particularly nervous about playing in the presence of the
other participant, who she knew well. She also had 11 years less drumming experience
than her collaborator. It is possible that this anxiety could have contributed to a
pronounced rise in HR following new rhythmic contributions. This lends support to the
suggestion that HR and RCP alignments were a result of psychophysiological linkage.
Furthermore, it highlights the possibility that other factors, such as the participants’
personalities, expertise, and relationships, may have influenced these findings. A more
focused study is required in order to verify whether a causal relationship exists between
HR extrema and musical decisions. In particular, it would be worth considering whether
there are other performance-related events that also coincide with HR extrema (e.g.
changes in the musical dynamics or specific non-verbal exchanges between musicians).
Dyad-level
The analysis of correlations between SR scores at the level of the dyad indicated that
participants did not generally agree upon aspects of their experiences, and the creativity
of the performances. These results are similar to those of Schober and Spiro (2014),
who found that two jazz musicians did not have a high level of agreement on self-
reported evaluations of their performances, despite the performances being judged to
be successful improvisations. The most significant and consistent correlations were
for the leadership item. This is a potentially interesting result, since it suggests that
dyads were more attuned to the functional leader-follower aspects of their interaction
than they were to the affective aspects, such as energy and positivity. It has been
suggested that the establishment and communication of leader-follower relationships is
an important tool in the creation of dynamic musical collaborations (Reidsma et al.,
2014).
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The analysis of HR synchrony within dyads suggested that synchrony did not occur
for participants in this study. The existence of physiological linkage between co-present
individuals is understudied and previous evidence has been found only in resting par-
ticipants (Reed et al., 2013). In this study, the active nature of the drumming task
may have been the dominant factor in determining changes in HR over time.
Study-level
The study-level analyses of relationships between paired sets of continuous features
revealed significant correlations between glance-based features and the mean absolute
participant inter-beat lag. These results suggest that glancing at the other participant
increases the amount of timing synchrony (decreased lag) between participants. This
agrees with existing research, which has shown that visual contact can have a positive
influence on timing synchrony between musicians (Vera et al., 2013). A significant
negative correlation was also found between the number of RCPs and the mean HR
(t(26) = −2.19, p < .05). This supports the suggestion that RCPs occur at points of
low physiological arousal (see Section 3.5.2). If this is the case, then the arousal would
be expected to increase following rhythmic change. Evidence for this can be seen in
the plot in Fig. 3.8, which shows an average increase in HR in the 7 seconds following
rhythmic change.
The study-level analyses of correlations between continuous features and self-report
(SR) scores revealed that body motion is positively correlated with creativity (t(37) =
3.59, p < .001), engagement (t(31) = 3.01, p < .01), and energy (t(33) = 3.16, p < .01).
This aligns with previous research, which found that quantity of movement features can
discriminate between low and high arousal emotions (Castellano et al., 2007). The fact
that body movement is also correlated with creativity lends support to the dual path-
way model discussed in Section 2.2.2, which highlights the importance of arousal in the
generation of creative ideas. H-Beta EEG power is significantly correlated with leader-
ship in both the cross-condition (t(32) = 3.15, p < .01) and NV analyses (t(34) = 3.25,
p < .01). H-beta correlations were also found with positivity (t(22) = 2.70, p < .05);
whilst negative H-beta correlations were found with boredom (t(21) = −2.30, p < .05).
Previous studies have associated beta activity with engagement and cognitive chal-
lenge (Budzynski et al., 2008). This concurs with the findings in this study, since one
would expect a musician to be more engaged and cognitively aroused when leading the
performance. Within the visual condition, the negative correlation between engage-
ment and mean velocity (t(36) = −2.66, p < .05) is interesting, since it suggests that
participants hit the drum more softly during periods of high engagement. This might
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be reflective of participants playing more quietly in order to direct their attention to-
wards the other musician’s playing. This result is consistent with descriptions of jazz
musicians’ multiple levels of attention, incorporating an awareness of both the self and
the other (Sawyer, 2003). Also of interest is the correlation between percentage glance
time and boredom, which suggests that prolonged glances might be used within the
performance to communicate boredom; or that they might be interpreted as indicators
of boredom when reviewing the video recordings of the performance. The same can
be said for the negative correlation between boredom and the number of SCR extrema,
since SCR events have been shown to be concomitant with emotional arousal (Benedek
and Kaernbach, 2010).
The lack of significant correlations between creativity and EEG features is inter-
esting because it may be indicative of the use of contrasting thought processes during
creative action. This concurs with previous EEG research, which has struggled to show
conclusive links between creativity and localised brain activity (Dietrich and Kanso,
2010). Indeed, the literature on creativity often refers to the roles and interplay of
different styles of thinking in the development and generation of ideas. For example,
the terms associative and analytic have also been used to define two contrasting modes
of thought involved in the creative process (Gabora, 2002; Simonton, 1975).
During the study-level analyses of correlations between continuous features and SR
scores, attention was drawn to the fact that the results for the NV condition yielded
more, and stronger correlations than those for the V condition. A potential explanation
for this is that participants’ non-verbal behaviours and physiological responses are more
closely tied to their personal subjective experiences when they are unable to see the
other musician. This idea is influenced by the theories of emotional contagion and
mimicry (see Section 2.2.1), which suggest that being able to see the other participant
might influence changes in behaviour and physiology. More work would need to be done
to establish whether this is an influencing factor when correlating subjective scores with
measures of behaviour and affect.
The results for study-level effects of the visibility condition indicated that the only
significant effects of co-visibility were on self-reported creativity (t(9) = −2.66, p < .05).
This indicates that creativity was rated more highly in the V condition. However, it is
necessary to be aware of the potential influence of ordering effects on this result. Given
the small size of this study, noteworthy results (p < .15) were also reported. These
indicate that self-reported engagement was generally lower in the NV condition (t(18) =
−1.64), whilst boredom was higher (t(9) = 1.69). With regard to ordering effects,
one might have expected boredom to be rated more highly in the second condition
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(V). These results support the idea that co-visibility is influential to the subjective
experience of collaborating musicians.
The HR and SCR extrema features are the only physiological features that show
noteworthy visibility condition effects. These features represent the number of pha-
sic shifts in a participant’s physiological arousal over time. The results suggest that
there are more shifts during the V condition. This may be reflective of the fact that
the participants had more to attend to when they were able to see their fellow musi-
cian. This could have led to them shifting their attention more frequently, resulting in
corresponding shifts in physiological arousal due to psychophysiological linkage.
The investigations in this study predominantly concerned relationships between pairs of
features and conditions. This approach was chosen due to the exploratory nature of the
study and the broad array of measures and features collected. A more comprehensive
analysis of specific correlations and effects would require the inclusion of other factors,
based upon specific hypotheses. Such a multi-factorial approach could yield results
that contrast with those presented in the present study. In addition to this, the small
sample size used in this study means that the findings should be viewed speculatively
in relation to existing studies, and as inspiration for future research.
3.5.3 Measures
The suitability of measures are assessed based on three factors; practicality, reliability,
and informativeness. Practicality concerns how difficult it is to collect the measure-
ments, given the constraints of live musical performance. Reliability addresses the
issue of whether the raw measurements are likely to contain reliable information, as
opposed to noisy, or artifactual data. Finally, informativeness concerns the amount
of useful information that could be obtained by extracting features and analysing the
measurements. These factors were chosen in light of study aims (see Section 3.1).
Of the sensor-based measures, ECG and accelerometer data were easy to acquire
using wireless sensors, and were not particularly prone to noise. On the contrary, the
EEG sensor required a lot of preparation and adjustment prior to use, and the data
required manual processing (artifact removal), and were prone to noise. Regarding
the informativeness of sensor-derived features, the extraction of heart rate extrema
time points was found to be useful for the analysis of time-based performance events.
The bodily quantity of motion (QoM) feature appeared to be a good indicator of the
arousal dimension of subjective experience. Glance related features were acquired by
manually annotating video footage; however, it is feasible that modern eye-tracking
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sensors could perform this task automatically. Glance count and average duration
appear to be promising features for the analysis of collaborative interactions where the
musicians are visible to one another.
Performance related features, acquired through MIDI data, assisted in the iden-
tification of rhythmic changes, and provided velocity and timing synchrony features.
Timing synchrony was extracted from beats that were perceptually synchronous, so
would not have accounted for more pronounced and intentional changes in tempo.
Reliable measures of tempo changes are difficult to extract automatically, and this con-
tributed to the decision not to perform tempo analysis. However, this is an important
aspect of improvisation and would be worth considering in future studies. One issue is
that MIDI data can only be obtained from certain instruments. Alternative methods,
such as audio feature-extraction, should be considered for more generalised studies of
collaborative music making.
Finally, the SR measures were obtained using a post-performance questionnaire
(PPQ). The PPQ was designed to be as concise as possible, due to the fact that each
participant had to complete it from 6 up to 10 times. Instead of including multiple
questions addressing similar constructs, specific questions were selected and adapted
from existing questionnaires used in related studies. Verifying the validity and reliabil-
ity of questionnaires is a challenge for any researcher attempting to collect subjective
measures of collaborative music making. In particular, reliability is difficult to as-
certain, given that the unique nature of each collaboration prohibits the collection of
repeated measures. Furthermore, the value and general reliability of introspective SR
data has been called into question (Pronin, 2009). These issues provide weight to the
argument that alternative measures, such as physiology, might be more suitable tools
for the measurement of behaviour and affect. The predicament facing researchers is
that, in order to interpret and understand how such measurements relate to affective
and behavioural phenomena, existing knowledge is required about the phenomena be-
ing measured. This is especially difficult when it comes to investigating collaborative
music making: an activity that involves a complex tapestry of contextual and subjective
information that changes continuously as the interaction unfolds.
In summary, researchers should take caution in drawing links between self-report
and continuous physiological and behavioural data. In particular, it is necessary to
carefully consider the causal mechanisms and pathways that might explain such links.
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3.6 Summary
The study reported in this chapter set out to i) assess the use of behavioural and
affective sensors for the investigation of collaborative music making; ii) report ex-
ploratory findings; and iii) to identify suitable measures and features. To address
these aims an exploratory approach was adopted, involving the collection and analyses
of self-report and continuous behavioural and physiological data from pairs of impro-
vising percussionists. The findings indicated that self-reported measures of creativity,
engagement, and energy were correlated with body motion; whilst EEG beta-band ac-
tivity was correlated with self-reported positivity and leadership. Relationships were
also observed between cardiac activity and performance events; with heart rate extrema
appearing to coincide with rhythmic change points for some participants. Regarding
co-visibility, lack of visual contact between musicians had a negative influence on self-
reported creativity. The number of glances between musicians was positively correlated
with rhythmic synchrony, and the average length of glances was correlated with self-
reported boredom.
In view of these findings and the insights gained from collecting and analysing these
data, individual measures were assessed according to their reliability, practicality, and
informativeness. This led to the identification of cardiac activity, body motion,
and glance as particularly promising measures for the investigation of collaborative
music making. In the next chapter these measures are considered and reviewed in
detail; which subsequently informs the design and development of a prototype device
to provide musicians with real-time feedback about the gaze or body motions of their
co-performers.
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Chapter 4
The LuminUs
Designing a Device for Collaborating Musicians
The previous chapter reported a study, in which physiological, motion, gaze, perfor-
mance, and self-report data were collected from pairs of improvising percussionists.
Following the exploratory analysis of these data, cardiac activity, body motion, and
glance were identified as promising measures for sensing affective and behavioural as-
pects of collaborative music making. This chapter builds upon those findings and poses
the question:
How can specific sensors and features be used in the design of a device
to enhance affective and behavioural interaction during collaborative music
making?
The chapter begins by outlining design considerations concerning the selection of
input measures and output modalities. In light of these considerations, an in-depth
review of related work is then carried out in Section 4.2. Sections 4.3 and 4.4 then de-
scribe the design and development of the LuminUs - a device to provide collaborating
musicians with visual feedback about the gaze and body motions of their co-performers.
4.1 Design Considerations
The second aim of this thesis, set out in Section 1.2, is to develop and test a device that
utilises sensor technologies in order to enhance collaborative music making interactions.
This section introduces and discusses two major considerations for the design of such
a device: input measures; and output modalities.
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4.1.1 Input Measures
In light of the findings reported in the previous chapter, three measures were identified
for sensing affective and behavioural aspects of collaborative music making: gaze, mo-
tion, and cardiac activity. An overview of these measures, and the findings that led to
their selection is provided below:
Gaze: The video footage from Study 1 was used to extract the timings of when par-
ticipants were looking towards each other. The analysis of these data suggested
that gaze was used of a means of communication, and that it also had effects
upon timing synchrony. The fact that these data were obtained through manual
annotation is not seen as a problem, since numerous devices and techniques exist
for the automatic detection of gaze.
Motion: Quantity of motion (QoM) was extracted from accelerometers worn on the
participants’ heads, bodies, and non-drumming arms. Linear mixed model (LMM)
analyses showed significant correlations between body movement and self-reported
measures of creativity, engagement, energy, and leadership. These results suggest
that body motion could convey important information about the success and
quality of collaborative interactions.
Cardiac activity: Heart rate was extracted from ECG measurements. The visual and
statistical analyses of these data showed interesting and significant relationships
between heart rate changes and the points at which participants made musical
decisions (introducing a new rhythm). These findings suggest that cardiac activity
could be used to provide musicians with feedback relating to the musical intentions
of their co-performers.
An additional factor in the decision to pursue these measures is their practicality,
and the potential for them to be utilised for affect sensing in real-world scenarios. It
is envisaged that all three measures will be accessible through widely used portable
consumer-electronic devices within 5-10 years. Accelerometer-based motion sensing is
already incorporated into mobile phones and computer gaming devices. Apple have
released a smart-watch, which is able to measure heart rate, as well as motion (Limer,
2014). Whilst Google have patented eye-tracking technology (Neven, 2013), which
could be incorporated into a set of everyday glasses. Section 4.2 provides an in-depth
review of measurement techniques, features, and relevant work relating to each of the
three measures discussed above.
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4.1.2 Output Modalities
In order for a sensor-based device to support or enhance collaborative music making, it
must provide some form of output. In the field of HCI a range of output modalities are
used in the design of human-computer interfaces. These include visual displays, haptics,
and auditory outputs (Sears and Jacko, 2007). When selecting output modalities it is
necessary to consider multiple factors, such as the type of information to be output, the
user requirements, and the usage context (Obrenovic and Starcevic, 2004; Reeves et al.,
2004). Taking these considerations into account, the following design requirements were
specified for the output modality:
Visual: During collaborative musical performance musicians must continuously attend
to their own musical contributions, and to those of their co-performer(s). There-
fore, auditory feedback is not well suited to this context. Vibro-tactile actuators
have been used in the design of systems for providing performing musicians with
real-time haptic feedback (Dalgleish and Spencer, 2015; Grosshauser and Her-
mann, 2009; van der Linden et al., 2011). However, in each case, this feedback
merely served to alert the musicians to issues relating to their playing. When it
comes to providing more complex and dynamic feedback, haptics are less suitable.
Consequently, the device should use a visual feedback modality.
Minimal: A complex interface could distract from social and communicative aspects
of co-present collaborative music making. This would not be a desirable outcome
for a device designed to enhance collaborative music making. Consequently, the
output modality should provide simple, and minimal feedback.
Dynamic: Affective and behavioural signals are highly dynamic; they vary contin-
uously over time, and humans continuously monitor them during interactions
(Vinciarelli et al., 2009). Therefore, the output modality should be capable of
representing continuous, dynamic information.
Section 4.2.4 provides an in-depth review of considerations and existing work that relate
to the minimal, visual feedback of dynamic information.
4.2 Related Work
The previous section outlined considerations for the design of a sensor-based device
to enhance collaborative music making. Three potential input measures were chosen:
gaze, motion, and cardiac activity. This section presents a comprehensive review of
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work relating to these measures. In each case the following topics are addressed: mea-
surement methods, feature extraction, and relevant research. Regarding output modal-
ities, the previous section specified that the output should be visual, minimal, and
dynamic. Consequently, the final part of this section discusses related work concerning
the provision of minimal, visual feedback of dynamic information.
4.2.1 Gaze
Eye gaze is defined by the movements of a person’s eyes over time, in relation to features
within their external environment. Studies of eye gaze tend to be highly context specific.
For example, studies of the ways in which people use gaze to extract information from
paintings (Yarbus, 1967), or the coordination of gaze between two people during a
conversation (Cummins, 2012). The research in this thesis predominantly concerns
the role that gaze plays in non-verbal communication (NVC) between two or more
co-present persons. This section initially discusses the measurement of gaze using
eye-tracking technologies, and some common gaze-related features. It then provides a
review of relevant research on the functions of gaze in NVC, and the use of eye-tracking
in studies involving collaborative interactions.
Measurement Methods
The process of measuring the movement or position of a person’s eyes is called eye-
tracking. Methods for eye-tracking have existed for more than a decade (Jacob and
Karn, 2003), with early devices requiring contact with the surface of the eye in order
to detect its movement. Most modern eye-tracking devices are non-invasive, using
video-based methods to analyse the movements of one or both eyes. An exception
is electrooculography (EOG), which uses electrodes placed on either side (above and
bellow, or left and right) of the eye in order to measure changes in electrical potentials
relating to the eye’s movement. Since this method is not particularly accurate for gaze
tracking, this review will focus upon video-based methods.
The anatomical and reflective properties of the eye facilitate a number of different
methods for tracking using video-based techniques. A popular method is to use image
processing to detect the boundary between the dark pupil at the centre of the eye, and
the lighter iris which surrounds it (Fuhl et al., 2015; Bozomitu et al., 2015; Gwon et al.,
2013). The centre point of the detected pupil can then be used to calculate the position
of the eye relative to the head. This method requires that the head is stationary relative
to the video camera, which is normally achieved by mounting the camera on a headset
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(Javadi et al., 2015). For desktop or screen mounted eye trackers a more advanced
method has to be used to account for head movement. The most common method
relies on the fact that when infra-red light is shone upon the eye, various reflections are
created, known as Purkinje images (Crane and Steele, 1985). The light reflected off the
cornea (outer eye) creates a small reflection called a glint (1st Purkinje image), whilst
the light reflected from the pupil creates a darker, disc shaped reflection (4th Purkinje
image). When viewed through a stationary video camera, both reflections will move by
the same amount during head movement, but will move relative to each other during
eye movement. The two movements can be distinguished during image processing, and
the direction of gaze can be accurately determined. This has been referred to as the
dual-Purkinje-image (DPI) method (Crane and Steele, 1985), or pupil centre corneal
reflection (PCCR) technique (Tobii Technology, 2010). Commercial technologies for
the accurate measurement of eye gaze are now fairly advanced, featuring small high-
definition cameras and the ability to wirelessly stream gaze data for real-time analysis.
However, these devices are expensive (∼£10,000 for a set of eye-tracking glasses). This
means that acquiring multiple eye-tracking devices for studies of collaborative interac-
tions may not be a viable option for many researchers. However, in recent years cheaper
options have become available. The Pupil project1 is a mobile eye-tracking hardware
and software platform that spawned from a Master’s project at the Massachusetts In-
stitute of Technology. It provides a functional, open-source, and low-budget (∼£350 at
the time of writing) solution for glasses-based gaze tracking (Kassner et al., 2014).
As a final note, it is important to consider the accuracy, precision, and potential
errors associated with eye-tracking technologies. Accuracy and precision have been
defined as follows (Kassner et al., 2014; Mulvey, 2010):
Accuracy: This is defined as the average angular offset (in degrees of visual angle)
between detected fixation locations and the actual fixation target. However, there
is little consensus on the exact definition of a fixation.
Precision: This is defined as the Root Mean Square (RMS) of the angular distance
(in degrees of visual angle) between successive samples: (xi, yi) to (xi+1, yi+1).
Potential error sources in eye-tracking data can be attributed to human, environ-
mental, and technological factors (Kassner et al., 2014; Tobii Technology, 2010). In
addition to this there may be timing and latency issues associated with system laten-
cies, and streaming synchronisation (Kassner et al., 2014). These performance factors
1http://pupil-labs.com/pupil/
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should be taken into consideration according to the required accuracy, test-environment,
and choice of technology.
Feature Extraction
In a comprehensive review of eye-tracking studies in usability research, Jacob and
Karn (2003) identify a common set of definitions relating to eye-tracking features used
throughout the literature:
Fixation: This is defined as a stable gaze direction, with a specified dispersion thresh-
old (typically ∼2°), minimum duration (typically 100-200 ms), and maximum
velocity threshold (typically 15-100° per second).
Gaze Duration: This is used to define the cumulative amount of time spent gazing
at a particular area of interest. The terms ‘dwell time’, ‘glance’, and ‘fixation
cycle’ are also used.
Area of Interest: This is an area within the external environment, or visual display,
which the researcher defines as being of particular interest.
Scan Path: This defines the spatio-temporal arrangement of a sequence of fixations.
In addition to these common definitions, Jacob and Karn (2003) identify the six
most frequently used features in eye-tracking studies:
1. Number of fixations (overall)
2. Percentage gaze time (on each area of interest)
3. Mean fixation duration (overall)
4. Number of fixations (on each area of interest)
5. Mean gaze duration (on each area of interest)
6. Fixation rate (fixations/s) (overall)
Additional features were identified, which are specific to studies involving comparisons
of eye-tracking data between two or more people. These studies tend to involve the
use of a shared workspace (screen or image) to perform a collaborative task. A simple
metric in such studies is to count the number of fixations upon the areas corresponding
to each participant’s active contributions to the task. For example, in a study where
participants played a co-operative game of Tetris, the number of fixations on a player’s
own blocks, and upon their partner’s blocks were counted (Jermann et al., 2010). A
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similar metric was applied in a separate study where participants completed a pair
programming task in which text selections were shared (Nu¨ssli, 2011). It is also possible
to look at the amount of overlap between the gaze density peaks of two participants
sharing an identical visual display (Cherubini et al., 2008). In this case the gaze data
can be windowed in order to examine a particular segment of the collaboration.
Relevant Research
Functions of gaze in non-verbal communication: Studies have shown that gaze
has a variety of functions in non-verbal communication (NVC) (Kendon, 1967; Argyle
et al., 1973). These functions revolve around the eye’s dual role in both the acquisition
and expression of detailed information. This can consist of emotional and interper-
sonal information such as liking, attentiveness, competence, attraction, and dominance
(Kendon, 1967; Kleinke, 1986). In this case, gaze is often closely coupled with facial
expressions (Adams and Kleck, 2005), bodily gestures, and conversational utterances
(Kendon, 1967). For example, research has shown that during conversation speakers
tend to look away from the listener at the beginning of an utterance, and towards the
listener at the end of an utterance (Kendon, 1967; Oertel et al., 2012). It has been
suggested that the speaker directs their attention towards the listener at the end of
a turn in order to obtain feedback (Levine and Sutton-Smith, 1973; Kendon, 1967)
and/or to signal that it is the listener’s turn to speak (Duncan, 1972). Alternatively,
gaze information may be used as a means of directing attention towards shared refer-
ences (Argyle and Graham, 1976) and surveying activity in the external environment.
These functions of gaze are particularly valuable during collaborative group work, al-
lowing collaborators to monitor each others’ actions and establish mutual grounding
(Chanel et al., 2013). Schutz (1976) notes that visual co-presence during collaborative
music making allows each performer to share “in vivid present the Other’s stream of
conciousness in immediacy” (Schutz, 1976, p. 176). This, he elaborates, facilitates the
anticipation of the Other’s actions, and interpretation of potential cues or commands.
Despite its apparent significance, surprisingly few studies have been conducted on the
use of gaze during collaborative music making. Davidson and Good (2002) found that
members of a string quartet used “conversations with the eyes” to convey important
information while playing. Whilst a study with a string duet found that visual contact
had a positive influence on timing synchrony between musicians for certain types of
music (Vera et al., 2013).
The sense of being looked at, or looking into someone else’s eyes for a prolonged
period, can provoke strong sensations of discomfort or arousal. This experience has
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been supported by numerous quantitative studies, which have linked mutual gaze to
elevated physiological responses (Gale et al., 1978; Wicker et al., 2003; Williams and
Kleinke, 1993; Nichols and Champness, 1971). The magnitude of these responses can
vary according to certain personality traits, such as social anxiety (Wieser et al., 2009).
This leads to the consideration of an important factor in the study of gaze - individual
variability. The majority of gaze studies discussed in this section have sought to uncover
findings which are generalisable across the entire population. However, having studied
gaze in dyadic conversation, Cummins (2012) notes that there are systematic modula-
tions in gaze activity that are invariant at the level of the individual, but which vary a
great deal between individuals. Patterson’s (1982) sequential functional model of non-
verbal exchange draws attention to the influence that both individual and environmen-
tal factors have on non-verbal interactions. The model has three stages: antecedents,
pre-interaction mediators, and the interaction phase. Antecedents factors include per-
sonal, experiential, relational, and situational influences. Pre-interaction mediators in-
clude behavioural predispositions, potential changes in arousal, and cognitive-affective
assessment. The interaction phase includes avoidance and escape considerations, com-
pliance, physical attractiveness, and positive/negative evaluations. Kleinke (1986) uses
the sequential model as a framework for providing a comprehensive review of exist-
ing gaze studies. It serves as a reminder of the complex array of factors which might
influence gaze behaviour. These factors must be considered carefully when designing
studies of gaze in NVC.
Eye-tracking and collaborative interactions: Eye-tracking technology has been
adopted in studies across a range of fields such as cognitive neuroscience, social psy-
chology, linguistics, and user experience research. Numerous studies have investigated
how eye-tracking might support computer-supported collaborative work. This often
involves providing each collaborator with an on-screen representation of where their
partner is currently gazing within a shared workspace or virtual environment (Jermann
et al., 2010; Vertegaal, 1999; Bednarik et al., 2011; John et al., 2014; Mu¨ller et al.,
2012). These studies frequently report that such gaze-feedback can have negative im-
pacts on the interaction, leading to information clutter (John et al., 2014), uncertainty
and ambiguities (Mu¨ller et al., 2012), and distraction from the task (Jermann et al.,
2010). Other studies have sought to use eye-tracking to quantify the success of re-
mote or computer-based collaborative interactions by looking at features such as eye
movement coupling (Chanel et al., 2013), gaze overlap (Cherubini et al., 2008), and
gaze cross-recurrence (Nu¨ssli and Jermann, 2012; Belenky et al., 2014; Richardson and
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Dale, 2005; Uzunosmanolu and C¸akir, 2014). These features all serve a similar func-
tion, which is to ascertain the amount of similarity between the spatio-temporal aspects
of each participant’s gaze data. In each case, high similarity was indicative of more
successful interactions.
Studies of gaze in social interactions often involve the use of live video feeds or virtual
environments in order to approximate real-time face-to-face interactions (Pfeiffer et al.,
2013). Few studies have used eye-tracking to facilitate research on co-present human-
human interactions and non-verbal communication. In studies of conversation and
turn-taking, eye-tracking experiments have predominantly reinforced existing theories
(Jokinen et al., 2010; Vertegaal et al., 2001). Other studies have focused on clinical
and diagnostic applications, such as the analysis of mutual gaze between children and
adults (Ye et al., 2012), and the gaze interactions of individuals with autism spectrum
disorders (Sterling et al., 2008) and social anxiety (Wieser et al., 2009). No studies
were found that have used eye-tracking to investigate or support the interpersonal
and affective functions of gaze during collaborative musical interactions. Music related
studies have generally focused on the potential for eye-tracking to be used as a control
medium (Hornof, 2014).
4.2.2 Motion
Body motions can occur as purposeful, sub-conscious, or impulsive reflex actions. As
an intrinsic feature of non-verbal expression, body motion is closely tied to gesture
(Goldin-Meadow, 2000). Body motion also accompanies changes in posture and head
movements, which are associated with emotional expression (Kendon, 1967). The find-
ings reported in Chapter 3 indicated that low-level motion features, such as the quan-
tity of body motion, could be sufficient to provide information about the affective and
behavioural states of musicians. Consequently, this thesis does not consider spatial rep-
resentations of body motion, since this would add a level of complexity that is beyond
the scope of this research. With this in mind, this section addresses the measurement
of body movement and associated kinematic motion features. A review of relevant
research is then provided.
Measurement Methods
In Chapter 2 the following methods for measuring body motion were briefly highlighted:
marker-based motion tracking, single camera setups, depth sensitive cameras, and worn
accelerometers (see Section 2.1.3). This section provides a more in-depth review of
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measurement methods, with a particular focus on methods that are suited to real-
world applications.
Marker-based: Optical marker-based systems usually comprise multiple infra-red
cameras, which are used to calculate the three-dimensional positioning of reflective
markers within a designated space. Of all the methods discussed in this section, these
systems offer the highest accuracy (Bianchi-Berthouze and Kleinsmith, 2015). However,
the requirement for multiple cameras, and complex calibration procedures means they
are not well suited for deployment in the real-life-settings (Dael et al., 2016).
Electromechanical and electromagnetic: These methods involve the use of active
sensors; such as potentiometers, magnetometers, and accelerometers. The sensors are
positioned at designated sites on the body, enabling specific limb and joint movements
to be recorded (Bianchi-Berthouze and Kleinsmith, 2015). For full body motion capture
the sensors tend to be integrated into a suit. The advantages of these methods are that
they are portable, accurate, and are not affected by occlusions; whilst the disadvantages
are that they can be costly, and are sensitive to magnetic fields (Dael et al., 2016).
Vision-based: Modern image processing techniques enable the extraction of three-
dimensional (3D) body motion features using a single low-end camera (Quesada and
Leo´n, 2011). Depth-sensitive cameras, such as the Microsoft Kinect, are able to recog-
nise and report the 3D coordinates of a person’s skeleton joint positions. These options
offer the benefits of being low cost, unobtrusive, and mobile (Bianchi-Berthouze and
Kleinsmith, 2015). Furthermore, the performance of the Kinect has been shown to
compare closely with that of a 3D marker-based system (Clark et al., 2012; Galna
et al., 2014). A drawback of vision-based systems is that they are usually sensitive to
lighting conditions and occlusions; which means they have difficulty recognising body
movement in complex scenes (Dael et al., 2016).
Accelerometer-based: Camera-less motion measurements can be obtained using
single accelerometers worn at positions of interest. These normally track acceleration
along three axes, with the main limitation being that they cannot provide accurate
velocity information. Despite this limitation, relevant studies have adopted accelerom-
eters for the detection of conversing groups (Hung et al., 2014); the measurement of
stage fright in musicians (Kusserow et al., 2010); and the tracking of violinist bowing
motions (van der Linden et al., 2011). The advantages of accelerometers are that they
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are easy to set up, and provide accurate and uninterrupted acceleration data. Dedi-
cated accelerometer devices tend to be small, wireless, and capable of streaming data
directly to a computer for real-time analysis. A further advantage is that many con-
sumer electronic devices – such as smart phones, smart watches, and activity trackers
– already contain accelerometers, from which data can be accessed using custom-built
applications.
Feature Extraction
Regarding the processing and analysis of motion data, kinematic features used in ex-
isting studies can be grouped into two distinct categories:
Low-level time-derivative features: Velocity, acceleration, and jerk (derivative of
acceleration with respect to time) are commonly used kinematic motion features
Pollick et al. (2001); Camurri et al. (2004); Kleinsmith and Bianchi-Berthouze
(2013). These features can be amalgamated over time windows in order to provide
associated statistics such as the mean, variance, maximum, and minimum.
High-level time series features: Referred to as meta-features (Castellano et al.,
2007), these involve consideration of the motion data as a continuous, dynamic
time series. For example, this might involve looking for specific motion patterns,
or for relationships between the time series data from multiple sources. Frequency
components of the motion can also be analysed, using Fourier time series analysis
(Holstein, 2002).
In the following section more details are provided on the ways in which certain features
have been extracted and analysed in studies of body motion.
Relevant Research
Motion and affect: In order to study body motion in isolation from associated
emotional cues, such as facial expressions, researchers have adopted point-light displays.
These are created by videoing subjects with reflective markers attached to their joints
and then manipulating the video footage such that only the markers are visible against
a black background. Studies with point light displays have revealed that humans are
able to successfully identify emotions from recordings of mimed actions (Walk and
Homan, 1984; Pollick et al., 2001) and interpersonal dialogues (Clarke et al., 2005).
In the latter case, emotions were still correctly identified when the videos were flipped
upside-down. These studies support the notion that basic motion features might be
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sufficient to communicate affect; independent of more complex gestural shapes and
patterns.
Castellano et al. (2007) attempted to separate motion from gesture using an al-
ternative method, in which they asked participants to express different emotions by
simply raising and lowering their arms (in the coronal plane). Using video footage
of the arm motions they extracted velocity, acceleration, quantity of motion (QoM),
fluidity, and contraction index features. They describe QoM as a measure of the total
amount of motion; fluidity as a measure of the uniformity of motion; and contraction
index as a measure of the degree of contraction and expansion of the body. From
the temporal profiles of each feature they then extracted high-level features. These
included counts of the number of maxima and minima, and measures of the initial and
final slopes in the time series data. They used both the low and high-level features
to train various classifiers to recognise the performed emotions. QoM-based features
were found to perform best, discriminating between high arousal (anger/joy), and low
arousal (sadness/pleasure) emotions. However, the recognition rates for specific emo-
tions were low and the authors highlighted the need for the classifiers to account for
individual variability.
Numerous other studies have also found evidence for a link between measures of
body motion activity and the arousal/activation aspects of emotion (Wallbott, 1998;
Dahl and Friberg, 2007; Sanghvi et al., 2011). There has been less success in relating the
valence (positive/negative) aspects of emotions to body movement features (Metallinou
et al., 2011; Kleinsmith and Bianchi-Berthouze, 2013; Karg et al., 2010; Cowie et al.,
2010).
Real-world applications: In recent years researchers have begun to look towards
the potential applications of body motion analysis in real-world applications. This has
been catalysed by the increased use of motion sensors in computer gaming and mo-
bile phone related applications, such as daily-activity and sleep tracking. The research
in this thesis is particularly concerned with applications in the contexts of HCI and
the performing arts. Bianchi-Berthouze (2012) found that interacting with computer
games through role-related movements, as opposed to hand-held controllers, led to an
increased sense of engagement with the game, and a more affective experience. In the
discussion of her results, Bianchi-Berthouze suggests that social interaction in collabo-
rative games could be further facilitated by providing each player with a representation
of their collaborator’s body movements.
In another HCI-related application, Sanghvi et al. (2011) used high-level QoM and
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contraction-index features to train classifiers for the automatic recognition of engage-
ment in children playing chess with a robot. Their results showed that QoM was the
most successful feature for the recognition of engagement with the robot. Won et al.
(2014) developed an automated affective computing system that attempted to predict
the success of dyadic teacher-learner interactions using body motion measurements
from two Kinect cameras. They found that the summed standard deviation of the
teacher’s head and torso movements was one of the most predictive features.
Volpe (2003) investigated applications for expressive gesture analysis in the context
of the performing arts. He introduced Multilayer Integrated Expressive Environments
(MIEEs) as a means of developing novel artistic performances; whereby the perform-
ing actions can take place in multiple connected spaces (physical or virtual). Each of
these spaces can contain subjects and objects that are real (e.g. a human, or lighting
fixture); virtual (e.g. an avatar); or mixed (e.g. an avatar with physical robotic arms).
Virtual or mixed subjects are of particular relevance, since they are designed to ob-
serve and process expressive gestures in order to convey their own expressive content;
much like the device envisaged in this chapter. Volpe describes the mapping of input
expressive gestures to output expressive content on three levels: i) expressive direct
mapping; ii) expressive high level mapping; and iii) expressive mapping monitoring.
Expressive direct mapping is a non-dynamic mapping of the input to the output, which
involves pre-defined functions or rules. Expressive high level mapping involves reason-
ing and decision making-processes; whereby the mapping is dynamic (it can change
over time). Finally, expressive mapping monitoring serves to evaluate the effectiveness
of the aforementioned mapping layers, and can also act upon these layers to modify
their functioning accordingly.
Motion and musical performance: Movements during musical performance can
be categorised according to four functions: sound-producing; communicative; sound-
facilitating; and sound-accompanying movements (Goebl et al., 2014; Dahl et al., 2010;
Jensenius et al., 2010). Sound-producing movements are those which are involved in
creating or modifying sound (e.g. strumming a guitar). Communicative movements
serve to communicate information between performers, or between performers and an
audience. Sound-facilitating movements serve to support sound-producing movements
(e.g. preparing to hit a piano key by moving one’s arm). Sound-accompanying move-
ments are not at all linked to sound production, but are intended to follow features of
the sound (e.g. dancing). Some types of motion may fall into more than one category.
For example, foot tapping can have a sound-facilitating function (helping the musician
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keep time), and a communicative function (Jensenius et al., 2010). Motion capture has
been used to investigate non-verbal communication between collaborating musicians
(Glowinski et al., 2013; Healey et al., 2005) (see Section 2.1.3 on page 32); and to
provide musicians with real-time feedback relating to posture (Dalgleish and Spencer,
2015) and violin bowing (van der Linden et al., 2011).
Body motion analysis has also been applied to the study of affect in musicians.
Castellano et al. (2008) carried out a single camera-based analysis of body movements
in emotionally expressive piano performances. They used QoM of the upper body
and velocity of the head as features; from which high-level time series features were
then extracted. Unlike the previously reviewed studies, QoM was not found to be
strongly related to emotional expression. This was partly attributed to the fact that the
pianist’s movements were constrained by the characteristics of the instrument, leading
to smaller variations in QoM. However, their findings did reveal variations in some
head velocity and QoM features between different expressive conditions; suggesting
that these features do convey information about emotional expression.
Dahl and Friberg (2007) created silent video clips of three musicians (marimba, bas-
soon, and saxophone) performing with different emotional intentions, and asked naive
human judges to rate the video clips according to four movement cues: amount, speed,
fluency, and regularity. Sadness was associated with slow and smooth movements; anger
with jerky movements; and happiness with large and somewhat fast movements. Fear
was not well conveyed by movement. The authors highlight individual differences in the
use of movement cues for expression through body movements. For example, happiness
was characterised by fast movements for the bassoon player, and large movements for
the saxophonist.
4.2.3 Cardiac Activity
Cardiac activity is defined as physiological activity that directly relates to the function-
ing of the heart. During Study 1 heart rate (HR) data were collected from drummers
using wireless ECG sensors. The analysis of these data suggested some potentially
interesting relationships between HR changes and creative decision making (see Sec-
tions 3.4.1 and 3.5.2). This section initially discusses a range of methods for cardiac
measurement and feature extraction. Relevant studies of cardiac activity are then
reviewed; specifically, those which relate to creativity, decision making, and musical
performance.
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Measurement Methods
The most accurate way of measuring cardiac activity is through an electrocardiogram
(ECG), which typically requires the connection of between three and twelve skin elec-
trodes across points on the body. The resulting measurement is a vector representation
of the electrical signals that coordinate and trigger the beating of the heart. Detailed
information about the behaviour of the heart can be extracted from analysis of the ECG
signals; hence its widespread use in medical diagnostics. Another common method for
measuring cardiac activity is photoplethysmography (PPG), which involves measuring
fluctuations in blood volume in the skin. This is usually achieved by shining light
through the skin (at the fingers or ears) onto a sensor that detects variations in the
intensity of particular wavelengths that are absorbed by the blood. A disadvantage of
most ECG and PPG techniques is that they require the use of a measurement device
that must be attached to the subject’s skin. However, the recent integration of cardiac
sensors into consumer smartwatches (Phan et al., 2015) demonstrates that this can be
achieved in an unobtrusive manner.
Sensors have also been developed to measure ECG signals without direct skin con-
tact (Plessey Semiconductors, 2012; Chamadiya et al., 2012; Oehler et al., 2008). These
devices rely upon capacitive coupling techniques, which means that they still have to be
positioned close to the subject’s body; normally in contact with their clothing. Despite
this potential limitation, various real-world applications have been demonstrated, such
as the integration of sensors into a car seat in order to detect tiredness (Walter et al.,
2011).
Truly contactless solutions, which extract heart rate information from video im-
ages of a subject’s face, have proven to be accurate (Poh et al., 2011; Pursche et al.,
2012). Similar to the PPG method discussed above, these work by analysing small
colour changes in the subject’s skin. The Philips Vital Signs Camera is a commercially
available application that allows users to measure their breathing and heart rate using
the webcam on their tablet or smartphone. The major disadvantage of these meth-
ods is that they currently require the subject to stay completely still in order for the
measurement to be successful (Philips Electronics, 2014).
Feature Extraction
The first step in the extraction of cardiac activity features is to detect the timing of
individual heart beats. For ECG data the beat timings are derived from the detection
of R-waves – prominent peaks in the heart’s electrical activity that correspond with
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individual heart beats. For PPG data, beat timings are derived from changes in blood
volume, and are referred to as pulse-peaks.
Heart rate (HR), normally expressed in beats per minute (bpm), is the most com-
monly extracted feature of cardiac activity. It is obtained by measuring the inter-beat
intervals (IBIs) between consecutive heart beats and calculating 60/IBI. These inter-
vals are called RR-intervals for ECG data, and pulse-peak intervals for PPG data. HR
values can then be grouped over specific time windows in order to extract low-level
statistical features, and high-level time series features; much like the motion features
discussed in Section 4.2.2.
More complex features of cardiac activity can be obtained from analysis of heart rate
variability (HRV), which is a measure of the variation in IBIs between successive heart
beats. HRV analysis can be separated into time-domain approaches, and frequency
domain approaches; both of which provide potentially informative features:
Time-domain features: Bilchick and Berger (2006) describe a number of commonly
used time-domain HRV features:
SDNN: This is simply the standard deviation of all IBIs.
SDNN index: For each 5 minute segment of data the SDNN is found, then
the mean of these SDNNs is calculated.
SDANN index: For each 5 minute segment of data the mean IBI is found,
then the standard deviation of these means is calculated.
RMSSD: This is the root-mean-square of successive differences. Calculated as
the square root of the mean of the squared differences between successive IBIs.
pNN50: The percentage of differences between successive IBIs which are
greater than 50 ms (can also be calculated with lower thresholds (Mietus et al.,
2002), such as 20 ms).
These features are primarily used for clinical diagnostic purposes and have lim-
ited applications in psychophysiological research (Berntson et al., 1997). However,
time-domain features have been employed in short-term (∼5 min) studies of emo-
tion (Kim and Andre´, 2008), flow experiences (Keller et al., 2011), and cognitive
challenge (Wood et al., 2002).
Frequency-domain features: Spectral analysis techniques can be used to extract the
frequency components of a time-varying signal. In HRV research this normally
involves the use of the fast Fourier transform (FFT) and subsequent calculation
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of the power spectral density (PSD) function. The PSD defines the power of a
signal as a function of its frequency components. As the input data for spectral
analysis, it is common to take a series of IBIs and re-sample them to provide
instantaneous heart rate values sampled at 4 Hz (Giardino et al., 2002; Bilchick
and Berger, 2006). Re-sampling is performed because it is preferable to have
evenly spaced time samples when performing FFT calculations.
Low frequency (LF) and high frequency (HF) bands are normally extracted from
the HRV power spectrum because there is evidence that the power within each
band reflects differing contributions from the sub-systems of the autonomic ner-
vous system (ANS) (Bilchick and Berger, 2006; Appelhans and Luecken, 2006;
Berntson et al., 1997). These sub-systems comprise the parasympathetic nervous
system (PNS), which functions during ‘rest and digest’ activities; and the sym-
pathetic nervous system (SNS), which prepares the body for the ‘fight-or-flight’
response. The most common frequency-domain features are:
High frequency (HF) band: This is defined as the band between 0.15 and
0.4 Hz. HF power has been shown to predominantly reflect PNS modulation.
It is related to the variations in heart rate that occur as a result of respiratory
movements, which are also under the influence of the PNS.
Low frequency (LF) band: This is defined as the band between 0.04 and
0.15 Hz. LF power has been shown to relate to both PNS and SNS modulation,
although there is some debate over the relative contributions of each system
(Malik et al., 1996).
Ratio of LF to HF (LF/HF): This is believed to reflect the ratio of PNS
and SNS activity, often referred to as the ‘sympathovagal balance’.
The accuracy of features that can be extracted from cardiac activity measurements is
dependent on the chosen measurement technique; and for HRV analysis, it is recom-
mended that ECG data should be collected at a sampling rate of 500-1000 Hz (Berntson
et al., 1997).
Relevant Research
Section 2.1.4 provided some examples of studies where cardiac measurements have been
used to investigate the psychophysiological aspects of various affective experiences.
The findings from Study 1 showed potential relationships between cardiac activity and
creative decision making. Consequently, the literature review in this section specifically
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looks at work that informs an understanding of the ways in which cardiac activity
might relate to short-term aspects of creativity and decision making during musical
performance.
Creativity: Literature on creativity often refers to the roles and interplay of different
‘styles of thinking’ in the development and generation of ideas. For example, there are
frequent references to the terms divergent thinking (exploring multiple ideas to generate
creative solutions to a problem), and convergent thinking (using existing knowledge to
establish the single-best answer to a problem) (Guilford, 1967). Other researchers
have suggested similar sets of distinct thought processes in relation to creativity. Suler
(1980) discusses the interaction between primary and secondary process thinking during
creativity. He defines primary process thinking as “loose, illogical, and highly subjective
ideation”, whilst secondary process thinking involves moulding a novel idea or insight
“into a context that is socially appropriate to others” Suler (1980, p. 144). The terms
associative and analytic have also been used to define modes of thought involved in the
creative process (Gabora, 2002; Mednick, 1962; Simonton, 1975). Associative thought
involves the formation of connections between different ideas and concepts, which may
not be causally related. Conversely, analytic thought is more focused and logical,
leading to presentable solutions.
Despite the differences in terminology, there are many similarities between the var-
ious definitions above, suggesting a general consensus that pairs of contrasting thought
processes are involved in creative cognition. Similar dual processes may be at work in
the creative mind of the improvising musician. Furthermore, it seems reasonable to
hypothesise that these distinct thought processes might be accompanied by compara-
bly distinct phases of physiological activity. A similar hypothesis was put forward by
Bowers and Keeling (1971), who carried out a study on HRV and creative function-
ing. They suggested that creative thought involves cognitive shifts between concern
for the external environment and more internally oriented thoughts, such as dream-
ing and imagination. Additionally, they proposed that shifting between internal and
external processes might be accompanied by phases of cardiac acceleration and decel-
eration. Their hypothesis was supported by their experimental results, which showed
a relationship between HRV and scores on a creativity test. However, a more recent
experiment by Deininger and Loudon (2011) found no relationship between HRV and
divergent thinking. Clearly there is a need for more research in this area, as no further
studies of cardiac activity and creative thinking could be found.
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Decision making: During collaborative improvisation, the process of contributing
new material to the ongoing interaction will often involve concious decisions on be-
half of the musician. When making these decisions the musician may have various
considerations, such as whether the contribution will sound good; how well it will be
received by the audience or fellow musicians; and to what extent it will challenge their
musical ability. These thoughts may be quite separate from those involved in the cre-
ative process. Consequently, it is worth reviewing the ways in which cardiac activity
has been related to decision making alone. One highly influential theory that relates
physiological processes to decision making is the somatic marker hypothesis (SMH)
(Damasio, 1996). The SMH proposes that decision making is informed by emotions
and, more specifically, the feelings that arise as a result of emotion-induced changes
in one’s body-state. This specific type of feeling constitutes a somatic marker (SM).
Over time, SMs become associated with our experiences of the world and the outcomes
of our past decisions. When we encounter a situation or decision that is accompa-
nied by a negatively associated SM, we will tend to take evasive action, and vice versa
(Bechara et al., 2005). Experimental evidence for the SMH has predominantly come
from studies involving the Iowa gambling task (IGT). The IGT is designed to simulate
the uncertainty and positive/negative outcomes involved in real-life decision making.
Participants try to win as much money as possible by making multiple selections from
four decks of cards (A, B, C, and D). Most of the cards result in a monetary gain,
which is higher for decks A and B, than for C and D. However, an apparently random
proportion result in a more substantial monetary loss. Again, this loss is comparatively
higher in decks A and B. Each deck actually has fixed probabilities of reward and loss,
such that selecting mainly from decks A and B results in a net loss, whilst C and D
result in a net gain. Participants are initially unaware of this and the intention is that
they should gradually learn to select from the advantageous decks. Researchers can
then investigate the influence of SMs on the evolving decision making process.
The majority of SMH studies involving physiological measurement have used skin
conductance response as a measure of physiological activation (Dunn et al., 2006).
However, a few studies have adopted cardiac measurements. Crone et al. (2004) inves-
tigated changes in heart rate while participants played a modified version of the IGT.
In this version, choices B and D resulted in a less frequent, but more substantial loss.
This served to introduce variation in the size and frequency of detrimental outcomes.
The authors highlight that previous studies have shown that heart rate slows preceding
a voluntary response (Lacey and Lacey, 1974; Van der Molen et al., 1985); and that
slowing is greater when individuals are preparing for an aversive event (Somsen et al.,
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1983). Their experimental results showed that heart rate slowed preceding decisions
with a high risk of loss, and that this slowing only occurred for good performers on the
IGT. Additionally, they found that heart rate slowed immediately preceding punish-
ment, and returned to baseline levels following reward. Lee et al. (2010) used the IGT
to explore whether heart rate and HRV measures could be used to predict decisions.
They found that mean and standard deviation-based features of the inter-beat intervals
(IBIs) were significantly different preceding advantageous choices, compared to disad-
vantageous choices. In particular, participants’ heart rates tended to slow down prior
to disadvantageous decisions. The authors used the IBI features to train a pattern
classification algorithm to predict the success of decisions, resulting in accuracies that
were significantly higher than chance. It should be noted that there is some contention
over the validity of the SMH, and of the suitability of the IGT as a means of testing it
(see Dunn et al. (2006) for a review).
Studer and Clark (2011) looked at heart rate changes during a Roulette gambling
task, where the chances of success were explicitly presented, and where half the par-
ticipants also had an active choice in how much money they gambled on each decision.
They noted that cardiac responses to motivational stimuli are normally bi-phasic, com-
prising a deceleration component, and an acceleration component. Studer and Clark
extracted and analysed these components separately, for both the period preceding,
and following each decision. They found that HR decelerations following decision mak-
ing were generally less for participants who had an active choice, compared to those
with no choice. HR decelerations preceding decisions were found to be greater for de-
cisions involving higher uncertainty. Additionally, pre-decision HR accelerations were
increased by the ability to make a choice, and by higher bet amounts.
In an attempt to investigate decision making in more complex and real-life circum-
stances, Leone et al. (2012) measured the HRs of participants whilst they played games
of speed chess. Analysis was performed on 10 second windows, centred upon the exe-
cution of each move. The results indicated that a player’s own moves were generally
preceded by a rise in their HR, which peaked around 2-3 s after their move. Interest-
ingly, correct moves (compared to ones labelled as blunders) were preceded by a short
dip (duration 3-4 s) in the player’s HR; with a minimum at around 1.5 seconds before
the execution of the move. For opponent blunders, there was a higher increase in the
other participant’s HR in the 2 seconds following the move. The results of this study
are of particular relevance to the research in this thesis, since the act of playing a chess
game also involves some degree of creative thought, as well as co-present interaction
with another person.
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Musical performance: The findings in Study 1 led to a specific interest in the
relatively short episodes of cardiac activity that accompany musical decisions. However,
when musicians are participating in collaborative music making, there are likely to be
additional underlying features of the interaction situation that cause changes in cardiac
activity. It is useful to have an awareness of other cardiac influences, so that attempts
can be made to account for them when analysing cardiac data. Section 2.1.4 briefly
discussed the concept of flow : the state of being optimally engaged in an activity. It
also highlighted a study with pianists, which found relationships between flow states
and various physiological measures (de Manzano et al., 2010). In particular, this study
found that two cardiac features – HR and LF/HF ratio – were positively related to
self-reported flow. No additional psychophysiological studies of flow during musical
performance have been reported. However, studies involving non-musical activities
have reported similar findings, with flow states being accompanied by reduced HRV
(Keller et al., 2011), and increased HR, and LF/HF ratio (Gaggioli et al., 2013). These
studies tend to draw attention to the fact that low heart rate and high HRV measures
have previously been related to mental workload and cognitive focus (Hjortskov et al.,
2004; Berntson et al., 1997).
Researchers have also shown how cardiac features vary in response to other aspects
of musical performance. Harmat et al. (2010) recorded ECG measurements from three
professional pianists during the recital of a self-selected piece, and an unknown, tech-
nically difficult piece. The average HR during the difficult piece was lower than during
the self-selected piece. Additionally, the HF component of HRV increased during the
first two minutes of the difficult piece, before decreasing in the proceeding 2 minutes.
In a larger study, Nakahara et al. (2009) asked thirteen pianists to play a set piece
of music under two conditions: expressive, and non-expressive performance. In the
former they were instructed to play the piece expressively, whilst in latter they were
told to play the piece without emotions. HR and the LF/HF ratio were both found to
be significantly higher during the expressive condition.
Regarding the effects of the music itself, research has shown that both heart rate
and the LF/HF ratio increase in response to faster tempos (Bernardi et al., 2006), and
that emotional aspects of music can induce physiological changes (Kim and Andre´,
2008). These effects would clearly be difficult to predict during an unfolding musical
collaboration. However, it might still be possible to account for changes in dynamic
properties of the music such as volume and tempo.
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4.2.4 Visual Feedback
The previous sections have dealt with the measurement and interpretation of affective
and behavioural signals. In this section attention is shifted towards ways in which
information acquired from sensors might be fed back to musicians during collaborative
interactions. At the beginning of this chapter three basic requirements for this feedback
were defined: visual, minimal, and dynamic (see Section 4.1.2). This section begins with
a review of existing visual methods of displaying dynamic (time-varying) information
in various applications. Subsequently, it focuses upon work relating to the visualisation
of affect, such as associations between colours and emotions.
Visualising Dynamic Information
One of the most widely recognised instruments for displaying dynamic information
is the gauge. Analogue needle gauges are a familiar sight for most drivers, as they
are still commonly used in cars to display information, such as speed, and engine
revolutions. They are also found on weighing scales, barometers, and many scientific
and medical devices. In the musical domain, sound levels are measured using a needle
gauge called the volume-unit (VU) meter; a device originally developed to measure
radio and telephone broadcast levels (Chinn et al., 1940). In modern audio devices,
sound levels tend to be represented by a peak meter, consisting of a row of lights
which light up sequentially in relation to the peak signal level. There is normally a
variation in the colour of the lights, with green representing lower audio levels, and red
representing the highest levels. Figure 4.1 provides a review of the lighting layouts and
colour arrangements for some contemporary audio devices.
When designing a device for visualising dynamic information, it is important to
consider the number of time-varying attributes which need to be displayed. This can
Device Type Manufacturer Model Lighting Layout and Colours 
LOW ---  Audio Level  --- HIGH 
DJ Mixer Pioneer DJM-2000                               
DJ Controller Native Instruments Traktor Control S2                               
DJ Mixer Allen & Heath One 4D                               
DJ Controller Pioneer DDJ-SR                               
DJ Controller Stanton System 3                               
Mixing desk Yamaha MG10XU                               
Figure 4.1: A review of audio level displays on contemporary audio devices. Lighting
layouts are shown horizontally, however they are vertically orientated on the devices.
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then be accounted for in the number of representational degrees of freedom afforded by
the device. For example, the audio peak meters described above utilise only a single
degree of freedom: the number of lights. To display more information it might be
necessary to consider incorporating a further degree of freedom, such as the ability of
each individual light to change colour.
Visualising Affect
Much like the audio-level meters discussed above, colour bar representations have been
adopted by researchers as a means of displaying affective and social information. Khao-
rapapong and Purver (2012) featured a colour bar in their design of an ‘Icebreaker
T-shirt’ to be worn at social events (see Fig. 4.2). When two people wearing the t-
shirt shook hands, RFID readers on their respective sleeves were used to transfer their
online social network details. These details were then compared in order to compute
a compatibility score, which was consequently represented on their t-shirts using the
colour bar. Hot (red and orange) and cold (green, blue, purple) colours were used to
signify high and low compatibility respectively. In this case the colour bar design was
chosen as something that would not be too distracting from the social interaction.
Glahn et al. (2009) developed a colour bar visualisation for indicating the amount
of activity of individual users in an online community. In another computer-based
application, EEG measurements were used to capture valence and arousal aspects of a
user’s emotions whenever they interacted with a widget within a graphical user interface
(Cernea et al., 2013). The detected valence/arousal levels were then mapped onto two
colour bars positioned below the corresponding widget. In this case, the segments of the
bar represented distinct emotional state readings, and the colours were used to represent
the recorded emotion. Red and green were chosen to represent negative and positive
valence respectively; and blue to represent high arousal. Following an evaluation of their
system, the authors concluded that providing emotional visualisations could enhance
window-based interfaces. Cernea et al. (2014) developed a similar system for visualising
group affective tone during collaborative interactions on a tabletop interface. They
captured levels of valence from EEG headsets and mapped each user’s valence level (-1
to 1) to the frequency component of a sine wave. The sine waves for each user were then
combined to create a novel visualisation of the degree of group affective tone, which
was displayed on the tabletop.
Pietrowicz and Karahalios (2013) describe the development of a real-time tool for
visualising expressive aspects of speech during dyadic conversations. Their visualisa-
tion comprises a simple graphical display, where the horizontal axis represents time
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Figure 4.2: The ‘Icebreaker’ T-shirt (Khaorapapong and Purver, 2012), designed to
unobtrusively signal the compatibility of two people based on comparisons of their
social network data. Compatibility level is displayed on the coloured bar at the centre
of the t-shirt. Image used with permission.
and the vertical axis represents pitch. Circles are plotted on the graph to represent
phonetic features of the spoken words, with the size of the circle representing the sound
amplitude. Three phonetic qualities are detected: vowels, obstruent consonants (e.g.
s, sh, ch, p, k), and sonorant consonants (e.g. n, m, l, r, w). These are assigned the
colours red, blue, and green, respectively.
No existing research was found on the visualisation of performer-derived affective
signals during musical performance. The only work encountered was an audiovisual
performance involving the creation of a live visualisation based on the heart rate mea-
surements of a chamber orchestra (Votava and Berger, 2012).
Many of the studies discussed above adopt colour as a means of conveying affective
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meaning. However, more often than not the colour choices appear to be arbitrary,
with little consistency across studies. For example, one paper was reviewed where the
colour red was used to symbolise high social compatibility; and another where it was
used to signify negative valence. Studies that specifically focus on colour and affect
refer to ‘colour emotion’ to describe the emotional feelings elicited by different colours
(Lee et al., 2009). Factor analyses have revealed three factors that can be used to
parametrise colour emotion space: colour activity, colour weight, and colour heat (Ou
et al., 2004; Lee et al., 2009). Ou et al. (2004) provide rankings of 20 colour samples
along each of these factors. (Lee et al., 2009) perform factor analysis on emotional
aspects of coloured 2D and 3D shapes, from which they identify two additional shape-
specific factors: softness and complexity. The authors also analyse preference, and find
that active colours and simple shapes are most preferred.
(Csurka et al., 2010) looked at the associations between colour combinations and
emotion. They used existing colour palette databases to extract 15 semantic categories,
which were then linked to a range of keywords; many of which have affective associ-
ations. In a study of the relationship between affect and the physical properties of
colour – hue, chroma, and lightness – Suk and Irtel (2010) asked people to rate their
emotional responses to colours, using the self-assessment manikin (SAM). The SAM is
a commonly used method for collecting subjective ratings of the three dimensions of
affect: arousal, valence, and dominance. Each dimension is represented using a series of
images of a simple graphic character (SAM). For example, the valence dimension shows
characters ranging from smiling to frowning. The authors found that chroma was pos-
itively correlated with all three affective dimensions. Additionally, bright colours were
found to score highest for valence and dominance, whilst blue was rated highest for
dominance and valence, but lowest for arousal. The study also looked at the difference
between presentation medium, using a CRT monitor in one experiment, and printed
sheets in the other. No systematic effect of media was observed.
Physiological responses to colour have been investigated, but no consistent rela-
tionship between the two has been found (Kaiser, 1984; Detenber et al., 2000; Suk and
Irtel, 2010).
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4.2.5 Summary and Relevant Findings
To summarise this section, key findings are discussed in relation to each of the four
topics that have been reviewed: gaze, motion, cardiac activity, and visual feedback.
Gaze
Gaze can be measured using eye-tracking headsets or desktop devices. The former offer
the highest accuracy and freedom of movement, and in recent years affordable devices
have been developed. Commonly used eye-tracking features are the number of fixations
(looking at a fixed point); and the duration of time spent looking at a particular area
of interest, expressed either as a percentage of the total time, or as a mean value.
Studies have highlighted the important functions of gaze in non-verbal communica-
tion (NVC), but have predominantly investigated this in the context of conversational
interactions. There is an absence of empirical work on the use of gaze in collaborative
music making. With regard to applications for eye-tracking in collaborative interac-
tions, existing work has focused on supporting screen-based collaborative work, with
mixed results. In the context of musical interactions eye-tracking has been used as a
control input for musical interfaces. There are no known studies involving the use of
eye-tracking for supporting co-present musical interaction.
Motion
Motion can be captured using marker-based, electromechanical/electromagnetic, vision-
based, and accelerometer-based methods. Whilst the first two methods offer the highest
accuracy, the latter two options are better suited to applications where low cost, mo-
bility, and minimal set up time are prerequisites. Kinematic motion features can be
extracted as low-level time-derivative features (e.g. velocity, acceleration), or high-level
time series features (e.g. dynamic motion patterns). Quantity of motion (QoM) has
been shown to be a useful feature for discriminating between high and low arousal
emotions, and for recognising engagement during interactions.
During musical performance, movement can serve numerous functions, such as pro-
ducing sound, or communicating non-verbal signals. This thesis is predominantly con-
cerned with the latter, due to its relevance to affective and behavioural expression. Ex-
isting studies have used motion capture to analyse the nature of non-verbal interaction
between collaborating musicians; and to provide musicians with performance-related
feedback. However, the use of motion capture for providing affective or behavioural
feedback to collaborating musicians has not been explored.
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Cardiac Activity
Accurate measurements of cardiac activity can be obtained using ECG sensors. How-
ever, more recent advances have seen heart rate (HR) sensors integrated onto wearable
devices, such as smartwatches. HR and heart rate variability (HRV) are commonly used
cardiac activity features. With respect to the latter, additional time and frequency-
domain features can be extracted to analyse cardiac functioning in detail.
Existing work on cardiac activity was reviewed in relation to creativity, decision
making, and musical performance. Literature on creativity suggests that contrasting
thought processes are involved in creative cognition, and it is feasible that these thought
processes could be accompanied by distinct phases of cardiac activity. There is a lack of
existing research on this topic; however, studies have evidenced ways in which cardiac
activity relates to more general decision making processes.
Cardiac activity has been investigated in the context of musical performance, where
it has been shown to relate to self-reported flow; and to vary according to the difficulty
of the music and the expressivity of the performance. When listening to music, cardiac
features have also been shown to change in relation to tempo and emotional content.
Visual Feedback
Work was reviewed relating to the provision of minimal, dynamic, visual feedback. A
common representation of such information in the musical domain is the audio level
display; consisting of a strip of coloured lights that represent the instantaneous volume
level. Colour bar representations have also been adopted by researchers as a means of
communicating affective and social information. However, this has not been explored
in the context of musical performance.
Studies have provided evidence for consistent associations between colours and emo-
tion. In particular, chroma was shown to be positively correlated with the arousal,
valence, and dominance dimensions of affect. However, the use of colour in HCI ap-
pears to be somewhat arbitrary, and based upon subjective preference, rather than
empirically-derived rules.
In summary, this section has reviewed topics that concern the input measures and
output modalities that were identified at the beginning of this chapter. The follow-
ing section introduces the LuminUs: a device that is designed to use affective and
behavioural sensing to provide collaborating musicians with real-time visual feedback.
The design of this device is informed by the work reviewed in this section.
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4.3 The LuminUs: Overview
This next two sections in this chapter describe the design of a device to support the
affective and social aspects of collaborative music making. The device was named the
‘LuminUs’, since its intention is to illuminate the ‘us’ in collaborative music making.
The design of the device is based upon the idea of providing each musician with a
visual representation of their collaborator’s affective state and social signals. This
section provides an overview of the device, including justifications for design choices.
4.3.1 Sensors and Inputs
The previous section included an in-depth review of measurement techniques, features,
and relevant research relating to three affective measures: gaze, motion, and cardiac
activity. All three of these measures are incorporated into the design of the LuminUs.
However, at this stage measures of cardiac activity are not used to provide real-time
feedback. Findings from Study 1 (see Chapter 3) suggested that cardiac activity may
relate to the musical decision making processes of performing musicians. However, in
order to provide meaningful feedback, more understanding is required of the nature
of these relationships. Incorporating cardiac activity as a latent measure facilitates
further investigation into ways that it could be used to provide feedback to collaborating
musicians in the future.
Specific sensor devices were chosen for the collection of gaze, motion and cardiac data.
This section briefly describes these devices, and the justifications for choosing them:
Gaze sensor: The Pupil2 eye-tracking headset (see Fig. 4.3(a)) and software (Kass-
ner et al., 2014) were chosen to collect real-time gaze data from musicians. The
device has been developed over the last four years as an open-source hardware
and software project. It tracks the movement of the right eye using a single infra
red camera, and simultaneously captures the wearer’s field of vision (FOV) using
a separate forward-facing video camera. Following a short calibration (∼20 s),
the software is able to map the gaze point of the wearer onto the live FOV video.
One of the advantages of the Pupil device, compared to other commercial eye-
tracking glasses, is that it is inexpensive (at the time of writing, roughly 3% of the
price3). This meant that multiple devices could be purchased for use in experi-
ments with two or three musicians. Furthermore, the device has some distinctive
2http://pupil-labs.com
3Compared to the Tobii Glasses 2 - http://www.tobii.com
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.3: Images of the devices used to collect data from collaborating musicians -
(a) the Pupil eye-tracking headset; and (b) Shimmer ECG/Motion Sensor
practical benefits compared to the alternatives. At 50 grams, it is the lightest eye-
tracking headset currently available. It also uses open source software, enabling
the development and incorporation of features that are application-specific. One
disadvantage to this device is that it is not currently wireless, meaning that the
musicians are somewhat restricted in their movement. However, the release of
affordable wireless eye-tracking headsets is foreseen in the near future.
Motion and cardiac sensor: The same device that was used in Study 1 was selected
for collecting body motion and ECG data. The Shimmer4 sensor incorporates a
tri-axial accelerometer, and collects ECG measurements using four electrodes
attached to the user’s chest. From a practical standpoint, the inclusion of two
sensors in a single device simplifies data collection. Furthermore, the Shimmer
device is wireless, which means that the data can be accessed in real-time through
a Bluetooth connection.
4.3.2 Signal Processing
Informed by the work reviewed in the previous section, the decision was made to extract
the following gaze and motion features in order to provide real-time feedback:
Eye-tracking feature: The Pupil eye-tracking software has the ability to recognise
fiducial markers using the FOV camera. It can then calculate the coordinates of
the wearer’s gaze fixation, relative to the detected marker. This makes it possible
to place markers on the headsets of each musician, and consequently register the
4http://www.shimmersensing.com
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moments when one person is glancing at the other. A threshold can be used in
order to specify how close the gaze point must be to the marker in order for a
glance to be registered. This results in a binary feature: glancing, or not glancing.
Motion feature: Similar to the first study, the decision was made to use an overall
measure of the quantity of motion (QoM) of the musician’s body. This consists
of the difference between consecutive summations of the absolute X, Y, and Z
accelerometer values. Smoothing is applied to the resulting signal in order to
give an averaged measure of the musician’s body motion.
4.3.3 Feedback Visualisation
A colour-bar method was selected for displaying feedback to the musicians. The colour-
bar is commonly used for displaying sound levels in audio and is likely to be a repre-
sentation of dynamic information that musicians are familiar with. Simplicity and
familiarity were important factors, since one of the aims was to avoid introducing un-
necessary clutter or distraction to the collaborative music making environment. This
was a problem cited by numerous authors who attempted to provide eye-tracking feed-
back during collaborative group work (see Section 4.2.1). Furthermore, the review of
existing research in Section 4.2.4 indicated that the colour-bar is one of the most pop-
ular methods of conveying affective information during interactive situations. An early
illustration of the LuminUs is shown in Fig. 4.4. It consists of a single strip of address-
able RGB (red, green, blue) light emitting diodes (LEDs). This means that the colour
and illumination of each LED can be controlled individually, which provides flexibility
for testing different designs.
Regarding the mapping of input signals to the colour-bar, the decision was made
not to attempt to represent gaze and motion information simultaneously, as this could
be confusing for the musician. Instead, the device was developed such that the type of
feedback (gaze or motion) could be selected using the software. In the gaze feedback
mode the colour-bar is used to indicate to the musician when their collaborator is
glancing at them. Specifically, the number of illuminated lights increases as the length
of the glance increases. In the motion feedback mode the quantity of motion (QoM)
value is simply mapped to the number of illuminated lights, such that the more the
musician is moving, the more lights are illuminated.
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Array	  of	  individually	  
controllable	  RGB	  LEDs	  
Clamp	  and	  ﬂexible	  arm	  
Figure 4.4: Early design sketch for the LuminUs - a light for illuminating affective and
behavioural features of collaborative music making.
4.4 The LuminUs: Hardware and Software
This section provides a detailed description of the design of the LuminUs. It is separated
into a description of the hardware components, followed by the software used to operate
the LuminUs.
4.4.1 Hardware
Lighting
The main requirements for the lighting were to have a set of individually controllable
RGB LEDs, which were small enough to be positioned close together in a single row. A
further requirement was that the intensity of the light output could be adjusted. The
NeoPixel stick5 (see Fig. 4.5) was chosen, which consists of eight small (5 mm × 5 mm)
RGB LEDs mounted on a single strip of printed circuit board (PCB). The NeoPixel
LEDs are individually addressable, since each has its own driver chip integrated into the
LED. This means that all eight LEDs can be controlled using a single microcontroller
signal. The NeoPixel sticks can also be linked together to create longer LED strips.
The decision was made to use a pair of sticks for the LuminUs, giving a total of 16
LEDs.
5http://proto-pic.co.uk/neopixel-stick-8-x-ws2812-5050-rgb-led-with-integrated-drivers/
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NeoPixel RGB LED 
Figure 4.5: The NeoPixel stick, used for the light output of the LuminUs.
Microcontroller
In order to control the RGB LEDs, a compact programmable microcontroller was re-
quired, with serial connectivity, the ability to output a bitstream at 800 kHz, and a
regulated 5V DC power output. The Arduino-compatible Pro Micro6 microcontroller
from SparkFun was chosen (see Fig. 4.6). The device features an ATmega32U4 micro-
controller that runs at 5V/16MHz. and has 12 digital input/output pins. It has USB
connectivity, which means that it can be programmed and powered from a computer.
This also allows computer programs to communicate with the microcontroller via serial
port. In the case of the LuminUs, this means the light output can be controlled directly
from a computer, based upon the gaze and motion data.
The NeoPixel sticks and Pro Micro were connected as shown in Fig. 4.7. The three
necessary connections are the 5V DC and ground (GND) connections to provide power,
and the data input (DIN) to control each individually addressable LED. In turn, the
USB connection to the Pro Micro provides power to the microcontroller and allows the
LEDs to be controlled from a computer.
6http://proto-pic.co.uk/pro-micro-5v-16mhz/
33.0 mm 
17
.8
 m
m
 
Figure 4.6: The Pro Micro microcontoller, used to communicate with and control the
lights on the LuminUs.
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USB
5V DC
GND
DIN
NeoPixel Stick (x2)
Pro Micro
Figure 4.7: Diagram showing the connections between the two NeoPixel LED sticks
and the Pro Micro microcontroller.
Casing
A custom case was designed and built to hold and protect the LuminUs circuitry, and to
enable the device to be mounted on a flexible stand. The casing was built from six layers
of laser cut acrylic, and its dimensions are 145 mm × 30 mm × 26 mm. An exploded
view of the casing design is shown in Fig. 4.9. The case is held together with six bolts,
and a gap in the casing provides access to the USB port on the microcontroller. The
two central layers have a small protrusion with a hole in the centre, enabling the casing
to be connected to a flexible arm. A frosted, transparent perspex window was used to
diffuse the light from the LEDs, making it less intense to look at.
Two mirrored versions of the LuminUs casing were built. This was done so that,
when two musicians stand side by side, each of their LuminUs devices can be oriented
such that it points towards their partner. Views of the assembled casing are provided
in Fig. 4.8.
4.4.2 Software
The software required to make the LuminUs functional comprises five separate pro-
grams: i) Shimmer; ii) Pupil eye-tracking; iii) LuminUs control; iv) LuminUs server;
and v) microcontroller software. Each of these programs has distinct roles and data are
passed between them via network communication. Figure 4.14 provides an overview
of the five programs which are required to operate the LuminUs with either gaze or
motion feedback. Some of these programs were developed specifically for use with the
LuminUs, whilst others are modified versions of existing software. Detailed descriptions
of each of the programs are provided on the following pages.
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Front
Underside
Back
Left side Right side
Figure 4.8: Model views of the assembled LuminUs casing.
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145 mm
30 mm
Figure 4.9: Exploded model of the LuminUs casing, consisting of four layers of 5 mm
acrylic with two 3 mm layers at the centre. A transparent window of clear acrylic was
used to diffuse the light from the LuminUs.
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Shimmer Software
The Shimmer software was written in Matlab using the API provided by Shimmer.
The software graphical user interface (GUI) (see Fig. 4.10) allows the user to specify
an IP address to transmit the data to; and to provide the wireless COM port numbers
for two Shimmer devices. Once the user clicks ‘START’, the software attempts to
establish a connection with the Shimmer sensors. Messages appear in the ‘Progress
Messages’ box to inform the user whether the connections have been successful. If
successful connections are made then the software sends initial Open Sound Control
(OSC) messages containing the current time-stamp on each Shimmer device. The time-
stamp refers to the current time in milliseconds on the internal hardware clock of the
Shimmer sensor. This time is used as a reference time by the Max MSP software, in
order to synchronise the Shimmer data with other data sources. An additional button
on the GUI, labelled ‘Send Time Sync’, enables the user to manually send new time-
stamps from the devices.
Once the initial time-stamp data have been sent, the software continuously attempts
to grab new data packets from each of the Shimmer devices. These data packets contain
the calibrated data from the ECG and accelerometer sensors. Once a packet is received,
the software sums the absolute values of three accelerometer axes (X, Y, and Z), and
then sends these data along with the ECG data in a single OSC message. The first
part of this OSC message contains a tag, which identifies which of the two Shimmer
devices the data originates from: either ECG1 or ECG2. An example of a single data
packet is given below:
/ECG1
Tag
15272.732
Time-stamp
−0.063
ECG lead 1
−0.075
ECG lead 2
17.803
|X|+|Y |+|Z|
Pupil Eye-tracking Software
The Pupil eye-tracking platform includes a fully developed open-source software pack-
age (see Fig. 4.11). The software receives video streams (via USB connections) from
the FOV and eye cameras on the Pupil headset and has the following features:
Visualisation: The video streams from both of the headset cameras can be visualised.
This allows the user to check that the eye-camera is correctly positioned to detect
the wearer’s pupil; and that the tilt of the FOV camera is representative of
the wearer’s field of view. Parameters, such as the focus and exposure, can be
manually adjusted for both cameras.
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Figure 4.10: The software graphical user interface (GUI) created for the Shimmer
sensors.
Checking pupil detection: The user can check that the pupil is being correctly de-
tected (see Fig. 4.11(b)) and can adjust various parameters, such as the maximum
and minimum pupil size, in order to optimise the detection performance.
Calibration: In order to correctly identify where the user is looking, the pupil software
must correlate the detected pupil positions with locations in the field of view. A
short screen marker calibration can be performed, which requires the user to
follow a small marker on the screen with their eyes, whilst keeping their head
stationary. Once the calibration is complete the user’s current gaze potion will
appear as a red dot overlaid on the FOV camera stream (see Fig. 4.11(a)).
Recording: The FOV video stream and corresponding gaze and pupil position data
can be recorded and saved using the software.
Additional functionality had to be added to the Pupil software to enable it to
detect when a user is looking at a marker in their FOV; and communicate this with the
LuminUs control software. The marker detection was achieved using existing code in
the Pupil software that performs the detection of the circular calibration marker (see
Fig. 4.12). This code was modified to create a plug-in that detects the marker and
calculates a value representing the normalised distance between the user’s current gaze
position and the position of the detected marker. Existing Pupil networking plug-ins
were then modified to enable this distance value to be sent to the LuminUs control
software via an OSC message.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.11: Images of the Pupil software interface: (a) main window with POV camera
view; and (b) eye-camera window.
Figure 4.12: The circular marker used for gaze detection.
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LuminUs Control Software
The functions of the LuminUs control software are to receive ECG, accelerometer, and
gaze data; process the accelerometer and gaze data; determine the appropriate light
output for the LuminUs; and send the lighting control data to the LuminUs server. To
achieve this, custom software was developed using the Max MSP7 visual programming
language. The control software receives data packets from the Shimmer software and
Pupil software via OSC protocol. ECG data are simply saved to disk (for post-hoc
analysis). The accelerometer and gaze data are processed as follows:
Accelerometer data processing: Each accelerometer value is taken from its Shim-
mer data packet and down-sampled. The difference between consecutive down-
sampled accelerometer values is then calculated to provide an overall rate of
change of acceleration (jerk). This step is performed in order to remove the ef-
fects of gravitational acceleration. The jerk values are subsequently smoothed
using a logarithmic filter. Each smoothed value is then mapped to the range
0-16, which represents the number of LEDs on the LuminUs that should be lit
up (0 means no LEDs are lit).
Pupil data processing: Each gaze distance value provided by the Pupil software is
compared to a distance threshold value. If the value is less than the threshold
then a timer is started, which counts up towards a maximum value of 2000 ms.
This value was based upon the mean glance length from Study 1, which was
2100 ms. The timer value is then mapped to an inverse exponential curve, which
has an output range between 0 and 16; again, representing the number of LEDs
that should be lit on the LuminUs. This is done so that the number of lit LEDs
increases quickly when a gaze is detected, and then becomes more gradual as the
length of the gaze increases. If at any point the gaze distance value rises above
the threshold then the timer is set to count downwards towards zero.
The output from the Pupil and Shimmer data processing consists of two numbers in
the range of 0-16, representing the number of LEDs that should be lit for gaze and
motion feedback respectively. The motion feedback value is shifted by 17, so that it
falls within the range of 17- 33, whilst the gaze value remains within the range of 0-16.
The software then allows the user to select which value is sent to the LuminUs, and
consequently, which type of feedback is provided. This control value is transmitted as a
7https://cycling74.com/
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2	  
1	  
Figure 4.13: The LuminUs with all LEDs lit in gaze feedback mode (1) and motion
feedback mode (2).
UDP message to a given IP address. Data packets are processed continuously, resulting
in a stream of control values.
LuminUs Server Software
This is a simple program which receives UDP messages from the LuminUs control
software and forwards them on to the LuminUs device as serial messages. This program
must be run on the same computer that the LuminUs device is connected to. Separating
the server software from the control software means that the LuminUs can be connected
to one computer and controlled from another computer on the same local network.
Microcontroller Software
This software runs on the Pro-Micro microcontroller inside the LuminUs device. It
was written in C++, using the Arduino Intergrated Development Environment8. The
program receives serial data from the LuminUs server software, which are simply values
in the range of 0-33. If the values are in the range 0-16 then the software treats them
as gaze feedback data; otherwise they are treated as motion feedback data. The values
are then used to determine how many LEDs should be lit, and what colour the LEDs
should be. For the gaze feedback the lights were programmed to gradually increase
from violet to pink. For the motion feedback they were programmed to increase from
green to red. Figure 4.13 shows the state of the lights for each type of feedback when
all the LEDs were lit.
8https://www.arduino.cc/en/Guide/Environment
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1)	  Shimmer	  sensor	  so-ware:	  	  
•  Receives	  ECG	  and	  
accelerometer	  data	  from	  
wireless	  sensors	  via	  Bluetooth.	  
•  Sends	  the	  data	  to	  a	  speciﬁed	  
network	  address	  via	  OSC	  
messages.	  
3)	  LuminUs	  control	  so-ware:	  	  
•  Receives	  and	  processes	  
accelerometer	  and	  gaze	  data.	  
•  Receives	  and	  saves	  ECG	  data.	  
•  Determines	  light	  output	  for	  
the	  LuminUs.	  
•  Transmits	  lighDng	  control	  
data	  over	  network	  via	  UDP.	  
2)	  Pupil	  eye	  tracking	  so-ware:	  	  
•  Receives	  and	  processes	  video	  streams	  from	  the	  
eye	  tracking	  glasses	  via	  USB	  connecDon.	  
•  Detects	  circular	  markers	  and,	  if	  present,	  
calculates	  the	  distance	  between	  the	  current	  gaze	  
point	  and	  the	  marker.	  
•  Sends	  this	  distance	  value	  via	  OSC	  messages.	  
4)	  LuminUs	  server	  so-ware:	  	  
•  Receives	  lighDng	  control	  data	  
and	  transmits	  this	  via	  serial	  
(USB)	  connecDon	  to	  the	  
LuminUs	  microcontroller.	  
5)	  Microcontroller	  so-ware:	  	  
•  Receives	  lighDng	  control	  data.	  
•  Calculates	  and	  sets	  the	  appropriate	  brightness	  
and	  colour	  for	  each	  of	  the	  16	  LEDs.	  
Shimmer	  sensors	   Eye	  tracking	  glasses	  
Open	  sound	  control	  (OSC)	  
User	  datagram	  protocol	  (UDP)	  
Serial	  
Network	  protocol	  
ECG	  and	  accelerometer	  data	   FOV	  and	  eye-­‐camera	  video	  streams	  
ECG	  and	  accelerometer	  data	  
Gaze	  distance	  value	  
LighDng	  
control	  data	  
LighDng	  control	  data	  
Figure 4.14: A system diagram, showing the five software programs that are used to
operate the LuminUs.
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4.5 Discussion
The LuminUs is a prototype device, which was inspired by the findings reported in
Chapter 3. In the present chapter, these findings informed a comprehensive review of
gaze, motion, and cardiac measures; including methods for their measurement, associ-
ated features, and relevant existing research. Consequently, the selection of the sensors
and features, on which the LuminUs is based, is supported by an in-depth understand-
ing of related work and issues. With regard to the provision of affective and behavioural
feedback, the approach taken in the design of the LuminUs is to provide the musicians
with a simplistic visual representation of the extracted features. In this sense, the
device does not attempt to identify and represent specific affective and behavioural
states. Instead, it is designed to provide sensor-derived information, which is open to
interpretation by the beholder. In affective computing research, a common approach is
to design systems that classify continuous affective inputs according to specific labels,
categories or dimensions (Gunes and Schuller, 2013). One of the limitations of this
approach is that affective and behavioural signals may be highly context dependent.
For example, increased movement could indicate agitation in one context, or elation in
another. By leaving some aspects of the interpretation open to the user, the LuminUs
is less susceptible to these limitations.
The design requirements set out at the start of this chapter (see section 4.1.2)
specified that the feedback provided by the device should be visual, minimal, and
dynamic. The review of visual feedback methods in section 4.2.4 indicates a lack
of existing research to inform the design of visual feedback devices for performing
musicians. The simple, light-based design of the LuminUs offers the flexibility to modify
parameters such as colour and brightness; and to create varying patterns of dynamic
feedback using combinations of lights. This makes the device suitable for testing and
evaluating various feedback configurations.
The LuminUs design has a number of limitations. In particular, it requires multiple
software programs and, subsequently, computers in order to collect and process the
sensor data. This means that, whilst the device is small and portable, the entire
system is not. Additionally, the device is designed with dyadic interactions in mind,
which means that it is limited to providing affective and behavioural feedback from a
single musician.
Finally, the work reviewed in this chapter, and the exploratory findings in Chap-
ter 3, indicate that interesting relationships could exist between cardiac activity and
musical decision making. Whilst the LuminUs is able to collect ECG data, it does
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not use these data to provide real-time feedback. This is due to the fact that there is
currently insufficient evidence to inform the selection of specific features and mappings
that might provide collaborating musicians with meaningful feedback. Instead, cardiac
activity is incorporated into the LuminUs as a latent measure; thus facilitating further
investigations of cardiac activity in the context of collaborative music making.
4.6 Summary
This chapter established specific considerations for the design of a sensor-based device to
support and enhance collaborative music making. It reported a comprehensive review of
relevant methods and research; which led to the design and development of a prototype
device - the LuminUs. In the following chapters, two further studies are reported.
Study 2 investigates the effects of the LuminUs feedback upon collaborative music
making, and tests specific hypotheses concerning relationships between cardiac activity
and decision making. This study uses controlled settings and short-term interactions.
Study 3 evaluates qualitative aspects of musicians’ use of the LuminUs over the course
of a longitudinal study.
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Chapter 5
Study 2
Testing the LuminUs in the Lab
Informed by the findings from Study 1 and the subsequent review of related work in
Section 4.2, the previous chapter documented the design and development of the Lu-
minUs: a device for providing collaborating musicians with real-time visual feedback
about the gaze or body motions of their co-performers. Gaze and body motion were
chosen because they both serve important functions in the expression and communi-
cation of non-verbal social and affective signals. The LuminUs collects gaze data from
eye-tracking headsets and visual markers worn by the musicians. These data are then
processed and mapped, such that the lights on a musician’s LuminUs will illuminate
whenever their co-performer looks at them. Motion data are collected from accelerome-
ters and processed such that the number of illuminated lights on a musician’s LuminUs
provides a representation of how much their co-performer is moving.
The LuminUs also incorporates an ECG sensor, enabling cardiac activity to be
recorded as a latent measure (i.e. one that does not influence the visual feedback). The
inclusion of this measure was inspired by findings from Study 1 and reviews of related
work, which suggest that cardiac activity could be used as an indicator of musical
decision making; providing musicians with an enhanced awareness of their collaborator’s
intentions. However, further work was deemed necessary before this measure could be
meaningfully mapped to the visual feedback of the LuminUs.
The present chapter reports a study in which the LuminUs was put to the test with
collaborating musicians in a controlled environment. The purpose of this study was to
evaluate the influence of the existing LuminUs feedback modalities upon collaborative
music making; and to consider the potential for cardiac activity-related measures to be
used in future versions of the LuminUs.
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5.1 Aims
In contrast to the first study, which had an exploratory design, the present study was
designed to investigate specific questions and hypotheses relating to two aims:
1. To investigate the effects of the LuminUs feedback upon aspects of co-present
interactions between musicians.
2. To undertake further investigation of potential relationships between the cardiac
activity and musical decision making processes of musicians.
With respect to the first aim, exploratory questions were posed relating to the
effects of the LuminUs feedback. These are outlined in the following section. Section
5.1.2 then outlines specific hypotheses with respect to the second aim.
5.1.1 On the Effects of the LuminUs (LQ)
Given the lack of previous research on the provision of real-time affective and be-
havioural feedback to performing musicians, specific exploratory questions were devised.
Concerning gaze or motion feedback to the following questions were posed:
LQ1 Does the LuminUs influence the musical outcomes of the collabora-
tions?
LQ2 Does the LuminUs influence self-reported measures of the musicians’
enjoyment and interaction with their co-performer?
Furthermore, concerning gaze feedback to the following questions were posed:
LQ3 Does the gaze feedback influence the number of glances exchanged
between musicians during collaborative interaction?
LQ4 By facilitating communication between musicians, does the gaze feed-
back influence the number of musical changes made during a compo-
sition?
Finally, the following questions were posed concerning the provision of motion feedback :
LQ5 Does the motion feedback have an impact upon the overall amount of
motion during collaborative interaction?
LQ6 Does the motion feedback stimulate increased awareness of the other
participant, as indicated through more glancing at the other?
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5.1.2 On Cardiac Activity and Musical Decision Making (CH)
Given the findings from Study 1 and the existing research discussed in the previous
chapter, the following hypotheses were devised concerning relationships between cardiac
activity and musical decision making:
CH1 Levels of the LF/HF ratio of heart rate variability will be correlated
with the number of musical decisions. LF/HF ratio has been shown to relate
positively to self-reported flow (de Manzano et al., 2010; Gaggioli et al., 2013), as
well as levels of expression in musical performance (Nakahara et al., 2009). Since
the number of musical decisions during a performance is likely to be correlated
with both flow and expressiveness, LF/HF ratio will be greater during periods
where more musical changes have taken place.
CH2 Heart rate variability will be negatively correlated with the number
of musical changes. Numerous studies have reported that HRV decreases in
response to high mental workload and cognitive focus (Hjortskov et al., 2004).
These cognitive functions are expected to increase when musical changes are
made, therefore leading to a negative correlation between HRV levels and mea-
sures of musical change.
CH3 Musical decisions will tend to coincide with heart rate extrema. The
findings from Study 1 indicated that for some participants there was a significant
relationship between rhythmic change points and heart rate extrema. It is hy-
pothesised that this relationship occurs because people either introduce change
when they are bored (low arousal/heart rate), or when the part they are playing
is too challenging (high arousal/heart rate).
5.2 Research Design and Data Collection
In order to test the questions and hypotheses outlined in the previous section, a con-
trolled experiment was designed, where pairs of musicians were asked to create short
improvised accompaniments to an animation under different conditions. In each condi-
tion the LuminUs would either provide motion feedback, gaze feedback, or no feedback
at all. The research design shared a number of similarities with the first study. Paired
musicians (dyads) were studied, employing a within-subjects design, where data were
collected from each dyad in each experimental condition. The experiment was also
designed to be as close to a real-world interaction as possible, whilst still enabling the
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collection of controlled measures. In contrast to the first study, the pairs of musicians
consisted of a percussionist and a pianist. This was done to extend the investigations
from minimalist, single-instrument interactions, to more complex and conventional,
mixed-instrument interactions. This decision was facilitated by the fact that there was
less desire to control for specific instrument-related aspects of the experiment, such a
physical exertion.
Another major difference to the first study was the introduction of a visual stimulus
to guide and influence the musicians’ improvisations. Dyads were asked to create
musical accompaniments to a two minute long animation. Details of the selection and
use of this animation are provided in this section; along with a thorough description of
the research design and data collection methods.
5.2.1 Animation
The main experimental task in this study was to create a live, improvised accompani-
ment to a silent animation. A visual stimulus was selected for the following reasons:
i) to introduce some control over the improvisations, such that the musicians might be
influenced to change their playing at similar points because of distinct visual cues in
the animation; ii) to encourage the musicians to work collaboratively, heightening the
need for mutual awareness and non-verbal communication; iii) to increase the external
stimuli beyond that of the instrument and co-performer, as would often be the case in
real-world performances. An animation was chosen to avoid images of human subjects,
which could evoke more substantial and varied affective responses.
Four animations were short-listed for use in the study (see Table 5.1 and Fig. 5.1).
These were selected from hundreds of animations on the video sharing website, Vimeo1.
The main criteria for selection were that the animation had visual continuity (to avoid
sudden visual changes); that it included some distinct theme changes (to stimulate
musical change); and that its content was not too emotive. Permissions to use each
animation for research purposes were obtained from the copyright holders.
1https://vimeo.com/
Table 5.1: Details of the four short-listed animations.
Title Creator Link
A Float Haruki Kawanaka vimeo.com/78550258
B Spherikal Ion Lucin vimeo.com/39792837
C Killing the Work Juliette Hamon-Damourette vimeo.com/20247426
D Accumulonimbus Andy Kennedy vimeo.com/13846037
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A short survey was carried out in order to select which animation to use in the study.
Musicians were invited to watch and rate the animations based upon their suitability
for improvised musical accompaniment. Each animation in the survey was cut down
to two minutes in length and the animations were presented in random order, without
sound. Responses were collected from 24 musicians, none of whom were participants
in the present study. Respondents had an average musical experience of 17 years. The
results are shown in Table 5.2. The animation entitled ‘Float’ (animation A) received
the highest or joint-highest score for each question and was consequently selected for
use in this study.
Table 5.2: Animation survey responses.
Animation
Question A B C D
1. In your opinion, how well suited is this animation for
improvised musical accompaniment?
4 3 3.5 3
2. How musically inspiring did you find this animation? 4 3 4 4
3. How visually engaging would you find this animation if
you were improvising to it with another person?
4 4 4 3
4. Please rank the four animations in order of preference. 2 2.5 3 3
Note: Scores for questions 1-3 are median 5-point Likert scale ratings. The score
for question 4 is the median ranking (1 = highest). Total responses = 24.
5.2.2 Participants
15 percussionists and 15 pianists were recruited from music colleges in London via email
advertisements. The participants comprised 7 females and 23 males, aged between 18
and 38 (M = 22.7, SD = 4.7). Their playing experience ranged from 3 to 33 years
(M = 11.6, SD = 5.6). Participants were assigned to percussionist-pianist pairs,
such that the individuals in each pair did not know one another. This was done to
avoid introducing non-random variables pertaining to existing relationships between
individuals. Participants were reimbursed £20 each to cover the costs of their travel
and time. Updated ethical approval was acquired for the study (QMREC2013/48).
5.2.3 Setup
The experiment was held in the performance space at Queen Mary University of Lon-
don, with overhead stage lighting, and black curtains surrounding the performance area.
A large screen was positioned in the centre of the room, which showed the animation
and provided instructions to the participants. The participants were positioned facing
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the screen, but angled slightly towards one another. The percussionist was provided
with two electronic drum pads (snare and floor tom) and an electronic ride cymbal,
which they played standing up. The pianist was provided with a 61 note keyboard and
sustain pedal, which they also played standing up. Both instruments were connected to
a computer via MIDI, and the audio was output through speakers positioned either side
of the screen. Each participant’s LuminUs was positioned on a stand in front of them,
such that it was just below their line of sight to the screen. The devices were positioned
such that each participant could only see their own device, and the brightness of the
lights were adjusted so that no reflections were visible.
The ECG electrodes were attached to the participants’ chests and the devices were
strapped around their waists. The eye-tracking headsets were worn like normal glasses
and attached to the computers using long USB extension leads; allowing the partici-
pants to move freely around the performance space. A video camera was discreetly set
up just below the screen, so that it was facing the participants. Figure 5.2 shows the
experimental setup as seen from this video camera.
Two iMac computers were positioned behind screens, so that the participants had
their backs to them whilst they were playing. These computers were used to run the
Pupil and LuminUs server software programs for each participant (see Section 4.4.2).
They were also used by the participants to complete post-performance surveys. The
experiment was controlled from a MacBook Pro, which was stationed outside of the
performance area, behind the curtains. An additional Windows laptop was used to
run the Shimmer software. Figure 5.3 shows a block diagram of the experimental
setup. This diagram indicates how data were passed between the four computers and
experimental hardware using both wired and wireless connections.
LuminUs (visual feedback based 
upon the pianist’s motion/gaze) 
Eye-tracking headset with 
gaze detection marker 
Accelerometer    
LuminUs (visual 
feedback based upon 
the drummer’s 
motion/gaze) 
Figure 5.2: Annotated image of the experimental setup for Study 2.
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Figure 5.3: Block diagram of the experimental setup for Study 2.
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5.2.4 Tasks
There were seven experimental conditions: G-G, G-X, X-G, M-M, M-X, X-M, and X-X.
The two letters represent the feedback that the LuminUs provided to the percussionist
and pianist respectively: either gaze feedback (G), motion feedback (M), or no feedback
(X). The order of the experimental conditions was randomised at the start of each
experiment. The experimental protocol was as follows:
1. Arrival and introduction: Participants were given verbal and written descrip-
tions of the LuminUs and the experimental procedure. They were then asked to
sign a consent form and were informed that they could leave at any point. Partic-
ipants were told that in each condition they would either receive gaze feedback,
motion feedback, or no feedback. They were then given a couple of minutes to
play the instruments together. This provided an opportunity for them to make
brief introductions and familiarise themselves with the instrumental set up.
2. Sensor set up: The participants were instructed on how to attach the ECG
electrodes to their chests, which they did privately behind a screen. Following
this, the eye-tracking headsets were set up and calibrated.
3. Warm-up task: The participants watched the animation twice without playing
their instruments and twice whilst playing along. This allowed them to familiarise
themselves with the animation and practice creating accompaniments. They were
then given roughly one minute to discuss ideas. This was the last opportunity for
them to interact verbally during the experiment.
4. Improvisation task: Participants were given two attempts to create an accom-
paniment to the animation. At the start of the task the screen instructed the
participants to look at their LuminUs, which would then show either green-red
(motion feedback), blue-purple (gaze feedback), or no lights (no feedback) to in-
dicate which type of feedback they would be receiving. This was done so that
neither participant would know what kind of feedback the other was receiving.
For each attempt the screen provided a 10 second countdown to the start of the
animation.
5. Post-session survey: The participants were instructed to go to the computers
behind them and complete a short questionnaire. The questions were presented
in a randomised order. The participants were not allowed to speak to each other
during this time.
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Repeat: Steps 4 and 5 were repeated a further six times. The feedback provided
by the LuminUs changed for each improvisation task, based upon the randomly
assigned conditions.
5.2.5 Measures
MIDI data were recorded from the keyboard and electronic drum kit, and the per-
formances were also recorded on video. The ECG and accelerometer data from the
Shimmer sensors were recorded at a sample rate of 512 Hz. Continuous eye-tracking
data were recorded for each participant, consisting of the distance between the gaze
point and the marker (if detected); and a binary number representing whether the
participant was glancing at the marker (0 = no, 1 = yes). In addition to this, the
animation playback time and a numerical representation of the light output from each
LuminUs device were also recorded. All data were synchronised to a common timeline.
During the study subjective feedback was collected using a modified version of the
post-performance questionnaire from the first study. The questions were as follows:
• On a scale of 0 to 10, how creative was each attempt?
• Which attempt do you think produced the best accompaniment to the animation?
[9-point slider ranging from ‘Attempt 1’ to ‘Attempt 2’, with ‘both were equal’ in
the middle]
• Regarding the entire last session (both attempts), how much do you agree/disagree
with the following statements? [7-point Likert scale labelled from ‘strongly dis-
agree’ to ‘strongly agree’]
– The other musician was leading the performance.
– I enjoyed this session.
– The other musician and I performed well as a pair.
– I was satisfied with my musical contribution.
– I felt engaged with the other musician.
– The session was boring.
– The other musician ignored my contributions.
– I liked the music we created.
– I felt connected to the other musician.
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5.2.6 Software
Custom software was written in order to control the experiment and record all the
experimental data (see Fig. 5.4). The software was based upon the LuminUs control
software (see Section 4.4.2), with the following additional capabilities:
Visualisations: Built in graphical displays enabled the accelerometer and ECG data
to be visualised in real-time. This was done so that the researcher could verify that
the sensors were working correctly throughout the experiment. A video display
window was also included to enable the researcher to see what was currently being
displayed on the participants’ screen.
Control of the experiment: The software was programmed to run the experiment
from the warm up task onwards (see Section 5.2.4). This involved assigning
randomised experimental conditions; providing on-screen instructions and count-
downs for the participants; playing the animation at the appropriate times; and
sending the appropriate light control data to both of the LuminUs devices. The
only input required from the researcher during this time was to click ‘start’ when
the participants were ready to begin each improvisation task. A ‘pause/resume’
button was also included to allow the experimenter to pause the experiment in
between tasks if there were any problems.
Data recording: The software received and synchronised the MIDI, ECG, accelerom-
eter, eye-tracking, video playback, and LuminUs light control data. For each
participant, two text files were created: one for the Shimmer data, and one for
the Pupil data. A further text file was created containing the animation playback
times and the corresponding LuminUs light control values (see Section 4.4.2). In
each of these files, data were saved as comma-separated values; where the first
three columns contained values representing the experiment run time (in ms),
the experimental condition (0-6), and the improvisation task attempt (1 or 2).
A log file was also created containing the experiment ID, the order of the ran-
domised conditions, and any notes that were made by the researcher during the
experiment. MIDI data were recorded to a single MIDI file.
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Figure 5.4: The control software graphical user interface (GUI) for Study 2.
5.3 Data Processing
Specific features were extracted from the data collected during the study. These features
were chosen to test the experimental questions and hypotheses set out at the beginning
of this chapter, and were informed by the research reviewed in Section 4.2. In this
section the features and their methods of extraction are described.
In contrast to Study 1, which required data to be manually synchronised post-
hoc, the data in the current study were all synchronised prior to being saved. All the
data points were also labelled with a common time reference, and numbers identifying
the experimental condition, and improvisation attempt. This meant that much of the
extraction and processing could be automated. The resulting features were placed in
feature tables, where the first four columns represented the experimental session ID (1-
15); the participant (1 or 2); the experimental condition (0-6); and the improvisation
attempt (1 or 2). Most of the data were processed in MATLAB using custom scripts.
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5.3.1 Gaze Features
The start and end times of every detected glance (participant looking at their co-
performer) were extracted from the Pupil data. These times were then used to calculate
the duration of each glance, resulting in a feature table containing the individual glance
timings (start and end) and durations for the entire experiment. This table was then
used to compare the glance timings for pairs of participants within dyads, in order to
detect when participants were looking at each other at the same time (mutual glance).
A further table was created containing the start and end times, and durations of all the
mutual glances. These basic tables were then used to create a statistical feature table,
containing the following features for each participant and accompaniment attempt:
the number of glances; time spent glancing; mean glance duration; number of mutual
glances; time spent mutually glancing; and the mean duration of mutual glances.
5.3.2 ECG Features
Individual timings of detected heart beat events were extracted using the dedicated
MATLAB scripts provided in ECGtools; similar to the ECG processing performed
during Study 1 (see Section 3.3.2). An additional ECGtools script was used to remove
any artifactual beats, based upon methods described by Clifford et al. (2002). A basic
feature table was then created, where each row contained the timing of an individual
heart beat; the corresponding time interval between this beat and the previous beat,
known as the inter-beat interval (IBI); the heart rate (HR); and a number representing
whether that point was a peak/maximum (1), trough/minimum (-1), or neither (0).
This basic table was then used to create a statistical feature table, containing the
following features for each participant and accompaniment attempt: mean IBI time;
standard deviation in HR; and the number of HR extrema.
Heart rate variability (HRV) features were also extracted using the open-source
heart rate variability analysis software (HRVAS) (Ramshur, 2010), which also runs in
MATLAB. The following commonly used HRV features (described in detail in Section
4.2.3) were extracted from the ECG data and included in the aforementioned statisti-
cal feature table: SDNN; LF (low frequency) band power; HF (high frequency) band
power; and LF/HF ratio. An additional time-frequency domain feature was extracted,
consisting of a continuous representation of the LF/HF ratio over the course of a given
recording period. This was performed in HRVAS using the wavelet transform method
with a window size of 30 seconds, and an overlap of 15 seconds, as described by Ramshur
(2010). The recording periods consisted of individual accompaniment attempts.
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5.3.3 Accelerometer Features
The raw accelerometer data consisted of the summed absolute X, Y, and Z axial ac-
celerometer components. These were initially down-sampled, due to the fact that they
had been sampled at the same rate as the ECG data (512 Hz). To remove the effects
of gravitational acceleration, the differences were then calculated between consecutive
down-sampled values; giving the rate of change of acceleration (jerk). A Savitzky-Golay
FIR filter was then used to smooth these data. The resulting values were placed into a
basic feature table, which was then used to create a statistical feature table, containing
the following features for each participant and accompaniment attempt: mean body
motion (jerk); and standard deviation in body motion.
5.3.4 Decision Making Features
Three features were extracted to provide quantitative measures of the participants’
musical decision making. The first two of these derived from the MIDI data, whilst
the third was based upon the animation used in the study. These features were used
to analyse the effects of the LuminUs upon decision making, as per question LQ4 in
Section 5.1.1; and to analyse relationships between cardiac activity and musical decision
making, as per the hypotheses in Section 5.1.2.
MIDI-derived Features
In the first study rhythmic change points were manually extracted from the MIDI
data, which was a time consuming process. The present study consisted of a total of
840 minutes of MIDI data (15 dyads × 2 participants × 7 conditions × 2 attempts × 2
minutes per attempt). Therefore, it was not feasible to manually label musical changes
in the data. Furthermore, manual labelling is prone to subjective bias. Consequently,
automatic methods of extracting musical change features from MIDI data were sought.
The two selected methods are described below. It should be noted that the MIDI data
were found to contain a timing drift, due to software issues. This meant that over the
course of each study session the MIDI data became out-of-sync with the rest of the
data. This was accounted for by automatically approximating the drift and applying
uniform scaling to the MIDI time values. However, due to this being an approximation,
the resulting MIDI note timings had an estimated error of ±5 seconds.
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Information Content: Pearce (2005) developed and evaluated a computational
model of melody perception: the Information Dynamics of Music (IDyOM) model2.
Through exposure to melodies, the IDyOM model learns about sequential dependencies
between notes. Unsupervised learning and prediction are performed using a Markov,
or n-gram model (Manning and Schu¨tze, 1999), which is trained on existing melodic
sequences. The result is that the model can compute the conditional probability of a
note, given the prior notes in that melody. The negative log probability is then used to
give the information content (IC), which is a representation of the unexpectedness of
the note (Wiggins et al., 2009). The IC rises when a melodic change occurs; therefore,
this feature can be used to predict structural changes in a piece of music (Potter et al.,
2007). Consequently, the IDyOM model was used to automatically quantify musical
change in the MIDI data from the present study. In order to do this, the MIDI data from
each experimental session were segmented to create MIDI files (compositions) for each
accompaniment and each participant. The batches of 14 compositions (7 conditions ×
2 attempts) for each participant were then imported into IDyOM as datasets.
IDyOM allows the user to specify whether the training is performed using a short-
term model (STM), which only uses the current composition; a long-term model (LTM),
which uses a set of compositions; or a model combining both the STM and LTM
(BOTH). The latter was used for this study, meaning that, for each composition in a
dataset, training was based upon that particular composition, as well as all the other
compositions performed by that participant.
Additional parameters that must be selected in order to run IDyOM are the target
and source viewpoints. The target viewpoints are the features of the notes (e.g. pitch,
duration) that the model attempts to predict; whilst the source viewpoints are the
features that are used for performing the prediction. Different viewpoints were used
depending upon whether the MIDI data were from a drummer or a pianist. For drum
MIDI data the target viewpoint was the note onset timing, and the source viewpoint
was the inter-onset-interval ratio (the current time interval between notes divided by
the previous time interval between notes). For piano data the target viewpoint was the
pitch, and the source viewpoint was the pitch interval.
Following the processing of all 15 datasets, the resulting output data from IDyOM
were imported into a single feature table, containing the note timing and IC value for
every MIDI note. Once again, these values were used to create a statistical feature table,
containing the following features for each participant and accompaniment attempt:
mean IC; standard deviation in IC.
2https://code.soundsoftware.ac.uk/projects/idyom-project
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Change Points: IDyOM has predominantly been designed and evaluated for use with
monophonic melodies (Pearce, 2005), so its performance with polyphonic and rhythmic
data is not well established. Consequently, an additional method was developed for
extracting decision making features from the MIDI data. The method attempts to
predict where musical changes are occurring in a given composition by using three
components of the MIDI notes: timing (nT ), pitch (nP ), and velocity (nV ). Each of
these components is used to compute a time series feature. This is achieved by stepping
through the MIDI timeline in fixed time increments and calculating the three features
at each step. In each case, the feature calculation is performed by analysing the extent
to which the set of notes leading up to that point differ from those following it. If the
difference is high then it suggests that a musical change may have occurred.
The subscripts F and P are used to refer to future notes and past notes respectively.
For example, the term nTF refers to all of the timing values for the future notes; whilst
nPP refers to the pitch values of all past notes. In each case, the sets of future and
past note components for a time point ts are given by:
nXF = nX(t) for {t | ts ≤ t < (ts + tw)}
nXP = nX(t) for {t | (ts − tw) ≤ t < ts}
(5.1)
Where tw is a given time window, and nX(t) is the set of all components at the times
specified by t. The timing feature is calculated as:
ftime(ts) =
1
np
108∑
p=21
|std
[
diff
(
nTF (p)
)]− std[diff(nTP (p))]|
for {p | p ∈ nPF ∧ p ∈ nPP }
(5.2)
Where nTF (p) is an array containing all the timings of the future MIDI notes with
MIDI pitch value p. The standard deviation (std) of the set of differences (diff) between
adjacent note timings is calculated separately for past and future components; then the
absolute difference between these standard deviations is found. This difference is then
calculated and summed over all pitch values, where the pitch value must be contained
within both of the sets: nPF and nPP . Finally, the value is divided by the total number
of unique pitch values (np). In summary, this feature looks at a representation of the
spacing between past and future notes and uses it to predict whether timing changes
have occurred.
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The pitch feature is calculated as:
fpitch(ts) =
size
[
setdiff(nPF , nPP )
]
wF
size(nPF )
+
size
[
setdiff(nPP , nPF )
]
wP
size(nPP )
(5.3)
Where setdiff(nPF , nPP ) gives the set of pitch values that occur in future notes (nPF )
but do not occur in past notes (nPP ); and vice-versa for setdiff(nPP , nPF ). The size of
this set is given by the size operator, therefore size(nPF ) is simply the number of notes
in the future set. The weight, wF , is the number of notes in nPF with pitch values
that do not occur in nPF ; and vice-versa for wP . In summary, this feature looks at
the number of unique note pitches in the past and future sets, and scales these values
according to proportion of new notes out of all the notes played. A large difference
between the notes played in the past and those played in the future will be indicative
of a musical change.
Finally, the velocity feature is calculated simply as:
fvelocity(ts) = |mean(nVF )−mean(nVP )| (5.4)
Where mean(nVF ) is the mean note velocity for all future notes in the set nVF . This
feature simply consists of the absolute difference between the mean velocity of the
future set and the mean velocity of the past set. If there is a big change in velocity,
then this may be indicative of musical change.
In order to extract discrete change points (CPs), a weighted sum of the three time
series features is created. Peaks in this combined series are then extracted to provide
the CPs. Peaks that are below a given threshold are discarded; and for any peaks
that are less than four seconds apart the lower peak is discarded. The weights for each
component feature were determined by selecting a random sub-set of accompaniments
and manually evaluating the performance of the CP detection for different weights.
Different weights were selected for drum data and piano data. This is due to the fact
that certain features are more powerful in each case. For example, the pitch feature is
not particularly useful for detecting drum CPs.
Figure 5.5 shows an example of the CP detection, including the three time series
features, the detected CPs, and the original MIDI data. Once all the data were pro-
cessed, the CP time values for every accompaniment were extracted into a single table.
These values were used to create a statistical feature table, containing the following
features for each participant and accompaniment attempt: number of CPs; mean time
between CPs; standard deviation in the time between CPs.
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Figure 5.5: Example plot of change point features and MIDI notes. Detected change
points are indicated by the vertical lines.
Animation Cues
As previously discussed, one of the purposes of the animation was to introduce visual
cues that might stimulate the musicians to change their playing at similar points (see
Section 5.2.1). Consequently, the animation was analysed in order to identify distinct
animation cue points. This was primarily achieved through the manual identification of
points in the animation where changes occurred. This was carried out by the researcher
and a professional musician, independently. There was a high level of agreement, with
a total of 7 cue points identified, six of which were mutually agreed upon. Descriptions
of the resulting cue points are given in Table 5.3. In addition to this, a quantitative
indicator of image-based changes in the animation was also used. This involved plotting
the frame difference between consecutive frames in the animation. As can be seen in
Fig. 5.6, the resulting phases and peaks in the frame difference plot showed close
matches to the subjectively identified cue points. Therefore, no further changes were
made to the set of 7 subjectively identified cue points.
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Table 5.3: Animation cue point descriptions.
Cue Time (s) ID Description
a 17 R M The fish swimming in the stream becomes a bird.
b 31 R M The bird flies up above the stream and into the sky.
c 45 R M Rain starts falling and the bird turns into paper.
d 57 R M The paper becomes a paper plane and starts to fly.
e 70 R M The camera switches view from behind to overhead.
f 80 R Bird shadows appear on the ground below.
g 106 R M The camera view switches back to behind, and the end
sequence begins.
Note: R = Identified by researcher, M = Identified by musician.
5.3.5 LuminUs Feedback Features
LuminUs feedback features were extracted as quantitative measures of the amount
of feedback that the participants received during each accompaniment. Two features
were calculated: L-time, and L-persec. L-time is simply the amount of time that the
LuminUs was lit up during the accompaniment. L-persec is a measure of how many
LEDs were lit per second, on average. It is calculated by summing the number of lit
LEDs at each time point during an accompaniment, and then dividing this by the total
number of time points.
5.4 Analyses and Results:
Effects of the LuminUs Feedback
The exploratory questions set out in Section 5.1.1 concern the analysis of the effects that
the LuminUs had on the behaviours and experiences of the musicians. In this section
various statistical analyses are used to investigate the effects of the LuminUs on i) gaze
behaviour; ii) body motion; iii) musical decision making; and iv) self-report
measures of the collaborative performances.
5.4.1 Gaze Behaviour
As a starting point for the analysis of effects of the LuminUs upon gaze, three features
were analysed: i) number of glances; ii) time spent glancing; and iii) glance duration.
These features provide information on the mean glancing behaviour of the participants
during each accompaniment session. A glance is defined as the specific act of looking
towards the head of one’s co-performer. The bar graphs in Fig. 5.7 show the mean
and standard error for the three glance features, averaged over participants within each
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Figure 5.7: Bar graphs showing (a) the mean number of glances; (b) the mean time
spent glancing; and (c) the mean glance duration within each of the seven conditions.
G = gaze feedback, M = motion feedback, X = no feedback. Error bars: ± 1 SE.
condition. Figure 5.7(a) shows that the mean number of glances for both the pianist
and percussionist is generally highest in the conditions where the LuminUs feedback
was enabled. This trend appears to exist regardless of whether the feedback being
provided is motion feedback or gaze feedback. Figure 5.7(b) shows that the time spent
glancing is also generally higher in the conditions where LuminUs feedback is enabled.
However, for the motion feedback conditions this trend is not as uniform. This can
be seen by comparing the results for the two conditions where only one musician is
receiving motion feedback (M-X and X-M), where, in each case, the musician receiving
feedback glances for less time relative to the condition where only their partner receives
motion feedback. Figure 5.7(c) shows the average duration of glances in each condition.
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In this case, there does not appear to be any consistent trend. Specifically, the glance
durations in conditions where LuminUs feedback is enabled are not notably higher or
lower than in the conditions where feedback is disabled. An exception to this is the
result for the mean pianist glance duration in condition X-G. This value is substantially
higher than in most of the other conditions. A potential explanation for this lies in
fact that each musician was only aware of their own feedback condition. This means
that one or more pianists could have been under the impression that the percussionist
was also receiving gaze feedback in this condition. Consequently, these pianists might
have expected their glances to trigger a response from the percussionist, prompted by
the LuminUs feedback. If no response was forthcoming then this might have led the
pianists to hold their glances for longer.
For each of the three features plotted in Fig. 5.7, Friedman tests were conducted
to assess whether differences existed between the seven conditions. There was a sta-
tistically significant difference in the number of glances, depending on which type of
LuminUs feedback was being provided (χ2(6) = 19.264, p = .004). No significant dif-
ference was found for the mean time spent glancing (χ2(6) = 7.971, p = .240), nor
for the mean glance duration (χ2(6) = 6.134, p = .408). Consequently, the Wilcoxon
signed rank test was conducted to analyse the differences between the mean number
of glances obtained in the six conditions where the LuminUs was enabled, relative to
the equivalent means for the inactive LuminUs condition (X-X). Due to multiple com-
parisons, a Bonferroni correction3 was applied, resulting in a significance level set at
p < .008 (). The results in Table 5.4 indicate that, relative to the no-feedback condition
3The Bonferroni correction is used to avoid Type I errors when making multiple comparisons. It is
calculated by dividing the significance level (in this case 0.05) by the number of tests that are being
performed.
Table 5.4: Statistical results for the differences between the number of glances in con-
ditions 1-6 (LuminUs in use), relative to condition 7 (LuminUs not in use). Only data
for participants receiving LuminUs feedback in each condition were used.
Condition Z r n p
1) G-G 3.81∗ 0.70 27 .000
2) G-X 2.75∗ 0.71 14 .006
3) X-G 2.12 0.55 14 .034
4) M-M 2.83∗ 0.52 28 .005
5) M-X 1.92 0.50 14 .054
6) X-M 2.17 0.56 14 .030
Note: Z = Wilcoxon signed rank z-statistic, r = effect size, n = sample size,
p = two-tailed p-value. ∗p < .008 (Bonferroni correction applied).
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(X-X), there were significantly more glances in the condition where both participants
had gaze feedback (G-G) (r = 0.7, p = .000), and where only the percussionist had gaze
feedback (G-X) (r = 0.7, p = .006). Looking at the motion feedback conditions, there
were significantly more glances in the condition where both participants are receiving
feedback (M-M) (r = 0.52, p = .005).
The previous results indicate that the LuminUs feedback had significant effects upon
the number of glances made by participants for whom it was enabled. For the condition
where only percussionists were receiving gaze feedback (G-X) there was an interest in
whether the observed effects also led to knock-on (secondary) effects on the number of
glances made by the pianists. To investigate this, a Wilcoxon test was conducted for
differences between the mean number of glances in condition 2 (G-X), relative to the
no-feedback condition (X-X), but only using the data for pianists. The results showed
no significant differences (r = 0.37, p = .154).
The analyses above look exclusively at the effects of the LuminUs upon the glancing
behaviours of individuals. They do not investigate the effects of the LuminUs on the
gaze interactions between musicians. Specifically, there was an interest in how the
LuminUs may have influenced the fluency of visual exchanges between individuals in
each dyad. In order to investigate this, an analysis of the effects of the feedback
conditions upon glance reciprocation was performed. A reciprocated glance is defined
as one that occurs within a given time delay of the start of a prior glance towards that
individual. For example, a pianist’s glance towards their fellow percussionist would be
considered as a reciprocated glance if the percussionist glanced back within five seconds.
The glance timing data were used to count the proportion of each participant’s glances
that were reciprocated within each condition. No consensus was found in the literature
regarding the length of the delay for which a glance can be considered to be reciprocated.
Therefore, the glance reciprocation features were extracted using a range of time delays
from 5 seconds to 1 second. Friedman tests revealed significant effects of the feedback
condition upon glance reciprocation for a time delay of 5 seconds (χ2(4) = 10.407,
p = .034). No significant differences were found for delays of 4 seconds (χ2(4) = 8.757,
p = .067), 3 seconds (χ2(4) = 5.061, p = .281), 2 seconds (χ2(4) = 6.377, p = .173),
and 1 second (χ2(4) = 2.196, p = .700). Consequently, the Wilcoxon signed rank test
was used to compare the proportion of glances reciprocated with 5 seconds in each of
the six conditions where the LuminUs was enabled, relative to the inactive LuminUs
condition (X-X). Again, a Bonferroni correction was applied, resulting in a significance
level set at p < .008. The results in Table 5.5 indicate significant differences between
condition 1 (G-G) and condition 7 (X-X) (r = 0.61, p = .008). This suggests that the
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Table 5.5: Statistical results for the differences between the proportion of glances re-
ciprocated within 5 seconds in conditions 1-6 (LuminUs in use), relative to condition 7
(LuminUs not in use). Only data for participants receiving LuminUs feedback in each
condition were used.
Condition Z r n p
1) G-G 2.65∗ 0.61 19 .008
2) G-X 2.24 0.71 10 .025
3) X-G 0.85 0.27 10 .398
4) M-M 1.81 0.40 20 .070
5) M-X 1.13 0.34 11 .260
6) X-M −0.70 −0.22 10 .484
Note: Z = Wilcoxon signed rank z-statistic, r = effect size, n = sample size,
p = two-tailed p-value. ∗p < .008 (Bonferroni correction applied).
receipt of gaze feedback caused participants to reciprocate significantly more of their
co-performer’s glances. Interestingly, this effect did not reach significance for conditions
2 and 3, where gaze feedback was only provided to one of the two musicians. However,
the effect size for the condition where only percussionists received gaze feedback (G-
X) (r = 0.71, p = .025) is notably greater than for the condition where only pianists
received gaze feedback (X-G) (r = 0.27, p = .398). This suggests that the effects of the
LuminUs may be dependent upon the instrument being played.
The previous statistical analyses looked at the effects of the LuminUs feedback
upon gaze behaviour by analysing differences between experimental conditions. These
analyses treated the level of feedback being provided by the LuminUs as binary - either
it is enabled, or it is disabled. This approach is valid, especially when considering that
the participants’ knowledge of the experimental condition alone may have influenced
their behaviours. However, it was also possible to undertake more detailed analyses
using quantitative measures of the feedback provided by the LuminUs in each condition.
These analyses were facilitated by the fact that the exact lighting output of the LuminUs
was recorded during the experiments. In order to perform these analyses, a linear mixed
model (LMM) approach was adopted, similar to that used in Section 3.4. LMMs were
required in order to perform valid statistical tests on relationships between quantitative
measures of LuminUs feedback and glance behaviour, using multiple non-independent
samples from individual participants. Two features were used, which quantitatively
represent the amount of feedback provided by the LuminUs in slightly different ways
(see Section 5.3.5). The first feature is the L-time, which is simply the amount of
time that the LuminUs was illuminated during each condition. The second feature is
L-persec, which represents the average number of LEDs that were illuminated during
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each second. The analyses in Table 5.4 indicated that both gaze and motion feedback
conditions had a positive influence upon the number of glances that the musicians
made. Consequently, there was an interest in whether corresponding relationships
existed between the amount of feedback provided by the LuminUs and the number of
glances made. A LMM approach was used to model the effects of the two LuminUs
feedback features (L-time and L-persec) upon the number of glances. This analysis was
performed for each of the two types of feedback - gaze and motion. The results are
provided in Table 5.6. For gaze feedback, both of the LuminUs feedback features have
significant positive effects upon the number of glances (L-time: t = 2.766, p = .011; L-
persec: t = 2, 337, p = .026). For motion feedback there is a significant negative effect of
L-time on the number of glances (t = −2.124, p = .050). This latter result is interesting,
since it contrasts with the earlier results (Table 5.4), which indicated that, much like
the glance feedback condition, the motion feedback condition led to increased glancing.
In light of the results in Table 5.6, it is clear that there are distinct differences between
the ways in which the gaze and motion feedback affected the number of glances. This
implies that the participants specifically responded to the gaze feedback by glancing
more towards their co-performer. However, given that the LuminUs’s gaze feedback
is a direct representation of the co-performer’s glances, it is necessary to consider the
possibility that these results simply reflect the influence that one participant’s glances
had upon the other participant. This influence could be achieved through peripheral
vision alone. To test whether there was an underlying correlation between the glances of
each participant in a dyad, a LMM analysis was performed on cross-participant effects
of the number of glances. The results in Table 5.7 show that, although there are positive
effects in each case, the effects are not significant. These results address question LQ3
and indicate that the gaze feedback provided by the LuminUs was, in itself, a positive
influence on the number of glances exchanged during the musical interactions.
5.4.2 Body Motion
Much like the analysis of gaze behaviour in the previous section, the analysis of motion
behaviour was commenced by graphing the mean body motion of the percussionists and
pianists in each of the experimental conditions. The results are shown in Fig. 5.8. It is
immediately obvious that, on average, the percussionist moved more than the pianist,
as might be expected. When comparing the bars for conditions where the LuminUs was
enabled to those where it was not, there do not appear to be any consistent or note-
worthy trends. Looking specifically at the motion feedback conditions, it appears that
there is generally less motion than the other conditions, especially for the percussionist.
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Figure 5.8: Bar graph showing the mean pianist and percussionist body motion within
each of the seven conditions. G = gaze feedback, M = motion feedback, X = no
feedback. Error bars: ± 1 SE.
A repeated measures ANOVA with a Greenhouse-Geisser correction was conducted,
indicating no statistically significant differences in body motion across the seven con-
ditions (F (3.526, 102.226) = 1.277, p = .285). Again, a LMM approach was used
to analyse the effects of the amount of LuminUs feedback upon the amount of body
motion. The results in Table 5.8 indicate that there are no significant effects of gaze
feedback on the mean body motion of the musicians. For the motion feedback there is a
significant effect of the L-persec feature upon mean body motion (t = 3.3594, p = .002).
Similar to the previous section, it is necessary to consider the fact that the LuminUs
feedback is directly related to the motion of the other participant. Therefore, the
significant effect observed in Table 5.8 could simply be due to underlying correlations
between the mean body motion of each participant in each dyad. To test the likelihood
of this, a LMM analysis was performed on cross-participant effects of body motion.
Table 5.9 provides the results of this analysis and shows that there are significant and
strong correlations between the mean body motion of the two participants in a dyad.
These results might be expected, since the body motion of the performers is likely to
be closely related to the dynamics and tempo of the music they are playing together.
The results of this analysis mean that it is unlikely that the motion feedback of the
LuminUs, in itself, had significant effects upon the body motion of the performers.
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5.4.3 Musical Decision Making
Exploratory question LQ4 concerns the influence of the LuminUs feedback upon the
musical decisions made by the musicians. As discussed in Section 5.3.4, two features
were extracted from the MIDI data to provide quantitative measures of the musical
decisions made by the musicians. The first feature consists of musical change points
(CPs), which indicate points in each accompaniment where changes appeared to occur.
These result in estimated values for the mean number of musical changes made by each
participant in each accompaniment. The second feature is the information content (IC)
of the music. This assigns an IC value to each note, based upon statistical models of
musical structure. Once again, single features can then be extracted, representing the
average IC for each participant and each accompaniment. Figure 5.9 shows the mean
number of changes (5.9(a)) and the mean IC (5.9(b)) averaged over percussionists and
pianists within each experimental condition. Clear differences can be seen between the
mean values for the percussionists and the pianists; however, this is to be expected
due to the different methods used to extract the features for each type of instrument.
Looking across conditions, there do not appear to be any outstanding trends for the
mean number of changes. For the IC, it appears that the percussionists have a lower
mean IC in the conditions where they receive gaze feedback; whereas for the pianists,
the mean is higher in these conditions relative to the no-feedback condition (X-X).
As in the previous analyses, Friedman tests were conducted to test for differences in
the two musical decision making features across the seven feedback conditions. Unlike
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Figure 5.9: Bar graphs showing (a) the mean number of musical changes; and (b) the
mean information content within each of the seven conditions. G = gaze feedback, M
= motion feedback, X = no feedback. Error bars: ± 1 SE.
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previous analyses, the statistical tests were conducted for pianists and percussionists
independently, due to the difference in the methods used to extract the two features
of interest - CPs, and IC. For the CP feature, no significant differences were found for
percussionists (χ2(4) = 5.732, p = .220), nor for pianists (χ2(4) = 4.954, p = .292). For
the IC feature, significant differences were found for percussionists (χ2(4) = 16.373,
p = .003), whilst no significant differences were found for pianists (χ2(4) = 5.493,
p = .240). Consequently, the Wilcoxon signed rank test was used to analyse differences
between the percussionists’ mean IC obtained in the four conditions where the LuminUs
was providing them with feedback, relative to the no-feedback condition. The results
are provided in Table 5.10. A Bonferroni correction has been applied, resulting in a
significance level set at p < .013. The only significant difference is for condition 3 (M-
M) (r = 0.67, p = .009). However, no corresponding result is obtained for the second
condition where percussionists had motion feedback (X-M). This suggests that there
was not any general influence of motion feedback upon the mean IC.
LMM analyses were performed in order to further analyse the potential effects of
the LuminUs feedback upon the two measures of musical decision making; using L-
persec as a quantitative measure of the amount of LuminUs feedback provided to each
musician in each condition. The results are presented in Table 5.11. For the gaze
feedback there are no noteworthy results. For the motion feedback there appears to be
a significant negative effect of the amount of LuminUs feedback upon the mean IC for
percussionists (t = −3.289, p = .002).
Given that the analyses above showed effects of both motion and gaze feedback upon
IC, there was an interest in whether any underlying relationships existed between IC
and the glances and body motions of the performers. To investigate this, LMM analyses
were performed on the effects of both the mean body motion of the performers and the
Table 5.10: Statistical results for the differences between the mean information content
for percussionists within the conditions where they received LuminUs feedback, relative
to the no-feedback condition.
Condition Z r n p
1) G-G −1.42 −0.37 15 .156
2) G-X −1.19 −0.31 15 .233
4) M-M 2.61∗ 0.67 15 .009
5) M-X 0.51 0.13 15 .609
Note: Z = Wilcoxon signed rank z-statistic, r = effect size, n = sample size,
p = two-tailed p-value. ∗p < .013 (Bonferroni correction applied).
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number of glances upon the mean IC, using the data from all experimental conditions.
The results are provided in Table 5.12. Again, the analyses were performed separately
for pianists and percussionists. In each case, relationships were analysed between the
participant’s mean IC and i) their own values for mean body motion and glance count;
ii) the mean body motion and glance count of their co-performer. The results show
that for the percussionists there is a significant negative relationship between their own
mean body motion and the mean IC (t = −2.84, p = .011). This relates to the result
for motion feedback and mean IC for percussionists in Table 5.11, since it has already
been shown that the body motions of each dyad are correlated (Table 5.9). Considered
together, these results suggest a general negative relationship between body motion
and the percussionists’ mean IC. A possible explanation for this is that the IC values
are greater when the percussionists stop and start more frequently, since the IDyOM
model used to estimate the IC takes the duration between beats as its input (see Section
5.3.4). More frequent stopping would result in a lower average value for body motion.
Looking at the results for pianists, there is a significant relationship between the
pianists’ mean IC and the number of glances made by their co-performers (percussion-
ists). This is an interesting result, since it provides quantitative and empirical support
for the idea that gaze is used to send and receive information during musical interac-
tions, as proposed by Schutz (1976), Davidson and Good (2002), and others. With
regard to causality, there are a couple of possible explanations for this relationship:
i) the glances of the percussionist acted as a stimulus for the pianist to change what
they were playing; and ii) during periods of change (high IC), the percussionist looked
towards the pianist for cues. It is quite possible that the observed effects were actually
the result of a combination of these two explanations. Further work is required to
support and investigate the nature of these findings.
5.4.4 Self-report Measures
This section concerns the analysis of the influence of the LuminUs feedback upon self-
reported aspects of the performances, as recorded in the post-performance question-
naires. Initial analyses investigated whether the ratings differed between the conditions
where both participants were receiving the same type of feedback: either gaze, motion,
or no feedback. Figure 5.10 shows a stacked bar graph of the cumulative responses for
each item in each of these three conditions. For items that could be considered to index
positive attributes of the performance (1-4, 7, 8), the proportion of ‘agree’ responses
relative to ‘disagree’ responses are higher in the LuminUs feedback conditions, than
for the no-feedback condition (X-X). For items 5 and 6, which address being ignored
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and leadership respectively, there is little difference between the conditions. For item
9, regarding boredom, the proportion of ‘moderately’ and ‘strongly disagree’ responses
is slightly greater in both of the feedback conditions (G-G and M-M). Friedman tests
were conducted to test whether the differences in self-report responses across the seven
conditions were statistically significant. Tests were performed for each of the SR items.
The results are shown in Table 5.13, indicating that there were no significant differences
for any of the items.
The musicians were also asked to rate the creativity (on a scale of 0-10) of each
attempt within each condition. Figure 5.11 shows the mean creativity ratings for the
percussionists and pianists for each attempt within each condition. Comparing the
feedback and no-feedback conditions, there do not appear to be any trends in the
creativity ratings. The graph indicates that the second attempts were generally rated
more highly than the first. There was not any statistically significant difference in self-
reported creativity depending upon the feedback condition (χ2(6) = 4.475, p = .613).
Count
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1) Enjoyed the session
2) Felt connected to other
3) Felt engaged with other
4) Liked music we created
5) Other ignored my contributions
6) Other was leading
7) Performed well as a pair
8) Satisfied with my contributions
9) Session was boring
Figure 5.10: Stacked bar graph showing the cumulative self-report responses within
the conditions where both participants receiving gaze feedback (G-G); motion feedback
(M-M); or no feedback (X-X).
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Table 5.13: Statistical results for differences between self-report responses across the
seven LuminUs feedback conditions.
Self Report Item χ2 df p
Enjoyed the session 4.673 6 .586
Felt connected to other 0.852 6 .991
Felt engaged with other 3.035 6 .804
Liked music we created 3.114 6 .794
Other ignored my contributions 1.168 6 .978
Other was leading 5.607 6 .469
Performed well as pair 4.577 6 .599
Satisfied with my contribution 3.059 6 .801
Session was boring 6.974 6 .323
Note: χ2 = Friedman test statistic, df = degrees of freedom, p = significance level.
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Figure 5.11: Bar graph showing the mean creativity ratings for the percussionists and
pianists for each attempt within each of the conditions. G = gaze feedback, M = motion
feedback, X = no feedback. Error bars: ± 1 SE.
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5.5 Analyses and Results:
Cardiac Activity and Musical Decision Making
This section analyses how the musical decisions made by the participants during their
performances relate to various features of their cardiac activity. In order to perform
these analyses, the following decision making features are used: musical change points
(CPs); information content (IC); and animation content features (see Section 5.3.4).
The participants’ own self-reported creativity ratings were also used. Cardiac features
were selected based upon those used in related studies of musical performance and
cognitive tasks (see Section 4.2.3). Their extraction is described in Section 5.3.2. This
section begins with analyses of potential correlations between discrete (time averaged)
cardiac features and discrete creativity and decision making features. Subsequently,
more detailed analyses of continuous-time features are undertaken.
5.5.1 Time-averaged Analyses
LMMs were used in order to analyse relationships between decision making and cardiac
features that had been averaged over each accompaniment. Each of the analyses was
performed separately for each type of musician: percussionist (P1) or pianist (P2);
as well as for the entire group (All). Table 5.14 gives the results for the analyses
of the effects of self-reported creativity upon the selected cardiac activity features.
There are only a couple of noteworthy results. The first is the result for SD HR for
percussionists (P1), which indicates that variation in HR is positively correlated with
self-reported creativity (t(14) = 2.31, p = .037). The second result of interest is a
negative relationship between the HR extrema count and self-reported creativity for
pianists (t(139) = −2.41, p = .017).
Table 5.15 shows the equivalent analyses, using the mean number of musical CPs
as a measure of musical decision making. There are no statistically significant results.
However, it is worth noting that the three features that relate to variations in HR (SD
HR, HR Extrema, and SDNN) are all negatively correlated with the number of CPs.
Table 5.16 concerns relationships between IC and cardiac features. The results show
that for the percussionists only, and for all participants combined, there are significant
negative correlations between mean IC and the standard deviation in HR (SD HR)
(t(30) = −2.06, p = .049; t(47) = −2.17, p = .035). For pianists only, there is
a significant positive relationship between the number of HR extrema and mean IC
(t(93) = 2.25, p = .027). For pianists and all participants combined, there are two
significant positive correlations between mean IC and the frequency domain LF/HF
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Table 5.14: Linear mixed effects modelling (LMM) estimates of the effects of self-
reported creativity upon various cardiac activity features. Analyses are performed for
percussionists only (P1), pianists only (P2), and all participants grouped (All).
Dependent
Variable
Par.
Estimates of Fixed Effects
Estimate Std.
Error
df t p
Mean IBI P1 −1.330 1.676 9.57 −0.794 .447
- P2 −0.552 0.769 6.12 −0.719 .499
- All −1.278 0.858 12.61 −1.491 .161
SD HR P1 0.100 0.043 14.11 2.305∗ .037
- P2 −0.033 0.036 136.98 −0.930 .354
- All 0.048 0.029 336.54 1.667 .096
HR Extrema P1 0.015 0.174 24.30 0.087 .931
- P2 −0.438 0.182 138.89 −2.408∗ .017
- All −0.153 0.146 69.99 −1.051 .297
SDNN (HRV) P1 0.464 0.268 68.46 1.730 .088
- P2 −0.230 0.276 136.28 −0.833 .406
- All 0.244 0.213 339.20 1.148 .252
LF/HF ratio P1 0.006 0.107 15.71 0.055 .957
- P2 −0.157 0.111 20.34 −1.421 .171
- All −0.045 0.074 46.77 −0.607 .547
LF power P1 7.444 8.594 67.89 0.866 .389
- P2 −2.902 7.801 70.14 −0.372 .711
- All 1.921 6.924 282.13 0.277 .782
HF power P1 0.503 3.600 82.97 0.140 .889
- P2 0.882 3.683 13.97 0.240 .814
- All 0.428 2.752 210.96 0.155 .877
Note: t = t-value, df = degrees of freedom, p = two-tailed p-value. Significance
estimates: ∗p < .05. All estimates were calculated using variance components co-
variance type for random effects and diagonal covariance type for repeated measures.
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Table 5.15: Linear mixed effects modelling (LMM) estimates of the effects of the number
of change points (CPs) upon various cardiac activity features. Analyses are performed
for percussionists only (P1), pianists only (P2), and all participants grouped (All).
Dependent
Variable
Par.
Estimates of Fixed Effects
Estimate Std.
Error
df t p
Mean IBI P1 1.593 0.909 12.83 1.752 .104
- P2 0.588 0.907 13.94 0.648 .527
- All 0.903 0.621 26.41 1.455 .158
SD HR P1 −0.029 0.025 17.37 −1.126 .275
- P2 −0.028 0.026 102.49 −1.099 .274
- All −0.011 0.020 322.69 −0.577 .565
HR Extrema P1 −0.076 0.105 120.75 −0.725 .470
- P2 −0.091 0.136 50.81 −0.669 .507
- All −0.079 0.091 304.86 −0.865 .388
SDNN (HRV) P1 −0.046 0.172 54.92 −0.264 .793
- P2 −0.232 0.209 150.57 −1.112 .268
- All −0.046 0.148 328.34 −0.308 .758
LF/HF ratio P1 0.110 0.077 33.98 1.421 .164
- P2 0.019 0.068 24.48 0.278 .783
- All 0.064 0.049 33.34 1.312 .199
LF power P1 2.081 7.629 18.73 0.273 .788
- P2 2.081 7.629 18.73 0.273 .788
- All 0.479 5.088 47.58 0.094 .925
HF power P1 4.064 3.113 17.31 1.306 .209
- P2 1.729 2.546 39.00 0.679 .501
- All 3.713 2.290 43.00 1.622 .112
Note: t = t-value, df = degrees of freedom, p = two-tailed p-value. All estimates
were calculated using variance components covariance type for random effects and
diagonal covariance type for repeated measures.
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ratio feature of cardiac activity (t(72) = 2.39, p = .020; t(98) = 1.99, p = .050).
Despite falling slightly short of statistical significance, it is also worth noting the result
for SDNN (HRV) and all participants’ data combined (t(35) = −1.88, p = .068)
Based upon the results presented in Tables 5.14, 5.15, and 5.16, four cardiac features
show potential relevance to musical decision making: SD HR, HR extrema, SDNN,
and LF/HF ratio. An additional observation was that the significant and noteworthy
correlations for SD HR, HR extrema, and SDNN are of opposite sign in the IC analyses
(Table 5.16) relative to those obtained for self-reported creativity (Table 5.14). This
suggested that there may be a negative relationship between self-reported creativity and
IC. To test this a LMM analysis was performed on the effects of IC upon self-reported
creativity. The results indicated that mean IC is significantly negatively correlated
with self-reported creativity (t(48) = −2.10, p = .041).
Table 5.16: Linear mixed effects modelling (LMM) estimates of the effects of informa-
tion content (IC) upon various cardiac activity features. Analyses are performed for
percussionists only (P1), pianists only (P2), and all participants grouped (All).
Dependent
Variable
Par.
Estimates of Fixed Effects
Estimate Std.
Error
df t p
Mean IBI P1 5.111 2.853 14.93 1.792 .093
- P2 −3.062 3.527 11.88 −0.868 .402
- All 2.234 2.450 29.79 0.912 .369
SD HR P1 −0.172 0.083 29.63 −2.058∗ .049
- P2 −0.138 0.157 111.05 −0.882 .380
- All −0.162 0.074 47.20 −2.171∗ .035
HR Extrema P1 −0.195 0.388 63.52 −0.503 .617
- P2 1.791 0.796 93.23 2.249∗ .027
- All 0.145 0.356 331.66 0.407 .684
SDNN (HRV) P1 −0.625 0.561 117.10 −1.114 .268
- P2 −2.145 1.226 92.41 −1.750 .083
- All −1.069 0.568 35.32 −1.883 .068
LF/HF ratio P1 0.248 0.199 41.57 1.246 .220
- P2 0.885 0.371 72.48 2.388∗ .020
- All 0.392 0.197 98.34 1.987∗ .050
LF power P1 −16.046 16.540 84.78 −0.970 .335
- P2 −30.348 35.531 78.18 −0.854 .396
- All −23.576 17.096 234.06 −1.379 .169
HF power P1 2.445 11.338 14.62 0.216 .832
- P2 1.478 15.594 48.39 0.095 .925
- All −2.055 7.016 192.95 −0.293 .770
Note: t = t-value, df = degrees of freedom, p = two-tailed p-value. Significance
estimates: ∗p < .05. All estimates were calculated using variance components co-
variance type for random effects and diagonal covariance type for repeated measures.
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5.5.2 Time Series Analyses
The purpose of the time series analyses was to investigate temporal relationships be-
tween cardiac features and musical decision making features. There were 14 time series
for each participant (7 conditions × 2 attempts), resulting in a total of 420 time series
for each feature (30 participants × 14 series). Consequently, the decision was made to
commence the analyses by looking at averaged time series, facilitating the visualisa-
tion of general trends in the data. Each participant’s time series feature was initially
smoothed using a five second (5 sample) sliding average filter. This was done due to
timing accuracy issues with the MIDI data (see Section 5.3.4 for further details). Sub-
sequently, each participant’s set of 14 smoothed time series were averaged; resulting
in a single average series for each participant4. To account for variation between in-
dividuals, a unity-based normalisation (feature scaling) was applied to each of these
series before averaging over each set of participants: percussionists (P1) and pianists
(P2). Finally, an additional normalisation step was performed to facilitate comparisons
between different features and instrumentalists. Animation cue point markers (labelled
from a to g) are overlaid on each plot. These represent the time points in the animation
where there are noteworthy changes in the content/storyline. These ‘animation cues’
are described in more detail in Section 5.3.4.
Figure 5.12 shows time series plots for the two MIDI-derived decision making fea-
tures: the mean number of musical changes (derived from the CP feature) (see Fig.
5.12(a)) and the information content (IC) (see Fig. 5.12(b)). The musical changes time
series for each accompaniment consisted of 120 values representing each second of the
two minute attempt duration. These values were set to one at the time points where
changes occurred, and zero otherwise. Figure 5.12(a) indicates that the musical change
plots for percussionists and pianists share some similarities, especially during the first
half of the performance. The average musical change series for the pianists appears to
fluctuate more frequently than for the percussionists. This might be expected, since the
piano had more degrees of freedom for musical change, consisting of 61 notes compared
to the 4 drum pads provided to the percussionists. The time series for the percussion-
ists (P1) shows a series of five peaks in the first 80 seconds. The rising edges of these
five peaks coincide with the animation markers a, b, c, d, and e respectively. In each
case the peak in the number of changes occurs less than 5 seconds after the marker.
Between markers f and g there is a steady rise in the average number of change points,
and following g this immediately begins to rise more steeply. These observations sug-
4In the case of the CP series, the smoothing was performed after averaging due to the binary
(change/no-change) nature of the original series.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.12: (a) Musical changes; and (b) information content (IC) averaged over all
performances for percussionists (P1) and pianists (P2). Values have been normalised
(0-1). Shaded area indicates ± 1 SE.
gest that the percussionists’ playing was guided to some extent by cues in the content
of the animation. For the pianists there is not such a clear relationship between the
animation cues and the average musical change time series. Increasing changes appear
to coincide with, or occur shortly after markers a, b, d, and e. Between markers f and
g there are fewer large peaks in the pianists’ changes and instead it appears to level
off, with small variations.
Figure 5.12(b) shows the average IC series for percussionists and pianists. For the
percussionists there is a generally decreasing trend in the IC between markers a and
f. This suggests that the percussionists were varying their playing more towards the
start of the animation. Between markers f and g the series remains fairly flat, before
increasing steeply after the final animation cue. For the pianists there are two distinct
peaks in the first 50 s of the time series, which appear to coincide roughly with markers
a and c. The time series then roughly levels off, with two prominent dips occurring
around markers f and g.
In summary, it appears that the two average musical change series show some
similarity with each other, as well as some variations that coincide with animation
cues. In comparison, the two average IC time series appear to vary more slowly over
time, and show less correspondence to each other or the animation cues. In both
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Figure 5.13: Musical changes and information content (IC) averaged over all perfor-
mances. Values have been normalised (0-1). Shaded area indicates ± 1 SE.
plots the range of variation in the time series is greater during the first half of the
accompaniment.
Figure 5.13 compares the two decision making features in a single plot. In this
case the time series have been averaged over all participants. Once again, it appears
that the range of variation for both averaged series is greater during the first half of the
accompaniment. These variations appear to share some similarities between each other,
with both series rising and falling in tandem for the majority of the accompaniment
duration.
Figure 5.14 shows plots of the three continuous cardiac features that were chosen
for the time series analyses. In Fig. 5.14(a) the average HR series for percussionists
and pianists are plotted. The average HR series for each participant were initially
de-trended, since most participants showed a generally increasing trend in HR over
the course of each accompaniment, which could be associated with physical exertion.
The two series show a high degree of similarity, especially during the first 40 s of the
accompaniment, where there is a steady rise and drop in HR, peaking at around 25 s.
Further peaks at around 58 s, 80 s, and 90 s also show a close correspondence between
the two series. Regarding relationships between the two series and the animation cues,
there are some interesting observations for the pianists’ average time series. Specifically,
it appears that animation cues c, d, e, f, and g are all closely concurrent with local
HR extrema (peaks or troughs).
Figure 5.14(b) shows the heart rate variability (HRV) time series for percussionists
and pianists. HRV is calculated as the first derivative of HR. Therefore, similarities
between the plots for the two instrumentalists would be expected, as observed in the
HR plot above. Indeed, both series share a similar pattern of peaks, predominantly in
the first half of the accompaniment. Regarding visible relationships to the animation
cues, it appears that the HRV tends to be falling, or within a local minimum (trough)
at each of the cue points. Consequently, predominant peaks in HRV tend to occur
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 5.14: (a) Detrended heart rate (HR); (b) heart rate variability (HRV); and (c)
LF/HF ratio averaged over all performances for percussionists (P1) and pianists (P2).
Values have been normalised (0-1). Shaded area indicates ± 1 SE. Detrending was
performed by subtraction of a 3rd order polynomial.
between the animation cues. This is especially apparent for the percussionists’ time
series between markers c-d, d-e, e-f, and f-g.
The final cardiac time series feature is the LF/HF ratio, which was calculated by
performing spectral analysis upon sliding 30 s windows of the HRV series, with a 15 s
overlap (see Section 5.3.2). As a result of this sliding window method, the series are
smoother in appearance than the time domain cardiac features. For the percussionists’
series, the dominant peaks in the series occur at around 20 s and 88 s, with smaller
peaks at around 60 s and 105 s. These peaks do not appear to coincide with animation
cues. For the pianists’ series, there are four peaks, which are relatively evenly spaced.
Again, these do not appear to share any relationship to the animation cue markers.
There does not appear to be any noteworthy similarity between the P1 and P2 series.
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Having performed a preliminary visual analysis of the time series features, time
series analysis (TSA) techniques were adopted to investigate hypothesised relation-
ships between musical decision making and cardiac activity. Numerous methods exist
for analysing similarities between pairs of time series. These include dynamic time
warping, spectral coherence, ARIMA modelling, and cross-correlation analyses. Cross-
correlation methods were selected for the TSA in this study. Cross-correlation provides
a measure of the covariance between two time series at varying time lags. This is par-
ticularly applicable to the analysis of physiological and behavioural data, where time
differences often exist between physiological processes and observed behaviours. For a
lag k, the cross-covariance between two time series, x and y is:
cxy(k) =

1
T
T−k∑
t=1
(xt − x¯) (yt+k − y¯) ; k = 0, 1, 2, ...
1
T
T+k∑
t=1
(yt − y¯) (xt−k − x¯) ; k = 0,−1,−2, ...
(5.5)
Where x¯ and y¯ are the sample means of the two series. The cross-correlation is then
given by:
rxy(k) =
cxy(k)
sxsy
(5.6)
Where sx and sy are the sample standard deviations of the two series.
An issue with human behavioural and physiological time series is that they often ex-
hibit autocorrelation (correlation with themselves) (Dean and Dunsmuir, 2015). The
individual time samples of an autocorrelated series are closely related to preceding
values and cannot be treated as independent samples. Ignoring autocorrelation when
performing cross-correlation analyses between time series can lead to the reporting of
spurious correlations. Dean and Dunsmuir (2015) provide a comprehensive discussion of
issues associated with performing cross-correlation on autocorrelated time series, with
a specific focus upon human-derived time series, such as perceptual, performance, and
movement data . To avoid these issues they suggest a general approach to performing
TSA on a pair of autocorrelated time series. This approach involves two initial steps:
1. Ensuring the series are stationary: A stationary series is one with constant
mean and variance (i.e. it does not have any trend). ‘Stationarity’ is commonly
achieved by differencing, which involves creating a new series that consists of the
differences between adjacent values of the original series.
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2. Removing autocorrelation: Autocorrelation can be removed through a process
known as ‘prewhitening’, which involves fitting an autoregressive (AR) model to
one of the series and then using the parameters of that AR model to filter the
same series. This has the effect of decorrelating the original time series, resulting
in a series of uncorrelated residuals - a white noise series. The same filter is then
applied to the second series.
In addition to removing autocorrelation using prewhitening, Dean and Dunsmuir (2015)
also describe a method for estimating more realistic significance limits for the cross-
correlation of the original autocorrelated series. The standard 5% significance limit ±L
for cross correlation is given by:
L = 1.96/
√
n (5.7)
Where n is the sample size of the time series. The corrected significance estimate Lcorr
used by Dean and Dunsmuir (2015) and described by Cryer and Chan (2008), is given
by:
Lcorr = 1.96
√√√√ 1
n
[
1 + 2
∞∑
k=1
ρk(x)ρk(y)
]
(5.8)
Where ρk(x) and ρk(y) are the autocorrelations at lag k of series x and y respectively.
In the following analyses each time series is initially tested for stationarity using the
Kwiatkowski-Phillips-Schmidt-Shin (KPSS) test. If either series is not stationary then
differencing is performed on both series, followed by a further KPSS test for stationarity.
The cross-correlation function (CCF) is then computed, using lags of ±k = 0, 1, 2...15.
Results are plotted along with the corrected significance limit estimates. Following this,
prewhitening is performed on the stationary series and then the post-prewhitening CCF
is calculated and plotted. The analyses were performed using MATLAB scripts, which
were based upon the R software examples provided by Dean and Dunsmuir (2015).
Figure 5.15 shows the results of the TSA for the mean HRV and the average musical
change series from all percussionists. A visual inspection of Fig. 5.15(a) indicates that
there may be some similarities between the two series at certain points. The CCF of
the original series, shown in Fig. 5.15(b), does not show any significant correlations
across all lags. However, the CCF of the prewhitened series suggests that there are
significant positive correlations at lags of zero and 10 s. A positive lag signifies that the
HRV series correlates with the change series after the former has been shifted forward
in time (to the right), in this case by 10 s.
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Figure 5.15: Analysis of time series correlations between musical changes and HRV
over all performances for percussionists (P1) only. Plot (a) shows the two averaged and
normalised (0-1) time series, with the shaded areas indicating ± 1 SE. Plot (b) shows
the sample cross-correlation function (CCF) for the two original series. Plot (c) shows
the CCF for the pre-whitened series.
The equivalent results for pianists are shown in Fig. 5.16. Again, a visual inspection
of Fig. 5.16(a) indicates that there may be some similarities between the two series,
especially during the first 40 s. However, the CCF plots, shown in figures 5.16(b) and
5.16(c), suggest contrasting negative and positive correlations at lags of -12 s and -11 s
respectively. The fact that the dominant correlations are of different signs, and are
only marginally greater than the significance limits, suggests that there is not a causal
correlation between the two series.
Figure 5.17 shows the results of the TSA for the mean HRV and mean IC series
from all percussionists. A visual inspection of Fig. 5.17(a) immediately suggests that
there is not any correlation between the two series. This is confirmed in figures 5.17(b)
and 5.17(c), where no significant correlations exist across all the time lags.
The equivalent results for pianists are shown in Fig. 5.18, and a visual inspection of
Fig. 5.18(a) indicates more similarity between the series than was observed for the per-
cussionists. However, the CCF results do not indicate that these series are correlated.
Two significant negative correlations are found at lags of ± 13 s for the original series
(5.18(b)), but they are undermined by the fact that they are far apart, only marginally
significant, and not reproduced in the prewhitened CCF (5.18(c)).
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Figure 5.16: Analysis of time series correlations between musical changes and HRV over
all performances for pianists (P2) only. Plot (a) shows the two averaged and normalised
(0-1) time series, with the shaded areas indicating ± 1 SE. Plot (b) shows the sample
cross-correlation function (CCF) for the two original series. Plot (c) shows the CCF
for the pre-whitened series.
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Figure 5.17: Analysis of time series correlations between mean information content (IC)
and HRV over all performances for percussionists (P1) only. Plot (a) shows the two
averaged and normalised (0-1) time series, with the shaded areas indicating ± 1 SE.
Plot (b) shows the sample cross-correlation function (CCF) for the two original series.
Plot (c) shows the CCF for the pre-whitened series.
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Figure 5.18: Analysis of time series correlations between mean information content (IC)
and HRV over all performances for pianists (P2) only. Plot (a) shows the two averaged
and normalised (0-1) time series, with the shaded areas indicating ± 1 SE. Plot (b)
shows the sample cross-correlation function (CCF) for the two original series. Plot (c)
shows the CCF for the pre-whitened series.
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Equivalent analyses to those for HRV were performed; but using LF/HF ratio as
the cardiac time series feature (see figures B.4.1 to B.4.4 in Appendix B.4). In each
case there were no noteworthy correlations. One of the issues is that the LF/HF ratio
series exhibit a more gradual variation, which leads to a high degree of autocorrelation.
Consequently, the prewhitened time series still exhibit autocorrelation, as indicated by
the smooth appearance of the CCFs.
The analyses above use time series that have been generated by averaging across the
individual time series of multiple participants. This is a valid approach for the inves-
tigation of relationships between cardiac activity and musical decision making, since
the process of averaging serves to remove random factors that influence cardiac activ-
ity during individual accompaniments. However, an observation made during Study
1 was that apparent links between cardiac activity and rhythmic change points were
participant-specific. For a more individual-focused analysis, the cross-correlations of
averaged time series were computed for individual participants. The processing of the
time series was identical to above: first, testing for stationarity and applying differenc-
ing if necessary; then applying prewhitening to the series. Only correlations between
decision making and HRV were analysed; since the group TSA indicated that the slow
changing and highly autocorrelated nature of the LF/HF ratio series does not make
them particularly suitable for cross-correlation analyses. Rather than plotting the re-
sults for all participants, the largest (absolute) cross-correlation value (rxy(k)) and its
associated lag time (k) were extracted from each participant’s CCF. The results are
shown in Table 5.17. In addition to the largest correlation value, the column labelled
‘Dsig’ provides the difference between the largest correlation value and the significance
bounds for the CCF. Therefore, values of Dsig indicate the extent to which the correla-
tion value is greater than (positive values), or less than (negative values) the significance
value. Correlation values that surpass the significance bounds have been marked with
an asterisk.
Looking at the results for the CCFs between mean HRV and the number of changes
(Table 5.17 (a)), it can be seen that the majority of correlations for both percussionists
and pianists are not significant. Furthermore, of those that are significant, the correla-
tion and Dsig values are small (< 0.3 and < 0.1 respectively). Based upon these results,
one would not conclude that HRV alone can serve as a predictor of musical change for
individuals.
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Table 5.17: Results of cross correlation analysis between HRV and (a) number of
changes; and (b) information content (IC). The table presents the greatest (absolute)
correlation, rxy(k), and associated lag, k, for each participant’s (P1 - percussionists, P2
- pianists) averaged and prewhitened time series. It also includes Dsig - the amount by
which the correlation value exceeds (positive values) or falls short (negative values) of
the CCF significance bounds.
Dyad
(a) Number of changes (b) Information content
rxy(k) k Dsig rxy(k) k Dsig
Percussionists:
1 −0.191 1 −0.024 0.347∗ −2 0.134
2 −0.162 6 −0.047 0.250∗ 14 0.042
3 −0.178 −5 −0.029 0.144 0 −0.063
4 0.187 −3 −0.026 −0.234∗ 13 0.017
5 −0.302∗ 11 0.078 −0.262∗ 4 0.040
6 −0.311∗ −11 0.092 0.241∗ −1 0.022
7 0.246∗ −7 0.028 0.138 −4 −0.075
8 0.221 −9 −0.002 −0.226∗ −3 0.004
9 −0.198 −10 −0.026 −0.282∗ 0 0.069
10 −0.252∗ −3 0.028 0.247∗ −12 0.023
11 0.161 −12 −0.046 0.231∗ 6 0.024
12 0.244∗ −14 0.023 −0.231∗ −3 0.011
13 0.172 −3 −0.041 0.195 1 −0.018
14 0.203 4 −0.021 0.297∗ 4 0.072
15 0.196 −14 −0.012 0.245∗ −15 0.031
Pianists:
1 0.254∗ 6 0.046 −0.312∗ 9 0.104
2 −0.180 −14 −0.045 0.162 −8 −0.063
3 0.111 −7 −0.113 −0.266∗ 4 0.045
4 −0.245∗ −2 0.035 −0.325∗ 2 0.116
5 0.223∗ 0 0.007 −0.197 −6 −0.018
6 −0.228∗ −8 0.014 −0.209 15 −0.005
7 −0.217 −3 −0.001 −0.251∗ 6 0.033
8 0.260∗ 13 0.042 −0.329∗ −4 0.111
9 −0.163 −11 −0.053 −0.240∗ −13 0.023
10 0.165 −1 −0.049 −0.205 4 −0.020
11 0.216∗ 15 0.007 0.295∗ −2 0.081
12 −0.194 −7 −0.020 0.236∗ −13 0.016
13 −0.203 13 −0.016 0.309∗ −14 0.084
14 −0.210 8 −0.002 −0.280∗ −5 0.068
15 0.233∗ −14 0.011 0.253∗ 2 0.028
Note: ∗Significant values of rxy(k).
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The results for information content (IC) (Table 5.17 (b)) show that the majority
of correlations are significant. For percussionists, five of the significant correlations are
negative and seven are positive; whereas, for pianists, seven out of the eleven significant
correlations are negative. These findings suggest that there is unlikely to be a general
relationship between HRV and IC that can be applied across musicians. However,
the findings do not rule out the possibility of relationships that are specific to, and
characteristic of individuals. Looking specifically at the results for pianists, it can be
seen that the pianists in dyads 1, 4 and 8 all have significant negative correlations, with
Dsig greater than 0.1. However, the lag values for each participant are different in both
sign and quantity, suggesting substantial variation between individuals.
To gain further insight into the cross-correlations of HRV and decision making features
for individuals, plots were created in order to visualise the correlations across all lag
values for each participant. Each row of the plots represents an individual participant
and each column represents a lag value (from -15 s to 15 s). The colours of the squares
represent the value of the correlation for that particular participant at that particular
lag. The plots for mean HRV and mean changes are shown for percussionists and
pianists in figures 5.19(a) and 5.19(b) respectively. By presenting the results in this
way, it is possible to look for signs of time series relationships at the levels of both
the individual, and the group. For the former, rows of the plots should be inspected
individually for the presence of sequences of correlations that are of the same sign
(colour), and of high value (colour intensity). For the latter, the entire plot should be
inspected to for the presence of vertical strips of the same colour that may indicate a
common correlation and lag. In Fig. 5.19 the distribution of correlations in both plots
does not appear to reveal any such patterns, either at the level of the individual, or the
group.
Figure 5.20 shows the equivalent plots for the cross-correlations between mean HRV
and mean IC. Once again, there do not appear to be any immediately visible patterns,
either at the level of the individual, or the group.
Coupled with the results for the group-averaged time series analyses, the results for the
analyses of individual correlations suggest that there are no direct temporal correlations
between cardiac features and musical decision making.
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Figure 5.19: Plot of the CCFs between the mean HRV and the mean number of changes
time series for each participant. Each row represents the results for a single partici-
pant, and each column represents a lag value. The colour of each box represents the
correlation value, where red values are positive and blue values are negative. All series
were prewhitened prior to calculation of the CCF.
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Figure 5.20: Plot of the CCFs between the mean information content (IC) and the mean
HRV time series for each participant (see Fig. 5.19 caption for a detailed description
of the plot format).
5.6 Discussion
The study reported in this chapter was designed to test multiple exploratory questions
and hypotheses. These were split according to two aims. The first aim concerned the
effects of the LuminUs feedback upon the experiences and behaviours of the musicians.
The second aim concerned the investigation of relationships between cardiac activity
and musical decision making. Given that these aims were addressed separately during
the analyses, distinct sections are dedicated to each in the discussion below. However,
there are also aspects of the findings across the entire study that raise interesting points
for general discussion. Accordingly, these points are addressed at the end of this section.
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5.6.1 Effects of the LuminUs Feedback
The LuminUs was designed with simplicity and versatility in mind; as a device that
could aid the non-verbal interactions between co-present performing musicians. It was
not experimentally possible to test the LuminUs under the array of possible circum-
stances where it could be employed. Instead, this study aimed to investigate the gen-
eral effects that it might have upon dyadic musical improvisation. The analyses were
predominantly quantitative, focusing on four types of data collected during the exper-
iments: i) gaze data; ii) motion data, iii) MIDI data; and iv) self-report data.
Gaze Behaviour
From the eye-tracking data it was possible to look at how the glancing behaviours of
the musicians were influenced by the LuminUs. The results show that, when using the
LuminUs, the musicians would make a greater number of glances than when not using
it. This effect was observed regardless of the type of feedback being provided: gaze or
motion. However, effect sizes were greater for the gaze feedback conditions.
The average duration of individual glances did not change in relation to the LuminUs
feedback. This might be expected, given that once a glance is initiated, the musician is
no longer under the influence of the LuminUs, since they are, by definition, looking away
from it. Therefore, glance duration is more likely to be influenced by communicative
and social factors associated with gaze.
To test whether the musicians’ glancing behaviour was directly influenced by the
gaze feedback, two approaches were used: firstly, by analysing the proportions of recip-
rocated glances; and secondly, by looking for correlations between quantitative mea-
sures of LuminUs feedback and the number of glances. For the former, the proportion
of glance reciprocation (with a delay of 5 s) was found to be significantly higher in the
condition where both musicians had gaze feedback, relative to the condition where they
had none. For all the other conditions there were no effects. LMMs were then used
to test whether quantitative measures of the LuminUs feedback – L-time and L-persec
– had any effects upon the number of glances. Significant effects were found for both
LuminUs measures, but only in the gaze feedback conditions. Considered together,
these results suggest that the musicians were responding directly to the gaze feedback
by glancing back towards their co-performer.
Throughout the gaze analyses, observed effects of the LuminUs were found to be
greater for the percussionists than the pianists. There are a number of reasons why the
effects of the LuminUs might be expected to vary according to the instrument being
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played. Firstly, the ability to observe the LuminUs feedback during a performance is
likely to be influenced by the placement of the LuminUs in relation to the instrument.
In this experiment the placement was identical for both the percussionists and pianists.
However, the cymbal drum pad was positioned higher than the piano, and therefore,
vertically closer to the LuminUs. Furthermore, the percussionists appeared to spend
less time looking at their instrument than the pianists. These factors may have resulted
in the percussionists having more opportunity to observe the LuminUs feedback, result-
ing in the greater effects observed for them. A second reason why the effects might be
instrument dependent relates to the musical dynamic between the two musicians. For
example, the pianists tended to glance towards the percussionists more than the per-
cussionists glanced towards the pianists. This can be seen in figures 5.7(a) and 5.7(b).
This may have been due to the fact that the pianists were looking for rhythmic cues,
and that it is harder for the percussionists to take cues from the less visible movements
of the pianists’ fingers. Again, this would have resulted in the LuminUs feedback being
more salient to the percussionists.
Body Motion
The analyses of the effects of the LuminUs feedback conditions upon body motion did
not result in any significant effects. Subsequent analyses showed a significant correlation
between the amount of motion feedback provided by the LuminUs (as measured by
the L-persec feature) and the body motion of the participant receiving that feedback.
However, this was attributed to the fact that the body motions of participants within
dyads were found to be significantly correlated.
Musical Decision Making
The number of change points (CPs) and the mean information content (IC) features
were used to investigate whether the LuminUs had any effects upon musical decision
making. Analyses of the influence of the seven feedback conditions upon the musical
decision making features were conducted for percussionists and pianists separately. No
statistically significant differences were found for pianists, whilst the mean IC for per-
cussionists was found to be significantly higher in the condition where both participants
had motion feedback (M-M) relative to the no feedback condition. However, this result
was not repeated for the other condition where percussionists had motion feedback,
suggesting that there was no general influence of the LuminUs upon musical decision
making.
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Subsequent LMM analyses revealed that there was an underlying correlation be-
tween the pianists’ mean IC and the number of glances made by their co-performers
across all experimental conditions. This result provides support for the roles of gaze
in conveying and gathering information during collaborative music making. Consider-
ing the latter role, it was suggested that a casual explanation for this result was that
the percussionists glanced towards the pianists during periods of change (high IC) as
a means of gathering information (or cues) about the nature of the musical change.
Indeed, Sawyer (2003) notes that visual contact is an important part of anticipating
and communicating change during improvised performance. On the other hand, con-
sidering gaze as a conveyor of information – a means of non-verbal communication –
it was suggested that the glances of the percussionists served to initiate the pianists’
musical changes. Once again, attention must be drawn to the fact that this result
was instrument dependent. The fact that no comparable result was observed for the
percussionists could be due to various factors. These factors could relate to differences
between the instruments and their functional roles within the musical arrangement. For
example, it is possible for the pianist to introduce both rhythmical and tonal changes
(e.g. a change of key), whilst the drummer can only introduce rhythmic change. Con-
sequently, the pianist could make a tonal change and it would not be necessary for the
drummer to change their playing in any way. Whereas, for the drummer to make a
rhythmic change (especially a change in tempo) it would be more important for them
to signal their intent to the pianist prior to instigating the change, so that the pianist
could change their playing accordingly.
It is also possible that the lack of a comparable result for percussionists was due to
the difference in the way that the IC was calculated for each instrument. In particular,
the IC for pianists was calculated using pitch intervals; whilst the IC for percussionists
was calculated using beat onset timings. This means that the percussionists’ IC values
would have been more sensitive to breaks in their playing. This potentially explains
why a significant negative correlation was found between the percussionists’ mean IC
and their body motion (see Table 5.12).
In summary, the analyses suggest that the LuminUs did not have any effect upon
decision making. However, through the use of quantitative measures of gaze and musical
decision making, it was possible to provide empirical support for the communicative
roles of gaze in musical interaction. It is worth noting that the analyses do not consider
any qualitative aspects of decision making and musical change. Such analyses would
have required the musicians to manually review and comment upon their decisions,
which was not feasible from a practical standpoint. The following discussion of the self-
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report results provides some insight into qualitative aspects of the LuminUs’s influence.
Self-report Measures
The analyses of self-report (SR) ratings showed that none of the items differed signifi-
cantly across the seven LuminUs feedback conditions. Despite not achieving statistical
significance, all of the SR items relating to positive aspects of the performance received
a higher proportion of agreement ratings (relative to disagreement) in the conditions
where participants were receiving some form of feedback from the LuminUs. Lack of
statistical power may have been a result of the small sample size and a degree of vari-
ability in the extent to which participants were influenced by the LuminUs feedback.
Looking at differences between the two types of feedback (motion and gaze), the
proportion of agreement ratings for items relating to positive aspects of the performance
were generally greater for the motion feedback condition. This difference may have been
related to fact that the LuminUs was generally providing some level of light feedback
throughout the motion feedback conditions; whereas for gaze feedback the light would
only appear for comparatively short periods during glancing. These results pose some
interesting questions relating to the way in which the two types of LuminUs feedback
might have been interpreted. To what extent were the observed differences related
to the meaning conveyed by the feedback? For example, participants agreed with
the statement – ‘I felt connected to the other musician’ – more for the gaze feedback
condition; whilst the item – ‘I felt engaged with the other musician’ – received more
agreement ratings for the motion feedback condition. Is there a semantic distinction
between ‘connection’ and ‘engagement’ that relates to the distinction between gaze
and motion feedback? Given the predominantly quantitative nature of this study, it
is difficult to provide any substantiated answers to these questions. However, they
highlight interesting considerations that could be addressed in future work.
The SR questionnaire also asked participants to rate the creativity of each of the
two accompaniments within each condition. The analyses did not reveal any effects
of the LuminUs feedback upon self-reported creativity. This is, perhaps, unsurprising,
since creativity is likely to involve a substantial amount of variability owing to the wide
array of factors that can influence it. Furthermore, creativity is highly subjective and
SR ratings may not be the most appropriate method for measuring it. Recordings of
the accompaniments could have been used to collect creativity ratings from external
judges. However, given the large number of accompaniments (210 in total), this would
have been a time consuming task and was not within the scope of this study.
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5.6.2 Cardiac Activity and Musical Decision Making
This section discusses the findings relating to the discrete and time series analyses of
relationships between cardiac activity and musical decision making.
Time-averaged Analyses
For the analyses of relationships between creative decision making and cardiac activity,
discrete, time-averaged data were initially used. The average number of change points
(CPs) and average information content (IC) were the two discrete features that were
used as measures of decision making. Again, it should be noted that neither of these
features provide a qualitative measure of the decision making (e.g. how original the
decisions were). In an attempt to address this, the self-reported creativity ratings were
also used. Conversely, these ratings do not provide any measure of the quantity of
musical decision making. However, it was thought that comparing the results across
all three measures would provide a broader perspective on the potential relationships
between musical decision making and cardiac activity.
For the creativity rating analyses the standard deviation in heart rate (HR) (SD
HR) was found to be significantly positively correlated with creativity for percussionists;
whilst the number of HR extrema was significantly negatively correlated with creativity
for pianists. SD HR and the HR extrema count are both measures of variation in HR.
The former provides a general measure of the amount of variation in HR, whilst the
latter is more specifically a measure of the amount of cyclic variation (since it counts
successive peaks and troughs in the HR time series). Drumming generally involves
a large amount of physical exertion, in comparison to other instruments. Therefore,
HR levels might be expected to be somewhat associated with playing activity. Indeed,
a post-hoc analysis of the effects of the number of beats played in an accompaniment
upon the average HR shows a significant correlation5 (t = 5.068, p = .000). As such, the
correlation between creativity and SD HR for percussionists may be a result of varied
playing activity being associated with high creativity. Additionally, the short length
of the accompaniments meant that the participants’ HRs would tend to rise gradually
over the course of the accompaniment, as observed in the time series analyses (see
Section 5.5.2). Consequently, the correlation for percussionists could also be associated
with the overall increase in their HR in relation to their general levels of physical and
mental exertion. This explanation is supported by the results from Study 1, where the
mean body motion of the percussionists was found to be positively correlated with their
5Using linear mixed modelling with variance components covariance type for random effects and
diagonal covariance type for repeated measures.
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self-reported creativity scores (see Section 3.5.2). Given that HR is likely to stabilise
over longer periods of playing, this would also explain why comparable correlations
between creativity and SD HR were not observed in Study 1.
Playing activity is also likely to have effects upon HR for pianists. However, these
effects are likely to be different from those for the percussionists, due to the differing
nature of the playing. Again, a cursory analysis of the effects of the number of played
notes upon the mean HR for pianists shows a significant effect (t = 2.953, p = .014).
However, this effect is less than that for the percussionists. Furthermore, a significant
effect was found for the mean velocity of the played notes upon the pianists’ mean HR
(t = 4.520, p = .007). No equivalent effect was observed for the percussionists. These
differences could explain why equivalent correlations with SD HR were not observed
for pianists. Instead, a negative correlation was found between self-reported creativity
and the number of HR extrema. This indicates that when the pianists’ HR exhibited
less cyclic change over the course of an accompaniment their creativity ratings were
higher. Given the aforementioned correlations between playing and HR, this suggests
that playing consistency could have had a factor in determining self-reported creativity.
No significant correlations were found between the number of change points (CPs)
and cardiac features. Based upon the findings from Study 1, it was hypothesised that
the number of HR extrema might be positively correlated with the number of CPs. A
potential issue is the fact that an automated method was used to extract CPs from
MIDI data in the current study; whereas CPs were manually labelled in the first study.
The automatic method was necessary due to the size of the data set, but might have
resulted in less accurate measures of change.
The analyses of correlations between information content (IC) and cardiac features
revealed interesting results. For percussionists, a negative correlation was found be-
tween IC and SD HR. As previously noted, the IC values for percussionists are likely
to be highly influenced by breaks in playing. The fact that SD HR will be higher when
a participant’s HR increases more steeply over the course of an accompaniment, has
also been discussed. Consequently, a likely explanation for this result is that breaks
in playing led to higher average IC, but also allowed the percussionists’ HRs to return
towards a resting state; resulting in a lower overall increase in HR over the course of
an accompaniment.
For the pianists, a positive effect of IC upon the number HR extrema was found.
This is an interesting result, since it supports the findings from Study 1, which associ-
ated decision making with HR extrema. Again, the absence of an equivalent result for
percussionists could be due to the difference in the method used for calculating IC.
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A positive effect of IC upon LF/HF ratio was found for both percussionists and
pianists separately, and when grouped. This effect was significant for the pianist and
grouped analyses. This finding supports the hypothesised positive relationship between
LF/HF ratio and decision making. LF/HF is thought to reflect modulation of the
sympathetic nervous system, distinguishing sympathetic effects from parasympathetic
effects (Peifer, 2012; Kim and Andre´, 2008). The fact that it is a frequency-domain
feature, calculated using de-trended inter-beat intervals, means that it is less susceptible
to influence from time domain trends in cardiac activity relating to physical exertion.
When comparing the results of the self-reported creativity analyses to those ob-
tained for the IC analyses, it was noted that the signs of the observed correlations were
opposing. A subsequent test showed a significant negative effect of IC upon creativity
ratings. This interesting result suggests a distinction between creativity viewed from
a critical, self appraisal stand point, versus creativity from a pure sense of creating
something new (a musical change). In this case, greater levels of IC could be indicative
of a large number of musical change decisions, leading to a ‘fractured’ performance;
which, when viewed as a whole, ends up lacking coherence as a creative piece.
In summary, the discrete time averaged analyses revealed that there are potential rela-
tionships between measures of cardiac activity and measures of musical decision making.
In the case of SD HR and the HR extrema count, these relationships were attributed to
changes in physical exertion that would have accompanied changes in playing activity.
As discussed, SD HR could have been partially representative of the overall increase
in HR over the playing period, due to the short length of the accompaniments provid-
ing insufficient time for HR to stabilise. Consequently, SD HR might not be such an
informative feature for analysis of longer playing periods.
The analyses in this study were especially motivated by an interest in how the
mental processes involved in decision making might be reflected in cardiac activity.
The LF/HF ratio appears to be a more promising feature for this type of analyses,
given that it is less prone to influence from physical activity. For future work, it may
also be worth considering ways in which the physical activity of the musicians could be
accounted for. This could involve using a combination of measures of motion sensing
and playing activity; the latter of which has already been shown to be related to HR.
The analyses in this study also raise interesting questions regarding the ways in
which quantitative aspects of decision making might relate to overall evaluations of
creativity. By asking musicians to elaborate on the factors that influence their self-
reported ratings of creativity, future studies could shed some light on these questions.
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Time Series Analyses
One of the motivations for investigating relationships between cardiac activity and
musical decision making is that it could be incorporated into the LuminUs design as
an extra feedback modality; providing real-time visualisations relating to the decision
making intentions of improvising musicians. In order to achieve this, it would be nec-
essary to model continuous relationships between musical decision making and cardiac
activity. Consequently, the decision was made to perform a broad time series analysis
(TSA) of the continuous cardiac and musical decision making data. In this case, only
the two quantitative measures of decision making (CPs and IC) were used; since no
continuous measures of self-reported creativity were collected. Animation cues were
also considered as discrete indicators of time points where the musicians might have
been stimulated to change their playing.
Due to the large data-set, the approach used in the present study was to commence
by averaging over participants, and then to look at individual participant relationships
for specific features of interest. Attempting to perform TSA that was sensitive to both
individual and group-level relationships was one of the main challenges of the analy-
ses. During averaging, unity-based normalisation was used to account for individual
variability in the data. This is a valid approach, which is often used in cases where
physiological signals are compared over groups (Mandryk et al., 2006; Chang et al.,
2009). However, this normalisation method is also sensitive to outliers (Broek et al.,
2009) and, therefore, has the potential to introduce unwanted errors into the TSA.
Visual inspection of musical decision making series: The initial visual analyses
of the averaged CP time series showed distinct similarities between the percussionists’
and pianists’ series. Furthermore, rising edges of the series appeared to coincide with the
animation cues; suggesting that the animation encouraged the participants to change
their playing at certain points. This also provides a good indication that the automatic
method for extracting CPs was capable of providing meaningful information about
where musical changes occurred.
The IC series showed fewer similarities between percussionists and pianists. The
percussionists’ series appeared to gradually decrease over the first minute of the per-
formance, indicating that they were changing, or taking more breaks in their playing
during this phase. Indeed, observations of the performances indicated that it was more
common for the pianist to start the accompaniment and the percussionist to join in at
a later point. They would then tend to ‘settle into a rhythm’, which is reflected by
the lower and less variable IC in the second half of the accompaniment. Again, both
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series appeared to show some relation to the animation cues; however, this was not as
evident as for the CP series.
Similarities were noted when comparing the CP and IC time series. Both series
generally showed a higher amount of fluctuation during the first half of the performance,
before settling and then rising during the final 15 seconds. This is supported by the
researcher’s observed experience of the performances, whereby participants tended to
vary their playing more at the start of the accompaniment and then attempt to conclude
the accompaniment by changing their playing during the final seconds. Again, these
observations are evidence that the two measures – CP and IC – provided meaningful
representations of the musical decisions made during the performances.
Visual inspection of cardiac feature time series: Similar visual analyses were
performed on the cardiac feature time series. The two detrended HR series for percus-
sionists and pianists appeared to show distinct similarities, especially during the first
half of the performance. Prior results in the present study showed that the average
body motions of performers within dyads are significantly correlated; and that there
are similarities in the CP time series for both instrumentalists. Consequently, a degree
of synchrony would be expected between the cardiac activity of the performers. For
the pianist time series, a number of alignments between HR extrema and the animation
cue points were observed. This observation supports the findings for the discrete time
averaged analyses, which showed a positive correlation between HR extrema and IC for
pianists.
For the HRV time series, observations showed that, for both instrumentalists, HRV
tended to be falling or within a local minimum (trough) at each of the animation
cue points. This finding is supported by the results from the discrete analyses, which
showed that SDNN (HRV) was negatively correlated with the mean CP count and
mean IC. For IC these effects were close to significance for all participants (p = .068),
and for pianists only (p = .083). Considered collectively, these findings support the
hypothesis that HRV would be negatively correlated with the number of musical changes
(see hypothesis CH2). This hypothesis was influenced by studies showing that HRV
decreases with stress and mental workload (Mandryk et al., 2006; Rowe et al., 1998).
The third cardiac feature that was used in the TSA was LF/HF ratio. Despite
being a promising feature for discrete time analyses (see discussion above), the fact that
LF/HF ratio is a frequency domain feature makes it less suitable for TSA. Continuous
values of the LF/HF ratio must be calculated using a sliding window of inter-beat
intervals. This window needs to be of a certain size in order to obtain meaningful results.
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For the present study a 30 second window was used. The result is that the continuous
LF/HF series is a smooth signal, lacking time resolution. This may not be a problem
for studies of psychological variables that change gradually over time, however, musical
changes are comparatively frequent. Consequently, no clear relationships between the
LF/HF ratio time series and animation cues were observed.
Cross-correlation analyses: Cross correlations were performed as a means of statis-
tically analysing relationships between the musical decision making and cardiac feature
time series. This also allowed the investigation of whether the time series exhibited
lagged correlations. Initially, the group-averaged time series for percussionists and pi-
anists were used. No consistent correlations between cardiac activity and decision mak-
ing were observed across all the analyses for averaged time series. Cross-correlations
for individuals were then analysed, using only HRV as the cardiac feature. Again, the
results did not reveal any consistent trends or correlations either for individuals, or
over groups of instrumentalists.
In summary, whilst a number of significant discrete, time-averaged correlations were
observed between cardiac and musical decision making measures, the TSA did not reveal
any equivalent continuous time series correlations. A potential issue is that there are
multiple random and non-random factors that influence both musical decision making
and cardiac variables over time. When averaging firstly over two minute periods, and
then over groups of participants, random variables will become less influential. However,
when looking at continuous values, the influence of these variables is likely to be more
prominent. In the case of collaborative musical performance, these variables might
be the result of environmental, social, and affective influences; which are difficult to
measure and control. Indeed, continuous-time relationships between musical decision
making and cardiac activity may only be revealed when such variables can be accounted
for.
5.6.3 Experimental Design
With regard to the experimental design, there are clearly a huge number of circum-
stances that involve co-present musical performance. Each circumstance is defined by
an array of variables, such as the instruments played; the musical style; the experience
and personalities of the musicians; and the presence or absence of an audience. It
is not possible to design an experiment where all of these variables are modified and
tested. Consequently, these variables were kept in mind, whilst an attempt was made
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to design a study that enabled exploratory questions and hypotheses to be tested in a
statistically valid manner. Study 1 was highly controlled, in the sense that single drums
were used in a laboratory setting, with an experimental task that was not particularly
representative of real-world musical interactions. On the other hand, the musicians
were free to improvise, entirely of their own accord. In contrast, the present study was
designed to be more musically varied and representative or real world musical inter-
actions. At the same time, the decision was made to impose some more restrictions
on the improvisation task. There were three main reasons for asking the musicians to
create an accompaniment to an animation. The first was to provide some guidance
and purpose to the musicians’ improvisations; the second was to encourage a greater
amount non-verbal communication between the musicians; and the third was to in-
troduce something else for the musicians to focus their attention on, other than their
instruments and fellow performers. By using the same animation for all experimental
dyads, it was hoped that this would act as a controlling factor, facilitating analyses
across dyads. Regarding the first and second objectives, the animation was successful
in both attracting the attention of the musicians and encouraging them to work col-
laboratively. This was evident from observing their performances and their discussions
during the warm up performances. Regarding the third objective, observations also in-
dicated that the musicians were attentive to the events and storyline of the animation,
and adjusted their playing in response. This was also supported by the analyses of the
two time series measures of musical decision making: musical change points (CPs) and
information content (IC). Figure 5.13 shows that both measures appear to increase on,
or around the animation cue points. This suggests that participants were introducing
musical changes that coincided with the animation cues.
Recruiting pairs of musicians who were unknown to each other was also a conscious
design decision. The intention was to avoid introducing uncontrollable variables per-
taining to the relationships between musicians and their past experiences of playing
together. Musicians will often perform composed music in ensembles with people they
do not know well. However, with the exception of some particular scenarios, such as
open ‘jam sessions’6, they are less likely to engage in improvised performance with peo-
ple they do not know. Consequently, it was difficult to predict how the musicians would
react to being asked to improvise with someone they had never met before. Through-
out the experimental sessions the researcher was surprised at how quickly and well the
musicians settled into this scenario; and at the quality of the music they created.
6A musical activity where people come together to create music by improvising, without substantial
preparation.
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5.7 Conclusions
The purpose of the second study was to test the LuminUs: investigating the influence
of its feedback upon collaborative musical improvisation; whilst also investigating the
potential for cardiac activity to be used in the future provision of feedback relating
to musical decision making. The study was designed to test a number of specific ex-
ploratory questions and hypotheses. To conclude the study, the findings are summarised
relative to each of these questions and hypotheses.
On the Effects of the LuminUs (LQ)
LQ1 Does the LuminUs influence the musical outcomes of the collabora-
tions? The findings did not indicate that the LuminUs had a significant influ-
ence upon the musical outcomes. The measures of musical outcomes consisted
of three items from the self-report questionnaire: i) ‘I liked the music we cre-
ated’; ii) ‘I was satisfied with my musical contributions’, and iii) the ratings of
the creativity of each accompaniment. On average, participants agreed with the
first two items more during the conditions where they had some form of LuminUs
feedback. However, this was not statistically significant. No positive effects were
found of the LuminUs feedback on the creativity scores. This suggests that the
LuminUs may have had some positive influence on the participants’ perceived
musical outcomes. However, this influence was not substantial. Furthermore,
there is a likelihood that the ‘novelty factor’ of the LuminUs may have biased the
participants’ ratings.
LQ2 Does the LuminUs influence self-reported measures of the musicians’
enjoyment and interaction with their co-performer? The findings did
not indicate that self-reported measures of enjoyment and interaction were sig-
nificantly influenced by the LuminUs feedback. However, the statements – ‘I
enjoyed the session’, ‘I felt connected to the other musician’, ‘I felt engaged with
the other musician’, and ‘the other musician and I performed well as a pair’ – all
received higher average agreement ratings in the two LuminUs feedback condi-
tions. Again, there is a possibility that these results were biased by the novelty
of experiencing the technology for the first time.
LQ3 Does the gaze feedback influence the number of glances exchanged be-
tween musicians during collaborative interaction? Findings showed that
the gaze feedback condition had significant positive effects on the number of
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glances exchanged between musicians. The proportion of reciprocated glances
(within 5 seconds) was also found to be significantly higher when both partici-
pants were receiving gaze feedback, and the quantity of feedback was significantly
positively correlated with the number of glances.
LQ4 By facilitating communication between musicians, does the gaze feed-
back influence the number of musical changes made during a compo-
sition? The findings did not indicate that the gaze feedback had any influence
upon the automatically extracted measures of musical change - change point (CP)
count and mean information content (IC).
LQ5 Does the motion feedback have an impact upon the overall amount of
motion during collaborative interaction? No evidence was found to suggest
that the motion feedback had a measurable influence upon the musicians’ body
motion.
LQ6 Does the motion feedback stimulate increased awareness of the other
participant, as indicated through more glancing at the other? The
number of glances exchanged between participants were found to be significantly
higher in the conditions where they both had motion feedback. Moderate, but
not statistically significant effects were also seen in the conditions where only one
participant was receiving motion feedback.
On Cardiac Activity and Musical Decision Making (CH)
CH1 Levels of the LF/HF ratio of heart rate variability will be correlated
with the number of musical decisions: Some support for this hypothesis was
found. Specifically, the mean LF/HF ratio for pianists was significantly correlated
with the mean IC of their accompaniments. A positive effect was also found for
percussionists, however this was not significant (t = 1.246, p = .220). For the
change point count, no effect upon LF/HF ratio was found for pianists, and a
weak positive effect was found for percussionists (t = 1.421, p = .164). For the
continuous time analyses, it was noted that LF/HF ratio has poor time resolution
due to the use of windowing to calculate frequency domain values. This may have
contributed to the fact that no time series relationships were observed between
decision making and the LF/HF ratio.
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CH2 Heart rate variability will be negatively correlated with the number
of musical changes: The findings provide limited evidence to support this
hypothesis. The findings showed moderate negative effects of mean IC and CP
count upon mean HRV for pianists. However, these effects were not significant.
For the time series analyses, HRV appeared to be decreasing or within local
minima at the animation cue points. These points also appeared to coincide
with increases in the number of musical changes. However, the cross-correlation
analyses did not show any consistent correlations between musical change or IC
series and the HRV series.
CH3 Musical decisions will tend to coincide with heart rate extrema: Limited
evidence was found to support this hypothesis. The discrete analyses showed
that the number of HR extrema were significantly correlated with the mean IC
for pianists. However, this does not necessarily imply that the extrema coincided
with changes. The time series analyses indicated that extrema for the pianists’
mean HR series tended to coincide with the animation cue points. Again, this
does not necessarily imply that musical changes coincided with HR extrema.
Furthermore, since this result was solely based upon visual analyses, it is only
suggestive of a relationship.
5.8 Summary
This study investigated the LuminUs: a novel device for providing real-time inter-
personal feedback to collaborating musicians. To the researcher’s knowledge, this is the
first time that anyone has used eye-tracking to provide interacting musicians with real-
time feedback upon the glances of their co-performers. Broad, quantitative analyses
were performed, indicating that the LuminUs had a significant influence upon the
glancing behaviours of the musicians.
The present study also built upon the findings of Study 1 and investigated specific
hypotheses concerning relationships between cardiac activity and musical decision mak-
ing. In order to do this, new methods were adopted and developed for automatically
extracting quantitative measures of musical decision making from MIDI data. This is
the first time, to the researcher’s knowledge, that anyone has used such measures in the
analysis of improvised musical performance. Correlations were analysed between these
novel measures and a broad range of cardiac features. Again, this is not something that
is believed to have been undertaken in previous studies. Furthermore, a combination
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of both discrete and continuous time techniques were used to perform the analyses.
The description, application, and results of these analyses could be beneficial to those
looking to undertake similar studies in the future. The results revealed potentially
meaningful relationships between cardiac activity and musical decision making, pre-
dominantly from the discrete, time-averaged analyses. However, it is worth stressing
that, given the lack of previous research, these results should be viewed with caution.
In particular, they highlight the need to take into account other factors that influence
cardiac activity during musical performance. The results indicate that some of these
factors are dependent on the instrument being played. They may also be dependent on
the measurement time period (e.g. fatigue related changes in cardiac activity).
The present study had a number of limitations. Firstly, it only allowed the partici-
pants to test the LuminUs within a specific performance scenario, with a co-performer
who they had not previously performed with. Secondly, the experiment only provided a
short amount of time for the musicians to get used to using the LuminUs. In addition to
this, the collected data were predominantly quantitative, and lacked a more qualitative
perspective on the musicians’ experiences with the LuminUs. These limitations pointed
towards the need for further work to investigate the sustained use of the LuminUs in
more natural settings.
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Chapter 6
Study 3
Investigating the LuminUs in Practice
The previous chapter reported a study in which the LuminUs was put to the test
in a controlled environment. The findings of the study indicated that the gaze and
motion feedback of the LuminUs had significant effects upon the gaze interactions
between musicians. Whilst the controlled design of this study enabled statistically valid,
quantitative analyses to be performed, it also placed some limitations upon the findings.
In particular, the LuminUs was tested within a restricted performance scenario, where
participants were paired with people they had not previously met. This means that
the findings may not be generalisable to other situations and contexts. Furthermore,
the participants were only given the opportunity to use the LuminUs for a short time
period; leading to potential ‘novelty factor’ influences.
To address these limitations, this chapter reports a qualitative study, which inves-
tigated the use of the LuminUs by experienced musical duos over the course of three
rehearsals and a performance. The main purpose of this study was to gain insights into
musicians’ use of the LuminUs in more naturalistic settings, over an extended period
of time. It was also hoped that the findings would provide a qualitative perspective on
the predominately quantitative findings obtained in both of the preceding studies. The
data from the present study consisted of video observations and interview data, and
is analysed using thematic analysis. Five themes are established, which are evidenced
and discussed in detail.
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6.1 Aims
The main aim of the present study was to supplement the findings reported in the
previous chapter with a qualitative investigation into musicians’ use of the LuminUs
over a longer time period. The study was also seen as an opportunity to reflect upon
the research throughout this thesis from a qualitative perspective. Specific aims are
discussed below, according to four categories: appropriation, meaning, impact, and
design.
Appropriation: From a technology standpoint, appropriation refers to the way that
a particular technology is adopted and adapted by a particular user, or set of users, ac-
cording to their particular circumstances, interpretations and needs. This aim concerns
an interest in the appropriation of the LuminUs by pairs of musicians. The justification
for this aim surrounds the fact that Study 2 was carried out in a controlled setting.
This had a number of implications. Firstly, the participants were not able to discuss
their use of the LuminUs during the experiment. Secondly, they were only using the
device for a relatively short period of time (∼ 1 hr.). Thirdly, the experimental task –
composing an accompaniment to an animation with a musician they had not previously
met – was not necessarily representative of their real-world collaborative music making
experiences. These factors enabled the data to be subjected to valid quantitative anal-
yses. However, they also limited the scope for drawing broader conclusions and insights
from the study. One particular example of this is the ‘novelty factor’ issue, highlighted
in Section 5.7.
The intended outcomes of investigating appropriation revolved around gaining a
better understanding of the musicians’ use of the LuminUs in ‘real world’ circumstances
such as rehearsing, composing, and performing. In particular, an intention was to
learn about new, and unforeseen ways in which the musicians might use the device
in their everyday circumstances. Additionally, it was hoped that important features
of collaborative music making interactions could be highlighted by observing how the
musicians chose to appropriate the LuminUs.
Meaning: This aim concerns the way in which musicians interpret and draw meaning
from the feedback provided by the LuminUs. Study 2 showed that the LuminUs had a
significant impact upon gaze interactions between musicians during collaborative music
making. However, the data did not provide substantial insight into the causal processes
and mechanisms that may have led to these results. For example, it was found that
providing gaze feedback to musicians led to increased glancing between them, but it
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was not possible to provide empirical evidence to indicate why this result was obtained.
By observing and discussing the use of the LuminUs with musicians, it was hoped
that specific insights would be gained into how the musicians interpret the feedback
provided by the LuminUs. This would also facilitate an interrogation of the meaning
behind their responses to the feedback. Additionally, it was hoped that discussions
with the musicians would shed light upon subjective interpretations of words, such as
‘engagement’ and ‘connection’, which were used to gather self-report data in studies 1
and 2.
Impact: An important aim of this study was to investigate various types of impact
that the LuminUs might have on collaborative music making. These include both
short term impacts, such as being able to communicate more successfully during a
performance; and longer term impacts, such as changing a musician’s approach to
collaboration. Again, a key motivation for this aim was the ‘novelty factor’ issue asso-
ciated with Study 2, whereby the impact of the LuminUs may have been related to it
being something that the musicians had not experienced before. Furthermore, Study
2 only collected subjective measures of impact through a post-task questionnaire, with
no opportunity for participants to provide more in-depth feedback about their experi-
ence of using the LuminUs and its impact upon them. By undertaking a qualitative
investigation of the LuminUs it was hoped that specific and detailed accounts of its
impact would be evidenced. These data would then serve as a qualitative contrast to
the quantitatively established impacts evidenced in Study 2.
Design: One of the underlying motivations of this thesis is to contribute towards
the application of new sensor technologies in a collaborative music making context.
In this sense, the LuminUs represents an experimental step towards the realisation
of real-world devices and applications. Musicians were not given the opportunity to
provide feedback on the design of the LuminUs during Study 2. Consequently, an aim
of the present study was to obtain detailed findings relating to design considerations
and suggestions for improvement to the LuminUs. It was also hoped that these findings
would contribute towards an informed discussion and reflection upon the potential roles
for new affective/social signal-based technologies in collaborative music making.
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6.2 Review of Qualitative Research Methods
In contrast to the preceding studies, where quantitative research methods were used,
the present study adopts a qualitative approach. The design of this study was informed
by existing qualitative methods, which are briefly reviewed in this section.
Qualitative research has been generally defined as “a naturalistic, interpretative ap-
proach concerned with understanding the meanings which people attach to phenomena
(actions, decisions, beliefs, values etc.) within their social worlds” (Snape and Spencer,
2003, p. 3). Two opposing paradigms exist concerning the nature and acquisition of
knowledge through qualitative research (Snape and Spencer, 2003; Blandford, 2013; La-
pan et al., 2011). The first is positivism, an objective and law-governed approach, which
holds that knowledge exists independently of the researchers seeking to acquire it. The
second is interpretivism, which posits that knowledge and meaning are ‘constructed’
through the views and interpretations of participants and researchers. It is worth not-
ing that, despite the contrast between these two stances, it is possible to undertake
mixed-paradigm research by combining both positivist and interpretivist approaches
(Lapan et al., 2011). This can involve the coupling of statistically-driven, quantitative
research, which is inherently positivist, with interpretivist, qualitative research.
In HCI-related fields, qualitative methods are becoming increasingly popular as a
means of evaluating new systems and interfaces (Adams et al., 2008). These methods
are often drawn from long-established methods that have their roots in the social sci-
ences (Anderson, 1994; Klein and Myers, 1999). One of the challenges for researchers
undertaking qualitative studies is deciding which method is best suited to their par-
ticular research objectives (Blandford, 2013). In reality this may involve tailoring a
combination of existing methods to suit the particular requirements and circumstances
of the study. Blandford (2013) uses the term semi-structured qualitative study (SSQS)
to describe various qualitative approaches that are commonly used in HCI research.
These methods involve the collection and analyses of data in a way that is adaptable
and open to interpretation, whilst still maintaining a degree of structure. Furthermore,
SSQSs are suitable for investigating a range of research questions. Two important
methodological considerations in the planning of any SSQS are data collection, and
analysis techniques. The following section reviews three data collection methods that
are relevant to the present study: semi-structured interviews, observations, and focus
groups. Section 6.2.2 then addresses specific analysis methods.
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6.2.1 Data Collection Methods
A variety of methods exist for data collection during SSQSs (Blandford, 2013). When
selecting methods for data collection the researcher should also take into account the
ways in which they intend to analyse their data. In some cases analysis of the data
will take place concurrently with the data collection process. Methods that are specif-
ically relevant to the present study are described below. As previously mentioned, a
combination of these methods may be adopted within the design of a single SSQS.
Semi-structured Interviews
Interviews enable researchers to investigate the opinions and subjective experiences
of individuals. A semi-structured interview involves interviewing participants using
a set of prepared questions or topics as a guide. This means that the interviewer
does not necessarily need to adhere to a strict structure, enabling them to probe and
explore themes as they arise during the interview. It is important for the researcher to
consider their active role in the data collection, and the impact that this could have on
the outcomes. For example, researchers should attempt to use non-leading questions
and should avoid disclosing personal information, which may bias the responses of the
participants (Snape and Spencer, 2003).
Observations
Observational data collection can be separated into non-participant and participant
methods of observation (Flick, 2009). In the former, the researcher takes a passive
role and attempts to minimise their influence upon the observations. In the latter, the
researcher steps into the observational arena as an active participant, and consequently
influences the observations. Participant observation is an important aspect of ethnog-
raphy - an approach to qualitative research that has its origins in social anthropology
(Snape and Spencer, 2003; Ritchie, 2003). Ethnography involves making detailed ob-
servations of people in everyday, naturally occurring settings (Randall and Rouncefield,
2013), and has been adopted as an approach to studying and designing HCI (Grudin,
2012; Anderson, 1994).
During observational data collection, the researcher utilises all the senses available
to them in order to record any data that may be of relevance to their topic of research.
Other considerations are whether the participants should be made aware that they are
being observed, and whether the observations should be made in a controlled or natural
environment (Flick, 2009). Discreet observation can be achieved using video cameras.
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However, research ethics normally require that participants are made aware if they are
being videotaped.
Focus Groups
During a focus group the researcher takes a less active role, serving to mediate dis-
cussions within a group of participants (Blandford, 2013). Focus groups allow verbal
data to be collected through more naturalistic forms of communication between partic-
ipants. This is useful for investigating context-specific attitudes and practices. Focus
groups also enable researchers to validate the views of individuals by observing the
extent to which these views are accepted by the wider group. Researchers should take
into account that the outcomes of focus group data collection can be greatly influenced
by relationships and dynamics within the group.
6.2.2 Analysis Methods
The data collection methods discussed in the previous section often result in text-based
data; such as transcribed interviews, written observations, and documented sources. A
common initial step in the analysis of such data is to code them (Lapan et al., 2011;
Howitt and Cramer, 2011). Coding involves the researcher labelling individual segments
of the data with words or short sentences that are in some way representative of their
content. The types of codes that the researcher assigns to the data will depend upon
the aims of their study, their understanding of the subject, and their methodological
choices. For example, codes could refer to topics, places, people, or abstract ideas and
concepts. Codes are usually developed and refined in an iterative manner, which enables
the researcher to establish a more concise representation of their data; facilitating the
identification of key ideas and themes, whilst still maintaining a connection to detailed
source data. Three commonly adopted methods for the analysis of discourse-based,
qualitative data are grounded theory, discourse analysis, and thematic analysis. These
methods are described below. In each case, specific coding styles and requirements are
defined.
Grounded Theory
Grounded theory is a methodological framework for developing theories from quali-
tative data. Consequently, it incorporates methods and guidelines, not just for the
analysis of qualitative data, but also for the planning and collection of these data.
Numerous methods for data collection can be employed, including those mentioned
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above. Two important features of grounded theory are that it is inductive and iterative
(Lapan et al., 2011). Inductive refers to the fact that knowledge is constructed ‘from
the ground up’; meaning that researchers develop theories from the data, rather than
commencing the research with preconceived hypotheses (Charmaz, 2006). Grounded
theory is iterative in the sense that analysis is performed concurrently to data gather-
ing, with the analytical outcomes feeding back into the ongoing data collection. During
grounded theory analysis the researcher works from initial coding of the data towards
more focused coding and the generation of categories. Throughout this process con-
stant comparisons are made between codes, data, and emerging categories, in order to
lead towards the development of theories. A key method within grounded theory is
theoretical sampling. This involves selecting where and what data should be collected,
based upon the theories that emerge during the study. When the collection and analy-
sis of new data ceases to lead to new theoretical insights then an end point is reached,
referred to as ‘theoretical saturation’ (Charmaz, 2006).
Discourse Analysis
Discourse analysis encompasses a range of approaches to understanding discourse (i.e.
speech or text) as social action. A central concept is that language is used as a tool
for doing things, such as constructing and interpreting meaning (Howitt and Cramer,
2011). The source data for discourse analysis is normally written text transcribed from
interviews or conversations. However, there are a wide range of procedures for under-
taking discourse analysis (Howitt and Cramer, 2011). Stowell et al. (2009) adopted a
structured discourse analysis method for the evaluation of a live music making inter-
face. This involved the itemisation of transcribed conversations into specific objects,
such as ‘synthesiser’ or ‘participant’. Roles and descriptions were then ascribed to
these objects, allowing the researchers to reconstruct their relationships and identify
underlying properties of the interactions. It should be noted that discourse analysis has
limitations in that it is difficult to learn and there is a lack of consensus surrounding
appropriate methods.
Thematic Analysis
Thematic analysis centres around the identification of themes in data via a process of
coding, similar to that used in grounded theory. However, unlike grounded theory, it
does not require iterative data collection and theoretical sampling, meaning that it can
be applied to pre-existing data sets. Furthermore, thematic analysis is not reliant upon
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specialised theoretical frameworks, making it more widely accessible to qualitative re-
searchers than methods like discourse analysis. Consequently, the flexibility afforded by
thematic analysis has contributed towards it being one of the most commonly adopted
methods for qualitative analysis (Braun and Clarke, 2006; Howitt and Cramer, 2011).
This flexibility does not limit the power of thematic analysis as a tool that can provide
detailed and complex accounts of qualitative data (Braun and Clarke, 2006).
Data for thematic analysis may be gathered through a combination of methods,
such as those discussed in Section 6.2.1. Having familiarised themselves with the data,
the researcher then goes through a process of coding, as introduced at the start of this
section. Coding in thematic analysis can be ‘data-driven’ or ‘theory-driven’ (Braun
and Clarke, 2006; Howitt and Cramer, 2011). In the former, the coding is primarily
dictated by the content of the data. In the latter, the influence for the coding derives
from the theoretical standpoint of the researcher and their specific research questions.
Once all the data have been coded, the researcher searches for themes, into which
the codes can be categorised. This is normally an iterative process of selecting candidate
themes and checking to see how well they represent both the codes and the original
data. Eventually, a set of themes are decided upon and are clearly defined with the
support of extracts from the data.
6.3 Research Design and Data Collection
A qualitative study was designed based upon the aims set out at the beginning of
this chapter. These aims centre upon the use of the LuminUs by musicians in more
naturalistic settings. Consequently, a longitudinal study design was chosen, whereby
established musical duos were asked to attend four separate sessions with the LuminUs,
each lasting roughly 90 minutes. Data were collected from video observations, semi-
structured interviews, feedback surveys, and a final group discussion. This section
describes the study design and data collection in detail.
6.3.1 Software and Hardware
During Study 2 participants had no control over which type of feedback the LuminUs
was providing: gaze or motion. Consequently, modifications had to be made to the
LuminUs software to enable participants to freely switch between the two types of
feedback during the present study. A basic software interface was designed (see Fig.
6.1) that enabled each participant to select which type of feedback they wanted to
transmit to their co-performer’s LuminUs. The main part of this interface consisted of
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Figure 6.1: The LuminUs software interface used in Study 3.
two check boxes for selecting the feedback type. Additional check boxes allowed the
participants and researcher to put the LuminUs into a demo mode, and to trigger an
audio tone (beep) whenever the participant gazed at the eye-tracking marker. These
functions were only used for testing that the devices were set up correctly. A numerical
input box, labelled ‘Thresh’, provided the option to modify the threshold distance for
the gaze detection; however this did not end up being adjusted during the study. The
lower rectangular pane on the software interface was designed for use by the researcher,
allowing them to verify that the software was receiving data. It also provided the option
to record data, and to configure the IP address used to transmit control signals to the
LuminUs over a wireless network.
The LuminUs software was further modified to facilitate the use of two distinct gaze
detection markers for each participant. In Study 2 a single type of marker, consisting
of concentric black circles (see Fig. 4.12 on page 106), was attached to the eye-tracking
headsets. This meant that in the gaze feedback conditions a participant’s LuminUs
would light up when their co-performer was looking at them. In the present study
markers were still attached to the headsets; however, the participants were also pro-
vided with an extra marker to place wherever they chose. The reason for this was
to provide the participants with added scope for appropriating the LuminUs. It was
also thought that observing where participants chose to place the second marker would
reveal important visual reference points in the musicians’ environment. In order for the
eye-tracking software to distinguish between two separate markers, the type of marker
had to be changed. Square fiducial markers, such as those shown in Fig. 6.2, were
used, since the Pupil software already had the capability to recognise them. It was
also necessary to modify the light feedback provided by the LuminUs so that the musi-
cians could identify which marker their co-performer was looking at. This was achieved
by programming the lights so that they turned increasingly red when gaze towards
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Figure 6.2: Examples of two of the fiducial markers used for gaze detection.
the headset marker was detected; and increasingly blue when gaze towards the extra
marker was detected.
The extra markers for each participant were printed onto squares of card, 10 cm ×
10 cm in size. These were then provided with a choice of holders: either a weighted
stand, or a flexible clamp arm. The LuminUs devices were mounted on flexible arms,
which were then attached to microphone boom stands. These features meant that
participants had the freedom to situate the markers and LuminUs devices in a variety
of positions. Figure 6.3 shows an example of one of the set ups used in the study, with
the LuminUs to the left of the drum kit and the extra marker clamped in the centre.
Figure 6.3: An image showing how one of the participants set up their equipment
during the study, with the LuminUs positioned on a flexible stand to the left, and the
extra marker clamped to the centre of the kit.
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6.3.2 Participants
Four experienced musical duos were recruited to take part in this study. Unlike Study
2, where participants in each dyad had not previously met, this study required that
each pair of musicians had prior experience of playing together as a duo. This decision
was made due to a desire to investigate the ways in which musical dyads might integrate
the LuminUs into their existing arrangements, and the influences that it might have on
their established collaborative interactions. It was also deemed more representative of
real-world music making scenarios, where musicians would tend to know each other.
Participants who had taken part in Study 2 were invited to take part in this follow
up study. One of the four groups consisted of a duo where both of the members had
participated in Study 2. This was due to the fact that they had attended the same
London music school, from which participants were originally recruited. Two of the
groups contained one musician who had participated in Study 2 and one who had not.
The fourth duo were recruited from a general advertisement and neither of them had
participated in Study 2. The fact that some participants already had experience with
the LuminUs was not seen as an issue, given that this study was not targeted towards
controlled, statistical analyses. Furthermore, the selection of these participants was
entirely based upon their availability to participate during the specified study dates,
and was not in any way influenced by their previous data or responses to the LuminUs
during Study 2. Each participant was offered £80 for their time and travel expenses,
on the condition that they attended all four sessions. Details of the four dyads are
provided in Table 6.1. As can be seen from this table, the musicians covered a range
of musical styles and had a combined experience of 132 years. Ethical approval was
acquired for the study (QMREC1547a).
Table 6.1: Group and participant details for Study 3.
Group Style Par. Age Sex Instrument Exp. S2?
1 Jazz
1 25 M Drums 8 Y
2 25 M Piano 18 Y
2
Folk/blues
/funk
1 22 M Bass guitar 17 N
2 22 M Guitar 12 Y
3
Rock/pop
/classical
1 20 F Drums 7 N
2 39 F Piano 30 Y
4 Rock
1 34 M Guitar 19 N
2 32 M Drums/drum machine 21 N
Abbreviations: Par. (participant), Exp. (experience, in years),
S2? (participant in study 2? Yes (Y) or no (N))
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6.3.3 Sessions
Each group attended four sessions, which were held in the performance and rehearsal
spaces at Queen Mary University of London. The sessions were designed so that three
aspects of musical collaboration could be investigated: rehearsal, composition, and
performance. The first session required the musicians to rehearse a single piece of
music of their choice. The second a third sessions required them to compose and re-
hearse a new piece, at least three minutes in length. The final session was a group
session where each group performed their composed piece in front of the other study
participants. Each session was roughly 90 minutes long, comprising an hour for rehears-
ing/composing/performance, followed by roughly 20 minutes for a semi-structured in-
terview. Ten minutes were factored in for additional activities, such as setting up
instruments.
Upon arrival at the first session, the participants were given a written and verbal
description of the study and were asked to sign consent forms. They were then shown
how to calibrate the gaze tracking headset and how to use the software interface to
switch between the two types of LuminUs feedback. Following this, participants were
given a demonstration of both the gaze and motion feedback functions of the LuminUs.
This was a purely functional demonstration. No instructions or suggestions were pro-
vided as to how the participants were expected to use the LuminUs during the sessions.
Participants were aware that the purpose of the experiment was to investigate their use
of the LuminUs. However, they were merely told that the device was there for them
to use if they chose to. Throughout this introductory period participants were free to
ask any questions. Once the participants and researcher were satisfied with the set up,
the participants were instructed to spend the remainder of the hour rehearsing a single
piece of music. The researcher then left the room, informing the participants that he
would be sat outside if they had any further questions or problems during the session.
Once the hour was up, the researcher entered the room to inform the participants. The
session then concluded with a semi-structured interview (see Section 6.3.4), conducted
in the rehearsal space with both of the participants at the same time.
The second and third sessions followed a similar format to the first, except that
the groups were instructed to spend their time composing and rehearsing a short (3-5
min) piece of music for the final performance session. The final session was held in the
performance space. Chairs and tables were set out for the participants to watch the
performances, and a stage was set up at one end of the room, with stage lighting and a
PA system. Each group then took turns in performing their composed piece. Following
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each performance, groups were instructed to provide a brief verbal description, sum-
marising their use of the LuminUs. Each participant was also given a brief feedback
form (see Section 6.3.4) to complete after their performance. This session concluded
with a group discussion, lasting roughly 20 minutes.
6.3.4 Data Collection
Two primary methods of data collection were adopted for this study: non-participant
observation, and semi-structured interviews. Non-participant observation was chosen in
order to avoid influencing the participants during the sessions. This was achieved using
a single, discreetly positioned video camera. Semi-structured interviews were chosen
to enable the collection of data relating to specific aspects of the musicians’ use of the
LuminUs. The interviews were held at the end of each session and were recorded on
both a video camera and a stand-alone audio recorder. Nazroo and Arthur (2003) stress
the importance of planning and preparing for interviews, even when a flexible interview
format is used. They suggest that the general structure of an interview should be split
into three stages. The first stage should consist of introductory and easy opening
questions. This gives the researcher an opportunity to gather some contextual and
background information, and it allows the participant to be eased into the interview.
The second stage leads into more in-depth questions and forms the core part of the
interview. Nazroo and Arthur suggest that questions about experiences, behaviours,
and circumstances should precede those about motivations and attitudes. The final
stage involves winding down the interview, during which it can be a good idea to get
the participant to summarise their views or experiences. These stages provide a broad
structure to the interview, but Nazroo and Arthur also recommend the use of a topic
guide for planning and conducting interviews. The topic guide acts as a flexible agenda
for the interview, providing a list of topics to be covered, which may also include specific
questions and follow-up questions. From a practical standpoint, topic guides work best
when they consist of brief words or phrases that serve as prompts to the interviewer.
In the case of this study, topic guides were developed for each session. An example
of the topic guide for the first session is provided in Table 6.2. After the first session,
topic guides were partially customised for each group in order to address or follow
up on specific observations or topics from the previous session. The researcher was
aware that the participants’ knowledge of his involvement in the development of the
LuminUs might bias their responses in favour of the device. Therefore, participants
were explicitly encouraged to provide critical feedback during the interviews.
The group interview at the end of the final performance session was conducted
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in the style of a focus group (see Section 6.2.1), where the researcher attempted to
mediate discussion between the musicians. A short follow up survey was also given
to participants during this session (see Appendix C.4). The survey questions were as
follows:
• Name:
• Age:
• How many years have you been playing?
• What style of music did you play this evening?
• Did you end up using the technology in your rehearsals? (YES / NO)
– If YES - how did you use it? If NO - why didn’t you use it?
• Did you use the technology differently during the performance? YES / NO
– If YES - how did it differ?
• What, if anything, did you like about the technology?
• What, if anything, did you dislike about the technology?
6.4 Thematic Analysis
As highlighted in Section 6.2.2, thematic analysis offers researchers a flexible method
for qualitative analysis, which still has the potential to provide a thorough and complex
account of the data (Braun and Clarke, 2006). This section provides a detailed report
of the thematic analysis of interview, survey, and observational data collected during
this study.
6.4.1 Method
Braun and Clarke (2006) describe six phases of thematic analysis, which were used to
guide the analysis reported in this section. The phases are as follows:
Becoming familiar with the data This is a vital first stage in the analysis process,
which involves the researcher familiarising themselves with the data. One of the
first ways of achieving this is for the researcher to be actively involved in the task
of transcribing data. Once the data are converted to text then the entire data
set should be read and re-read. Notes should also be taken at this stage, marking
out early ideas.
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Initial coding This stage involves systematically going through the entire data set
and assigning initial codes to segments of the data (see Section 6.2.2 for more
details on coding). As previously mentioned, coding may be data-driven, or
theory-driven.
Searching for themes Once the data have been coded, the researcher attempts to
group and categorise these codes into broader themes. At this stage, visual repre-
sentations, referred to as ‘thematic maps’, may be used to help gain an overview
of relationships and patterns in the coded data. Some themes may come directly
from codes, and it is also possible to create a hierarchy of sub-themes.
Reviewing themes The researcher reviews and refines the candidate themes obtained
in the previous phase. This is a two level process. Firstly, the coded extracts
within each individual theme are reviewed to ensure that they form a coherent
pattern. If they do not, it may be necessary to modify the name of the candidate
theme, or to re-assign coded extracts to an alternative, or new theme. Secondly,
the entire data set should be re-read to assess whether the thematic map provides
a suitable representation of the data set as a whole. During this process the
researcher is also advised to re-code any segments of data that were missed during
the initial coding. Again, this may also result in the identification of new themes,
and the rejection or modification of others. These steps can be repeated until the
researcher is satisfied with their thematic map.
Defining and naming themes This stage requires the researcher to formulate a
clear and detailed definition of each theme. This involves reviewing the extracts
within each theme and structuring a coherent account; identifying interesting as-
pects of the theme in relation to the overall aims and research questions posed
by the study. A written analysis of each theme should be provided. The use
of sub-themes can be helpful for breaking down particularly large and complex
themes.
Producing a report The report should provide an interesting and detailed account
of the story told by the data. Evidence should be presented for each theme,
using a sufficient number of data extracts to convince the reader of the validity of
the analysis. Alongside this, the researcher should provide their own narrative,
relating their analysis to the research questions and existing literature.
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6.4.2 Data
The majority of the data for thematic analysis derived from the video and audio record-
ings of the study sessions and interviews. These were manually transcribed by the
researcher using NVivo1. The transcriptions consisted of verbatim accounts of all the
dialogue in the recordings, except for that which was entirely unrelated to the study.
Non-speech utterances, such as verbalisations of musical phrases, were approximated
where appropriate. Non-verbal communicative acts, such as gestures, were only tran-
scribed when they were required to make sense of the dialogue. For example:
participant 2: If I want to make something go louder I would start to play louder, but also
[mimes playing guitar gradually louder, does head and facial expressions]
The raw interview data comprised 13 audio recordings (3 interviews per group × 4
groups + 1 group interview), lasting a total of three hours, fifty seven minutes (M = 18
min). The transcribed interview data contained a total of 1458 lines of transcribed
dialogue (M = 112) with a total word count of 36715 words (M = 2824).
The raw session data comprised 12 videos2, lasting at total of ten hours and fifty-
four minutes (M = 54 min). The transcribed session data contained a total of 508
lines of dialogue (M = 42) and a total word count of 6040 words (M = 503). Eight
handwritten survey responses were also transcribed.
6.4.3 Coding
Coding of data for thematic analysis can be performed at two different ‘levels’: a
semantic level, and a latent level (Braun and Clarke, 2006). In this study, coding of
the transcripts was performed on a semantic level. This means that the codes were
derived from explicit meanings within the data, rather than latent, underlying ideas
and concepts. As previously discussed, coding can also be ‘data-driven’ or ‘theory-
driven’ (see Section 6.2.2). A data-driven approach was used in this study, such that
the selection of codes was not constrained by ideas and preconceptions concerning the
use of the LuminUs.
Following familiarisation with the data, initial coding was performed. An example
of a segment of coded transcript is shown in Table 6.3. The entire data-set was then re-
read so that codes that had emerged late in the first coding iteration could be applied,
where necessary, to earlier segments of the transcript data. This process generated 150
distinct codes.
1http://www.qsrinternational.com/
2The third session for group 4 was not recorded due to equipment failure.
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Table 6.3: An example of the coding of an interview transcript.
Speaker Transcript Codes
Interviewer So, could each of you just summarise
for me how you’ve ended up using it
[the LuminUs]?
Participant 2 Probably the same use I did since
the first moment, just knowing
when he looks at me, so we can com-
municate better.
Communication, gaze,
usage, awareness of
other, use over time.
Participant 1 Yeah.
Participant 2 I think it’s as simple as that. Simple use.
Participant 2 And cues. Cueing.
Participant 1 Pretty much, it’s just getting cues... Cueing.
Participant 2 Again, if we were playing some-
thing that was completely arranged,
maybe I wouldn’t use it at all.
Maybe I wouldn’t need it. I would
focus a lot on my thing, while pay-
ing attention, listening to him, but
not really care to look at him. Be-
cause I can listen to him, so I can
focus my eyes here. But now that
we have to look at each other or the
tune cannot be played, I’m actually
using this.
No use for tech, gaze,
NVC, situation,
musical style, hearing
the other, usage.
6.4.4 Theme Development
Based upon a preliminary categorization of codes, the following candidate themes were
selected: adopting the technology; context; expression and communication; imagining
the technology; musical affordances; roles and responsibilities; and working as a group.
Coding and theme details were exported from NVivo and imported into Gephi3, an
open-source graph visualisation platform (see Appendix C.3 for a full list of the source
data). This facilitated the creation of a thematic map by semi-automatically group-
ing codes around candidate themes, and scaling the code names according to their
3https://gephi.org/
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prevalence in the data. The resulting thematic map is shown in Fig. 6.4. ‘Adopting
the technology’ and ‘expression and communication’ were clearly the most prevalent
themes, in terms of the number of codes they referenced.
The seven candidate themes were then reviewed and refined. This involved scru-
tinising how well the coded extracts matched their themes, and how well the themes
matched the data set as a whole. During this process, some codes were merged and
others were split in order to improve the coherence of the themes. For example, the
‘confidence’ code was originally assigned to the ‘adopting the technology’ theme, since
it coded extracts where participants had expressed lack of confidence in the LuminUs.
However, upon inspection it was found that this code had also been used to code ex-
tracts that related to the underlying confidence of the musician. Consequently, the
code was split into two new codes – ‘confidence of musician’ and ‘trust and confidence’
– which were assigned to the ‘working as a group’ and ‘adopting the technology’ themes
respectively. New codes were also created in order to group together codes that had
similar meanings, and codes that were so specific that they only referenced single ex-
tracts in the data. For example, the codes ‘looking to pass the ball’ and ‘looking for
appraisal’ were both grouped under a new ‘functions of gaze’ code. As the process of
refinement progressed, some of these new codes became sub-themes.
The themes themselves were also redefined and, where possible, re-organised us-
ing sub-themes. Most notably, the ‘adopting the technology’ theme was merged with
the ‘imagining the technology’ theme and renamed ‘technology’. Due to the size of
this new theme, five ‘technology’ sub-themes were created: design, impact, potential,
problems, and usage. Despite its comparable size, the ‘expression and communication’
theme could not be segmented into sub-themes. This was predominantly due to the
multiplicity of functions, styles, and meanings of expressive and communicative acts.
Other notable revisions to the themes were the renaming of ‘musical affordances’ to
‘aspects of music’, and the merging of ‘roles and responsibilities’ and ‘working as a
group’ to form the new theme, ‘group attributes’.
The process of reviewing and refining the codes and themes continued until the
existing themes provided a comprehensive and coherent account of the data, and no
additional themes were emerging. At this point, a final thematic map was developed,
which is shown in Fig. 6.5. The final themes are: aspects of music, context, expres-
sion and communication, group attributes, and technology. Each of these themes is
described in more detail in the following section.
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6.5 Final Themes
In the previous section five themes were identified: expression and communication;
group attributes; technology; aspects of music; and context. In this section each of the
themes are described and evidenced in detail, using observations and excerpts4 from
the interview transcripts.
6.5.1 Expression and Communication
The theme of expression and communication was one of the most prominent themes to
emerge from the analyses. Clearly this relates closely to the fact that the LuminUs is
designed to aid and enhance non-verbal communication (NVC), and this was a prevalent
topic throughout the discussions with musicians. It is worth noting that there is a
distinct reason why ‘expression and communication’ was selected as a title for this
theme, rather than ‘non-verbal communication’. Communication implies the transfer
of information between two people. Expression can be seen as a key element within the
process of communication, whereby thoughts or feelings are expressed as visible actions.
However, if an expression is not observed then no communication occurs. Therefore,
whilst communication implies expression, the opposite is not necessarily true. As will be
seen in examples throughout this section, musicians discuss how they use expression in
a functional, communicative way, such as for cueing different segments of a piece. They
also discuss more affective aspects of expression, such as the way it reflects their feelings
and engagement with the music. In this latter case, the expression is not necessarily
intended as a conscious communicative act. However, through an awareness of their
co-performers, musicians describe how they attend to, and interpret these expressions.
As previously discussed, it was not possible to find a clear way of breaking this large
theme into distinct sub-themes. However, for the sake of clarity, this section is split into
two sub-sections. The first concerns the various functions and styles of expression
and communication that were discussed and displayed by the musicians: why and what
do people express and communicate? Following this is a discussion of the modes and
methods of expression and communication: how do people express and communicate?
Some of the transcript excerpts have relevance within both of these sub-sections, so
cross-referencing is used where appropriate.
4A note on the formatting of excerpts: text inside square brackets is used for clarification, and to
replace participant names; italic text inside square brackets is used to describe actions in cases where
they assist in the interpretation of the excerpt.
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Expression and Communication: Functions and Styles
The dominant form of expression and communication that emerged from the analyses
was ‘signalling and cueing’. Signalling and cueing can be seen as functional acts of
expression, where the musician has an explicit message that they wish to communicate.
‘Cueing’, in a musical sense, specifically refers to the act of signalling a specific action,
such as changing section or ending a piece. In this sense, cueing tends to revolve around
actions that occur at discrete points in time. In the following excerpt a participant
describes various uses for cueing:
participant 2: For example, going into a solo, usually the band leader would look at the
person who’s going to do the solo. It’s like passing the ball. Let’s say I’m the leader, I
would play my solo and then when I’m done I would look at the guy so that he takes
the ball and then he runs with his solo. When you are changing keys, or when you’re
ending, or when you’re going into a funny section..., yeah, so everybody looks.
(Excerpt 1: Group 3, Interview 3)
For other references to cueing, see excerpts 26 on page 208; 24 on page 207; 77 on
page 225; 45 on page 215; 62 on page 219; and 66 on page 220.
Musicians also used and discussed forms of signalling that were more continuous in
time, such as varying the volume of musical segments. The prevalence of signalling and
cueing themes were influenced by the ways in which musicians saw the LuminUs as a
device that could assist them in these acts. This is discussed later in this chapter (see
Section 6.5.3).
Expression and communication of emotion was also a prevalent theme. In compari-
son to signalling and cueing, emotional communication does not tend to convey explicit
intentions, or result in tangible outcomes; making it harder to define and observe. In-
deed, when talking about emotional expression and communication, the musicians often
used vague definitions such as “it’s just a feeling” or “the energy in the room”:
participant 2: There are times when we were playing now when we both knew that we
both liked it. [ . . . ] Because you feel like an energy in the room when you’re playing
something that you really like. (Excerpt 2: Group 4, Interview 1)
participant 1: You can feel the mood of the music, [ . . . ] It’s hard to explain.
participant 2: Obviously sometimes you make really silly decisions and the other one, [ . . . ]
maybe he doesn’t show it straight away, [ . . . ] but...
participant 1: You feel that [the music] has suddenly gone down in energy.
interviewer: Is that just a thing that you hear?
participant 2: Yeah.
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participant 1: You hear and you feel, yeah. (Excerpt 3: Group 1, Interview 3)
A potential factor in the use of vague descriptions may be the fact that emotional
communication clearly comprises many modes and forms of expression, as exhibited by
the following excerpt:
interviewer: What are the factors that have made you feel “this isn’t working”?
participant 1: I think you feel it, [ . . . ] the energy, the body posture, the facial expressions.
And you hear it in the playing. [ . . . ]
participant 2: And if they’re not enjoying it, I guess you can feel it.
(Excerpt 4: Group 2, Interview 3)
During performances, expressions and communication between musicians can also have
an influence upon audience perceptions. Musicians discussed how they are conscious
of the ways in which their expressions can impact an audience:
participant 2: As a performer, you can’t be lost in the music. It’s not good. Because
you always have to maintain this thing with the audience, you see. And if you’re lost,
you’ve lost them. (Excerpt 5: Group 3, Interview 3)
participant 2: You care a lot about stage presence [ . . . ] and do things on stage to keep
things interesting. When someone is head banging a lot, you want to head bang as
well, [ . . . ]. It’s mainly for the show. (Excerpt 6: Group 1, Interview 3)
participant 2: I think you can tell if somebody’s into the music or not. If they’re not they
wouldn’t move as much. But then again, there’s some people that stand really still,
but you see their facial expression.
participant 1: But then again, that could be part of the performance as well, so it wouldn’t
necessarily be obvious.
participant 2: But then we are marked on that kind of thing, aren’t we? You have to be
more expressive. (Excerpt 7: Group 3, Interview 1)
Participants also discussed how, as audience members, the communication between
musicians makes an impression upon them. For example, in the following excerpt a
participant describes how it can be more impressive to witness musicians doing some-
thing in synchrony without any visible communication occurring between them:
group 1, participant 2: The point is not to see a performance and understand why.
[ . . . ] It’s meant to be like, they do this rest, [ . . . ] and you don’t understand how they
did it so good without even looking at each other. (Excerpt 8: Group Discussion)
However, as the following excerpt indicates, this is not always the case, and may be
somewhat dependent upon the style of music:
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group 1, participant 1: I think it also depends on the style of music. For example, in
jazz [ . . . ] I would prefer that the members that are playing are looking and there’s
interaction [ . . . ] and you can see how the music is developing through the interaction.
But then there’s other stuff, which is very well prepared and which is, like, it’s “trigger,
bam, bam, da, da, da” [gestures sudden events with hand ]. And that would be much
more better if they are not like [mimes signalling with gaze and nodding ].
(Excerpt 9: Group Discussion)
Evidently, expression and communication are integral to functional, affective, and aes-
thetic aspects of collaborative music making. Furthermore, despite addressing these
aspects separately, it is clear that they are not mutually exclusive; the act of communi-
cating cues between musicians could also have an impact upon affective and aesthetic
aspects of audience perception.
Expression and Communication: Modes
Musicians referred to a wide range of modes of expression and communication during
collaborative music making. Due to the fact that the LuminUs is designed to provide
feedback on gaze and motion, these were the most frequently discussed modes.
With respect to gaze, the analyses led to the identification of prevalent functions and
features of gaze in collaborative music making. The first notable feature of gaze is
that it is used as both a means of expressing information, and receiving information.
With regard to expressing information, gazes were rarely discussed or enacted without
the involvement of additional modes of expression, such as movements of the head,
eyebrows, and mouth:
interviewer: So, you say you’d normally use a glance to indicate these kind of things, like
when someone comes in...
participant 2: Yeah, or a nod. Or you would use some kind of body motion, or your
eyes. (Excerpt 10: Group 3, Interview 1)
interviewer: If you’re improvising and you decide you’re going to make a change [ . . . ]
how would glancing factor in to you changing? Would you use glances during that
process?
participant 1: I guess so. I think it would be a mix between what you play – like, you
signal it in your playing, maybe – and also, like, get the attention of other people.
participant 2: Like, if I want to make something that should go louder I would start to
play louder, but also, like [mimes playing guitar gradually louder, does head and facial
expressions].
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participant 1: [ . . . ] so it’s like a mix between your ears and visual things.
(Excerpt 11: Group 2, Interview 2)
interviewer: Say you’re playing with a pianist and he or she changes what they’re playing,
would you..., to change your drumming accordingly, would you be looking towards
them, or just listening to that change?
participant 1: A mixture. [ . . . ] I would be looking out for a signal from them if they’re
saying “we’re doing this now” [does head and eye expression], I’d be, like [does thumbs
up, raises head and opens eyes wider ]. Or if they were literally just going crazy, I’d
just be listening and just going along with it. (Excerpt 12: Group 3, Interview 3)
As a mode of expression, gaze alone clearly has very few degrees of freedom. The
length, and quantity of glances were two features that were discussed in relation to
communication mediated through gaze:
interviewer: So, if you just glanced at someone briefly, compared to staring at them, do
you think there’s a difference in what you’re trying to communicate that relates to the
length of time that you would look across at someone?
participant 1: Well, if someone’s looking at you like..., [does long stare] you’re obviously
going to be like “oh, they’re actually looking at me for a while!”
participant 2: You don’t generally look at somebody like that, unless they’ve done some-
thing really bad. Usually when you’re playing together it’s just a very quick glance and
the person knows what you want to do, especially if you play together quite often.
(Excerpt 13: Group 3, Interview 1)
participant 2: I’m trying to think of a time when the feedback made me stop. I guess
probably when I did notice [Participant 1 was] looking at me quite a lot, I was like,
“okay, maybe now it’s time to stop”. (Excerpt 14: Group 4, Interview 1)
Regarding the use of gaze for receiving information such as signals, cues and emo-
tional expressions (discussed earlier in this section), visual attention is clearly impor-
tant. In addition to this, musicians also described looking at their co-performers to
gain information about timing, and for feedback on musical contributions:
participant 1: Yeah, like, if you’re on one side of the percussion pit, or whatever, and
there’s a timpani bang that’s got to be exactly in time with the cymbal crash at
the other side, you’d have to be like [mimes looking over and doing pronounced arm
motion], so you get it together. (Excerpt 15: Group 3, Interview 3)
participant 2: When you’re composing and you have to arrange and make a form, then
you always need to look and be sure about how many times everything is going to
happen. And also to get the “okay, go” from the other player, the “is it OK, what I’m
doing; do you like it?” (Excerpt 16: Group 1, Interview 3)
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Regarding motion, various types of motion were discussed pertaining to different parts
of the body. Of these, head motion was most frequently discussed. A possible explana-
tion for this relates to the fact that head motion does not tend to be restricted by the
requirements of playing an instrument. As pointed out by a musician in the following
excerpt, this makes the head “mutual to mostly all instruments”:
participant 1: I think most motion when you’re playing, [ . . . ] with regards to intensity
and stuff like that, would be mostly in the head...
participant 2: In the head, yeah. I mean, if it goes really intense you will head bang. If
it’s really calm, you’d be completely still. [ . . . ]
interviewer: Does it depend on the instrument?
participant 1: Actually, I think the head is the one part of the body which is mutual to
mostly all instruments. If you know what I mean?
participant 2: Yeah, yeah. Except the singers. (Excerpt 17: Group 1, Interview 1)
In practice, ‘nodding’ was referred to as a particular case of instructive head motion:
participant 1: When would you look at me if you wanted to end? [ . . . ] When would I
give you the nod? (Excerpt 18: Group 3, Session 1)
Most discussion of motion did not refer to specific gestural motions, and instead re-
ferred to more generalised descriptions of motion, such as the amount, or frequency of
movement. This motion was linked to the musicians’ feelings towards the music being
played (see also Excerpt 7 on page 203):
participant 1: Well, also you were saying you’d be interested in the motion to see whether
I was responding to the music. (Excerpt 19: Group 4, Interview 1)
Expressive motion can be directly linked to the motions of playing one’s instrument.
This has relevance to the next mode of communication: hearing. Musicians frequently
discussed how expressive and communicative attributes of the musical collaboration
were attended to through listening to the music itself:
interviewer: If it’s feeling good [ . . . ] how do you get a sense of that? How do you get a
sense of the other person’s experience of the music?
participant 2: Well, you kind of see it in their face...
participant 1: In their smile. You can hear it as well, in their playing, I think. At least,
since I know your playing, [ . . . ] like, when we do function gigs and we’re depressed, I
can hear it in his playing. [ . . . ]
interviewer: Can you put a finger on it?
participant 1: I don’t know. You’re actually, like, giving yourself into...
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participant 2: Into the music.
participant 1: ...instead of just, like, being a robot.
(Excerpt 20: Group 2, Interview 1)
participant 2: Still, force is something you immediately understand by hearing the other
one, but movement you can’t understand until you see him.
(Excerpt 21: Group 1, Session 1)
As can be seen from some of the statements above, musicians draw links between what
they can hear and certain features of the performer’s motion. Other modes of expression
and communication that musicians discussed in less detail included posture (or body
language), and facial expressions.
Musicians also spoke of barriers and issues concerning expression and communication.
These included physical barriers and relationship-related issues, which are discussed in
sections 6.5.5 and 6.5.2 respectively. A foundation of communication is awareness. Hav-
ing an awareness of others in an ongoing aspect of musical collaboration, but musicians
frequently discussed the need to get the attention of a co-performer:
participant 1: ...sometimes you’re in your own world when you play, and then you just
need the attention of the other guy. (Excerpt 22: Group 2, Interview 2)
participant 1: Because some people are lost in the music, and you want to get their
attention, [ . . . ] you’re thinking “I really want to communicate with the drummer to
tell them this...” (Excerpt 23: Group 3, Interview 3)
participant 2: Sometimes you try to look at everyone and cue them, and someone might
not be looking at you, and you get miscommunication.
(Excerpt 24: Group 1, Interview 1)
Another issue is that expressions often carry a degree of ambiguity, meaning that they
might not always be interpreted correctly, as highlighted in the following excerpt:
participant 2: One of the ideas we had was maybe we can use [the LuminUs] to signal
certain things in the music [ . . . ] Because sometimes it’s a bit confusing when you do
this [makes expression with face], does it mean “go on” or does it mean “end”?
(Excerpt 25: Group 3, Interview 1)
Summary: The theme of expression and communication incorporates many impor-
tant aspects of the interactions between collaborating musicians, as well as their in-
dividual behaviours and experiences. It can be direct and purposeful, as in the case
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of signalling and cueing. In the case of emotional expression and communication, it
is ever-present, often occurring in subtle forms and through both conscious, and sub-
conscious processes. In performance situations expression and communication can be
influenced by the presence of an audience. In each case, musicians utilise the expressive
and communicative modalities available to them, such as glances, motions, gestures and
hearing. As modes of communication, these are not infallible. They can be influenced
by human factors, such as misinterpretation; and by external factors, such as physical
barriers. Indeed, each of the themes to emerge from the analyses contains attributes
that influence expression and communication. These are highlighted, where possible,
in the following sections.
6.5.2 Group Attributes
Group attributes are, in most cases, attributes that exist prior to musical collaboration
commencing. For example, the instruments played by the musicians, and their rela-
tionships with the other musicians. The group attributes theme is separated into two
sub themes: roles and abilities, and relationships.
Group Attributes: Roles and Abilities
The roles and abilities sub-theme refers to the specific attributes and responsibilities
of individuals within a group. These may be interrelated. For example, a musician
will have certain requirements and restrictions relating to the instrument that they
play, such as a drummer needing to be sat down; and they will also have specific
responsibilities, such as dictating the tempo. These factors contribute to the ways in
which a particular musician will interact with other members of the group, as indicated
by the following excerpt:
interviewer: In a band situation, who would you be looking at the most?
participant 1: Well, it depends [ . . . ] we do function gigs and then it’s very important
with the singer, to make sure that we all go to the same sections at the same time.
[ . . . ] But maybe the drummer as well [ . . . ]
participant 2: I think for you it’s probably drummer isn’t it? As a bass player. [ . . . ] When
we play function stuff we look at each other... for the next part.
(Excerpt 26: Group 2, Interview 2)
Some attributes of a musician’s role may vary during collaborative music making. One
such attribute is leadership. A previous excerpt has already indicated how leadership
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responsibilities may be passed between members of a group during playing (see Ex-
cerpt 1 on page 202). During this study, the roles of the musicians also influenced and
placed restrictions upon the ways in which they used the technology:
participant 2: I don’t know if the other people that do this have a bit more multitasking
skills, but I play the drums, I’ve already got a lot to do, and to then really handle a lot
of complex feedback, I don’t think would have worked.
(Excerpt 27: Group 4, Interview 1)
participant 2: I can’t find a way to use the motion, to be honest. Especially with the
instrument I play. I don’t know. I’m sitting down.
(Excerpt 28: Group 1, Interview 3)
The abilities of individuals within a group also have a bearing upon collaborative music
making. The level of experience of the musicians may dictate their ability to recog-
nise and act upon signals and cues; and their ability to play their instrument whilst
concentrating on other things can influence their awareness of co-performers:
participant 2: What I do, I need communication with the singers.
interviewer: Do they normally lead that line of communication?
participant 2: If they’re not very good musicians then yes, [ . . . ] sometimes if they’re not
very confident they’ll look at me like this [mimics looking for help], which is bad.
(Excerpt 29: Group 3, Interview 3)
Group Attributes: Relationships
The relationships between musicians have a definite impact on their collaboration. Ex-
isting experience of playing music together, and familiarity with a musician’s behaviours
can have an influence on expression and communication, as implied in the following
excerpt:
participant 2: It would be good to try [the motion feedback] next time. Then again, I’ll
probably move loads and [Participant 1] just tend[s] to be... [laughs]. I’m in a band
with someone who’s very static and stares down all the time.
(Excerpt 30: Group 4, Interview 1)
participant 1: If you’re used to playing with certain people..., used to the way you com-
municate with that person..., like, you might arrange your own signals and things.
(Excerpt 31: Group 3, Interview 1)
The relationship between musicians does not necessarily depend upon them having had
previous contact. In such circumstances, aspects of the relationship become apparent in
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the moment of collaboration, and may be harder to define, as discussed in the following
excerpt:
participant 1: I think there are certain people who you can improvise with, and there are
certain people who you can’t improvise with. [ . . . ]
participant 2: But this doesn’t mean that to improvise with someone you have to know
him. It can be a random musician that you meet for the first time, and suddenly you
lock. (Excerpt 32: Group 1, Interview 1)
Summary: Group attributes incorporate a variety of factors that determine the ways
in which a particular group of musicians will interact and collaborate together to make
music. Some of these attributes are a function of the individual musicians, such as
individual abilities and instruments played. However, once these individuals become
part of a group, their individual attributes can no longer be considered independently
of the group, and must be considered in relation to the attributes of the other group
members.
6.5.3 Technology
The technology theme is a substantial one, which covers all aspects relating to the
use and discussion of the LuminUs and other technologies. The large quantity of
data relating to this theme led to it being separated into five sub themes: usage,
impact, problems, design, and potential. Each of these sub-themes is discussed
separately, although there is clearly some crossover between them, which is addressed
in the discussion section of this chapter.
Technology: Usage
As it suggests, the usage sub-theme refers to discussions and actions of the musicians
as they went about adopting and using the LuminUs during the sessions.
Most groups commenced their first session with the LuminUs by getting straight
into playing music. This was usually interrupted by an initial period of discussing and
thinking about how they would use the device, as well as testing its capabilities. The
following excerpt is an example of such a discussion:
participant 2: I really like the idea of knowing that if I’m playing, that you’re looking at
me. Because I normally can’t see that. And then you’ve got that, kind of, alarm.
Whereas, I’ve noticed it does get to your peripheral vision quite well, doesn’t it? [ . . . ]
participant 1: So, I need to put my marker...
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participant 2: You need to put your marker somewhere I can look at it easily to let you
know. So probably just in front of you. [ . . . ] It should go blue when that thing... So
if you put it a little bit closer, like, pop it on the floor down there, or something, or...
participant 1: [moves marker towards Participant 2 ] Yeah, now it will get it. [ . . . ] So if I
keep moving back. [walks backwards with the marker ] You’re still looking at it, yeah?
participant 2: Yeah, but no. Maybe you rest it up on [the table].
participant 1: So it only works, I guess, to there.
participant 2: Yeah, so maybe pop it on the top of that door or something? Yeah, so
that’s just my alarm to you to. [ . . . ] Hopefully, when you’re playing you should see
that in your vision. (Excerpt 33: Group 4, Session 1)
This excerpt also illustrates how the musicians would test the capabilities of the device.
In this case they were testing the range of the gaze detection. The amount of testing
and experimentation undertaken with the LuminUs varied greatly from group-to-group.
Testing of the gaze feedback mainly concerned testing the range of the gaze detection
and whether the device was working. Less testing was performed with the motion
feedback. Evidently, some musicians felt pressured to find a use for the LuminUs in
their playing:
interviewer: So did you have many discussions? It seems like you talked quite a lot at
the start about things, was that related to how you were going to use it?
participant 2: Yeah, we talked a lot, because [Participant 1] said that me must find some
way to use this and incorporate it into our playing. We were also testing how it works.
(Excerpt 34: Group 3, Interview 1)
In practice, two out of the four groups ended up settling upon specific uses for the
LuminUs. Group 1 used the gaze tracking as a means of notifying each other when
they were being looked at; as a way of improving their cueing abilities. In Group 2 one
of the musicians used the motion feedback to indicate how intense he thought the other
musician’s solo should be, by attaching the accelerometer to his ankle. In this case the
motion feedback was visible to both musicians. The second musician in this group used
the eye-tracking to cue certain aspects of the music, such as key changes. He would do
this by looking at one of the gaze markers so that the LuminUs would light up, giving
a signal to the other musician. An unexpected use of the gaze feedback, which was
attempted by two of the groups, was using it as a tool for identifying how often certain
objects were being looked at. In one case this object was a drum machine; in the other
case it was a lyrics sheet:
participant 1: So maybe we should put my eye thing with [the lyrics sheet], because then
it can sense when I need to read the lyrics.
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participant 2: OK, which is all the time.
participant 1: [Places the marker down by the lyrics]
(Excerpt 35: Group 2, Session 1)
A practical aspect of the musicians use of the LuminUs concerned the positioning
of the LuminUs devices, as well as the accelerometers and the eye-tracking markers.
Participants tended to simply position the LuminUs devices where they were easily
visible. One of the drummers moved his device to either side of his drum kit, depending
upon which part of the kit he was using most for that particular song, as described in
the following excerpt:
participant 1: I moved [the LuminUs] there [by the floor tom]. [ . . . ] for the only reason
that when we were mainly improvising I was using the toms mostly, so I was looking
that way, and I couldn’t really see it from here [points to right side of the drum kit],
[ . . . ] It depends, if it was another song I would probably leave it here.
(Excerpt 36: Group 1, Interview 3)
There did not seem to be any particular consideration for the orientation of the devices.
The group who settled upon using the gaze feedback placed their markers on their
instruments to supplement those being worn on their eye-tracking headsets. For the
other musicians the placement of the markers seemed to be more influenced by the
presence of a surface or object somewhere in front of the musician, where the marker
could be placed or attached (see Excerpt 33 on the preceding page).
A final feature of the technology usage was the way it developed over the course of
the four sessions. Participants discussed a need to “get used to” aspects of the device,
such as the feel of the eye-tracking headset and the presence of the feedback. The
following excerpts are from discussions after the second and third sessions with the
group who settled upon using the gaze feedback:
participant 2: I used it more today than the other time. Because probably you need some
time to get used to having this option. To look there and..., kind of, with the peripheral
vision. (Excerpt 37: Group 1, Interview 2)
interviewer: What would you say are the main things you’ve learnt about the device, or
adapted, or changed?
participant 2: I’m paying more attention to it.
participant 1: Yes, actually, I am more as well. I think [ . . . ] you start not to think about
it any more. Like, from the first session we were like,“ah, is it working?” [ . . . ] But
now it’s just, like, you start off and you just look there and it’s lighting up.
(Excerpt 38: Group 1, Interview 3)
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Technology: Impact
The impact sub-theme accounts for the ways in which musicians interpreted and re-
sponded to the feedback from the LuminUs, as well as the general influence of using the
device during the study sessions. Regarding the gaze feedback, the basic interpretation
appeared to be fairly clear to the musicians: when the light comes on it means that the
other musician is looking at one of the markers. There was occasionally some confusion
over which colour of light responded to which marker (the headset or the moveable
marker). In contrast, the motion feedback was far more open to interpretation. In the
following excerpt a drummer describes how he interpreted the motion feedback and
associated it with different actions, such as using a guitar pedal:
interviewer: So there wasn’t enough variation in the light, compared to the movement?
participant 2: Well, not really, and I think it was kind of distorted. The most input was
when you were actually just doing something that was kind of utilitarian [ . . . ] you had
to move a pedal, so you had to walk, and that was a stronger signal than when we
were actually playing through something you seemed to like.
(Excerpt 39: Group 4, Interview 2)
A member of a different group described how he interpreted the motion feedback as
being too representative of the frequency of movement, and that it should instead be
more about the force of the pianist’s playing:
participant 1: I have a suggestion actually, [ . . . ] the motion sensor shouldn’t be about
the frequency of movement, because if you’re playing something soft, very fast, [the
LuminUs] shows totally red. It should be [ . . . ] force which you’re playing.
(Excerpt 40: Group 1, Session 1)
The vague interpretability of the motion feedback meant that some musicians initially
responded to the motion feedback light on the LuminUs by glancing across at their co-
performer to see what kind of motions they were doing. This allowed them to establish
their own interpretations of what the feedback meant:
interviewer: Do you think that [the motion feedback light] had any influence on how
much you looked at each other?
participant 2: Yeah, I think it did, [ . . . ] there were definitely times when the light came
on and I looked up, but I wasn’t sure if I was looking up to see if [Participant 1] was
into it, or looking up to see how the device was working. [ . . . ] That’s how I found
that point about [Participant 1] walking forwards when he’s found an idea he likes.
[ . . . ]
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interviewer: So in terms of looking across [ . . . ] would you have done that when it was
all lit up, or when it wasn’t lit up, or just any point?
participant 2: When it was all lit up. (Excerpt 41: Group 4, Interview 2)
Generally, the response to the feedback was influenced by the ways in which the musi-
cians were attempting to use the LuminUs. For the group using the gaze feedback, the
response to the light was simply to look towards the other musician:
interviewer: How do you respond to the light?
participant 2: Just straight I’m looking at him. Whatever I’m doing I’m looking at him.
(Excerpt 42: Group 1, Interview 3)
In the following case the musician described an added pressure associated with the
glance when using the gaze feedback:
interviewer: Did you notice when you looked at that marker, for instance, and [Participant
2] was looking down; did you notice a reaction?
participant 1: It’s difficult to say, because I do, kind of, set up to look and focus on
[Participant 2], so [ . . . ] it’s difficult to..., know. I mean, I suppose. Did you feel like
you were being looked at [to Participant 2 ]?
participant 2: Yeah, I felt a pressure, yeah definitely. It was definitely more of a pressured
glance... (Excerpt 43: Group 4, Interview 1)
For other groups there did not appear to be any response at all:
interviewer: So when you, say, looked at your marker, did you notice any reaction in
[Participant 2]? Or when you looked at her?
participant 1: I don’t think so.
interviewer: And you [to Participant 2 ]?
participant 2: No..., no. (Excerpt 44: Group 3, Interview 1)
In light of the variety of uses, responses and interpretations to the LuminUs feedback,
it is not surprising that its general influence upon collaborative music making was
also found to vary between the groups. The group who settled upon using the gaze
feedback reported that, during the composing stage of the study, they felt the increased
awareness provided by the feedback had an influence upon their efficiency:
interviewer: How did [the LuminUs] factor into the way that you composed?
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participant 2: I mean, because we’re in front of the instruments when we have to play
whatever we compose, maybe it helps on the playing side. Like, we can straight away,
kind of, focus on our instruments but at the same time know what’s happening. [ . . . ]
Maybe it made it a little bit faster, the composing. Because of the cues, like we were
saying, it’s more efficient. You know when the other one is looking at you.
(Excerpt 45: Group 1, Interview 2)
Another group discussed how the study had contributed to their awareness of their
motions whilst playing. However, as they highlight in the following excerpt, it was
unclear to what extent this influence came from the interview discussions as opposed
to the actual use of the LuminUs:
participant 1: This whole process I think is..., [ . . . ] we never really spoke about it, and this
made us very aware of it, and, sort of, very conscious. And I don’t know whether that’s
necessarily because we spoke about it, or because we had these, sort of, instruments
in front of us.
interviewer: When you say “aware of it”, you mean aware of...
participant 1: Well, because we spoke about, you know, that’s why we can give each other
a signal about whether we’re enjoying it, or whether it’s locked in. So it’s difficult to
know whether I felt like I was moving more because we had the [LuminUs], or because
we had spoken about it.
interviewer: Yeah. But you just generally have more awareness of your body language
when you’re performing? Or..., is that what you’re implying?
participant 1: Yeah definitely. (Excerpt 46: Group 4, Interview 3)
None of the groups indicated that they felt the LuminUs had an influence upon the
quality of music they were playing and composing. A couple of the groups indicated
that their composing was influenced by a desire to find a use for the LuminUs:
survey: What, if anything, did you like about the technology?
participant 2: It was exciting, made us work differently in the sense that we tried to make
music that could have any use of it. (Excerpt 47: Group 2, Feedback Survey)
participant 1: We should definitely incorporate the technology. So we could, like, signal
song changes or something. (Excerpt 48: Group 3, Session 2)
Technology: Problems
This sub-theme covers specific problems that the musicians reported, or encountered
in relation to the LuminUs. From a practical standpoint, one of the main issues was
the reliability of the eye-tracking. In order for the tracking to work well, the calibra-
tion procedure must be performed whilst keeping one’s head still. If the eye-tracking
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headset is subsequently repositioned on the person’s head then the accuracy can be
lost, requiring calibration to be performed again. Furthermore, the gaze feedback is
dependent upon the successful detection of the eye-tracking markers. If a marker is
positioned too far away, or if there is a large amount of movement of the marker relative
to the headset, then tracking can fail. One musician highlighted how these factors led
to him consciously limiting his head movement:
participant 2: With [the eye-tracking headset], the slightest movement, I know that it
might affect, or it will affect [the LuminUs]. So that, kind of, holds me back, first in
movement, and then secondly just knowing that “oh shit, now I have to go back and
re-calibrate”. (Excerpt 49: Group 1, Interview 3)
Some musicians established that the range of the marker detection was an issue during
their testing of the device, and overcame this by positioning the marker closer to them-
selves (see Excerpt 33 on page 211). However, the general lack of reliability of the gaze
detection led to issues of trust and confidence in the device. Group 3 had particular
issues with the gaze feedback not functioning correctly during their first session. This
led them to believe that there was a lag in the gaze detection, and to consequently
question the usefulness of the device:
participant 1: So, it’s not very accurate, because I’m not looking at you.
participant 2: Try mine. I’m going to look away and then suddenly look at you. Look at
your thing. [They test the gaze feedback]
participant 1: [ . . . ] So there’s, like, a two second lag. [ . . . ]
participant 1: But if there’s a lag then it’s not really useful, right?
(Excerpt 50: Group 3, Session 1)
For another group, the lack of confidence influenced how they envisaged they could use
the device, given more time to experiment with it:
interviewer: Are there any more ways that you would like to experiment with it, that you
haven’t had a chance to?
participant 2: I mean, if I knew exactly how the threshold thing works and if I was one
hundred percent sure that whenever he looks exactly here, [the LuminUs] goes suddenly
[lit up], [ . . . ] So I would take the cues from the light, not from him. [ . . . ] Now, I
can’t trust this completely. (Excerpt 51: Group 1, Interview 3)
A related issue was that, when using the gaze feedback as a means of signalling, one of
the groups expressed a desire to have some form of confirmation that the device had
worked and that the signal had been seen by their co-performer:
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participant 2: So, we’re not going to use any of the devices. [ . . . ] Because, when we tried
to do that thing of getting each other’s attention with it, I realised that actually what
I need is confirmation back that [Participant 1], sort of, had the signal. And without
that I didn’t feel confident leaving it on. (Excerpt 52: Group 4, Performance)
In comparison, the motion feedback did not have any reliability issues. However, its
lack of responsiveness to immediate motion was discussed as a potential issue:
interviewer: So in that sense do you think [the motion feedback] was conveying some
information to you that was useful at all, or not?
participant 2: I don’t think so. [ . . . ] If it were just a tiny bit more reactive, like a kind of
sweet spot between..., I understand that you don’t want it to be immediate, because
of the lag, but for it to be just that little bit more responsive.
(Excerpt 53: Group 4, Interview 2)
Furthermore, a number of participants expressed that the motion feedback was not
particularly useful to them.
participant 2: For me, the motion detector is not as useful as the eye detector, [ . . . ]
There’s not much I can tell her with [the motion detector].
(Excerpt 54: Group 3, Interview 2)
participant 2: I can’t find a way to use the motion, to be honest. Especially with the
instrument I play (drums). (Excerpt 55: Group 1, Interview 3)
With respect to general problems identified during the study, a few of the musicians
discussed that the technology felt unnatural, both in terms of comfort and how they
were generally used to interacting:
participant 2: I think the glasses are weird to wear. I wouldn’t feel comfortable, in the
studio, at home, or...
participant 1: Yeah, like, on stage. [ . . . ]
interviewer: From a comfort point of view, or how you see the thing as well?
participant 2: Yeah, I think comfort. I mean, I wouldn’t play with it on stage either, but
it didn’t feel..., like, it felt like I was some kind of computer thing.
(Excerpt 56: Group 2, Interview 3)
participant 2: It’s more instinctive for me to look at [Participant 1] than for me to look
at [the marker], you know. It’s almost like I have to hold myself back and do what I
don’t normally do..., to use the device. (Excerpt 57: Group 3, Interview 2)
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One group also indicated that they found the technology distracting in a detrimental
way. Although this was partly attributed to the device not working correctly, and
needing time to get used to it:
participant 2: [The LuminUs] does take away from playing the music, because I’m too
busy looking at whether the thing is working or not.
participant 1: I think, if you were used to it, it would obviously be different, because you
wouldn’t be trying to constantly..., like, see, “is it working, is it not?” But because this
is the first time we’ve done it, obviously it’s going to be quite distracting.
(Excerpt 58: Group 3, Interview 1)
survey: What, if anything, did you dislike about the technology?
participant 1: Could take away attention of someone’s real face, e.g. looking at the light
more than the person. (Excerpt 59: Group 3, Feedback Survey)
Technology: Design
Throughout the discussions with musicians, numerous suggestions were made as to
how the design of the LuminUs might be modified. The design sub-theme brings
together these suggestions. Broadly speaking, they can be further separated according
to whether they relate to the form, or the function of the device.
When questioned about the form of the LuminUs, none of the groups made any sug-
gestions or indications that they would modify it in any way. One musician suggested
that he would want the LuminUs to be mounted on a clamp stand, so that it could be
positioned somewhere more inconspicuous:
interviewer: What would you change about it? What do you dislike about it? What are
the negatives?
participant 1: Does it have to be on a stand like that?
interviewer: Not particularly, no.
participant 1: So you can, for example, just clamp it like that [mimics clamping it to the
drum kit]. It would be good there, for example. Just so that it’s more inconspicuous
as well. (Excerpt 60: Group 1, Interview 3)
As previously discussed, some musicians mentioned that they found the eye-tracking
headset uncomfortable (see Excerpt 56 on the preceding page). However, others said
that they found it comfortable. In the following excerpt one member of the group
discussed how he found the headset (glasses) painful after a while, and suggests some-
thing more like a Bluetooth headset. The other member of the group indicates that
the headset was fine, but that this was because he is used to wearing glasses:
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participant 1: Does it have to be glasses? [ . . . ] Can it be something like the Bluetooth
thing, which just clips onto your ear? [ . . . ]
interviewer: Potentially, yeah.
participant 1: I’m not used to wearing glasses, and after a while it starts to be a bit
[painful]. [ . . . ]
participant 2: I have no problem, [ . . . ] I wear glasses every day, so for me it’s nothing
different. (Excerpt 61: Group 1, Interview 3)
None of the musicians made any indication that the accelerometer was uncomfortable
to wear.
With regard to functional aspects of the LuminUs design, most discussions revolved
around two specific design issues concerning the feedback provided by the lights. The
first issue is whether the gaze feedback should simply involve a single light going on/off,
as opposed to a gradual increase/decrease in light. The second issue concerns the
sensitivity of the motion feedback. The following exchange highlights both of these
issues and includes a suggestion from one of the musicians as to how it could be possible
to use a foot-switch to change between the two types of feedback:
participant 2: I would like the way that [the LuminUs light] goes gradually up. Because
if, for example, by mistake he stares for half a second and [the light appears] I’d be
like “oh, what happened?” Now I know that [ . . . ] it takes one and half seconds to go
up, then I know that he’s actually watching me.
participant 1: Because, when you look, you always look, like, at the end, when the section
is ending, not bang on beat. So, going up gradually gives some time to say “ah, OK”.
[ . . . ]
participant 2: I can think of a useful way, in that discussion, to use the motion sensor.
Because, for example, [ . . . ] I’m seeing some of his movements and if it’s a really big
movement I know that this is a cue, even though he’s not looking at me. So if the
threshold is really small on the motion sensors, so it doesn’t catch the small movements
of the drums, but it catches the big ones, the whole hand, then this would be useful.
So I don’t have to look at him and wait for the hand to do the big movement, I just
have the sensor here. I’m playing, I can see it. Or I could have a switch, gaze and
motion, for my [foot]. So whenever I want the gaze, I put the gaze. Whenever I want
the motion, I put the motion. He wears both sensors.
(Excerpt 62: Group 1, Interview 3)
Regarding the gaze feedback issue, one musician suggested that by simply having the
light go on and off it would make the LuminUs less distracting:
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participant 2: I didn’t really see the point of [the light] decreasing and increasing. I know
for motion it could show the intensity of motion [ . . . ] but for gaze, she’s either looking
at me or she’s not, and I find that cool down period, or the build up period, not useful
and also distracting, because then you’re waiting for it to come up.
(Excerpt 63: Group 3, Interview 1)
However, another musician simply felt that the decreasing of the lights should occur
more quickly:
participant 1: I think it would be good if – when someone’s not looking at you [signals
lights changing quickly ] – rather than going down slowly. If you know what I mean.[ . . . ]
Because then it’s like, “is he still looking?” (Excerpt 64: Group 1, Session 3)
There was also the suggestion that, in situations involving more than two musicians,
the colour of the gaze feedback could indicate which musician was looking at you:
participant 1: I think it would be very useful like that, if each band member had their own
colour. [ . . . ] So it’s like “okay, someone’s looking at me”, and if it’s red it’s John,
and if it blue it’s that guy. (Excerpt 65: Group 1, Interview 2)
The issue of whether to have gradual lighting or a simple on/off display is also dependent
upon the type of signal or cue that the musicians might be communicating with the
device, as discussed by the musician in the following excerpt:
interviewer: Do you think it’s necessary to have this, kind of, gradual increase?
participant 1: Well, it depends on how you would use it. As a cue thing then maybe you
wouldn’t need the gradual thing, because then you’d just want, like, a light – “ah,
okay, it’s the next section”. But if it’s a thing with intensity, or volume, or speed, or
something like that - then of course, because then you can see it building [ . . . ] and
then you can take it higher and higher and play more and more intense.
(Excerpt 66: Group 2, Interview 2)
Regarding the sensitivity issues for the design of the motion feedback, we have already
seen how one suggestion simply involved using a threshold so that only large motions
would trigger the feedback (see Excerpt 62 on the previous page). Another issue was
related to the fact that the motion data are averaged over time, and therefore not
particularly sensitive to sudden movement. Modifications were made to the LuminUs
software in order to allow the members of Group 4 to adjust the sensitivity and respon-
siveness of the motion feedback during their final rehearsal session. This appeared to
have a positive impact on their use of the device, as discussed below:
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participant 2: By changing the responsiveness to it, I think that helped quite a bit, because
it was..., it was more responsive and [ . . . ] there seemed to be less feedback from you
moving around, like, back and forth, today. [ . . . ] So, it sort of uncluttered it and
meant that I could actually see what was you actually being into the music, rather
than just moving back and forth. (Excerpt 67: Group 4, Interview 3)
Another suggestion was more related to the sensitivity of the motion feedback to dif-
ferent types of motion:
group 1, participant 1: I think it would be good to have the differentiation of colours
with the motion sensor. Because at the moment, [ . . . ] it just defines the quickness of
motion, it doesn’t define short motions or long motions. You know what I mean? So
if it would be like, for example, turns red when there’s very short motions and then it’s
like, a calmer blue, or something like that when it’s like, longer motions. That would
help identify. (Excerpt 68: Group Discussion)
Technology: Potential
Throughout the study musicians discussed situations and circumstances where they felt
that the LuminUs could have potential use. A common suggestion was that the device
would be more useful with larger groups of musicians:
participant 1: So, in that way, it could be good if we were a big band. Because then
sometimes it can be difficult, like, to get everyone’s attention.
(Excerpt 69: Group 2, Interview 1)
participant 1: I think it could be useful. But I think this particular setting, where we’re
in a small band and everyone’s close, is, kind of, out of context I think. But it
could be useful in orchestral settings and big shows, or bigger gigs where it’s like...,
communication is difficult because there’s a big space [ . . . ] and there’s lots of people.
(Excerpt 70: Group 3, Interview 3)
Musicians also referred to specific situations where they thought the device would be
more useful (see also Excerpt 76 on page 224):
interviewer: So if you were playing with someone completely new, what kind of things
would you want to see from them that would give you a sense of their engagement?
participant 1: I think it would be good, like, with the motion thing, [ . . . ] if it could
monitor intensity, because that way you can, in a way, feel where he’s going with it,
and you can adjust what you’re doing. I mean, to be fair, if you have a lot of experience,
you will know where he’s going, you can hear it. But I think that would be helpful.
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participant 2: I mean, a vital part of improvisation is looking at each other, so maybe it
wouldn’t be a bad idea if, I don’t know, in the future you try and put it in two rooms –
the musicians in different rooms – and have only the machine to communicate. [ . . . ]
interviewer: Do you think that has relevance [ . . . ] in a real life situation?
participant 1: Well, actually, in the studio it could work [ . . . ] Because in the studio,
for example, you have a drum booth, just so that you don’t have bleeding into other
microphones. You usually have musicians playing at different times. But if the studio
has separate rooms and you have [the LuminUs] it could...
interviewer: Yeah, so you’re talking about the gaze?
participant 2: Gaze and motion, yeah. [ . . . ] Everything that can give you information.
Because if you take away our eye contact it’s a big minus.
(Excerpt 71: Group 1, Interview 1)
Another suggestion related to specifically to the potential usefulness for drummers:
participant 1: I think maybe this would be the most useful tool for a drummer, because
you can’t move around, you can’t, like, [ . . . ] you know, it’s like you’re behind this
wall of sound that you make. So I think for a drummer it would be..., because then
you could get the attention of everybody, with just a light.
(Excerpt 72: Group 2, Interview 1)
One of the more imaginative suggestions was that the device could be used to trigger
stage lighting, allowing the musicians to control the light show with their eyes:
participant 1: I was thinking we should use the lights for, like, stage lighting [laughter ].
No, but seriously. Like, have that as, like a big, like, stage light. And when you want to
change the mood of the song [ . . . ] you could be like, [looks suddenly towards marker ]
something intense has got to happen, [ . . . ] and when I look over here it’s pink, when
I look over here it’s blue. (Excerpt 73: Group 3, Session 1)
Summary: Technological aspects of musicians’ experiences with the LuminUs have
been discussed under five sub-themes: usage, impact, problems, design, and potential.
During use, musicians experimented with the device and tested its capabilities. Two
out of the four participant groups settled on specific uses for the technology. The
impact of the LuminUs also varied between groups; with musicians reporting multiple
interpretations and responses to the gaze and motion feedback. In particular, some
musicians indicated that the device had a positive impact upon their efficiency and
awareness; whilst others felt pressured to find a use for it.
Problems with the device predominately related to the sensitivity and unreliability
of the gaze feedback. This led to issues concerning lack of trust and confidence in the
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device. For the motion feedback, responsiveness was highlighted as an issue. Some
musicians also indicated that the technology felt unnatural and was uncomfortable to
wear. With regard to the design sub-theme, topics mainly concerned the functioning
of the light feedback, rather than the form of the LuminUs. Finally, potential uses for
the device were highlighted, predominately in relation to specific circumstances and
situations.
6.5.4 Aspects of Music
The aspects of music theme refers to the fundamental properties of the music that mu-
sicians have control over. Five aspects emerged from the analyses: dynamics, intensity,
structure, tempo, and tonality. In many cases these aspects were discussed in relation
to the use of the LuminUs, discussed in Section 6.5.3. Therefore, references to excerpts
in that section are provided in order to support the observations.
Dynamic properties of the music constitute the loudness, or volume over time.
‘Intensity’ is a word that was used frequently in the discussions with musicians (see
excerpts 17 on page 206; 66 on page 220; 71 on the previous page; and 73 on the
preceding page). It is closely related to volume (see excerpts 40 on page 213 and 66
on page 220). However, musicians implied something distinct about intensity, relating
not just to the volume, but also to the speed and content of the music, as highlighted
by the following excerpt:
participant 2: It’s different again in every instrument. For me, for example, intense would
be playing loads of notes together and with a weird rhythm and..., But in every instru-
ment it can be different. Maybe in guitar, for example, it would be like doing crazy
chords far away from each other, would come out as really intense.
(Excerpt 74: Group 1, Interview 1)
Structure refers to the way in which musical phrases, or segments, are organised in
time. For example, a basic song might consist of a sequence of verses with a chorus
placed between each of them. A common structural element that musicians discussed
was the solo - a section of music where a single musician is either playing alone, or is
the centre of attention (see excerpts 1 on page 202; and 77 on page 225). Tempo and
tonality are used in the traditional sense, referring to the speed and pitch of the music
respectively (see excerpts 66 on page 220; 40 on page 213; and 1 on page 202).
Summary: Whilst this theme may seem unsubstantial in comparison to the earlier
themes, it is nevertheless important. The aspects of music have a direct bearing upon
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the styles of expression and non-verbal communication that musicians use in order to
effect change in the music they are making. For example, instantaneous structural
changes are signalled by short-term actions, such as glancing; whilst gradual volume
changes are communicated through motion. This also influences the ways in which
musicians use the LuminUs.
6.5.5 Context
In contrast to the aspects of music theme, which concerns low-level musical properties,
the context theme relates to situational and stylistic aspects of musical collaboration.
The situational component of this theme takes into account the location and cir-
cumstances surrounding the musical collaboration. These include physical attributes
relating to the venue and the positioning of the musicians on a stage. They also
include factors relating to the type of event, such as a performance or recording ses-
sion. Musicians referred to numerous situations when talking about their experiences
of collaborative music making, and their thoughts surrounding the potential uses for
the LuminUs. Specific situations that multiple musicians referred to included perfor-
mances, being in a recording studio, and being in an orchestral pit. In the following
excerpts participants discuss situations in which the positioning of the musicians has a
negative influence on communication between them:
participant 2: I’ve done a gig recently, [ . . . ] the stage had two drum kits and two stands
of keys. [ . . . ] I had my back to the drummer and the drums were looking the other
way, so it was a really strange set up. [ . . . ] I could not look at the drums at all.
[ . . . ] So I thought, like, if only I could have [the LuminUs]. It was the first time that
I actually thought “wow, this would be really useful here”.
(Excerpt 75: Group 1, Interview 1)
participant 1: We were thinking it would be useful in situations where you can’t see each
other. Like, if you’re in a room, or facing one direction.
interviewer: Are those situations common?
participant 1: Yeah, they could be. Often being in a pit or something, where you’re
crammed into a tiny space. Or in a studio, where you’re all separated in individual
little booths. Actually, that’s a common one, in the recording studio when you’ve got
one person that side, in a room over there, and your drums in a separate room, but
you’re recording at the same time, it might provide a way to communicate.
(Excerpt 76: Group 3, Interview 1)
The second component of the musical context theme is the style of music (or genre)
being played. Excerpt 9 on page 204 highlights how the musical style influenced the
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type of interaction that a musician would wish to observe as an audience member. In
relation to the LuminUs, musicians also discussed various ways in which the musical
style influences aspects of the collaboration:
participant 1: [The LuminUs] could work really well in a blues band, but then it would be
in a different way than, like, a..., I don’t know, classical, pop kind of thing.
interviewer: Could you give me an example of how that would be different, maybe, be-
tween those two styles?
participant 1: Because, I mean, blues is very cue based. Like, it’s really, like, you have
the solo and then you build up. (Excerpt 77: Group 2, Interview 1)
Summary: Again, this theme is less substantial than earlier themes in this chapter.
However, context plays an important role in determining the nature and limitations
of musical interactions; which subsequently has an influence upon forms of non-verbal
communication, and the potential for technological interventions. For example, musi-
cians playing in a darkened room may be hindered in their ability to use visual forms
of communication, which could make a device like the LuminUs more useful.
6.6 Discussion
In contrast to the two earlier studies reported in this thesis, the present study adopted
a qualitative research design. This required different approaches to the collection and
analysis of data, which yielded new and interesting findings and insights. In particular,
thematic analysis of the data led to the identification of five themes. In the previous
section these themes were described and evidenced in detail. In this section aspects of
those themes are discussed in relation to the specific aims of this study, as well as the
wider aims of this thesis. The qualitative methods used in this study are also discussed
and critiqued in light of the results. The original aims were categorised into four topics:
appropriation, meaning, impact, and design (see Section 6.1). Consequently, the
discussion below is organised according to those topics.
6.6.1 Appropriation
The first aim of this study was to investigate how musicians incorporated the LuminUs
into their collaborative music making over the course of four study sessions. Musicians
predominantly considered overtly functional and pragmatic uses for the LuminUs; both
in practice, and whilst discussing uses. They wanted it to facilitate the communication
of clear and interpretable information between them and their co-performer. With
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respect to the gaze feedback, this mainly concerned the signalling and cueing of musical
changes, such as those discussed in the ‘aspects of music’ theme. The ‘expression and
communication’ theme highlights the roles that glances and eye-contact would normally
play in these processes. It appears that these existing functions of gaze inspired the
consideration of signalling and cueing as potential uses for the LuminUs. In terms of
how this was attempted and achieved in practice, two different approaches were used:
a direct approach, used by Group 2; and an indirect approach, used by Group 1. In the
direct approach the musician would glance at the extra marker and the light feedback on
their co-performer’s LuminUs would serve as the signal or cue. In the indirect approach
the musician would glance at a marker situated near to their co-performer, and the light
feedback would prompt their co-performer to glance back, enabling the signal to be
conveyed through mutual eye-contact. In practice, the direct approach was problematic
due to the unreliability of the gaze feedback, as evidenced in the ‘technology problems’
sub-theme. This had less impact upon the indirect approach, since the presence of the
gaze feedback was acknowledged by the co-performer’s return of gaze. However, Group
1 suggested that they might have opted for a direct approach if the reliability of the
device was guaranteed (see Excerpt 51 on page 216). This is an interesting finding,
since it implies that musicians would be willing to use technology as a replacement for
traditional means of non-verbal communication. Indeed, from an audience perspective,
musicians discussed how the absence of visible acts of communication between musicians
can be more impressive (see excerpts 8 on page 203; and 9 on page 204).
The inclusion of extra, card-mounted gaze tracking markers was intended to provide
additional scope for appropriation of the LuminUs. Two of the groups considered using
these markers to monitor how often one of their members looked at a certain object.
However, both of these uses were abandoned at the conception stage. In general, the
extra markers were either placed near to the musicians as a supplement to the headset
markers, or were used instead of the headset markers. There were no instances where
the musicians made simultaneous use of the two markers for different purposes. This
may have been due to the complexity of dealing with two types of feedback at the same
time, especially given that none of the musicians were used to the device.
In contrast to the gaze feedback, there was no consensus on a use for the motion
feedback. Group 2 used it as a means of enabling one musician to signal how intense
he thought the other’s playing should be. However, other than this, none of the groups
found a use for the motion feedback.
There was a lot of variation in the time that each group spent experimenting with
uses for the LuminUs. Group 1 settled upon a use for the device after the first session
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and reported increased use of the device over these sessions (see excerpts 37 on page 212;
and 38 on page 212). Groups 2, 3, and 4 discussed and experimented with uses for the
device during all three dyad sessions. Consequently, it was not possible to observe any
specific variations in the use of the LuminUs in relation to whether the groups were
rehearsing or composing. The decision to include a composition task also meant that
the musicians felt pressured to create something, which diverted their attention away
from the technology.
In summary, the appropriation of the LuminUs varied greatly over the four study
groups. The only consistently discussed and attempted use of the device was for sig-
nalling and cueing using the gaze feedback. However, there were still variations in the
functions of the signals and cues, and the approaches to communicating them. The
themes identified in this study help to shed light upon these factors. For example, the
‘expression and communication’ theme provides insight into functions and modes of
signalling and cueing, and why certain styles of signalling (e.g. direct or indirect) may
be preferable; whilst the ‘aspects of music’ theme addresses the features of the music
that musicians choose to adjust through signalling, such as intensity or volume.
6.6.2 Meaning
This aim focused on the investigation of the ways in which musicians might interpret
and draw meaning from the LuminUs feedback. The motion feedback was not widely
used by the study groups. However, musicians discussed how they associate expressive
movement with the content of the music, such as whether it was calm or intense (see
Excerpt 17 on page 206). They also discussed how motion might give them an insight
into how a person was “responding to the music” or whether they were “into the music”
(see excerpts 7 on page 203; and 19 on page 206). These findings support the results
of Study 1, where body motion was found to be significantly correlated with the self-
reported engagement and energy.
Potential issues with the motion feedback were that it was not responsive enough,
and that it did not represent the right kind of motion. Regarding the latter, a musician
pointed out that it would be more useful for the LuminUs to represent the “force” of
the movement, rather than its “frequency” (see Excerpt 40 on page 213). This lack
of clarity in what the motion feedback was conveying may have led musicians to try
to find meaning in the motion feedback by glancing at their co-performer in order to
link their actual motions to what was being observed on the LuminUs. Evidence for
this was found in Excerpt 41 on page 214. This might partially explain the findings
in Study 2, which showed that musicians glanced significantly more when they were
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receiving motion feedback.
In contrast, the underlying meaning of the gaze feedback seemed to be pretty clear:
when the LuminUs lights up it means the other person is looking at one of the markers.
For the group who adopted the gaze feedback throughout the sessions, their response
to the gaze feedback was to immediately glance towards their co-performer (see Ex-
cerpt 42 on page 214). This finding supports the results of Study 2, which showed
significantly increased glancing, and a higher proportion of reciprocated glances during
the gaze feedback condition. Musicians indicated that glances are normally brief, but
that longer glances could carry negative connotations (see Excerpt 13 on page 205).
During composition, they also suggested that more frequent glances were seen as an
indication to stop and discuss what was being played (see Excerpt 14 on page 205).
These findings have a relevance to the findings of Study 1, where the amount of time
spent glancing was found to be significantly correlated with self-reported boredom.
The findings of Study 2 showed a significant correlation between the information
content (IC) (a measure of musical change) of the pianists’ playing, and the number of
glances made by their fellow percussionists. This result could be partially explained by
a number of findings in the present study. Firstly, there was a very clear association
between gaze and the signalling and cueing of musical changes, as discussed within the
‘expression and communication’ theme. Musicians also discussed looking for appraisal
regarding what they were playing (see Excerpt 16 on page 205); and looking to un-
derstand and coordinate with what the other musician was playing (see Excerpt 12
on page 205). In both cases, this behaviour could contribute towards a relationship
between glancing and musical change.
It is worth noting that the LuminUs may also have served to amplify some of the
effects of glance, since it gives the impression that a glance is longer than it actually
is, due to the fact that the gaze feedback gradually decreases over a few seconds once
a person stops glancing.
Finally, this aim also focused on revealing the wider meanings associated with words
such as ‘engagement’ and ‘connectedness’; which were used in the self-report question-
naires in studies 1 and 2. The findings in the present study indicate that musicians do
not actually tend to use these words in their discussions of collaborative music making.
Instead, they use terms and phrases such as “locked-in” (see Excerpt 46 on page 215),
“energy in the room” (see Excerpt 2 on page 202) and “giving yourself into the music”
(see Excerpt 20 on page 207). Furthermore, the findings discussed in the ‘expres-
sion and communication’ theme indicate that musicians struggle to provide accurate
descriptions of experiential and emotional aspects of collaborative music making.
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6.6.3 Impact
The appropriation and meaning aims were concerned with specific aspects of how the
LuminUs was used, and the ways in which the feedback was interpreted. In comparison,
the impact aim focused upon the wider influence and implications of using the LuminUs.
As previously mentioned, there was great variation in the use of the LuminUs across
the four study groups. Consequently, the overall impact of the device also varied from
group-to-group. The LuminUs’s potential for impact appears to be mostly determined
by factors relating to, and discussed within the ‘context’ theme. Specifically, musi-
cians discussed how specific styles, situations, and circumstances surrounding musical
collaboration might alter the potential impact of the LuminUs. A common suggestion
was that the device would be more useful in larger groups of musicians, or where the
spacing between musicians was greater. These suggestions related to the musician’s
ability to be aware of their co-performers through visual contact. The current study
was limited to dyads rehearsing in a small room, meaning that the device’s potential
for impact was probably not fully exploited. In relation to the gaze feedback, a number
of musicians pointed out that they felt the device was of little use, since they were set
up to face each other anyway. In order to maximise the usefulness of the device, Group
1 positioned themselves side-by-side, as if they were performing on stage.
Musicians indicated that the LuminUs may be more useful when playing certain
styles of music, such as the blues (see Excerpt 77 on page 225). This was predominantly
due to the structural flexibility of the musical style, in terms of the presence of cueing
and signalling. For the same reason, Group 1 indicated that the device was more
useful for composing rather than performing, due to the need to communicate and
receive feedback relating to the ongoing composition (see Excerpt 45 on page 215).
Furthermore, this group felt that the device had an impact upon their efficiency during
the composing sessions (see Excerpt 16 on page 205).
From a more general perspective, one group reported that the experience of using
and discussing the LuminUs had an impact upon their awareness of their body motions
while playing (see Excerpt 46 on page 215).
6.6.4 Design
This final aim concerned the provision of design considerations and recommendations
for the LuminUs, as well as wider implications for the design of affective and social
signal-based technologies for collaborative music making. All five of the themes iden-
tified in the thematic analysis offer valuable contributions to this aim. The first of
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these themes is ‘expression and communication’. Within this theme, various functions,
styles, and modes of expression and communication are discussed. In its current form,
the LuminUs provides simple feedback on either motion or gaze. However, in reality
neither gaze nor motion-based expression ever occur in isolation. Each body movement
or glance is always accompanied by additional expressive components, such as head
movements and facial expressions. The interpretation of a non-verbal communicative
act may be dependent upon observing a combination of these components. For exam-
ple, when musicians use glances for cueing changes in the music, they will often use a
nod of the head to signal the exact moment of the change (see excerpts 9 on page 204;
and 18 on page 206). This form of communication initially requires the musician to
get the attention of their co-performer(s), and in this sense the gaze feedback of the
LuminUs could be useful. However, some musicians discussed using the device as a
direct means of signalling and cueing. A potential design modification that could as-
sist in this use would be to incorporate the gaze and motion feedback simultaneously,
enabling a signal to be provided in two stages. The first stage would involve gazing at
a marker in order to gain the attention of the musician(s), and the second stage would
involve nodding to signal the change.
From a motion perspective, it is clear that expressive movements comprise a variety
of parameters, such as speed and positioning. One musician discussed how he thought
the motion feedback should represent the force of movement, rather than the frequency
of movement; giving the example of the LuminUs feedback going “totally red” in re-
sponse to a musician playing “something soft, very fast” (see Excerpt 40 on page 213).
In this case, the motion sensor was positioned around the pianist’s wrist. Clearly, an
important design consideration is that movements relating to the musician’s playing
actions will vary from instrument-to-instrument, as discussed in the ‘group attributes’
theme. Disassociating expressive motion from functional motion would be a challenging
task, since the two are closely intertwined. Indeed, musicians spoke of being able to
“hear” aspects of a co-performers emotion in their playing (see Excerpt 20 on page 207),
demonstrating how expressive motion transcends through the musician’s instrument.
A possible solution would be to focus upon motions that do not tend to be directly
involved in playing, regardless of the instrument. Head motions are a good example of
this, as highlighted by the musicians in this study (see Excerpt 17 on page 206).
The ‘aspects of music’ theme highlights various musical parameters that the musi-
cians have control over. An implication for design is the way in which musicians relate
these parameters to the aforementioned modes of expression and communication. For
example, Group 2 chose to use motion feedback to signal the intensity of the music, and
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gaze feedback to cue structural changes. There are clear relationships here, in that mo-
tion and intensity can both change continuously in time, whilst glances and structural
changes tend to be more discrete events. The musicians’ use of physical mappings be-
tween expressive behaviours and musical attributes has definite implications for design;
especially regarding the ways in which visual feedback is presented. An example of this
can be seen in the discussions musicians had concerning whether it was necessary for
the gaze feedback to consist of a gradual change in light, instead of just having a single
light that went on and off (see excerpts 63 on page 220; and 62 on page 219.
The ‘group attributes’ theme highlighted the importance of considering individual
roles and abilities, and their influence upon group music making. These considera-
tions are also important from a design perspective. The need for design flexibility in
accounting for different instruments has already been discussed in relation to motion.
However, the type of instrument being played, and an individual’s role in the group also
determine how useful certain technologies might be to them. For example, musicians
pointed out that the LuminUs might be particularly useful for drummers, due to them
having limited movement and often being positioned behind other musicians on stage
(see Excerpt 72 on page 222). Another group attribute concerns the relationships be-
tween musicians. Musicians within some of the groups demonstrated a familiarity with
their co-performer’s behaviours, such as where they tended to look, or how much they
normally moved while playing. This familiarity assisted them with interpreting and
understanding their fellow musician’s expressions and emotional states whilst playing
(see excerpts 20 on page 207; and 30 on page 209). This finding raises the question of
whether an affect and behaviour sensing technology, such as the LuminUs, should be
designed with the capability to learn about, and become familiar with the affective and
behavioural characteristics of individual musicians.
Much like the ‘group attributes’ theme, the ‘context’ theme also highlights design
issues concerning the versatility of the LuminUs. Musicians pointed out specific situa-
tions where they thought the device would be useful, such as in the recording studio,
or in an orchestral pit. To what extent should the design of the device be specialised
for certain situations? Currently, the LuminUs has only been tested with dyads. For
situations involving more than two performers it would be important to consider how
the visual feedback could be representative of multiple people. This could simply in-
volve having multiple devices or, as one musician pointed out, using different colours
to represent each musician (see Excerpt 65 on page 220).
An important design requirement that was highlighted during this study is the need
for the technology to be trustworthy and reliable. If musicians do not have complete
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confidence in the device then they are likely to avoid using it, especially in performance
situations. A related point is that musicians expressed a desire to receive some form of
feedback confirming that the other musician had seen their LuminUs feedback – that
their ‘signal’ had been successfully received.
From a more aesthetic and form-related perspective, musicians did not appear to
have any problems with the feedback being light-based. Furthermore, they discussed
how they were able to observe the feedback in their peripheral vision (see excerpts 33 on
page 211; and 37 on page 212). Some musicians reported that the eye-tracking headset
was uncomfortable, and that they would not want to wear it for a performance. The
latter point was related to audience impressions and presentation, with a number of
other musicians also expressing a desire for the technology to be discreet.
6.7 Summary
This study took a qualitative approach to investigating the use of the LuminUs by
four established musical dyads. Thematic analysis resulted in the identification of five
themes: expression and communication; group attributes; technology; aspects of music;
and context. These themes were described in detail and evidenced using excerpts from
interviews and discussions between the musicians. The original aims of the study were
then discussed in light of the findings across all five themes. A number of these findings
were discussed in relation to specific findings from the earlier studies in this thesis. In
each case, this provided a broadened insight into affective and behavioural aspects of
collaborative music making, as well as the potential applications for sensor technologies.
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Chapter 7
Discussion and Implications
This thesis had three principal aims: to investigate how various sensor technologies
could be used for measuring affect and behaviour during collaborative music making; to
consider applications for these sensors by developing and evaluating a prototype device;
and to provide insights into the wider applications for affect and behavioural sensing
technologies in the context of collaborative music making. These aims were addressed
over the course of three distinct studies. The first of these studies was exploratory in
nature, testing an array of different sensors in a highly controlled environment. The
results of this study led to the selection of specific sensors and the design of a device
– the LuminUs – which was subsequently incorporated into a second, more focused
quantitative study. A final, qualitative study, was then undertaken in order to further
evaluate the LuminUs and gather subjective data relating to findings obtained in the
first two studies. In light of these studies, the work in this thesis can be grouped under
three topics:
Sensing musical collaboration: experiences and findings relating to the use of var-
ious sensor technologies; their selection, implementation, and informativeness.
Collection and analysis of dyadic data: challenges and solutions relating to the
design of dyadic studies, and specific methods and techniques for data collection
and analysis.
Design implications: considerations and lessons learnt concerning the design of affect
and behaviour sensing technologies for collaborative music making.
This chapter provides a detailed discussion of each of these topics in relation to the
work undertaken in this thesis as well as relevant existing research.
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7.1 Sensing Musical Collaboration
This thesis investigated a wide variety of sensors for measuring collaborative music
making. Figure 7.1 provides an overview of the different types of sensors, their rela-
tionships, and the levels at which they can be viewed. As can be seen, sensor data
are initially collected from individual musicians, before being combined and processed
in order to ‘sense’ aspects of the musical collaboration. This section introduces basic
recommendations for what can be sensed, and how different measures are interrelated
(e.g. motion and physiology). Measurable aspects of the musician are separated into
external measures (gaze, motion, and musical output), and internal, physiological mea-
sures (ECG, EEG, GSR). Each measure is then discussed in detail; covering findings
relating to that measure across all three studies, as well as other relevant research.
7.1.1 Sensing the Musician
Musical performance places specific constraints upon the use of sensor technologies.
From a practical standpoint, constraints predominantly relate to the physical demands
of playing an instrument. For example, sensors that must be attached to the hands, or
which restrict body movements, are not suitable for use with musicians. For collabo-
rative performance, practical constraints are also introduced by situational factors. In
particular, the positioning of musicians can change over the course of a performance;
musicians may not be fully visible because of physical obstructions; and the perfor-
mance area can be lit by changeable or dim stage lighting. These factors constrain
the use of fixed-position, camera-based sensing methods – such as those used for facial
expression and motion analysis – since the performance of these methods is degraded
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Figure 7.1: Sensing musical collaborations.
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by dynamic lighting conditions and occlusions (Lim et al., 2014; Kotsia et al., 2008;
Dael et al., 2016). Consequently, the studies in this thesis focused upon body-worn
sensors. However, these are also subject to practical constraints. For example, the
movements of musicians meant that the EEG and GSR data collected during Study 1
contained substantial levels of noise. In Study 3, movements also caused some prob-
lems with the gaze detection whilst using the eye-tracking headsets. For each of the
measures discussed in the following sections, specific practical issues and solutions are
highlighted.
A less obvious constraint emerged from the findings of Study 3, and it relates to the
aesthetics and visual appearance of the sensor technology. Musicians are often conscious
of the way that they present themselves in performance situations, and this means that
they may be adverse to wearing certain sensor technologies in these situations. For this
reason, there may be a preference for sensor technologies that are more discreet.
The sensors that were used in this thesis can be separated according to whether
they sense external or internal measures (see Fig. 7.1). Gaze, motion, and musical
output are external measures, since they are externally visible to a human beholder.
Consequently, features of these measures tend to be directly relevant to expressive and
communicative aspects of collaborative music making. As such, it is possible to gain
insights into the affective and behavioural phenomena that could be sensed from these
measures by simply asking human observers how they interpret them. For example,
discussions with musicians during Study 3 revealed that their co-performer’s body
motions served as an indication of them being ‘into the music’. This was reflected by
corresponding results in Study 1, which showed correlations between the participants’
own self-reported levels of energy and engagement and their body motion, as sensed by
an accelerometer.
In contrast, internal measures cannot be directly observed by a co-performer. Within
the scope of this thesis, internal measures comprise the physiological measures: GSR,
ECG, and EEG. Due to the hidden and subconscious nature of these measures, it is less
likely that musicians will be able to provide experiential insights into how they relate
to aspects of collaborative music making. Instead, it is necessary to perform quanti-
tative experiments involving the collection of sensor data from musicians. Statistical
analysis techniques can then be used to identify relationships between these data and
affective and behavioural features of interest. It is important to note that statistically
significant relationships alone are not evidence of causal relationships. As such, the re-
searcher must draw upon existing knowledge of psychophysiological processes in order
to provide a causal basis to support their findings. This may also involve carrying out
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further studies. For example, the findings in Study 1 revealed potential relationships
between cardiac activity and musical decision making. Explanatory hypotheses were
then established based upon existing studies and knowledge, and these hypotheses were
tested in Study 2.
It is important to bear in mind that relationships also exist between the different
measures. For example, where movement is required to play an instrument, the mu-
sician’s motion will clearly be related to their musical output. Consequently, musical
output will also be related to cardiac activity, since this is directly influenced by levels
of physical exertion. This was evidenced in Study 2, where significant correlations were
found between the velocity of notes and the musician’s HR. Throughout this thesis,
measures have predominantly been analysed independently of each other in relation
to aspects of collaborative music making. The justification for this is that many of
these measures have not previously been investigated in detail in the context of mu-
sical collaborations; therefore, it makes sense to begin by studying them in isolation.
However, there are numerous findings in this thesis that point towards the potential
benefits of combining measures. Where applicable, the following sections discuss ways
in which individual measures might be combined with other measures in order to en-
hance sensor-based analysis of musical interactions.
7.1.2 Gaze
Gaze features were initially extracted through the manual processing of video data
from Study 1. Subsequent analysis showed that the percentage gaze time was sig-
nificantly correlated with self-reported boredom. The importance of visual contact
between musicians was also highlighted through the analysis of the effects of the visual
condition in Study 1, which indicated that visual contact had a significant influence
upon self-reported creativity. These results led to the selection of gaze as a potentially
informative measure of musical collaboration.
Existing studies have investigated the functions of gaze in non-verbal communi-
cation, and have acknowledged its important roles in non-verbal aspects of musical
interactions (see Section 4.2.1). However, it was not possible to find any existing re-
search where automatic methods of sensing gaze had been adopted for the study of
gaze interactions between musicians. This was achieved in Study 2, predominantly
due to the recent development and availability of affordable, open-source hardware and
software for gaze tracking. Recent advances in machine vision also enabled markers to
be tracked within a musician’s field of vision (FOV). Prior to this, the processing of
gaze tracking data generally involved manual, post-hoc analysis of gaze points.
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From a practical standpoint, there were a number of issues with the gaze track-
ing sensors used in studies 2 and 3. The main issues concerned the sensitivity of the
marker and pupil tracking to movements and slight changes in positioning respectively.
Regarding the tracking of the wearer’s pupil, the position of the eye-tracking camera
relative to the eye must remain constant. This is achieved through the fact that the
headset is fixed on the wearer’s head. However, sudden movements or adjustments of
the glasses can lead to changes in positioning, which subsequently degrade the tracking
accuracy. Regarding the tracking of markers, the movements of the FOV camera, rel-
ative to the surrounding environment, can result in motion blur, which makes marker
detection difficult. This meant that, in practice, the data from the eye-tracking glasses
was not always reliable. This had a negative influence upon participants’ adoption of
the technology during Study 3. These issues present significant challenges that need to
be addressed if eye tacking sensors are going to be successfully used by performing mu-
sicians. Having said this, eye-tracking sensors are constantly improving. For example,
the current version of the Pupil eye-tracking headset has a FOV camera with a frame
rate of 120 frames per second (fps), compared to 30 fps on the headsets used in this
thesis1. Higher frame rates reduce the level of motion blur (Bellers et al., 2007). A
more advanced eye-tracking headset is also available, which boasts wireless connectivity
and ‘calibrationless setup’ (SensoMotoric Instruments (SMI), 2015).
For researchers investigating musical interactions, eye-tracking sensors have the
potential to facilitate experiments in which quantitative gaze data can be gathered and
analysed. This could help provide empirical support for existing theories surrounding
the ways that musicians use gaze; and could also lead to new insights and research
questions. For example, the results of Study 2 showed significant correlations between
the number of glances made by the drummers and the information content of the
pianists’ music. This provided quantitative support for the theory that gaze is used as
a means of obtaining information (Kleinke, 1986). It also raised a number of research
questions, such as – why wasn’t the equivalent relationship observed for the glances of
pianists and information content of the drummers’ playing?
For those interested in developing sensor-based technologies for musicians, gaze
tracking clearly has the potential to provide detailed and varied information about
real-time collaborative musical interactions. The findings in Study 3 highlighted the
importance of gaze in the processes of cueing and signalling between musicians. These
findings also indicated that gaze is always used in conjunction with other expressive
actions. Therefore, future work could focus on incorporating measures of gaze with
1https://pupil-labs.com/store/
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other measures, such as motion. This could be facilitated by the fact that eye-tracking
headsets include a FOV camera. By processing the images from this video stream,
additional information such as the motion of the headset, or the motion of objects in
the camera view, could be estimated. As face-tracking algorithms improve, it may also
be possible to use the video stream to track when a musician is glancing at another mu-
sician, without the need for fiducial markers. Furthermore, headsets could be designed
to include additional sensors, such as accelerometers, which could accurately track the
head movements of the musician.
7.1.3 Motion
For the research conducted in this thesis, basic measures of motion were collected using
worn accelerometers. More detailed and accurate methods for motion detection exist;
however, they are not well suited to use with musicians in real-world settings. This is
predominantly due to the fact that they are camera based, which means that they are
adversely affected by occlusions, such as musical instruments. In the case of marker-
based systems they also require complex and site-specific apparatus. Despite being one
of the simpler methods, accelerometry can still be used to extract detailed information
about features of motion. A quantity of motion (QoM) feature was used in the studies
reported in this thesis, since previous studies have shown this to be an informative
feature for the detection of affective states (see Section 4.2.2).
Accelerometer placement is an important consideration, from both practical and
feature-processing standpoints. In Study 1 accelerometers were positioned on the mu-
sicians’ heads, bodies, and wrists. The quantity of body motion was found to be posi-
tively correlated with self-reported creativity, engagement, and energy. The specificity
of these results to body movements is evidence of the fact that certain placement sites
are more informative than others. The results are also a promising indication of the
potential uses for accelerometer-based motion sensing in the context of musical collab-
oration. However, the fact that multiple self-report items were all correlated with the
same motion feature suggests that basic features of motion may not be discriminatory
enough to classify distinct forms of expression and their underlying affective meanings.
If real-world applications are to be created then it may be necessary to test and de-
velop more advanced methods for processing and interpreting accelerometer data. This
could involve incorporating data from multiple sites (e.g. body and head), and using
machine learning methods in order to model and detect specific expressive motions. It
may also be necessary for the data processing to be customised to specific individu-
als or instrumentalists according to their specific styles of movement. The findings in
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Study 3 highlighted how musicians become familiar with aspects of their co-performer’s
movement behaviour. Motion sensor technologies may also need to exhibit a similar
capacity for learning.
As previously discussed, musical output, physiological measures, and gaze behaviour
are all directly influenced by types of motion. This was evidenced in the results of Study
2, and is illustrated in Fig. 7.1. This factor, coupled with the ease of collecting ac-
celerometer data, forms a strong case for the inclusion of motion sensors in any system
designed to measure affect and behaviour during collaborative music making. For ex-
ample, motion data could be used to account for the influence of physical exertion upon
cardiac activity; enabling the extraction of cardiac features that were more representa-
tive of psychological processes. A similar approach has already been adopted by Dean
and Bailes (2013), who used a motion sensor to account for the influence of movement
on skin conductance readings taken from the left ankles of improvising pianists. In each
case the motion sensor and skin conductance sensor were attached to the same ankle.
Subsequent time series analyses resulted in the identification of relationships between
skin conductance changes and transitions between musical segments, but only after the
impact of movement had been accounted for.
7.1.4 Musical Output
During the studies in this thesis, MIDI and audio data were used for the extraction of
features relating to the musical output of individual musicians. On the surface, these
data might not seem to be directly related to the affective and behavioural phenomena
with which this research is concerned. However, musical output contains important
information relating to the expressive features of musical actions, such as timing and
dynamics. In the case of improvised music, it also represents the musical decision mak-
ing processes of the musician. This was the main justification for extracting musical
output features in this thesis; given its focus upon collaborative improvisation. In
Study 1, MIDI data were used to analyse the timing synchrony between the dyads.
MIDI and audio data were also analysed manually in order to extract rhythmic change
points (RCPs). The increased size of Study 2 meant that automated methods were
sought for extracting similar features. Two features were used: information content
(IC), and musical change points (CPs). The former was computed using existing soft-
ware, whilst the latter was extracted using software specifically developed for the study
(see Section 5.3.4). Both features were intended to represent the timing and overall
quantity of structural changes in the music. Subsequent analyses showed that both
features provided valuable insights into the musical output, and the way that it related
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to other quantitative measures. These findings varied between the two features, and
were also instrument-specific. It was noted that IC and CP only provide objective rep-
resentations of the musical output. In the study of musical collaboration, qualitative
measures of musical output are also important, especially when evaluating aesthetic
outcomes, such as creativity. Due to their inherently subjective nature, the accurate
extraction of such measures through automated means is an extremely difficult task
(Galanter, 2013).
The aforementioned approach to the extraction of musical output features was in-
spired by existing work in music information retrieval (MIR): a growing field of research,
which concerns the computerised extraction of information from music (Downie, 2003).
MIR has a wide array of uses, including the identification of tracks by specific com-
posers, and the classification of music according to concepts surrounding mood and
emotion. Casey et al. (2008) discuss high-level descriptions of music that can be ex-
tracted, such as timbre, pitch, harmony, and structure; as well as low-level audio fea-
tures, such as spectral properties of the audio signal. In the context of collaborative
music making, MIR methods can provide researchers with tools for performing quan-
titative analysis of musical outcomes. This affords an extra layer of insight into the
musical interactions, which can subsequently be analysed alongside features obtained
from other quantitative measures. However, MIR methods predominantly utilise pre-
recorded music, represented in either digital-audio or symbolic formats (e.g. MIDI or
musical score). Consequently, they are somewhat restricted to post-hoc analysis of
musical output. Furthermore, the capture and representation of the musical output
are dependent upon numerous factors, such as the instruments being played and the
performance situation. The studies in this thesis utilised MIDI instruments in order
to record symbolic representations of individual musicians’ playing. Most acoustic in-
struments do not have MIDI capability, and would need to be represented as audio.
This introduces additional technical issues such as source separation - the isolation of
individual instruments within a single audio recording.
7.1.5 Physiology
In contrast to the external measures discussed in the previous sections, physiology is
classed as an internal measure due to the fact that it cannot be directly viewed by
an external observer. Having said this, some indicators of physiological functioning
may be externally visible, such as perspiration, or changes in skin colour due to blood
flow. However, these cannot provide detailed insights into the underlying physiological
processes.
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Physiological activity tends to function outside of conscious awareness and control.
This means that physiological measures can reveal aspects of a person’s behavioural
and affective states that might not be expressed through actions and words. This is
especially useful for studies of collaborative musical performance, where actions are
restricted and verbal interaction is scarce.
All of the physiological measures used in this thesis involve the use of electrical
sensors attached to the skin. In most cases, the raw data collected from these sensors
must undergo a degree of processing before meaningful features can be extracted. The
complexity and quantity of processing varies from measure-to-measure; as does the
susceptibility to noise. These factors must be taken into account when selecting phys-
iological measures for specific studies or applications. In Study 1, three physiological
measures were collected: EEG (brain activity), ECG (cardiac activity), and GSR (per-
spiration). Features extracted from all three measures showed interesting correlations
with self-reported aspects of the musicians’ collaborations. However, the decision was
made to exclude EEG and GSR from further studies due to their sensitivity to motion
artifacts.
In studies 1 and 2, relationships between creative decision making and cardiac ac-
tivity were investigated. The results from Study 1 showed relationships between HR
extrema and decision points. However, these were not observed in all participants. In
Section 4.2.3 a comprehensive review of existing research relating to cardiac activity
and decision making was undertaken. This informed the development of specific hy-
potheses, which were subsequently tested in Study 2. The findings from this second
study were inconclusive; showing limited evidence for relationships between features of
cardiac activity and decision making (see Section 5.6.2). The lack of clear correlations
was attributed to the fact that cardiac activity is influenced by an array of different
processes. Therefore, in order to specifically identify cardiac changes that correspond
to a sub-set of these processes, it would be necessary to account for the extraneous
processes in some way. As previously discussed (see Section 7.1.3), researchers have al-
ready attempted to achieve this for physiological measures from pianists; using motion
sensors to model and account for the influence of movement upon skin conductance
data. In this case, the researchers were accounting for motion artifacts in the skin
conductance readings, rather than the influence of motion on perspiration levels. Mod-
elling and accounting for the internal processes that influence a physiological response
is a far more complex problem, due to the fact that physiological functioning varies
between subjects (Cacioppo et al., 2007a), and can be influenced by a wide array of
factors (Blascovich and Mendes, 2010; Bradley and Lang, 2007). With regards to car-
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diac activity, these could include physical factors, such as the subject’s age and fitness
levels; chemical factors, such as the use of medication; environmental factors, such as
the temperature; and psychological factors, such as stress (Berntson et al., 2007). In
the context of musical interactions, the factors of greatest interest are likely to be those
that have a transient, short-term influence upon cardiac activity. For example, the
presence of an audience might influence a musician’s anxiety levels; whilst the venue
environment might influence their body temperature. Accounting for these factors will
require parameters to be specified or learnt at the level of the individual; since the
nature of these influences will vary from person-to-person.
7.2 Collection and Analysis of Dyadic Data
The three studies reported in this thesis adopted a variety of approaches to the collec-
tion and analysis of dyadic data. These included qualitative and quantitative designs;
naturalistic and controlled settings; physiological, motion, gaze, musical performance,
self-report, interview and observational data sources; and individual, dyadic and group-
level analyses. Some of these approaches, such as the use of linear mixed models, were
directly adopted from existing research methods; whilst others, such as the extraction
of musical decision making features, were developed and modified in order to suit spe-
cific requirements of the studies. In this section the considerations, challenges, and
issues associated with carrying out dyadic studies are discussed in detail. These dis-
cussions are contextualised with respect to collaborative music making; however, they
also have relevance to dyadic studies in general. The section is organised according to
the chronological stages of carrying out a study, namely: study design, data collection,
and methods of analysis.
7.2.1 Study Designs
Collaborative music making incorporates an extremely broad range of activities, which
take place in a variety of settings, with differing musical styles, and a spectrum of
musical abilities. Consequently, it is not possible for any single study to investigate all
aspects of collaborative music making. Instead, it is necessary to focus upon a restricted
sub-set, which will be determined by the specific aims and objectives of the research.
The breadth of the study will also have a direct impact upon the generalisability of the
results and findings. The research in this thesis focused specifically upon collaborative
improvisation within experienced dyads. In the first two studies the musical instru-
ments were also restricted, and participants were given specific improvisation tasks.
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This means that the findings in this thesis must be considered in light of these restric-
tions. Having said this, it is possible that some of the findings could be generalised to
other collaborative activities, both musical and non-musical. Further research would
be required in order to verify the generalisability of these results.
The varied nature of collaborative music making is concomitant with the fact that
it is highly situated and context-dependent. This also means that it is not well suited to
study under controlled, laboratory settings. Unfortunately, when working with quan-
titative sensor data, controlled study designs are a pre-requisite to performing valid
statistical analyses. Addressing this conflict between ecological and statistical validity
was one of the biggest challenges when designing the studies in this thesis. Where
possible, the experimental settings were designed to resemble real-world musical per-
formance spaces; using stage lighting and purpose-built performance spaces. However,
the participants were still aware that they were taking part in an experiment, which
could have had an impact on their behaviour. The effectiveness of simulated musical
performance settings has been investigated by Williamon et al. (2014), who developed
and tested a virtual ‘performance simulator’ for training musicians at the Royal College
of Music, London. The simulator consisted of a small performance space with a screen,
onto which a virtual audience or audition panel were projected. Curtains and spotlights
were positioned either side of the screen, and loudspeakers provided noise distractions,
such as coughing and phone-ringing. A small backstage area was also created, with
mock CCTV footage of audience members sitting in the performance space. When
testing the simulator with violinists, participants’ levels of reported anxiety and pat-
terns of heart rate variability (HRV) were found to be comparable between simulated
and real performance situations. These results are a promising indication of how virtual
environments could facilitate the design of experiments that are both ecologically and
statistically valid.
Another major consideration when designing experiments is whether the experi-
ment should be hypothesis-driven (confirmatory) or exploratory. Exploratory studies
are appropriate when little is known about the area of interest. In the social sciences,
exploratory research has been promoted as a means of avoiding the formulaic restric-
tions of confirmatory research (Stebbins, 2001), and revealing previously unimagined
connections and casual mechanisms (Reiter, 2013). It was for similar reasons that an
exploratory approach was adopted for the first study in this thesis. This successfully
resulted in interesting and unforeseen findings, which were then used to inform the
design of a more focused, confirmatory second study.
The third study in this thesis was also exploratory; taking a qualitative approach,
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which involved the thematic analysis of interview data. The main purpose of the third
study was to evaluate musicians’ use of the LuminUs. However, this also resulted in
unforeseen findings that could have served as a basis for further research. Indeed,
qualitative research has traditionally been used as a precursor to quantitative studies;
enabling areas of interest to be identified (Ritchie, 2003). Having said this, it has been
noted that “one of the most underutilised ways of using qualitative and quantitative
research together is to follow statistical research enquiry with a qualitative study, yet
this is a particularly powerful way of combining the two approaches” (Ritchie, 2003, p.
42). This was the approach taken in this thesis; justified by the fact that the research
initially set out to explore potential uses for various types of sensor data; and that these
uses were best explored through statistical enquiry, due to the quantitative nature of
the data. Building upon the quantitative findings of Study 2 with a qualitative study
meant that it was possible to frame particular statistical results in the context of more
subjective and qualitative aspects of collaborative music making.
7.2.2 Data Collection Methods
The studies in this thesis adopted both quantitative and qualitative methods of data
collection. Each of these presents particular challenges and issues when conducting
studies with collaborating musicians. With regard to quantitative methods, multiple
factors must be taken into account when selecting which data to collect, and which sen-
sors to use. The different measures that were used in Study 1 were evaluated according
to their reliability, informativeness, and practicality (see Section 3.5.3):
Reliability concerns whether the data collected from a particular sensor can be trusted
as a representation of the intended measure. The main issues affecting reliability
are the accuracy of the chosen sensor, and its susceptibility to noise. It is also im-
portant to take into account the sampling rate at which the data are collected. In
Study 1 ECG data were collected at 51.2 Hz, which was not a sufficient sampling
rate for accurate HRV analysis to be performed. Consequently, the sampling rate
was increased to 512 Hz for the collection of ECG data during Study 2. The
selected sampling rate is usually dependent upon the frequency of change in the
signal being measured. For example, changes in perspiration are much more grad-
ual than changes in the electrical activity of the heart; therefore, sampling rates
for skin conductance data do not need to be as high as those for ECG data.
Informativeness concerns the amount of useful information that can be extracted
from the data. In the case of Study 1, the informativeness of each measure was
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not known prior to the study; and one of the study aims was to evaluate the
informativeness of different measures. Informativeness is very much dependent
upon the ways in which the collected sensor data are subsequently processed and
analysed. This is discussed below.
Practicality is discussed earlier in this chapter (see Section 7.1.1).
When collecting data from multiple participants or sensors, it is important to ensure
that all the data can be synchronised to a common timeline. The required precision
and accuracy of this synchronisation is dependent upon the type of data being collected
and the objectives of the research. For example, if the research is concerned with
relationships between features that have been extracted and averaged over time periods
in the order of minutes, then it may not be necessary to achieve synchronisation accurate
to the millisecond. However, analyses of discrete time events may require much higher
accuracy. One of the challenges for achieving synchronisation is that individual sensors
often have proprietary software; meaning that data must be saved within multiple
different programs, each with their own time references. In Study 1 a novel method
was used for synchronising the data sources manually. This involved creating a series
of short time-duration events that were common to all data sources, and which could
subsequently be used to align the different data sets. In the second study, data from
multiple sources were transmitted to a single program, enabling them to be saved
against a shared time reference. This was facilitated by the fact that the selected sensors
included open source software, which could be modified in order to transmit the data to
a single program over a shared network. It is important to note, however, that saving
data from multiple sources against a common timeline does not guarantee accurate
synchronisation. This was highlighted by the fact that the MIDI data collected in
Study 2 were found to contain a time drift. Timing inaccuracies can also be introduced
by delays in the transmission of data from the sensor to the software program. This
can be a function of the speed and bandwidth of wired and wireless networks used to
transmit the data. It is important for researchers to be aware of these inaccuracies
and to take them into account when collecting and analysing data. This should involve
carrying out tests in order to determine the extent of timing inaccuracies prior to
undertaking experiments.
Quantitative self-report data were also collected during the first two studies in this
thesis. In both cases, this involved the use of scale-based, structured questionnaires.
One of the issues with developing and evaluating questionnaires for collaborative music
making is that it is difficult to perform repeated tests. When the musicians are impro-
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vising – as they were in studies 1 and 2 – this becomes especially challenging, due to
the unique nature of each improvisation. Consequently, it may not be possible to assess
the validity and reliability of custom questionnaire measures. This can be addressed
by adopting and adapting existing questionnaires; a method that was partially used to
develop the questionnaires in this thesis. However, the fact that these questionnaires
may have been developed and tested for different activities and purposes means that
their validity and reliability may not be applicable in the context of collaborative music
making.
With regards to the collection of qualitative data, semi-structured interviews and
observations were used in the third study in this thesis. In this case, the aim of the
study was to evaluate the musicians’ use of the LuminUs, rather than to analyse sensor
data. When conducting interviews, it is necessary to be aware of the influence that
the interviewer can have upon the data collection. This is especially relevant when the
interviewer is also one of the researchers, since there is a risk of them revealing aspects
of their hypotheses and preconceptions concerning the outcomes of the experiment.
Orne (1962) describes how cues that convey aspects of experimental hypotheses to
participants can significantly impact the participants’ behaviours. He refers to these
cues as ‘demand characteristics’. Demand characteristics have been shown to lead
participants to respond in a way that will support the experimental hypotheses, and
are closely related to wider issues concerning experimenter bias (Klein et al., 2012).
During Study 3 participants were aware that the interviewer had been involved in the
development of the LuminUs, due to the fact that many of them had also participated in
the second study. Consequently, they may have responded more positively to questions
about the LuminUs in order to please the researcher. This issue could have been avoided
to some extent through the use of an independent interviewer. However, this may have
led to interview data lacking in relevant depth; due to the need for the interviewer to
have a detailed knowledge of the research in order to pursue appropriate topics during
the interviews.
7.2.3 Analysis Methods
A variety of analysis methods are reported throughout this thesis, owing to the breadth
of both quantitative and qualitative data collected, and the use of different levels of
analysis: individual, dyad, and group. A common starting point for the analysis of both
qualitative and quantitative data was the use of visualisations. These were especially
useful where the approach to the analyses was exploratory, as in studies 1 and 3.
In Study 1, strip-plot visualisations were created to represent multiple features along
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a common timeline (see Fig. 3.5 and Appendix A.3). Coloured segments represented
periods of gaze by each participant in a dyad; shaded areas represented continuous heart
rate measures; and discrete markers represented rhythmic change points. In Study 3,
thematic maps were created, enabling the visualisation of links between different codes
and themes and their prevalence in the data set. In both cases, these visualisations
aided the early stages of data analysis; highlighting potentially interesting relationships
between different measures. The processing and visualisation of large and complex data
sets is facilitated by ongoing advances in computing; providing researchers with valuable
tools for exploring and analysing their data through visual inspection. These advances
can be further exploited by using the word wide web as a means of crowdsourcing
volunteers to assist in the visual analysis of large data sets. This distributed data
analysis has been used to great success for a range of research objectives, including the
identification of new galaxies (Simpson et al., 2014), and the matching of whale calls
using spectrograms and audio samples (Sayigh et al., 2013).
An important factor to take into account when analysing dyadic data is non-
independence (Kenny et al., 2006); which refers to the fact that data from individuals
within a dyad may be related. Kenny et al. (2006) describe various types of ‘linkage’
that can occur between members of a dyad, two of which are relevant to the studies
reported in this thesis: voluntary linkage, and experimental linkage. The former refers
to linkage that occurs between friends or couples, and which normally develops over
time; whilst the latter refers to relationships that are created in the laboratory, when
two people are asked to interact. Non-independence may occur as a result of a combi-
nation of these two types of linkages. Additionally, Kenny et al. (2006) describe four
sources of non-independence:
Compositional effects: These effects are the result of dyad members sharing sim-
ilarities prior to being grouped together in a study, and will often occur when
participants are grouped in a non-random way.
Partner effects: These occur when characteristics or behaviours of one member of a
dyad influence the other member’s data.
Mutual influence: This is a process of feedback, whereby the outcomes from both
members of a dyad directly affect one another.
Common fate effects: These occur when both dyad members are exposed to the
same causal influences.
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All four of these sources could lead to non-independence in data collected from pairs of
collaborating musicians. For example, compositional effects could emerge due to mu-
sicians in an established dyad having similar musical tastes and backgrounds; partner
effects and mutual influence could be the result of the behaviours and musical contri-
butions made by each dyad member during a performance; and common fate effects
could be the result of a shared stimulus, such as the animation used in Study 2. Sources
of non-independence can be mitigated by the design of a study; especially those that
occur due to voluntary linkage and compositional effects. This was the main reason
why participants in Study 2 were selected such that dyad members did not know each
other and had not previously played together. However, sources of non-independence
that arise due to experimental linkage must be taken into account during the data
analysis. Standard statistical analysis methods, such as analysis of variance (ANOVA)
and multiple regression, make the assumption of independence between individual data
points. Therefore, unless independence can be determined, these methods are nor-
mally unsuitable for dyadic data analysis (Kenny et al., 2006). Consequently, in the
statistical analyses reported in this thesis, tests were performed to establish the inde-
pendence of dyadic variables, and appropriate statistical methods were chosen to deal
with non-independence.
One of the most prevalent statistical methods used in this thesis was linear mixed
modelling. Linear mixed models (LMMs) facilitate the analysis of data that contains
repeated measurements from the same statistical units. Therefore, they are suitable
for cases where measures are not independent. LMMs are also useful when the data
are split over various grouping levels, such as individual, dyad, and study group.
The importance of considering data analysis over various levels is highlighted in
the discussion of the findings in Study 1 (see Section 3.5.2), and is also evidenced by
the findings in Studies 2 and 3. In both cases, some results were generalisable across
dyads, whilst others seemed to be specific to particular dyads, and to the individual
members of the dyads. This is reflective of the nature of music making, whereby certain
characteristics, such as the capabilities of an instrument, are common to all musicians
playing that instrument; whilst more subjective characteristics, such as playing style
and expression, are specific to individuals. These findings support the need for multiple
levels of analysis when investigating collaborative music making.
The quantitative analyses in this thesis were either performed using discrete fea-
tures, or using continuous time series features. Whilst the former is amenable to analysis
with common statistical techniques, such as LMMs and t-tests; the analysis of corre-
lations between time series presents greater challenges. In particular, behavioural and
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physiological signals tend to exhibit autocorrelation, which must be accounted for prior
to analysing cross-correlations between time series. Delays are also likely to exist be-
tween these signals and their associated stimuli; meaning that time-lagged correlations
should be taken into account. Furthermore, when averaging over multiple time series
to create a single, averaged time series, it may be necessary to normalise individual
series prior to averaging. These issues are discussed further in sections 5.5 and 5.6.2,
in relation to the time series analysis of cardiac and musical decision making features.
There are a wide variety of approaches to time series analysis and a lack of consensus
on appropriate methods. Consequently, researchers must have a good understanding
of the nature of their data and the objectives of their analyses, in order to select a
suitable approach.
A qualitative method of analysis was used in the final study in this thesis, as a means
of evaluating the LuminUs. As with many qualitative analysis methods, this involved
manually transcribing and coding data in order to identify and describe themes within
the data set. One of the main issues with these methods is that the manual processing
of data can be time-consuming and subject to experimenter bias. As automated speech
and language analysis tools improve, it is possible that some of these processes could
become automated in the future.
7.3 Design Implications
This section discusses implications for the design of affect and behaviour sensing tech-
nologies in the context of collaborative music making. The section initially considers
the potential applications for these technologies, before discussing three specific aspects
of technology design: sensor selection, signal processing, and visual feedback. Findings
and examples from the studies involving the LuminUs are used alongside examples
from existing studies and technologies, in order to address wider issues surrounding
technology design for musicians.
7.3.1 Potential Applications
From a design perspective, the original aims of this thesis were to contribute towards
the development of technologies that incorporate affect and behaviour sensing in order
to enhance non-verbal interactions between collaborating musicians. In the wider con-
text of affective computing and social signal processing, there has been much research
on the development of sensor-based technologies for sensing human affect and social
interaction. However, at the time of writing, there are very few examples of these
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technologies being adopted in real-world applications. A potential reason for this is
that research is often driven by a desire to explore and demonstrate the capabilities
of the technology, rather than address the specific demands and needs of technology
users. The research presented in this thesis was jointly motivated by a desire to ex-
plore technological capabilities, and a desire to focus on the needs of a specific sub-set
of technology users - collaborating musicians. However, the approach to the research
was still somewhat technology oriented, since the first study in the thesis was designed
primarily to assess the capabilities of various sensors. Having selected certain sensors,
a prototype device was designed and evaluated in relation to its potential uses and
impact upon collaborating musicians.
The outcomes of Study 2 indicated that providing simple visual feedback on the
glances of a co-performer had a significant influence on the glancing behaviours of musi-
cians. These findings suggest that technology has the potential to influence non-verbal
interactions between collaborating musicians. However, this study did little to evaluate
the extent to which this influence might be beneficial to musicians and the outcomes of
their collaborations. These issues were addressed in Study 3, where specific situations
and circumstances were identified, in which musicians envisaged potential applications
for the technology. Two of the most prevalent use-cases that emerged from the analy-
ses were orchestral and recording studio performances. These situations share common
features. Firstly, they often involve physical separation between musicians, which re-
duces the potential for non-verbal interaction. In the case of orchestral performance
this might be due to the fact that musicians can be spaced far apart, or that they often
play in an orchestral ‘pit’, where lighting is limited. For studio performances musicians
can be separated into different rooms or booths whilst they record their parts. Sec-
ondly, both situations can involve a heightened need to be attentive to distinct musical
cues. For example, members of an orchestra must take note of cues provided by the
conductor; whilst, in a recording studio, musicians may need to play to a click track.
In these situations, technology has the potential to give musicians an improved sense
of the behaviours, non-verbal signals, and emotions of their co-performers.
The LuminUs processes sensor data in real-time and uses it to provide continuous
feedback to musicians during performance. An alternative way of using sensor technolo-
gies would be to collect and store data over the course of a performance and then allow
musicians to review and interpret these data at some point after the performance. For
example, a musician in Study 3 expressed an interest in knowing exactly how much they
moved during performances. The use of sensor technologies for self-measurement and
tracking has become increasingly popular over the last decade; a trend encompassed
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by the popularised term, ‘Quantified Self’ (Swan, 2013). This trend has been acceler-
ated by the development of small, mobile and affordable technologies for sensing and
recording data. In particular, these developments are closely related to the emergence
of wearable technologies, such as smartwatches and activity trackers (Russo, 2015). A
number of researchers have investigated the use of wearable technologies for measur-
ing aspects of musical performance. For example, Benning et al. (2007) used various
types of motion sensor to capture body gestures and train a student to play the tabla;
Dalgleish and Spencer (2015) developed a wearable system for helping trumpet players
maintain good posture, using a 3D camera to record their posture, and wearable vibro-
tactile arrays to provide feedback during playing; and a wearable system involving ECG
and accelerometer sensors was developed by Kusserow et al. (2010) to measure stage
fright in musicians. Only a single example was found of wearable sensors being used in
the context of collaborative musical performance: Gloor et al. (2013) investigated group
flow amongst jazz musicians, using ‘sociometric badges’ containing accelerometers and
microphones to measure and compare the ‘energy levels’ of the performers.
Consumer applications for wearable technologies have predominately focused on the
health and fitness markets. At the time of writing, the Soundbrenner Pulse was being
marketed as the World’s first wearable device for musicians (Soundbrenner, 2016). This
wrist or ankle worn device simply acts as a metronome by vibrating at a fixed rhythm
set by the user. In the coming years it is envisaged that more wearable technologies
targeted at musicians will emerge.
7.3.2 Sensor Selection
As previously discussed (see Section 7.2.2), three parameters were used to evaluate the
sensors used in the studies in this thesis: practicality, reliability, and informativeness.
Whilst informativeness is highly dependent upon the way in which the sensor data are
processed, all three of these parameters should be taken into account when selecting
sensors to incorporate into the design of new technologies. An additional parameter,
which is specifically relevant to commercial technology development, is compatibility.
Compatibility encompasses the extent to which the type of sensor is able to work
in conjunction with existing technologies and devices. For example, if it is possible
to connect the sensor to a smart-phone, then an app on the phone could perform
the data processing and provide visual feedback. Alternatively, the app might utilise
the sensors already built into the smart-phone, such as accelerometers and cameras.
Consumer technologies, such as smart phones and watches, are being developed with an
increasing array of in-built sensors, many of which could be utilised for the measurement
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of performing musicians.
Compatibility also concerns the way in which the sensor communicates its data.
For example, it might use Bluetooth, which is a popular protocol for wirelessly trans-
mitting data between electronic devices. There are also protocols that are specifically
relevant for musical performance, such as the MIDI protocol, used to communicate with
electronic instruments; or the DMX protocol, used to control stage lighting.
It is possible that sensors could be integrated into the instruments themselves. For
example, a wireless accelerometer could be incorporated into a violin bow in order
to measure aspects of the musician’s expressive playing. However, this would clearly
restrict the use of the technology to certain instruments, and could also lead to increased
costs. Having said this, new interfaces for musical expression often incorporate the kinds
of sensors studied in this thesis (Medeiros and Wanderley, 2014). These instruments
offer the potential for affective and behavioural data to be collected and processed
without the requirement for additional hardware.
7.3.3 Data Processing
As discussed in the previous section, the informativeness of any given sensor is highly
dependent upon the ways in which its data are processed. Data can either be processed
in real-time, or delayed-time. In order to provide sensor-related feedback to musicians
during a performance, the processing of data must be near real-time. The speed at
which data can be processed is dependent upon the computer assigned to perform the
processing, the number of calculations required to process each data sample, and the
sampling rate of the sensor. In the case of the LuminUs, the speed at which image
frames are captured and processed from the FOV camera directly impacts the levels of
motion blur and subsequently, the ability to detect the gaze markers. The calculation
of some of the features used in post-hoc analyses, such as those relating to heart rate
variability (HRV), requires multiple measurements taken over a particular time frame.
If these features were used in a real-time system then the computer would need to
continuously store and update a set of data values in order to perform the required
calculations.
In the context of collaborative music making, it may also be necessary for data to
be combined and processed from sensor measurements relating to multiple musicians.
Increasing the number of data streams that must be processed also has a direct impact
upon the number of calculations that must be performed. Therefore, for large groups
of musicians, such as orchestras, it may not be possible to process data from every
musician in near real-time using a single computing device. An alternative option
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would be to use ‘cloud’ computing, whereby the data are uploaded to a network and
processed using powerful cloud-based computers. However, this would mean that access
to the internet would be required in order for the sensor to be used, which would be
prohibitive for musicians playing in venues that lacked such resources.
Results throughout the three studies in this thesis highlighted the importance of
taking into account individualistic aspects of the musician when interpreting sensor
data. Consequently, it may also be necessary to tailor the data processing according to
individuals. This could be achieved by asking the musician to provide specific details
relating to attributes such as their personality, behaviours, or style of playing. It could
also be achieved by collecting and storing baseline data from the musician, enabling
the data processing to be adjusted accordingly. An additional option would be to
use machine learning techniques in order to ‘tune’ the processing of sensor data to the
musician over time. This could involve either supervised, or unsupervised learning. For
the former, the musician might provide the device with subjective feedback following
each music making session; allowing the device to learn how subjective ratings related
to the sensor data. In the case of unsupervised learning, the device could attempt to
learn how features derived from multiple sensors were related. For example, it might
use MIDI data to extract musical change features and then learn how these related to
cardiac activity features.
An important aspect of the data processing is that its output must consist of infor-
mation that can be meaningfully interpreted by the user. For post-performance analysis
of the data this might involve the use of complex graphical and numerical representa-
tions. Whereas, for live performance feedback, simpler visual representations might be
required, such as those provided by the LuminUs. The provision of visual feedback is
discussed further in the following section.
7.3.4 Visual Feedback
The provision of meaningful feedback is an essential element in the design of any sensor-
based technology for collaborating musicians. This section focuses upon a discussion
of visual feedback, since this was the method adopted in the design of the LuminUs.
More specifically, the LuminUs used a strip of coloured LED lights to provide simple
and dynamic feedback in a way that was not excessively distracting for the musicians.
A musician’s ability to attend to visual feedback is somewhat dependent upon the
situation, context, and nature of their playing. For example, one of the drummers
in Study 3 adjusted the positioning of their LuminUs according to where they were
playing on the drum kit. For musicians playing in live situations, additional visual
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distractions, such as the audience or stage lighting, might also influence their visual
attention. These issues predominately concern physical aspects of the visual feedback,
such as its positioning and visibility. Consequently, devices designed for wide-ranging
use should afford musicians a degree of control over aspects of the feedback, such as
positioning and brightness.
The use of simple, light-based feedback was sufficient to influence the behaviours
of the musicians during Study 2. Furthermore, musicians in Study 3 discussed how
they were able to attend to the LuminUs in their peripheral vision. Through the use of
both space and colour, the lighting used by the LuminUs has the potential to represent
dynamic and multidimensional information. In this case, different colours were used to
represent different types of feedback (gaze or motion), and the number of illuminated
lights represented the length of the gaze, or quantity of motion. To ensure that the data
are represented in a simple and efficient form, the dimensionality of the visual display
should be no greater than the dimensionality of the data to be represented. A related
issue arose during discussions with musicians in Study 3, where it was suggested that
the gaze feedback should simply consist of an on/off light; since the only important
information was whether the musician was gazing, or not gazing at the marker.
The colour combinations used for the LuminUs feedback were influenced by those
used in existing displays, reviewed in Section 4.2.4. Musicians in Study 3 reported that
they felt that the colour selections were suitable for the types of feedback. Research
has shown that chroma (colour intensity) is positively related to the three affective
dimensions: arousal, valence, and dominance (Suk and Irtel, 2010). However, associa-
tions between colour and emotion have also been shown to be dependent upon personal
preference and past experiences (Kaya and Epps, 2004). There is very little research
on the affective and behavioural interpretations of colour in the context of musical
performance.
7.4 Summary
In this chapter the work undertaken throughout this thesis has been drawn together in
order to highlight prominent findings and issues relating to the use of sensor technologies
for measuring and enhancing affective and behavioural interaction during collaborative
music making. The discussion was split into three sections, covering the use and se-
lection of sensors; the collection and analysis of dyadic data; and the implications for
the design of real-world devices. These topics have relevance to those working with
affect and behaviour sensors across a range of fields, from academic research to com-
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mercial technology design and development. Furthermore, this is not restricted to the
context of collaborative music making. The use of sensors for measuring affective and
behavioural phenomena has potential relevance within the wider scope of the perform-
ing arts, and beyond. For example, sensors have been used to investigate theatrical
dyadic interactions (Metallinou et al., 2013); expressive gestures in dance performances
(Camurri et al., 2003); interactions with new media art (Morgan and Gunes, 2013);
and the detection of conversing groups (Hung et al., 2014).
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Chapter 8
Conclusion
The previous chapter brought together the work undertaken throughout this thesis
and discussed it according to three topics: sensing musical collaboration; the collection
and analysis of dyadic data; and design implications. These topics are a testament to
the breadth and multidisciplinary nature of this thesis, which incorporates exploratory
research; qualitative and quantitative studies; and technology design, development,
and testing. This final chapter provides a concise overview of the work undertaken,
and highlights some associated limitations. It concludes by looking ahead, placing this
research in a wider context and imagining future work.
8.1 Overview and Major Findings
The work in this thesis comprised an exploratory study (Chapter 3); which led to
the design and development of a prototype device - the LuminUs (Chapter 4); which
was subsequently tested in a quantitative/controlled study (Chapter 5) and a qualita-
tive/longitudinal study (Chapter 6). This section provides a concise overview of the
work undertaken, and the major findings reported in each of these chapters.
8.1.1 Study 1: Sensing collaborating musicians (Chapter 3)
This research began with an exploratory study, which was designed to address the first
aim of this thesis:
A1 Investigate how best to continuously measure behaviour and affect during dyadic
musical interactions.
More specifically, the study aimed to assess a range of sensors; identify informative
measures and features; and report exploratory findings. Five pairs of experienced per-
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cussionists took part in the study, which involved playing basic improvised rhythms on
a drum pad under two conditions: one where the dyads were visible to one another,
and the other where they were separated by a screen. Eight quantitative measures were
collected from each percussionist during their performances. These included three phys-
iological measures captured using ECG, EEG, and GSR sensors; three motion measures
recorded from accelerometers worn on the wrist, body, and head; and performance and
behavioural measures collected using video cameras and MIDI data. Self-report data
were also collected using a post-performance questionnaire.
Data from the eight measures were processed in order to extract 26 different quan-
titative features for each participant, under each condition. These features were then
analysed at individual, dyad, and group level, using visualisations and statistical tests.
The analyses revealed interesting relationships between musical decisions and changes
in heart rate. Self-reported measures of creativity, engagement, and energy were corre-
lated with the quantity of body motion; whilst EEG beta-band activity was correlated
with self-reported positivity and leadership. Regarding co-visibility, lack of visual con-
tact between musicians had a negative influence on self-reported creativity. The number
of glances between musicians was positively correlated with rhythmic synchrony, and
the average length of glances was correlated with self-reported boredom. The results
indicated that ECG, motion, and glance measurements could be particularly suitable
for understanding and enhancing affective and behavioural interaction between collab-
orating musicians.
8.1.2 The LuminUs: Designing a device for collaborating musicians
(Chapter 4)
This chapter documented the design and development of an affect and behaviour sensing
device to enhance collaborative music making. In light of the findings from the first
study, the following input measures were selected: cardiac activity, gaze, and motion.
An additional design consideration was the output modality for the device. This had
to be capable of representing the processed input measures, whilst also satisfying the
user and contextual requirements associated with collaborative musical performance.
In view of these requirements, it was decided that the output modality should be visual,
minimal, and dynamic.
Having established a set of design considerations, a comprehensive review of related
work was conducted. For the three input measures this review covered measurement
methods, feature extraction, and related research. With respect to output modalities,
work on the minimal and dynamic visualisation of behaviour and affect was reviewed.
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The second half of Chapter 4 documented the detailed design of the LuminUs: a
device that was inspired and informed by the work reviewed earlier in the chapter, as
well as the experiences and findings of the first study. In doing so, this contributed
towards addressing the second aim of this thesis:
A2 Design and evaluate a sensor-based device for enhancing affective and behavioural
interaction during collaborative music making.
The LuminUs uses eye-tracking headsets and worn accelerometers to provide musicians
with visual feedback about the gaze or body motions of their co-performers. This
feedback is presented visually using a strip of 16 coloured LEDs, which can be mounted
on a flexible arm in front of the musician. Custom software was developed to collect and
process the data; and to send lighting control messages to a small microcontroller inside
the device. ECG sensors are also incorporated into the design of the LuminUs; enabling
cardiac activity to be recorded as a latent measure (one that does not influence the
visual feedback). This was included to facilitate further investigation of relationships
between cardiac activity and musical decision making; which had been identified during
the first study.
8.1.3 Study 2: Testing the LuminUs in the Lab (Chapter 5)
The second study was designed to test the LuminUs under controlled settings. The
study aimed to i) investigate the effects of the LuminUs feedback upon collaborative
music making; and ii) test for relationships between cardiac activity and musical deci-
sion making. The latter aim was justified in view of the potential for cardiac activity
to be used to provide feedback in future versions of the LuminUs. For each aim, spe-
cific exploratory questions and hypotheses were tested. The study contributed towards
addressing the second aim of this thesis:
A2 Design and evaluate a sensor-based device for enhancing affective and behavioural
interaction during collaborative music making.
Fifteen pairs of musicians took part in the study, each consisting of a percussionist and
a pianist. Each pair were asked to create an improvised accompaniment to a two minute
animation under seven different LuminUs feedback conditions, with two attempts per
condition. Gaze, cardiac, and motion measurements were collected from the musicians
using eye-tracking headsets and wearable ECG sensors containing accelerometers. Self-
report data were also collected, using questionnaires that were completed after each
performance condition.
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Findings relating to the effects of the LuminUs feedback showed that providing gaze
feedback had significant influences upon the number of glances exchanged between
participants; and the proportion of reciprocated glances, relative to the conditions
where no feedback was provided. Motion feedback also had a positive influence on the
number of glances exchanged. Neither gaze nor motion feedback had any significant
influence upon the body motions of the performers, or self-reported aspects of the
musical outcomes and creativity of the accompaniments.
A comprehensive analysis of relationships between cardiac activity and musical
decision making was performed. This involved the use of two novel measures of musical
decision making – information content and change points – which were automatically
extracted from MIDI data. Both discrete and time series analyses were undertaken.
The findings revealed only limited relationships between cardiac activity and musical
decision making. In particular, the discrete analyses revealed that for pianists both the
LF/HF ratio, and the number of heart rate (HR) extrema were significantly correlated
with the mean information content. Visual analyses of the time series suggested that
HR extrema coincided with animation cue points. However, cross-correlation analyses
did not reveal any significant relationships between cardiac feature time series and
decision making feature time series.
8.1.4 Study 3: The LuminUs in Practice (Chapter 6)
The final study in this thesis consisted of a longitudinal, qualitative study with four
established musical duos. The main aims of the study were to investigate musicians’
use of the LuminUs over a more sustained period, in more naturalistic settings; and to
obtain qualitative findings that might help explain and contextualise the quantitative
findings of the preceding studies. In this sense, the study contributed towards the
second aim of this thesis (A2), whilst also addressing the third:
A3 Provide insights into the wider applications for affect and behaviour sensing tech-
nologies in the context of collaborative music making.
The duos attended four sessions where they rehearsed, composed, and performed with
the LuminUs. Semi-structured interviews and video observations were used to collect
qualitative data, which were subsequently transcribed, coded and analysed using the-
matic analysis. This resulted in the identification of five themes: i) expression and
communication; ii) group attributes; iii) technology; iv) aspects of music; and v) con-
text. These themes provided insights into the musicians’ appropriation and use of the
LuminUs; the interpretations of, and reactions to the two types of feedback (gaze and
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motion); and the overall impact of the device. Design considerations also emerged from
these themes; leading to recommendations concerning the design of sensor-based devices
to enhance affective and behavioural interaction during collaborative music making.
Across the five themes, findings were highlighted in relation to quantitative findings
obtained in studies 1 and 2. Musicians’ discussions surrounding interpretations of
expressive motion highlighted that they associate body motion with the content of
the music; and use it to gauge whether their co-performer is “into the music”. This
finding supported correlations between body motion and self-reported engagement and
energy, observed in Study 1. When receiving motion feedback, musicians discussed
using glances to compare the actual motions of their co-performer to the visual feedback
provided by the LuminUs. This served as a potential explanation for the positive
influence of motion feedback upon glances, observed in Study 2. Furthermore, musicians
frequently discussed using gaze for signalling and cueing changes in the music. This
supported quantitative associations between gaze and decision making, observed during
Study 2.
8.2 Contributions
An in-depth discussion of the contributions made by this work is given below. As in
Section 1.4, these are categorised in relation to i) new methods proposed and ii)
findings obtained.
8.2.1 New Methods Proposed
The research in this thesis draws upon existing methods used in the fields of affective
computing, social signal processing, psychophysiology, and musical interaction. In ad-
dition to combining and adapting these existing methods, this thesis also contributes
to the aforementioned fields by developing, applying, and evaluating new methods for
the purpose of understanding and enhancing affective and behavioural communication
during collaborative interactions. Specific methods are discussed below:
Automatic tracking of human-human gaze interactions: Using open source eye
tracking glasses and software, along with fiducial markers, a low-cost method was
developed (Chapter 4) and evaluated (chapters 5 and 6) for automatically de-
tecting gaze interactions between collaborating musicians. To the researcher’s
knowledge, this is the first time that eye-tracking has been adopted for this pur-
pose. The method not only allowed the provision of real-time feedback to musi-
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cians about their co-performer’s gaze, but also enabled the automatic collection of
quantitative data on gaze interactions. Gaze plays an important role in the non-
verbal communication of affective and social signals, and this method provides
researchers with a tool for obtaining quantitative measures of gaze interactions
in a range of different scenarios. For example, researchers in the field of com-
puter supported cooperative work (CSCW) could use the gaze tracking method
proposed in this thesis for investigating gaze interactions during collaborative
problem solving.
Extracting quanititative measures of musical decision making: In Chapter 5,
two novel methods were reported, applied, and evaluated for the automatic ex-
traction of musical decision making features from MIDI recordings of improvised
piano and drum performances. The first method used the Information Dynam-
ics of Music (IDyOM) model (Pearce, 2005) to extract the information content
(IC) - a representation of the unexpectedness of each musical the note. To the
researcher’s knowledge, the implementation of this method for the analysis of mu-
sical decision making in improvised music is a first. The second method involved
the detection of musical change points using a combination of MIDI features, and
was specifically developed for the purposes of this research. Both methods were
evaluated in relation to the findings obtained during Study 2; indicating that
the features provide descriptive and valuable information about musical decision
making. When investigating collaborative musical interactions, it is important
for researchers to take into account the musical contributions of the performers.
This is especially challenging when the musicians are improvising, due to the
fact that the musical contributions are not based upon a pre-defined score. The
two methods reported in this thesis provide potentially valuable tools to enable
researchers to extract quantitative indicators of the musical decisions made by
musicians during improvised performances.
Providing visual feedback of affective and behavioural measures: By design-
ing and testing a prototype device - the LuminUs - this thesis proposed and eval-
uated a method for providing musicians with real-time inter-personal feedback
about the gaze and body motions of their co-performers. To the researcher’s
knowledge, this is the first time that sensor technologies have been used to pro-
vide such feedback to musicians during co-present performances. The method
used a simple display, consisting of a strip of coloured LEDs, which was inspired
by a review of existing methods for visually representing dynamic information.
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The findings from studies 2 and 3 (chapters 5 and 6) indicated that, whilst the
musicians did not find the display overly complex or distracting, its feedback was
still capable of having a significant impact upon their interactions. Furthermore,
the findings from Study 3 showed the importance of choosing suitable mappings
between affective/behavioural signals and their associated visual representations.
Consequently, the reported findings and experiences with the LuminUs provide
an informative reference for researchers and designers involved in the development
of devices for providing dynamic visual feedback to performing musicians.
8.2.2 Findings Obtained
In addition to the methodological contributions outlined above, this thesis also con-
tributes towards advancing knowledge in multiple disciplines through the reporting of
specific findings. Key findings are discussed below:
Sensing collaborating musicians: Findings from the first study in this thesis (Chap-
ter 3) provide empirical evidence for relationships between sensor-derived features
and self-reported, or performance-related measures of collaborative music making.
• Self-reported measures of creativity, engagement, and energy were found to
be positively correlated with body motion.
• The number of glances exchanged between musicians were positively corre-
lated with rhythmic synchrony.
• The average glance length was correlated with self-reported boredom.
These findings contribute towards future research by providing an informed in-
dication of which sensors and features might be best suited for the automatic
measurement and interpretation of affective and behavioural aspects of collabo-
rative music making.
Musical decision making and cardiac activity: In Study 1 (Chapter 3), relation-
ships between discrete heart rate and musical change events were evidenced. Fur-
ther findings in Study 2 (Chapter 5) shed light upon relationships between car-
diac activity and musical decision making, using both discrete and continuous
time series analyses. These results contribute towards the wider literature on
psychophysiology and sow the seeds for more in-depth future research on physi-
ological indicators of decision making processes in improvising musicians.
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Musicians’ use of the LuminUs: Through the use of the LuminUs, quantitative ev-
idence was obtained for the ways in which sensor-derived, visual feedback devices
might have an impact upon musical collaborations. In particular, both gaze and
motion feedback were shown to significantly influence the number of glances ex-
changed between musicians (Chapter 5). In Chapter 6 a longitudinal, qualitative
study on the use of the LuminUs identified and evidenced five themes: expres-
sion and communication; group attributes; technology; aspects of music; and
context. These findings contribute distinct recommendations and considerations
for the design and development of affective and behavioural feedback devices for
musicians.
Research and technology design recommendations: Based upon the experiences
and findings throughout the course of this research, Chapter 7 provides a detailed
discussion of recommendations and suggestions relating to the following topics:
• The selection of appropriate sensors for measuring behaviour and affect in
collaborating musicians.
• The collection and analysis of dyadic data.
• Implications for the design of new affective and behavioural sensing tech-
nologies for collaborative music making.
The discussion of these topics contributes a concise and informative reference for
researchers and technologists embarking upon work involving the use of sensors
for measuring affective and behavioural aspects of collaborative music making.
Additionally, it may also benefit those working within the wider context of the
performing arts.
8.3 Limitations
This section briefly highlights limitations of the research undertaken in this thesis.
Where possible, suggestions are provided for ways in which these limitations could be
addressed in future work.
8.3.1 Study Groups
Collaborative music making can involve any number of musicians coming together to
compose or perform music. The studies within this thesis were specifically limited to
the investigation of pairs of musicians. This was justified by the need to constrain
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the breadth of the research, on account of the unexplored and complex nature of the
research domain. Some aspects of collaborative musical interactions are likely to prevail
regardless of group size. For example, musicians in Study 3 recounted a common use
of gaze for cueing and signalling in groups of various sizes. However, it is not possible
to confirm the extent to which specific findings in this thesis would be applicable to
larger groups.
The range of instruments and styles of music played by the experimental dyads
were also limited. Indeed, only five unique types of instrument were played during the
studies: percussion, piano, electric guitar, bass guitar, and drum machine. Again, it
is likely that certain aspects of collaborative musical interactions are common across
a range of instruments and musical styles. However, the findings in Study 3 demon-
strated the influence that certain musical situations, styles, and group attributes can
have upon collaborative music making. These factors were particularly relevant to the
ways in which the participants envisaged using the LuminUs. Finally, the participants
investigated in this thesis were all experienced musicians. Therefore, the findings may
not be applicable to interactions between amateur musicians.
To address the limitations highlighted in this section, it would be necessary to
carry out further studies involving larger and more varied groups of musicians, playing
a wider range of musical instruments and styles.
8.3.2 Statistical Analyses
The informativeness and validity of statistical analyses are determined by the ways in
which data are collected, and by the selection and application of appropriate statistical
techniques. A range of statistical methods were used for the analysis of quantitative
data in the first two studies in this thesis. In Study 1, the participant sample size;
ordering of the visibility condition; and validity of the post-performance questionnaire
were highlighted as potential limitations that may have influenced the strength and
validity of the statistical results. Consequently, further studies were recommended as
a means of verifying the repeatability of these results.
An additional issue is the use of bivariate (one factor at-a-time) analyses. In the first
study this was justified by the exploratory nature of the study and the large number of
features that were analysed (see Section 3.5.2 for further discussion). During Study 2
the bivariate approach was predominantly used for investigating correlations between
cardiac activity and musical decision making features. This was justified by the fact
that little was known about the nature of any potential relationships; therefore, a
bottom-up approach to the analyses was chosen. Despite these justifications, the use
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of bivariate analysis has a number of limitations, which are described in detail by
Kent (2015). At a descriptive level, bivariate analysis precludes the identification and
analysis of joint effects. For example, the findings from Study 1 showed that energy and
engagement were both independently correlated with the mean body motion; however,
bivariate analysis could not indicate the extent to which energy and engagement jointly
related to body motion. At a relational level, bivariate analysis is unable to reveal
conditional, confounding, or mediated relationships; which may exist when more than
two variables are involved. For example, in Study 2 a positive relationship between the
LuminUs motion feedback and the performers’ body motions was identified. However,
the motion feedback and performers’ body motions were found to be confounded by the
co-performers’ body motions. In this case the confounding relationship was identified
manually, due to an awareness of potential relationships between the variables. In
future work, the use of multivariate analyses could be used in order to gain a more
complex and thorough understanding of the relationships between groups of features.
One of the main limitations of statistical methods is that they are incapable of
providing qualitative insights into data. This is particularly relevant to studies of human
behaviour and psychology, where subjective and qualitative accounts of experience and
action are an important consideration. In Study 2, quantitative findings evidenced
the effects of the LuminUs feedback upon glancing behaviours; as well as relationships
between the feedback and decision making features. However, it was only possible to
speculate as to the causal pathways that led to these relationships, due to a lack of
qualitative data. This was addressed to some extent by the qualitative findings obtained
in Study 3.
Despite the issues discussed above, quantitative and statistically-based analysis
methods are essential tools for extracting meaningful information from sensor data.
The limitations of these methods can be addressed through the careful design of exper-
iments; selection of appropriate tests; and supplementary use of qualitative research.
8.3.3 Sensor Technologies
The research in this thesis revolves around the use of sensor technologies, both for the
collection of empirical data, and for the design of a real-time feedback device. Over the
course of this research, various limitations associated with the sensor technologies were
identified. In particular, these concern the practicalities of collecting measurements,
and the reliability and informativeness of resulting data. These are discussed in more
detail in Section 7.1. The rapid pace of technology development means that sensors
used in the first study in this thesis are now out-dated, and have been replaced by more
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advanced technologies. Consequently, the justifications for not using certain sensors,
due to issues such as unreliability or noise, may no longer be relevant, due to the
existence of more capable devices. For example, in Study 1 the Emotiv EPOC headset
was used to collect EEG data, but was retracted from further use due to the difficulties
of setting up the headset, and the susceptibility of the readings to noise. However,
Emotiv have since developed an EEG headset1 that is specifically designed for everyday
use, eliminating the need for extensive preparation, and using inertial sensors to reduce
EEG signal noise (Emotiv, 2016).
8.3.4 External and Ecological Validity
In the context of human interaction research, external validity concerns the gener-
alisability of research findings to other persons, groups and situations (Brewer and
Crano, 2000). As discussed in Section 8.3.1, the studies undertaken in this thesis
were constrained to dyadic interactions, involving a sub-set of musical instruments and
styles. Furthermore, the first two studies used specific experimental tasks, which were
performed in controlled settings. Consequently, the external validity of the findings
obtained in these studies may be limited.
The ecological validity of a study concerns the degree to which the experimental
conditions are representative of real-world conditions. In studies 1 and 2, attempts to
obtain ecological validity were limited by the need to satisfy requirements for statistical
validity. For example, stage lighting was used in both studies in an attempt to mimic
real-world performance environments; but the experimental tasks, such as drumming
with one hand, were not entirely representative of real-world musical interactions. This
conflict is discussed further in sections 3.5.1 and 7.2.1.
8.4 Future Work
In this final section, a number of interesting areas for future work are briefly described.
These present opportunities to advance, verify, explore and re-imagine the research
reported in this thesis.
8.4.1 Taking the LuminUs into the Wild
The LuminUs is designed to be a device that can enhance collaborative music making
activities, whilst also demonstrating potential applications for affect and behaviour
1https://emotiv.com/insight.php
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sensing technologies. Within the scope of this thesis it was only possible to test the
LuminUs in studies that were held inside university performance spaces. Participants
in Study 3 suggested that the LuminUs could be beneficial in specific settings, such as
an orchestral pit or recording studio. Consequently, it would be interesting to take the
LuminUs into these environments and work with the musicians in order to explore and
investigate specialist applications. This could also involve extending the focus from
dyads to larger groups, such as orchestras. For example, each musician in an orchestra
could be provided with a LuminUs, which informed them whenever the conductor was
looking in their direction.
Taking the LuminUs into the wild would also provide an opportunity to collect and
analyse data from naturalistic settings. This would help to address limitations relating
to external and ecological validity, highlighted in the previous section. It would also
present new challenges, such as dealing with data that was not subject to the same
control that is afforded by lab-based studies.
8.4.2 Giving the LuminUs Intelligence
Volpe (2003) discusses three levels at which expressive input data can be mapped to
expressive outputs: i) expressive direct mapping; ii) expressive high level mapping; and
iii) expressive mapping monitoring (see Section 4.2.2 for a more detailed description).
In its current state, the LuminUs provides a direct mapping of input measures to output
visualisations (i.e. the data are processed using pre-defined computational operations
that do not change state over time). This mapping was chosen in order to provide
simple and meaningful feedback to the musicians. However, future work could look
towards high level mappings (i.e. those that involve decision-making and reasoning
processes). This could be facilitated by developments in the fields of machine learning
and artificial intelligence, which offer powerful methods for the automatic interpreta-
tion and recognition of patterns in data. These methods have already been adopted in
the fields of affective computing and social signal processing as a means of automat-
ically recognising affective and social phenomena (Sariyanidi et al., 2015; Vinciarelli
et al., 2009; Zeng et al., 2009). Considering the motion and gaze data available to the
LuminUs, there is great potential for high level mapping strategies to be developed;
expanding the capabilities of the device, and giving it ‘intelligence’. This could involve
combining data from multiple sensors. For example, a musician’s motion data could be
used to provide an indication of whether they were currently playing or not; allowing
the LuminUs to recognise whether a glance from their co-performer resulted in them
changing their playing. Subsequently, the LuminUs could use this information to learn
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about which combinations of gaze and motion were associated with functional cueing
glances, compared to more general expressive glances.
8.4.3 Utilising Wearable and Everyday Sensors
The sensors used in this thesis would not be classified as everyday, consumer technolo-
gies. By undertaking research with widely used technologies, such as smartphones, the
research outcomes would be more accessible to the general population. For example, it
would be feasible to develop a LuminUs app for smartphones, which enabled groups of
musicians to wirelessly link their phones and use the screens to display motion feedback,
derived from the accelerometers inside the phones. Furthermore, this would facilitate
the collection of data from real-world collaborative music making activities; since par-
ticipants could simply use their own devices, without any need for supervision from the
researchers.
An exciting area of consumer technology development is wearable technology. ‘Wear-
ables’ – as they are commonly referred to – often include similar sensors to those used
in this thesis. For example, the Apple Watch can measure the wearer’s heart rate
from their wrist, and incorporates an accelerometer (Limer, 2014). It can also provide
haptic feedback through vibrations. Consequently, the Apple Watch could easily col-
lect measures from performing musicians and provide them with discrete vibro-tactile
feedback. Such devices provide promising opportunities for researchers to use sensor
data for undertaking investigations and developing applications involving affective and
behavioural signals.
8.4.4 Designing Affective and Intelligent Musical Instruments
Devices like the LuminUs have the potential to provide collaborating musicians with
an enhanced awareness of affective and behavioural signals. But what if these signals
also influenced the functioning of a collaborative musical instrument? For example, an
electronic instrument could use motion data to infer levels of engagement and, rather
than informing the musician that their collaborator was no longer engaged, it could
subtly suggest or make changes to the music. Equipping musical interfaces with the
ability to sense behavioural and physiological phenomena is not an entirely new idea.
Indeed, new interfaces for musical expression often incorporate sensor technologies as a
means of generating sound (Medeiros and Wanderley, 2014). However, the utilisation
of these sensors for affect and social signal sensing purposes has not been well explored.
Consequently, in many new interfaces for musical expression the hardware capabilities
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for data collection may already exist; meaning that it would only be necessary to modify
or develop software in order to process these data. Where more widely used interfaces
are concerned, this could facilitate the collection of large data sets from people using
these devices in the wild. Furthermore, musicians who choose to adopt new musical
interfaces may be more receptive to new technologies in general; meaning that they
could be more likely to adopt and benefit from devices for supporting affective and
inter-personal aspects of collaborative music making.
8.4.5 Assisting Musicians with Disabilities
The LuminUs provides performing musicians with feedback about the gaze or body
motions of their co-performers. For musicians lacking in mobility, devices like the
LuminUs could provide a particularly useful means of facilitating non-verbal expression
and communication. For example, musicians in Study 3 discussed using movement as a
means of identifying whether a co-performer was ‘into the music’. Consequently, where
musicians are unable to express visible body movements, smaller movements could be
sensed and represented through visual feedback. This feedback could be presented to
the audience, as well as other performers. Study 3 also highlighted the importance
of attracting the attention of other musicians for signalling and cueing purposes. The
use of gaze detection provides musicians with a simple and direct way of getting their
co-performer’s attention without the need for elaborate gestures. Furthermore, people
with significant physical impairments are often already equipped with eye-tracking
technologies as a means of communication. These technologies have been utilised for
music making purposes (Hornof, 2014). However, there are no known cases where eye-
tracking has been used for enhancing interaction between musicians with disabilities.
8.5 Closing Remarks
Instrumenting the Musician – the title of this thesis – denotes the use of instruments,
not as tools for musical creation, but as tools for measuring, understanding, and en-
hancing musical interaction. Over the course of this research sensor technologies have
been investigated and applied to the measurement and enhancement of affective and
behavioural interactions between collaborating musicians. In a year referred to as the
“year when virtual reality goes from virtual to reality” (Cellan-Jones, 2016), it is hoped
that this work will serve to highlight the ways in which technology can also contribute to
the understanding and enrichment of the behaviourally and emotionally diverse reality
of co-present, human-human interaction.
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• If you have any questions arising from the Information Sheet or explanation 
already given to you, please ask the researcher before you decide whether to 
join in. You will be given a copy of this Consent Form to keep and refer to at 
any time.  
• I understand that if I decide at any other time during the research that I no 
longer wish to participate in this project, I can notify the researchers involved 
and be withdrawn from it immediately.  
• I consent to the processing of my personal information for the purposes of 
this research study. I understand that such information will be treated as 
strictly confidential and handled in accordance with the provisions of the Data 
Protection Act 1998.  
• I grant to the researcher and Queen Mary a non-exclusive, worldwide, 
irrevocable licence to use recordings of my performance for the purposes of 
research, including online postings (e.g. via You Tube) to publicise and 
illustrate the research results. Permission will be requested before the use of 
any video or images where you are identifiable. I retain all copyright and other 
intellectual property rights to my performance. 
 
Participant’s Statement:  
I ___________________________________________ agree that the research 
project named above has been explained to me to my satisfaction and I agree to 
take part in the study. I have read both the notes written above and the Information 
Sheet (including Shimmer Informed Consent form) about the project, and 
understand what the research study involves.  	  
Signed: Date:  
 
Investigator’s Statement:  
I, Evan Morgan confirm that I have carefully explained the nature, demands and any 
foreseeable risks (where applicable) of the proposed research to the volunteer. 
 
Signed: Date:  
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Information Sheet for Participants 
Title of the Study - Creative Vibes: Investigating Affect During Co-
present Creative Interactions 
We would like to invite you to participate in this pilot research project. You should only participate if you want to; 
choosing not to take part will not disadvantage you in any way.  Before you decide whether you want to take part, 
it is important for you to understand why the research is being done and what your participation will involve. 
Please take time to read the following information carefully and discuss it with others if you wish. Ask us if there is 
anything that is not clear or if you would like more information.  
If you do decide to take part you will be given this information sheet to keep and be asked to sign a consent form. 
If you decide to take part you are still free to withdraw at any time and without giving a reason.  
In the event of you suffering any adverse effects as a consequence of your participation in this study, you will be 
compensated through Queen Mary University of London’s ‘No Fault Compensation Scheme’. 
 
Background to the study  
The term ‘vibe’ is often used to summarise the qualities of a co-present experience. Its definition is accordingly 
vague - ‘A person's emotional state or the atmosphere of a place as communicated to and felt by others’ (Google 
Dictionary). This sense of shared emotion is particularly poignant when people are engaged in creative 
collaborations, such as an improvised jazz performance. We are interested in studying these situations in order to 
gain a more detailed understanding of what creates good or bad vibes and of the subsequent effect that they 
have on us.   
 
Our research will utilise recent advances in emotion and behavioural sensing technologies (such as motion 
tracking, and physiological measurement) in an attempt to reveal and describe the subtleties of creative, co-
present interactions.  
 
From our experimental findings we intend to investigate the development of new collaborative musical interfaces 
that will facilitate or enhance emotional communication during co-present interactions. We believe that this is 
particularly important, since many contemporary music-related technologies focus on the individual and 
consequently act as a barrier to shared emotion and experience. 
 
What your participation will involve 
The experiment will last around 1 hour 45 minutes in total. You will receive a verbal description of the experiment, 
after which we will fit you with a number of sensors (details below). You will then enter the performance space 
with another participant. There will be two drums set up and a removable screen positioned between them (to 
allow or prevent you from viewing the other participant). You will complete a number of performances on the 
drums using one hand only. Afterwards we will ask you to watch a video of the improvised performances, and 
you will complete a couple of surveys to provide feedback on your experience. The exact format will be as 
follows: 
 
1. Participant arrives, receives verbal description of experiment, reads information sheet and completes 
consent form (5 min). 
2. Sensors fitted to participant (you can be instructed to do this alone in privacy) – the following sensors 
will be used: (20 min) 
o ECG – 4 sticky electrode pads placed on the chest and connected to a small wireless 
transmitter. 
o GSR – Two electrodes strapped to two fingers on the hand that the participant is not using for 
drumming. Wireless transmitter worn around wrist.  
o EMG – Three electrodes attached to inside of unused arm. Wireless transmitter worn around 
wrist.  
o Eye Tracking – This just involves wearing a pair of instrumented glasses, fitted with two small 
cameras.  
o EEG – Headset simply placed on head and electrodes positioned against scalp.  
3. Two participants enter performance space and are instructed to carry out the following tasks with the 
screen down (20 min): 
o Hit the drum in time with a metronome for 1 minute, simultaneously. 
o Play a simple, pre-written piece for 5 minutes, together. 
o Improvise freely for 10 minutes, together.  
4. Following a 5 minute break, participants are instructed to carry out the following tasks with the screen up 
(25 min): 
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o Hit the drum in time with a metronome for 1 minute, one after the other.   
o Hit the drum in time with a metronome for 1 minute, both at the same time 
o Play a simple, pre-written piece for 5 minutes, together. 
o Improvise freely for 10 minutes, together.  
5. The performance session concludes and the participants remove the sensors. They are now asked to 
watch video recordings of their two improvised performances and answer a series of questions for each 
2 minutes of video (30 min). 
 
Criteria for participation 
In order to participate in this study you must be an experienced percussionist, with at least 2 years of experience 
performing live. You must be aged 20 or over and you must not have any know hearing or visual impairments. 
Additionally, due to the nature of the sensors you must not wear glasses.  
 
Data Collection and Confidentiality 
All of the data collected for this study will be held in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1988 and College 
regulations. We will not share your personal data with any third parties. The data you provide will be stored 
anonymously by giving the files code names that do not reveal your identity. We will be taking video and audio 
recordings of your performances, to which you retain the copyright. However, by agreeing to participate in the 
study you grant Queen Mary University of London permission (a licence) to use any material in the recording in 
which you own rights for the following non-commercial purposes: Research related investigation, public 
presentations of research work; still images may be used in written publications and research posters. Images 
containing identifiable features (such as your face or any tattoos) will not be used alongside your physiological 
data such that the two can be linked.  
 
Risks 
The sensors that we are using in this study are generally very safe, however there are some risks associated with 
unlikely events such as device failure. These risks are listed at the end of this form. The most likely risk is that 
your skin will react badly to the stick-on electrodes, although these are the same electrodes that are commonly 
used in hospitals. In the event of any allergic reaction the study will be stopped.   
 
Financial Incentive 
In order to encourage you to attend the study, and to account for the cost of your time and travelling expenses, 
we will pay you £20 upon completion of the session. If you opt of the study before completion then we will not be 
able to provide any financial re-imbursement. 
 
 
If you require any further information then please don’t hesitate to contact us 
by emailing evan.morgan@eecs.qmul.ac.uk or calling 07815 481 041.  
 
If this is unsuccessful, or not appropriate, please contact the Secretary at the Queen Mary 
Ethics of Research Committee, Room W117, Queen’s Building, Mile End Campus, Mile End 
Road, London or research-ethics@qmul.ac.uk. 
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Shimmer Informed Consent Statement 
 
As is the nature of a research prototype, Shimmer is an experimental device and consequently not 
fully tested to commercial product nor medical class regulatory approved standards. Consequently, 
although great care was taken in the design of this device, there is some inherent risk both with the 
design and manufacturing that you assume when the device is in close proximity to your body or the 
body of your test subjects: 
 
These Risks Include: 
 
There is a risk of electrical shock due to manufacturing defects or improper use (see usage guidelines 
and warnings). 
 
There is also a risk of sustaining a burn due to a catastrophic failure of the device which could result 
from overheating of components. 
 
There is a risk of radio interference with the operation of other electronic devices and we make no 
claims to the consequences of this. 
 
There is a risk of some minor skin irritation from electrode pads over prolonged periods of time which 
may cause discomfort. 
 
The device is not designed with proper safeguards for proper defibrillation. As such, electrodes must 
be removed before defibrillation is attempted. 
 
Data privacy limitations: It should be understood from the outset and you should communicate to test 
subjects that the physiological data that is streamed, stored, and analysed through use of the device 
is not anonymized or privacy-protected in any way and you should take appropriate precautions in the 
protection and handling of such data in your research activities. Shimmer itself may buffer raw 
physiological data unencrypted on the integrated flash memory device.  
 
Physiological data generated through use of Shimmer may indicate conditions that your test subject 
was previously unaware of prior to participation in research using the device. 
 
There may be a risk of exposure to minute amounts of chemicals from the manufacturing process or 
the components themselves (such as latex, lead etc.). 
 
There may be an increased risk of physical injury by the physical presence of the device on a test 
subject’s body and you fully assume this responsibility. 
 
Realtime Technologies Ltd is not liable for damage or loss of data when using the MicroSD card 
feature. 
 
Some Shimmer peripherals rely on 3rd party driver support. While  
 
Realtime/Shimmer Research have tested features using a typical system, in some cases the end user 
will need to contact the peripheral vendor for resolution of installation, compatibility, or operational 
issues.  
 
By your use of Shimmer you acknowledge these and other risks inherent in the use of an 
experimental device and you assume full responsibility for testing this device with human subjects. 
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  shown	  in	  the	  image	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A.3. STRIP PLOT VISUALISATIONS
A.3 Strip Plot Visualisations
Strip plots were created, showing EEG (engagement feature), heart rate, positivity,
rhythmic change points, and gaze (mutual and individual), for each pilot session and
each participant. P1 = participant 1; P2 = participant 2. Lighter colours indicate
higher readings, white indicates no reliable data collected. A strip plot example with
labelled strips is shown below:
EEG1 Engagement Feature (green < yellow)  
Heart Rate 1 (black < red < white) 
P1 Positivity and RCPs (circles) 
Glance (P1 = pink, P2 = green, mutual = black) 
P2 Positivity and RCPs  
Heart Rate 2 
EEG2 Engagement Feature 
Strip plot for Group 1 in the visual condition:
Strip plot for Group 1 in the non-visual condition:
Strip plot for Group 2 in the visual condition:
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Strip plot for Group 2 in the non-visual condition:
Strip plot for Group 3 in the visual condition:
Strip plot for Group 3 in the non-visual condition:
Strip plot for Group 4 in the visual condition:
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Strip plot for Group 4 in the non-visual condition:
Strip plot for Group 5 in the visual condition:
Strip plot for Group 5 in the non-visual condition:
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A.4 SPSS Linear Mixed Model Command Syntaxes
Command syntax for the analysis of correlations between continuous fea-
tures:
  MIXED MeanInterBeatLag WITH NumMutualGlancemin 
  /CRITERIA=CIN(95) MXITER(100) MXSTEP(10) SCORING(1) SINGULAR(0.000000000001)
 HCONVERGE(0, ABSOLUTE) LCONVERGE(0, ABSOLUTE) PCONVERGE(0.000001, ABSOLUTE) 
  /FIXED=NumMutualGlancemin | SSTYPE(3) 
  /METHOD=REML 
  /PRINT=SOLUTION 
  /RANDOM=INTERCEPT NumMutualGlancemin | SUBJECT(Par) COVTYPE(VC).
Command syntax for the analysis of correlations between continuous fea-
tures and self-report scores across both conditions:
  MIXED MeanBody BY Vis WITH Creativity 
  /CRITERIA=CIN(95) MXITER(100) MXSTEP(10) SCORING(1) SINGULAR(0.000000000001)
 HCONVERGE(0, ABSOLUTE) LCONVERGE(0, ABSOLUTE) PCONVERGE(0.000001, ABSOLUTE) 
  /FIXED=Creativity | SSTYPE(3) 
  /METHOD=REML 
  /PRINT=SOLUTION 
  /RANDOM=INTERCEPT Creativity(Vis) | SUBJECT(Par) COVTYPE(VC).
Command syntax for the analysis of correlations between continuous fea-
tures and self-report scores within a single condition:
     
  MIXED Lbeta WITH Positivity 
  /CRITERIA=CIN(95) MXITER(100) MXSTEP(10) SCORING(1) SINGULAR(0.000000000001)
 HCONVERGE(0, ABSOLUTE) LCONVERGE(0, ABSOLUTE) PCONVERGE(0.000001, ABSOLUTE) 
  /FIXED=Positivity | SSTYPE(3) 
  /METHOD=REML 
  /PRINT=SOLUTION 
  /RANDOM=INTERCEPT Positivity | SUBJECT(Par) COVTYPE(VC).
Command syntax for the analysis of effects of visibility condition:
     
  MIXED Creativity BY Vis 
  /CRITERIA=CIN(95) MXITER(100) MXSTEP(10) SCORING(1) SINGULAR(0.000000000001)
 HCONVERGE(0, ABSOLUTE) LCONVERGE(0, ABSOLUTE) PCONVERGE(0.000001, ABSOLUTE) 
  /FIXED=Vis | SSTYPE(3) 
  /METHOD=REML 
  /PRINT=SOLUTION 
  /RANDOM=INTERCEPT Vis | SUBJECT(Par) COVTYPE(VC).
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              Queen Mary, University of London 
                  Room W117 
      Queen’s Building 
      Queen Mary University of London 
      Mile End Road 
      London E1 4NS 
      
                  Queen Mary Research Ethics Committee 
                  Hazel Covill 
                  Research Ethics Administrator 
                                                                                                                                 Tel: +44 (0) 20 7882 7915 
                 Email: h.covill@qmul.ac.uk 
 
c/o Dr Hatice Gunes 
Eng 211 
Department of Electronic Engineering 
Queen Mary University of London 
Mile End Road 
London     E1 4NS     2nd October 2014 
   
  To Whom It May Concern: 
 
Re: QMREC2013/48 – Creative Vibes: Investigating Affect During Co-
present Creative Interactions.  
 
The above study was conditionally approved by The Queen Mary Research 
Ethics Committee (Review Panel F) on the 26th June 2013; full approval was 
ratified by delegated member’s action on the 3rd July 2013.  
 
A protocol amendment (reduced measurement taking; small changes to stimulus 
materials) was approved via QMERC Chair’s Action on the 2nd October 2014. 
 
This approval is valid for a period of two years, (if the study is not started before 
this date then the applicant will have to reapply to the Committee). 
 
Yours faithfully 
 
Ms Elizabeth Hall – QMREC Chair.   Patron: Her Majesty the Queen 
Incorporated by Royal Charter as Queen Mary 
and Westfield College, University of London 
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Information Sheet for Participants 
Title of the Study - Creative Vibes: Investigating Affect During Co-
present Creative Interactions 
We would like to invite you to participate in this research project. You should only participate if you want to; 
choosing not to take part will not disadvantage you in any way.  Before you decide whether you want to take part, 
it is important for you to understand why the research is being done and what your participation will involve. 
Please take time to read the following information carefully and discuss it with others if you wish. Ask us if there is 
anything that is not clear or if you would like more information.  
If you do decide to take part you will be given this information sheet to keep and be asked to sign a consent form. 
If you decide to take part you are still free to withdraw at any time and without giving a reason.  
In the event of you suffering any adverse effects as a consequence of your participation in this study, you will be 
compensated through Queen Mary University of London’s ‘No Fault Compensation Scheme’. 
 
Background to the study  
The term ‘vibe’ is often used to summarise the qualities of a co-present experience. Its definition is accordingly 
vague - ‘A person's emotional state or the atmosphere of a place as communicated to and felt by others’ (Google 
Dictionary). This sense of shared emotion is particularly poignant when people are engaged in creative 
collaborations, such as an improvised musical performance. We are interested in studying these situations in 
order to gain a more detailed understanding of what creates good or bad vibes and of the subsequent effect that 
they have on us.   
 
Our research utilises recent advances in emotion and behavioural sensing technologies (such as eye tracking, 
and physiological measurement) in an attempt to reveal and describe the subtleties of creative, co-present 
interactions. We have also developed a simple device, the LuminUs (see Figure 1), which uses a coloured light 
display to provide the musician with feedback about the behaviour of their partner. Using eye-tracking glasses, 
the LuminUs can inform you when the other participant is looking towards you. Alternatively, it can inform you 
about the motion of the other participant, using a small accelerometer worn around the waist. We are interested 
in whether such devices can influence the interaction between musicians. 
 
What your participation will involve 
The experiment will last around 90 minutes in total. You will receive a verbal description of the experiment, after 
which we will fit you with a number of sensors (details below). You will then enter the performance space with 
another participant. There will be a set of electronic drum pads and a single keyboard (see Figure 2 on the next 
page). You will complete a number of performances where you will be asked to improvise an accompaniment to a 
short 2 minute video. After each performance you will complete a survey to provide feedback on your experience. 
The exact format will be as follows: 
 
1. Participant arrives, receives verbal description of experiment, reads information sheet and completes 
consent form (10 min). 
2. Sensors fitted to participant (you can be instructed to do this alone in privacy) – the following sensors 
will be used: (15 min) 
a ECG – 4 sticky electrode pads placed on the chest and connected to a small wireless 
transmitter worn around the waist. 
b Eye Tracking – This just involves wearing a pair of instrumented glasses, fitted with two small 
cameras.  
3. Participants have a practice with the instruments before the study begins. (5 min) 
4. Two participants enter performance space and are instructed to carry out the following baseline tasks: 
a Watch a short animation twice while baseline measurements are taken. (4 min) 
b Play along to the animation twice while baseline measurements are taken (4 min) 
5. The study begins, participants are instructed to: 
a Improvise a live accompaniment to the animation twice (4 min) 
b Answer a series of questions about that session (2 min) 
c Repeat 5a and 5b a further 6 times (36 min) 
6. The study ends. Participants remove the sensors and have a short de-briefing chat with the 
experimenter. Payment is given in cash. (10 min) 
 
Total: 90 min 
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Figure 1 - The LuminUs device 
 
Figure 2 - Experimental Set Up 
Criteria for participation 
In order to participate in this study you must be an experienced pianist or percussionist, with at least 5 years of 
experience performing live. You must be aged 18 or over and you must not have any known hearing or visual 
impairments. Additionally, due to the nature of the sensors you must not wear glasses.  
 
Data Collection and Confidentiality 
All of the data collected for this study will be held in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1988 and College 
regulations. We will not share your personal data with any third parties. The data you provide will be stored 
anonymously by giving the files code names that do not reveal your identity. We will be taking video and audio 
recordings of your performances, to which you retain the copyright. However, by agreeing to participate in the 
study you grant Queen Mary University of London permission (a licence) to use any material in the recording in 
which you own rights for the following non-commercial purposes: Research related investigation, public 
presentations of research work; still images may be used in written publications and research posters. Images 
containing identifiable features (such as your face or any tattoos) will not be used alongside your physiological 
data such that the two can be linked.  
 
Risks 
The sensors that we are using in this study are generally very safe, however there are some risks associated with 
unlikely events such as device failure. These risks are listed at the end of this form. The most likely risk is that 
your skin will react badly to the stick-on electrodes, although these are the same electrodes that are commonly 
used in hospitals. In the event of any allergic reaction the study will be stopped.   
 
Financial Incentive 
In order to encourage you to attend the study, and to account for the cost of your time and travelling expenses, 
we will pay you £20 upon completion of the session. If you opt of the study before completion then we will not be 
able to provide any financial re-imbursement. 
 
 
If you require any further information then please don’t hesitate to contact us 
by emailing e.l.morgan@qmul.ac.uk or calling 07815 481 041.  
 
If this is unsuccessful, or not appropriate, please contact the Secretary at the Queen Mary 
Ethics of Research Committee, Room W117, Queen’s Building, Mile End Campus, Mile End 
Road, London or research-ethics@qmul.ac.uk. 
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Shimmer Informed Consent Statement 
 
As is the nature of a research prototype, Shimmer is an experimental device and consequently not 
fully tested to commercial product nor medical class regulatory approved standards. Consequently, 
although great care was taken in the design of this device, there is some inherent risk both with the 
design and manufacturing that you assume when the device is in close proximity to your body or the 
body of your test subjects: 
 
These Risks Include: 
 
There is a risk of electrical shock due to manufacturing defects or improper use (see usage guidelines 
and warnings). 
 
There is also a risk of sustaining a burn due to a catastrophic failure of the device which could result 
from overheating of components. 
 
There is a risk of radio interference with the operation of other electronic devices and we make no 
claims to the consequences of this. 
 
There is a risk of some minor skin irritation from electrode pads over prolonged periods of time which 
may cause discomfort. 
 
The device is not designed with proper safeguards for proper defibrillation. As such, electrodes must 
be removed before defibrillation is attempted. 
 
Data privacy limitations: It should be understood from the outset and you should communicate to test 
subjects that the physiological data that is streamed, stored, and analysed through use of the device 
is not anonymized or privacy-protected in any way and you should take appropriate precautions in the 
protection and handling of such data in your research activities. Shimmer itself may buffer raw 
physiological data unencrypted on the integrated flash memory device.  
 
Physiological data generated through use of Shimmer may indicate conditions that your test subject 
was previously unaware of prior to participation in research using the device. 
 
There may be a risk of exposure to minute amounts of chemicals from the manufacturing process or 
the components themselves (such as latex, lead etc.). 
 
There may be an increased risk of physical injury by the physical presence of the device on a test 
subject’s body and you fully assume this responsibility. 
 
Realtime Technologies Ltd is not liable for damage or loss of data when using the MicroSD card 
feature. 
 
Some Shimmer peripherals rely on 3rd party driver support. While Realtime/Shimmer Research have 
tested features using a typical system, in some cases the end user will need to contact the peripheral 
vendor for resolution of installation, compatibility, or operational issues.  
 
By your use of Shimmer you acknowledge these and other risks inherent in the use of an 
experimental device and you assume full responsibility for testing this device with human subjects. 
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Technology Testing Survey
Experiment Details
Page description:
1. Experiment ID *
2. Participant *
Participant Details
Page description:
3. Age *
 years
4. Gender *
1
2
Female
Male
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5. Please enter the name of your music college *
6. Please select your level of study *
Undergraduate
Postgraduate
Diploma
AS/A Level
Other
7. For how many years have you been playing piano/percussion? *
 years
Session 1
Page description:
Session ID (to be completed by the experimenter) *
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
Session 1
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Not at all Creative Very Creative
Page description:
Please answer the following questions based upon your experience of each of the two
attempts in the last session.
On a scale of 0 to 10, how creative was each attempt? *
 
Which attempt do you think produced the best accompaniment to the animation? *
Session 1
Page description:
Regarding the entire last session (both attempts), how much do you agree/disagree with
the following statements?
Attempt 1
Attempt 2
Attempt 1 Attempt 2
Both were equal
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The other musician was leading the performance *
Strongly
disagree
Moderately
disagree
Slightly
disagree Neutral
Slightly
agree
Moderately
agree
Strongly
agree
I enjoyed this session *
Strongly
disagree
Moderately
disagree
Slightly
disagree Neutral
Slightly
agree
Moderately
agree
Strongly
agree
The other musician and I performed well as a pair *
Strongly
disagree
Moderately
disagree
Slightly
disagree Neutral
Slightly
agree
Moderately
agree
Strongly
agree
I was satisfied with my musical contributions *
Strongly
disagree
Moderately
disagree
Slightly
disagree Neutral
Slightly
agree
Moderately
agree
Strongly
agree
I felt engaged with the other musician *
Strongly
disagree
Moderately
disagree
Slightly
disagree Neutral
Slightly
agree
Moderately
agree
Strongly
agree
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The session was boring *
Strongly
disagree
Moderately
disagree
Slightly
disagree Neutral
Slightly
agree
Moderately
agree
Strongly
agree
The other musician ignored my contributions *
Strongly
disagree
Moderately
disagree
Slightly
disagree Neutral
Slightly
agree
Moderately
agree
Strongly
agree
I liked the music we created *
Strongly
disagree
Moderately
disagree
Slightly
disagree Neutral
Slightly
agree
Moderately
agree
Strongly
agree
I felt connected to the other musician *
Strongly
disagree
Moderately
disagree
Slightly
disagree Neutral
Slightly
agree
Moderately
agree
Strongly
agree
Page description:
Thanks for your responses! Please return to your instrument ready for
the next session.
Session 2
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B.4 Time-series Analyses Plots
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Figure B.4.1: Analysis of time series correlations between musical changes and LF/HF
ratio over all performances for percussionists (P1) only. Plot (a) shows the two averaged
and normalised (0-1) time series, with the shaded areas indicating ± 1 SE. Plot (b)
shows the sample cross-correlation function (CCF) for the two original series. Plot (c)
shows the CCF for the pre-whitened series.
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Figure B.4.2: Analysis of time series correlations between musical changes and LF/HF
ratio over all performances for pianists (P2) only. Plot (a) shows the two averaged and
normalised (0-1) time series, with the shaded areas indicating ± 1 SE. Plot (b) shows
the sample cross-correlation function (CCF) for the two original series. Plot (c) shows
the CCF for the pre-whitened series.
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Figure B.4.3: Analysis of time series correlations between information content (IC) and
LF/HF ratio over all performances for percussionists (P1) only. Plot (a) shows the two
averaged and normalised (0-1) time series, with the shaded areas indicating ± 1 SE.
Plot (b) shows the sample cross-correlation function (CCF) for the two original series.
Plot (c) shows the CCF for the pre-whitened series.
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Figure B.4.4: Analysis of time series correlations between information content (IC)
and LF/HF ratio over all performances for pianists (P2) only. Plot (a) shows the two
averaged and normalised (0-1) time series, with the shaded areas indicating ± 1 SE.
Plot (b) shows the sample cross-correlation function (CCF) for the two original series.
Plot (c) shows the CCF for the pre-whitened series.
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Consent Form 
 
Please complete this form after you have read the Information Sheet and/or listened 
to an explanation about the research. 
 
Title of Study: Creative Vibes: Investigating Affect During Co-present Creative 
Interactions 
 
Queen Mary Ethics of Research Committee Ref: QMREC1547a 
 
• Thank you for considering taking part in this research. The person organizing 
the research must explain the project to you before you agree to take part.  
• If you have any questions arising from the Information Sheet or explanation 
already given to you, please ask the researcher before you decide whether to 
join in. You will be given a copy of this Consent Form to keep and refer to at 
any time.  
• I understand that if I decide at any other time during the research that I no 
longer wish to participate in this project, I can notify the researchers involved 
and be withdrawn from it immediately.  
• I consent to the processing of my personal information for the purposes of 
this research study. I understand that such information will be treated as 
strictly confidential and handled in accordance with the provisions of the Data 
Protection Act 1998.  
• I grant to the researcher and Queen Mary a non-exclusive, worldwide, 
irrevocable licence to use recordings of my performance for the purposes of 
research, including online postings (e.g. via You Tube) to publicise and 
illustrate the research results. Permission will be requested before the use of 
any video or images where you are identifiable. I retain all copyright and other 
intellectual property rights to my performance. 
 
Participant’s Statement:  
I ___________________________________________ agree that the research 
project named above has been explained to me to my satisfaction and I agree to 
take part in the study. I have read both the notes written above and the Information 
Sheet about the project, and understand what the research study involves.  	  
Signed: Date:  
 
Investigator’s Statement:  
I, Evan Morgan confirm that I have carefully explained the nature, demands and any 
foreseeable risks (where applicable) of the proposed research to the volunteer. 
 
Signed: Date:  
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Information Sheet for Participants 
Title of the Study - Creative Vibes: Investigating Affect During Co-
present Creative Interactions 
We would like to invite you to participate in this research project. You should only participate if you want to; 
choosing not to take part will not disadvantage you in any way.  Before you decide whether you want to take part, 
it is important for you to understand why the research is being done and what your participation will involve. 
Please take time to read the following information carefully and discuss it with others if you wish. Ask us if there is 
anything that is not clear or if you would like more information.  
If you do decide to take part you will be given this information sheet to keep and be asked to sign a consent form. 
If you decide to take part you are still free to withdraw at any time and without giving a reason.  
In the event of you suffering any adverse effects as a consequence of your participation in this study, you will be 
compensated through Queen Mary University of London’s ‘No Fault Compensation Scheme’. 
 
Background to the study  
The term ‘vibe’ is often used to summarise the qualities of a co-present experience. Its definition is accordingly 
vague - ‘A person's emotional state or the atmosphere of a place as communicated to and felt by others’ (Google 
Dictionary). This sense of shared emotion is particularly poignant when people are engaged in creative 
collaborations, such as an improvised musical performance. We are interested in studying these situations in 
order to gain a more detailed understanding of what creates good or bad vibes and of the subsequent effect that 
they have on us.   
 
Our research utilises recent advances in emotion and behavioural sensing technologies in an attempt to reveal 
and describe the subtleties of creative, co-present interactions. We have also developed a simple device, the 
LuminUs (see Figure 1), which uses a coloured light display to provide the musician with feedback about the 
behaviour of their partner. Using eye-tracking glasses, the LuminUs can inform you when the other participant is 
looking towards you. Alternatively, it can inform you about the motion of the other participant, using a small 
accelerometer worn around the waist. We are interested in whether such devices can influence the interaction 
between musicians. 
 
What your participation will involve 
You will be asked to attend four sessions on separate days, each lasting around 90 minutes. All of the sessions 
will be held at Queen Mary University in the performance lab. The format for the sessions will be as follows: 
 
Session 1: Rehearse a piece of music of your choice (1hr), followed by an informal interview (20 min) 
Session 2: Compose a short (5-10min) piece (1hr), followed by an informal interview (20 min) 
Session 3: Continue to compose/rehearse the piece (1hr), followed by an informal interview (20 min) 
Session 4: Perform your piece in front of other participants (1hr), followed by a group discussion (30 min) 
 
In each session you will be using the LuminUs. We will explain how it works, and show you how to set it up and 
use it. You'll have some flexibility in how you use it. Specifically, you will be able to choose which type of 
feedback (motion or gaze) you receive, and you can pick the positioning of the device and the eye tracking 
markers. 
 
After each session there will be a short, informal interview, where we will discuss your use of the LuminUs. For 
the final session this will be a group discussion.  
 
You can bring your own instruments, or use the ones we have in the lab (drum kit, guitars, keyboards).  
 
 
Figure 1 - The LuminUs device 
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Criteria for participation 
In order to participate in this study you must be an experienced musician, with at least 5 years of experience 
performing live. You must be aged 18 or over and you must not have any known hearing or visual impairments. 
Additionally, due to the nature of the sensors you must not wear glasses.  
 
Data Collection and Confidentiality 
We will be taking video and audio recordings of your performances, and audio recordings of the interviews. All of 
the data collected for this study will be held in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1988 and College 
regulations. We will not share your personal data with any third parties. The data you provide will be stored 
anonymously by giving the files code names that do not reveal your identity. You retain the copyright to the 
recordings of your performances. However, by agreeing to participate in the study you grant Queen Mary 
University of London permission (a licence) to use any material in the recording in which you own rights for the 
following non-commercial purposes: Research related investigation, public presentations of research work; still 
images may be used in written publications and research posters. Images containing identifiable features (such 
as your face or any tattoos) will not be used alongside your data such that the two can be linked.  
 
Financial Incentive 
In order to encourage you to attend the study, and to account for the cost of your time and travelling expenses, 
we will pay you £80 upon completion of the four sessions. If you opt of the study before completion then we will 
not be able to provide any financial re-imbursement. 
 
 
If you require any further information then please don’t hesitate to contact us 
by emailing e.l.morgan@qmul.ac.uk or calling 07815 481 041.  
 
If this is unsuccessful, or not appropriate, please contact the Secretary at the Queen Mary 
Ethics of Research Committee, Room W117, Queen’s Building, Mile End Campus, Mile End 
Road, London or research-ethics@qmul.ac.uk. 
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Name
Number Of 
Sources 
Coded
Number Of 
Coding 
References Parent Node Name
Abilities 0 0 Group Attributes
Accelerometer on the leg 2 2 Positioning equipment
Accidental signalling 1 1 Confusion
Accuracy 2 2 Function
Aesthetics 3 3 Form
Alarm 3 7 Thinking and discussing
Ambiguity 1 1 Barriers and issues
An extra sense 1 1 Thinking and discussing
Appropriating 20 59 Usage
Attempted use 9 19 In practice
Audience impression 5 13 Expression and Communication
Awareness of other 5 11 Expression and Communication
Barriers and issues 1 1 Expression and Communication
Body language 3 3 Types of motion
Calibration 5 8 Practical issues
Changed approach 2 2 General influence
Clarity 1 1 Function
Colour meaning 1 5 Interpretation of feedback
Comfort 8 11 Form
Complexity 2 2 Practical issues
Composing 7 13 Situation
Composing influenced by tech 8 13 General influence
Confidence of musician 1 1 Abilities
Confusion 5 9 Problems
Definite motion made it spike 1 1 Interpretation of feedback
Design 0 0 Technology
Different situation 5 11 Uses for the LuminUs
Differentiating signals 1 9 Confusion
Discussing use 6 27 Thinking and discussing
Distraction 4 8 Problems
Doing a solo 9 15 Structure
Dynamics 11 25 Musical Affordances
Emotional expression 12 30 Expression and Communication
Excitement of seeing light go red 2 3 Response to feedback
Experimentation 5 6 In practice
Expression and Communication 0 0 Final Themes
Familiarity 3 3 Potential
Features of NVC 10 21 Expression and Communication
Form 0 0 Design
Function 0 0 Design
Functions of gaze 0 0 Expression and Communication
Gaze detection 6 6 Practical issues
General influence 1 1 Impact
Getting attention 13 24 Awareness of other
Getting used to it 2 3 Use over time
Glance conveying Instructions and questions 4 11 Functions of gaze
Glance length 5 7 Functions of gaze
Group Attributes 0 0 Final Themes
Hand motion 4 5 Types of motion
Head motion 8 12 Types of motion
Headset 1 1 Form
Hearing and listening 7 9 Expression and Communication
Imagined devices 2 7 Potential
Impact 0 0 Technology
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Improved awareness 1 1 General influence
Improved efficiency 1 1 General influence
Improvisation 3 5 Musical style
In practice 1 1 Usage
In the studio 3 6 Situation
Instrument 9 26 Roles
Intensity 11 29 Musical Affordances
Interpretation of feedback 0 0 Impact
Just a 'feeling' 9 36 Emotional expression
Lag 3 3 Practical issues
Leading 7 8 Roles
Level of experience 1 1 Abilities
Light feedback 15 39 Function
Light show 2 10 Imagined devices
Lights are a quick reference 1 1 Response to feedback
Linking light to motion 1 3 Interpretation of feedback
Looking and lacking confidence 1 2 Functions of gaze
Looking at other to understand motion 1 1 Functions of gaze
Looking at other to understand tech 1 2 Response to feedback
Looking at other's LuminUs 1 1 Trust and confidence
Looking at other's motion for synchrony 1 1 Functions of gaze
Looking for appraisal 1 1 Functions of gaze
Looking to pass the ball 1 1 Functions of gaze
Lost in the music 1 4 Barriers and issues
Marker positioning 7 21 Positioning equipment
Meaning 13 68 Interpretation of feedback
Misunderstanding the tech 2 2 Confusion
More useful in larger group 3 5 Uses for the LuminUs
Motion and affect 6 13 Emotional expression
Motion as a count in 1 1 Appropriating
Motion information not useful 4 6 Not useful
Motion positioning 2 4 Positioning equipment
Motion sensitivity 1 1 Practical issues
Multitasking 7 7 Abilities
Musical Affordances 0 0 Final Themes
Musical Context 0 0 Final Themes
Musical style 11 32 Musical Context
Needing time to get used to it 1 1 Use over time
No use for tech 8 8 Thinking and discussing
Not useful 4 6 Problems
Originality 1 1 Function
Overcoming problems 3 3 Problems
Performance 1 3 Situation
Peripheral vision 7 14 In practice
Positioning equipment 0 0 In practice
Potential 0 0 Technology
Practical issues 0 0 Problems
Problems 0 0 Technology
Providing information 1 1 Functions of gaze
Range 2 3 Practical issues
Reading intentions 4 4 Expression and Communication
Relationships 7 17 Group Attributes
Response to feedback 8 27 Impact
Responsiveness of device 7 9 Function
Roles 12 30 Group Attributes
Rules 1 2 Thinking and discussing
Self awareness 3 6 General influence
Signalling and cueing 24 127 Expression and Communication
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Signalling to sound engineer 1 2 Imagined devices
Simplicity 1 1 Function
Situation 19 110 Musical Context
Staring means not liking or wanting to stop 2 2 Functions of gaze
Structure 9 13 Musical Affordances
Subconscious influence of tech 2 3 General influence
Successful use 7 15 In practice
Tech influencing behaviour 5 10 Response to feedback
Tech positioning 14 52 Positioning equipment
Technology 0 0 Final Themes
Tempo 3 5 Musical Affordances
Testing 13 63 In practice
Thinking and discussing 1 1 Usage
Tonality 7 14 Musical Affordances
Trust and confidence 5 10 Problems
Trying to find a use 10 14 Thinking and discussing
Types of motion 0 0 Expression and Communication
Unnatural 5 9 Problems
Usage 0 0 Technology
Use over time 2 4 Usage
Useful for drummer 1 4 Uses for the LuminUs
Usefulness 1 3 Thinking and discussing
Uses for the LuminUs 14 46 Potential
Using to understand behaviour 6 16 Appropriating
Venue 5 6 Situation
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Name:	  
	  
Age:	  
	  
How	  many	  years	  have	  you	  been	  playing?	  	   	   	  	  …………………………………..	  
	  
What	  style	  of	  music	  did	  you	  play	  this	  evening?	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  …………………………………..	  
	  
	  
Did	  you	  end	  up	  using	  the	  technology	  in	  your	  rehearsals?	  	  	  	  	  	   	   YES	  /	  NO	  
	  
If	  YES	  –	  how	  did	  you	  use	  it?	  If	  NO	  –	  why	  didn’t	  you	  use	  it?	  
	  
Did	  you	  use	  the	  technology	  differently	  during	  the	  performance?	   YES	  /	  NO	   	  
	  
If	  YES	  –	  how	  did	  it	  differ?	  	  
	  
	  
What,	  if	  anything,	  did	  you	  like	  about	  the	  technology?	  
	  
	  
What,	  if	  anything,	  did	  you	  dislike	  about	  the	  technology?	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